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ROYAL GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY.
AT a numerousMeeting of the Members of the RALEIGW
T~LVELLE~'~
CLUB,and several other Gentlemep, held at the Thdched Hwe,
on Monday, the 24th of May,
Esq., in the Chair,
JOHNBARROW,
It was submitted that, among the numerous literary and adentific
societies established in the British metropolis, one was etill wanting to
complete the circle of scientific: institutions, whose s o h object should
be the promotion and diffusion of that moet important and entertainb g branch of knowledge, GEOOEAPBY.
That a new and useful Society might therefam be formed, under the
name of THE GEOPBAJ'HICAL
SOCIETY
07 L O N W ~ .
That the interest excited by this departmentof scienp is wiversally
felt; that its advantages are of the first importance to mankind i n
general, and paramount to the welfare of a maritime n a t i ~ nlike Great
Britain, with its numerous and extensive foreign possessions.
That its decided utility in conferring 'ust and distinct notions of the
physical and political relatiow of our d o b e must be obvious toevery
one ; and is the more enhanced by this species of knowledge being
attainable without much difficulty, while at the same time it affords a
copious source of rational amusement.
That although there is 3 vast store of geographical information
existing in Great Britain, yet it is so scattered and dispersed, either in
large books that are not generally accessible, or ip the bureaus of the
publio departments, or in the possession of private individuals, as to be
nearly unavailable to the public.
The objects, then, of such a Society as is n6w suggested would
be, .
1. To collect, register, and digest, and to print for the use of
the Members, and the public at large, in a cheap form and a t
certain intervals, such new, interesting, and useful faat8 and
discoveries as the Society may have in its poasession, and may,
from time to time, acquire.
2. To accumulate gradually a library of the best books on Geography-a selection of the best Voyages and Travels-a complete
collection of Maps and Charts, from the earliest period of rude
geographical delineations to the most improved of the present
time ;as well as all such documents and materials as may convey
the best information to persons intending to visit foreign countries; it being of the greatest utility to a traveller to be aware,
previously to his setting out, of what has been already done, 4
what is still wanting, in the countries he may intend to visit.

8. To procure specihens of such instruments as experience h a s
shown to be most useful, and best adapted to the compendious
stock of a traveller, by consulting which, he may make himself
familiar with their use.
4. T o prepare brief instructions for such as are setting out on
their travels ; pointing out the parts most desirable to be visited ;
the bast and most practicable means of proceeding thither ; t h e
researches most essential to make ; phenomena to he observed ;
the subjects of natural history most desirable to be procured; and
to obtain all such information as may tend to the extension of o u r
geographical knowledge. And it is hoped that the Society may
ultimately be enabled, from its funds, to render pecuniary assistance to such travellers as may require it, in order to facilitate the
attainment of some particular object of research.
5. T o correspond with similar societies that may be established
in diierent parts of the world ; with foreign individuals engaged
in geographical pursuits, and with the most intelligent British
residents in the various remote settlements of the Empire.
6. T o open a communication with all those philosophical and
literary societies with which Geography is connected ; for as all
are fellow-labourers in the different departments of the same
vineyard, their united efforts cannot fail mutually to assist each
other.
The Meeting then proceeded to n e a t e aproviaional Committee
to consider and propose resolutions tb be submitted to a General
Meeting.

AT a Meeting of the GEOQRAPAICAL
SOCIETY
OF LONDON,
held at the
Rooms of the Horticullural Society, Regent Street, on Friday the
16th of July,
J. BARROW,
Esq. in the Chair ;
The following Resolutions were adopted.
1. THATthe Society, having been honoured with the gracious patronage and permission of His Majesty, be called ' THEROYAL
GEOQRAPHICAL SOCIETY
OF LONDON.'
e. That the number of ordinary Members be not limited; but that
the number of Honorary Foreign Members be limited, as shall hereafter be determined.
3. That the Council of the Society consist of a President, four VicePresidents, a Treasurer, two Secretaries, and twentylone other Members to conduct the affairs of the Society.
4. That the election of the said Council and Officers be annual.
5. hat the office of President be not held by the same individual for
8 longer period than two consecutive years, but that he be eligible for
re-election after the lapse of one year.
'

6. That one of the four Vice-Presidents go out annually; he being
eligible, however, for re-election after the lapse of one year : but the
Treasurer and Secretaries may be annually re-elected.
7. That seven of the twenty-one other Members constituting the
Council, go out annually, at the period of the General Election of the
Officers of the Society.
8. That the Admission Fee of Members be 31., and tlie Annual Subscription 22. ; or both may be compounded for by one payment of 201.
9. That such part of the Funds of the Society as may not be required
for current expenses, be placed in the public securities, and vested in
t h e names of three Trustees, to be hereafter appointed by thepresident
a n d Council.

T h e Chairman then addressed the following Observations to the
Meeting, explanatory of the general Views of the Society.

THEROYAL
GEOGRAPHICAL
SOCIETY
OF LONDON
being now established,
the Provisional Committee cannot close its proceedings without adverting to the gratifying fact of there being enrolled, on the List of its
Members, within so short a space of time, considerably more than
Four Hundred names. Fromthis great and increasing number, and still
more from the general character of the Subscribers, it is fair to conclude that a favourable opinion has been formed of the utility likely to
result from the labours of such a Society. The degree of utility, however, which will be really effected, the Committee deem it almost unnecessary to observe, must depend on the attention and assiduity which
t h e President, the Vice-Presidents, and the Council may bestow on its
concerns, quite as much as on the stock of knowledge they may bring
t o the consideration of the several subjects that will come before
them. And not on the Council alone will depend the extent to which
the useful labours of the Society may thus be carried, but in a very
great degree also on the assistance which they may receive from the
many individuals eminent in the Arts, Sciences, and Literature, and
from the distinguished Officers of the Army and Navy, whose names
appear on the List of Members.
The many opportunities that are afforded to Officers of the Army
while on Service abroad, and the promptitude and ability with which
they avail themselves of them (as the Office of the Quarter-MasterGeneral and the Board of Ordnance so amply testify), are the best pledges of what may reasonably be expected from that quarter ; and
the more so since tlie Committee has had the eatisfaction to witness the
readiness with which so many distinguished Officers of the Royal Artillery and Engineers have come forward to join the Society.
With the same confidence the Committee look for aid from-the
Officers of the Sister Service, who on their own peculiar element in
particular, will, it is hoped, be assisted by other experienced Navigators, whether of and belonging to the Corporation of Trinity, the

E e s t I n d i Campany, o r to any other Maritime Service. On the
exactitudb of the minutest details of Hydrography must always depend
the safety of Commerce and Navigation. Numerous dangers unquestionably exist in various parts of the ocean, that have not yet been
ascertained, while others that have no existence still figure on our
Charts, to the dread of Navigators. I t has been well observed, that
' the man who points out, in the midst of the wide ocean, a single
rock unknown before, is a benefactor of the human race ;' and
scarcely less so is he, who, after careful examination, is able to decide
that a rock or shoal, which appears on a chart, is either misplaced, or
has no existence.-These, it is true, may not be ranked among brilliant discoveries ; but the smallest obstruction, whether rock or shoal,
that exists in the ocean, may have been, and, so long as its exact.psition remains unascertained, is still likely to be. the cause of destruction to life and ptoperty. I t may also be noticed that many practical
ob~ervationaare still desirable on the prevailing winds and currents,
and more particularly on tides, of which there are various peculiarities
among the islands and along the different coast3 of the ocean, concerning which facte and observations are still wanting, for estahlishing one general theory that shall be found applicable to every part of
the Gldbe.
Every accession, therefore, to hydrographical knowledge,-a real
danger discovered-a fictitious one demolished--or a ~eculiaritvascert2n;d-must
be of great importance to navigation, aild a fit o6ject for
promulgation by the Society.
The Committee, however, are aho willing to hope, that many
valuable contributions on geographical subjects will be received from
other individuals, whether on the List of Members or not, than those
who are thus professionally qualified and indted to furnish them;
particularly from euch of their countrymen as have permanent residences abroad, from the various public authorities in the British coloniee, and from those who have travelled, or may yet travel, in foreign
countries. It is not for the Committee to specify in detail the various
points of information which should engage the attention of the traveller ; hut they may observe that every species of information, connected either with Physical Geography or Statistics, if it have only
accuracy to recommend it, will be acceptable ; and in cases where the
atock of information, generally, in the hands of any individual, is not
of suficient magnitude or importance to form a volume for publication,
if sent to the Society, it will be made available, in some form or other,
in its Transactions. The routes, for example, which travellers may
have pureued through portions of countries hitherto but imperfectly
known, or inaccurately described,-the objects of Natural History that
may have presented themselves,-the meteorological and magnetic
phenomena that may have been observed-the mature of the eoil and
its prod~icts,of its forests, rivers, plains, mountains, and other general
features of its surface ; but above all, the latitudes and longitudes of
particular places which the Resident or Traveller may have had the
means of determining tb a degree af precision on which he may rely;

--such natiw of detached pertbne of the Parth's mrfam, whsre
regular survejro cannot be held, are of extreme importance, as furnisb
bg tbe only means by which any thing approaching to correctnese in
our general Maps cau be qttained. And the Committee cannot, therefore, entertain a dpubt, that it will constitute a part of the Transactions
of the Society to publish such detached pieces of information bearing
on each of these points, as may be thought of sufficient interest and
importance to be communicabd for the use of its Members, a d d
the public at large.
But there are many other means, besides those now mentioned,
Lg which geography may be advanced, which are too numerous to be
here specified at length. In addition to the few, however, which have
been noticed here, as well as in the printed prospectus already circulated, the following points may be briefly ~tated,as being among
the most important that will probably engageathe attention of the
Society :1. The composition pf Maps illustrative of particular branches
of geographical knowledge, more especially those relating to orology,
hydrology, and geology.
2. The establishment of new divisions of the Earth's surface,
formed upon philosophical principles, and adapted to different departments of science ; more especially as regards those divisions which are
founded on physical and geological characters, on climate, and on distinctions of the human race, or of language.
3. A more uniform and systematic orthography than has hitherto
been observed, in regard to the names of cities and other objects ; and
a more precise and copious vocabulary, than we at present possess, of
snch objects.
4. The preparation and improvement of road-books for different
countries, of gazetteers, of geographical and statistical tables, and
all such matters as are of general utility.
The Committee cannot take upon itself to pronounce to which, of so
many important considerations as have been enumerated, the attention
of the Society should b e j ~ s directed;
t
the order of precedence must
obviously, in some measure, depend on the means, rather than the
wishes, of the Council. But the Committee are willing to hope that,
sooner or later, most or all of the subjects mentioned will engage that
attention of the Members to which they appear to be fairly entitled ;
and that the range of investigation will in no respect be less cqmprehensive than the title of the Society implies.
I n making these observations, which have reference chiefly to facts,
the Committee wish, however, to guard themselves against any supposition that might be entertained, of their being hostile to theory ; or of
recommending to the Society to limit the reception of communications
to such only as are the result of actual observation and experiment.
On the contrary they are fully aware that great benefits have been,
and may yet be, derived from speculative Geography. Theories that
do not involve obvious absurdities or impossibilities, but are supported
by reasonable probabilities, may serve as guides to conduct to impor-

tant discoveries ; by exciting curiosity they stimulate inquiry, and inquiry generally leads to truth. And reasonings and suggestions,
therefore, in regard to parts of the world deserving of minuter investigation, which are little known, or of which no good account has yet
been given, the routes to be observed in examining them, the chief
suhjects of inquiry, and best modes of overcoming the probable difficulties that may occur in the research,-all these mill form -proper
subjects for admission into the proceedings of the Society.
And lastly, The Committee having reason to think that, at no great
distance of time, the Society will be able to obtain suitable apartments
for the reception of Books, Maps, Charts, and Instruments, they
would venture to suggest, that donations of such materials as may tend
to the elucidation and extension of Geographical Science, mould afford
facilities to the attainment of its views ; and they are willing to hope
that, aided by such means, a Library of Books and Manuscrip9
on Geographical Subjects, with a collection of Charts and Maps, may
be formed, that will not be undeserving of public approbation and
patronage.
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of the Colony of Swan River, 1st Janunpy, 1830.
Chiefly extracted from Captain Stirling's Report. By John
Barrow, Esq., F.R.S. Read 2Qd Nov., 1830.

I.-State

IN

the infancy of the Royal Geographical Society of London,
and in this early stage of our proceedings, the Council may perhaps not be indisposed to receive such cominunications as inay
convey useful information, though not possessing that degree of
minute accuracy which may be expected from the proceedings of
the Society in its more mature state, when the higher objects for
which it was instituted shall claim more marked attention, and
when a more extended knowledge of its views shall have been
diffused at home and abroad.
With this feeling I have been induced to submit to the Society
a papertdrawn u p from an authentic source, on the actual state
of the Swan River Colony, at the commencement of the yew
1830, about six months after its establishment. T h e subject inay
fairlv be corlsidered as not altogether
uniin~ortant at this mow
ment, when so inany conflicting statements' and opinions have
been promulgated, by which persons disposed to emigrate to that
quarter are left in suspense as to the steps it may be advisable for
them to take.
I t would seem desirable, for other reasons, to collect and distribute information regarding New Holland, or, as it is now more
generally called, Australia. Hitherto, a country as large as
Europe has been represented on our maps nearly as a blank.
Yet; as this extensive territory will, in all probability, in process of
time, support a numerous population, the progeny of Britons, aad
may be the means of spreading the English language, laws, and
B
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institutions, over a great part of the Eastern Archipelago, it is
presumed that every accession to our knowledge of its geographical
features, however limited, will be acceptable to the Society.
Some strange opinions were at one time held regarding the
formation of this extensive country. When the Blue Mountains
behind Sydney were first passed, which was h o t till many years
after the earliest establishment of the colony, and the waters there
were found to take a westerly course, it was concluded that this
new country a recent creation according to some had an
inclination, or dip, on every side towards its centre, and that
all the waters from the surrounding ridge fell, as from the
rim of a basin, into a Mediterranean Sea, or a succession of
swamps or marshes. And the loose surveys made of its 'coasts
having afforded no discovery of any river of magnitude, tended
to confirm this notion. Recent researches, however, and particularly those of Captain Sturt, have proved that, as in most
other countries, the land dips from the central parts towards the
coasts, and that the waters, as most waters do, drain off into the
sea. O n this subject I may quote a letter from LieutenantColonel Dumaresq, Secretary to the Governor of New South
Wales :' It will not perhaps be uninteresting to you,' says that officer,
a to be informed, that, simultaneously with Captain Sturt's discoveries, which have solved the problem respecting the construction of this Continent, it has been ascertained that the hypo' thesis, with regard to its post-diluvian formation, is as groundless as that of its absorbent interior marshes.
' Some caverns in the neighbourhood of Wellington Valley
' have lately been examined, and found to contain innumerable
' specimens of fossil bones, deeply imbedded in stalagmite, or in
indurated clay. I have seen some of these bones, u~hic11must
' have belonged to animals that do not now exist here, and are
' larger than those of the rhinoceros or buffalo. Teeth, appa' rently similar to those described by Buckland, have likewise
' been collected; and we have now many other proofs that his
country was once inhabited by beasts of prey, and that it is coeval
with the rest of the world.
a T h e country in the neighbourhood of Wellington Valley is of
limestone formation, and the ridges are perforated by numerou
' subterraneous caverns, which branch off in various directions.
' Others exist in the Shoal Haven gullies, (the most remarkably
' formed country, perhaps, in the world,) and which will probably
' be found to contain siniilar diluvian remains.
' T o the above pllysiological facts I may add, that Captain
' Sturt does not appear to think it at all improbable that there is
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' an opening from '' Lake Alexandria" into the Gulf of St.
. ' Vincent; and he is of opinion that the whole of that country is
' formed by alluvial deposit from the vast interior, through which
' flow the rivers Murray, Darling, Castlereagh, and Peel ; as also
' that the Darling will be found to be one of the longest rivers of

' the world.
' We have recently ascertnined that the finest tract of land exists

' to the south, immediately beyond our present boundary, which is
' abundantly watered by streams said to take their rise from snow. ' clad mountains. These facts induce me to think we should
' abandon the idea of pushing our settlements, at present, further
' into the interior, and that we ought to form a bell of coloniza' tion along the north and south coasts. The water communica' tion would give employment to seamen, and be the means of
' converting the Colonial youth into sailors, who, in case of need,
' might contribute to the manning of the navies of the mother
' country.'
m

-

Thus far Colonel Dumaresq. With regard to the discovery of
bones, Major Mitchell, the Surveyor-General ill New South
Wales, thus writes to Mr. Hay :-' A t length an immense quan' tity of the remains of antediluvian' animals has been discovered,
' precisely in a situation such as that described by Professor
' Buckland. What is most singular is, that there appears no
' afinity, as far as I can discover, between these bones and those
' of the caves of Europe, although some are very large. A bone,
' the ulna of some huge animal, is somewhat like that of an ox,
but it is four times as large.'
Colonel Dumaresq's observation, that the finest tracts of land
are found towards the south coast of this great continent, is
fully confirmed, as to the western part of the same south coast,
by the discoveries made by Dr. Wilson of the navy, to the distance
of eighty or ninety miles northerly, from King George's Sound,
recently annexed to the settlement of Swan River. Of this journey a brief account is contained in the following paper, and it is
also sketched on the map. Our acquaintance, however, is yet.
far from being minute with this south coast, from Cape Leuwin
to Port Philip,-an
extent of at least fifteen hundred geographical miles,-otherwise
an estuary of sixty miles in length, by
thirty or forty in breadth, could not have escaped observation
until discovered from the interior; alld our knowledge of other
parts of the coast is even still more defective. For instance, on
the western side, from North-west Cape, in lat. 42Q0, to Clarence
Strait, in lat. ley, a distance of more than one thousand miles,
there are numerous large openings, not yet examined, in which no
land is visible to the eye of the spectator in the interior, and through
B
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which rivers of the first magnitllde might discharge their waters
unseen and unknown. T h e whole of this coast is fronted with
innumerable islands, with deep channels between them, through
which, according to Captain King's expression, ' the tide rushes
with frightful rapidity.' H e sospects the great mass of land
called Dampier's Land, extending from Cape Levique to Pointe
Gantheaume, to be an island, behind which there is an opening
of at least eight miles in. width; and here, as well as in the
Buccaneers' Archipelago, he found the rise and fall of the tides
six and thirty feet, which on other parts of the coast did not exce,ed
eight or nine feet. From these phenomena Captain King cornes
to the same conclusion with that excellent old navigator Ilampier.
' From all that is at present known,' he observes, ' of this remark' able opening, there is enongh to excite the greatest interest;
' since, from the extent of the opening, the rapid~tyof the stream,
' and the great rise and fall of the tides, there must be a very ex' tensive gulf or opening, totally diff'erent from everything that has
' been before seen.' But in parts of the coast so dangerous, no
survey can be made, except inboats, or by land, along the shore.

'i t

will not be necessary for me,' says Captain Stirling, in his
official despatches to Government, ' to recapitulate the inconve' niences we had to encounter on our first arrival. T h e winter
' season, the loneliness of our situation, and ignorance of the
country, and of the navigation of the coast, and our anxiety as to
' whether we should succeed or fail, were sources of uneasiness
' which are happily passed away. I t is our present condition that
' will interest you most, and to that I shall confine myself.'
T h e first operation, on arriving at Swan River, was to mark
out the site of two towns, to one of which was given the name of
Freemantle, close to the entrance of the river ; to the other that
of Yerth, about nine miles higher up, on its right or northern
bank. I n August, 1839, the settlers began to crowd in; and having received their respective allotments, commenced the erection
of temporary buildings. I n November, the country on the banks
of the Swan and Canning Rivers, extending between the sea and
the mountains, and to the distance of fifty miles to the southward
of Perth, was thrown open to them. And many at once established themselves on their lands, regardless of any danger from
the natives, who indeed were found to be so harmless, that single
individuals even, who had traversed the country, and particularly
among the mountains, had never met with any interruption, nor
sustained any insult or injury at their hands.
As settlers continued to flock in, towards the end of the rear
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Captain Stirling found it necessary. to explore the country to a
meater'extent than had hitherto been done. bv which he obrained a knowledge relative to the coast seventy miles to the
northward of Rottenest, and ninety miles to the so~lthwardof it.
I n this extent, the only discoveries of any note were six rivera, of
no great magnitude, and a bar harboor, capable only of receiving
boats. T o the northward, the land seen was of indifferent quality, while that to the southward was found to improve in fertility,
the farther it was explored in that direction. One of the settlers
was so much struck with the fertility of the soil about Port
Leschenault, that he determined at once to fix his abode there.
H e describes this estuary to exceed that of Melville Water in the
Swan River, in point of size, and superior in the beauty of its
banks. I t receives two rivers flowing down from the Darling
range, which is here about the same distance from the coast as at
Swan River. Across the mouth of the Colley is a bar, hut to the
distance of sixteen or eighteen miles within it maintains a depth
of water from six to two fathoms, and here it becomes perfectly
fresh. T h e plains are well wooded with large timber trees, and
the whole country wears the appearance of an English park.
Port Leschenault is fit only for the reception of small craft, having
a bar with no more than from three to four feet, and two fathoms
water within.
T h e nature of the soil in the extent of country here mentioned
is of various descriptions. O n the sea coast, where a continued
calcareous ridge exists, no gralnineous plants are to be found, but
several species of shrubby or herbaceous plants rise out of the
sandy surface, affording good nutriment for sheep and cattle at all
seasons of the year. Next to this calcareous formation is a
parallel breadth of a supedcial soil, still somewhat sandy, bearing
large timber trees, and affording good but rather scanty feeding
for sheep and cattle. Adjoining this district of light, sandy soil,
is a considerable breadth of red land, extending to the base of the
Darling mountains, the soil of which varies from red sandy loam
to the richest red marl and clay, apparently fit for all agricultural
purposes. T h e fourth variety of country is the uneven surface of
the mountainous range, which is of granite and trap formation.
T h e valleys of this range are exceedingly rich and verdant, and
the hills then~selves,although occasionally rugged by the protrusion of the rocks, afford magnificent timber, and very excellent
sheep lands. T h e whole breadth of this range of moul~tainshad
not been crossed*, though examined to the distance of twenty-five
miles from the western edge. Straggling parties of natives were
occasionally met with ; and in one or two places were hovels of
I
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See, however, on this head p. 16, where euhsequent discoveries are noticed.
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grass and twigs, very small, and resembling in ahape the half of
a bee-hive cut vertically. T h e men and children-were naked : their
women did not appear. They seemed to be a good-humoured,
inoffensive people. I n several of the valleys are pools and rills of
water. T h e fifth and last variety of soil is that which is found on
the banks of the rivers and streamlets. I t is alluvial, and generally very rich, bearing spontaneously good native flax, many edible
roots, and thirty or forty species of grasses. This description of
the country applies more particr~larlyto tlie extent of abotit forty
miles to the southward of Swan River. Farther south. the sandv
tract disappears, and the rocky ground is less protruding; the
climate is cooler. and the surface seems to indicate the fall of
more frequent showers.
From the little inconvenience which a large portion of the
settlers suffered from want of dwellings, and exposure to the night
air for weeks together, the opinion is universal that the climate is
fasourable to health in a very uncommon degree. Captain Stirling says, that for two or three of the summer months it was
deemed prudeut that the workmen should not work exposed to
the sun between the hours of ten and three ; but that great exertion at other times produced no consequent lassitude : and he adds
that. with the exce~tionof ten or eleven davs. the summer heat
had been tempered by southern breezes, aud thereby rendered very
agreeable. Rain had not fallen for about three months ; but this
drought fortunately occurs at the season proper for harvest. And
thougli the grasses and other herbage are at this time much injured by the great and glowing heat of the sun, it is worthy of
remark, that on sandy soils the plants sustain the heat much
better than on the clay. None of those whose roots are near the
surface can escape from the effects of the baking which this latter
kind of soil sustains.
Captain Stirling speaks with great caution on the productive
power of the soils, and how far they may be modified by climate.
' The most skilful of the farmers who have come from England,'
he observes, ' profess themselves at a loss to form a judgment
' here, as processes in vegetation are going forward before their
' eyes, even on mere sands, which are wholly irreconcileable to
' their pre-existing notions and modes of judging. I think, how' ever,' he continues, ' I am safe in stating that the sandy soils on
' the coast produce a shrubby herbage, on which horned cattle,
' horses, and sheep have lived now throughout the hottest'and the
' coldest parts of the year; that there is, between the hills and the
' sea, a breadth of red loamy soil, on which grain and artificial
' grasses may be produced ; that the banks of the tivers and nu' merous streams offer the richest alluvial loam ; and that the hills
' themselves, although omasionally very rugged, are capable of
.I.
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' becoming good

sheep pasture, as the soil on their sides, where
exists at all, is invariably excellent, resting on granite and
' wbinstone.' H e states that the supply of water for the use of
the people and for cattle is abundant everywhere. Though the
rivers are not of great magnitude, they are of value, by serving as
so many canals for boat navigation. Lakes, streams, and springs
are found in every direction ; and even on the sea-shore wells have
been rarely sunk in vain. From this abundance, and from the
considerable provision of food for live stock which the territory
seems to possess, he thinks the pastoral life will be found more
profitable than the agricultural, and will be chosen by the bulk of
the settlers.
I t is too early yet to form any estimate as to the number of
cattle, horses, and sheep which may be kept on an average of any
given extent of land ; but that very considerable numbers may be
sustained is evident from the fact, that, at the very driest season
of the year, when no rain had fallen for three months, there were
both food and water in abundance. This is an important fact, as
the power of supporting these animals without artificial food will
secure not only a clear profit to their owneru, but a supply hereafter of animal food for the use of the settlement. The live stock
which has been introduced is described as being, in several instances, of the very best quality, and, with very few exceptions,
arising chiefly from neglect, all kinds of it have done well The
bullocks and sheep, even in the dry season, fatten upon the natural
grasses and herbage. Horses from England have not prospered so
well, but even these have maintained themselves without any food
beyond the natural herbage. I n short, he observes, ' I am happy
' to say, with reference to grazing, that there is every reason to be
satisfied with the result of our experience up to the present time.'
The views of those settlers who look forward to tillage are as
yet confined to gardening and farming for their own consumption.
Grain is not likely to be cultivated to any great extent, as it car1
be imported from Java and the surrounding colonies of New
South Wales and Van Diemen's Land at a cheaper rate than it
can be produced in the new settlement, at least for some time to
come. Captain Stirling thinks, however, that flax of a very superior kind, and a species of hemp, both growing spontaneously,
may probably be cultivated to advantage ; that timber, which is
abundant, may find a profitable market ; that wines, olives, figs,
opium, and tobacco may be looked to as future sources of export;
but that these and other articles must await the time when the
present subsistence and comfort of the settlers shall have been
provided for, and a stock of the necessaries of life permanently
secured.
Many of the settlers of Perth and Freemantle have emplayed
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themselves in the construction of boats for the conveyance of thtir
goods on the rivers. The number of these in the settlement were
not less than forty. Some of the settlers employ themselves profitably in fishing; and Captain Stirling has reason to believe that
the settlement will be able speedily to export cured fish to Java.
Whales are abundant on the coast, and attention has been drawn
to the establishment of a whale-fishery, that can hardly fail of
success. Cockburn Sound is a safe and extensive anchorage : it
has been made easy of access now by buoying off the channel
leading into it ; and no place could be better situated for a marine
establishment than the eastern shore of Buache or Garden Island,
where careening wharfs may be constructed at a trifling expense.
The favourable position which this part of the coast of New
Holland occupies, with reference to the trade of the Eastern seas,
Captain Stirling observes, has been shown in some measure by
the arrival of ships from various parts of the world, to the number
of more than thirty, in the seven months of the first year of the
establishment of the colony. Some of those from England landed
all their cargoes there ; but the greater part merely called, and
after landing passengers and part of their cargoes, proceeded on
their routes. Two vessels had been sent to the Malav islands :and
Captain Stirling understood that four small vessels were intended
to be employed in that and other lines of trade, diverging from
Swan River as a centre. By means of these, it will soon be determined whether this position will prove favourable for the disposal of British manufactures among the easternmost of the Malay
islands.
-.- I n the formation of all new colonies, there will necessarily be
found a large portion of the early adventurers giving vent to feelings of discontent and disappointment. I t always happens that
many of such adventurers are men unsettled in their views, inordinate in their expectations, and wholly unfitted to encounter the
difficulties which are inevitable in the infancy of a colony ; and
that such persons should be disappointed, discontented, and their
ruin completed, is quite in the nature of things. Accordingly,
among the numerous settlers who have flocked to Swan River
were not a few whose minds and bodies were but ill-suited to encounter the struggles and distresses which are the unavoidable
concomitants of a new settlement. ' Many, if not ail,' says
Captain Stirling, ' have accordingly been more or less disap
' pointed on their arrival, either with the state of things here, or
' their own want of energy to surmount the difficulties pressing
' around them-not greater, however, than such as must neces' sarily be experienced in the beginning of every new colony ;'
and, it may be added, far less severe than those which the American colonists had to encounter, or those who first established
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themselves on the opposite side of Australia. Captain Stirling,
however, observes, that 'from this state of depression the active
' and stout-hearted have now recovered: and ten or twelve
- - - of
-' the leading men having occupied their lands, and having de' clared themselves fully satisfied with the quality of the soil and
' the condition of their cattle, I consider the undertaking to be
' now safe from the effects of a general despondency, which at
' one time threatened to defeat the views of his Majesty's govern' ment in this quarter.'
Among the heads of families there is a great majority of highly
respectable and independent persons ; in the working class a great
variety. Some masters have been careful in the selection of their
servants and workmen ; but the greater part have either engaged
the outcasts of parishes, or have brought out men without reference to character-men who, incapable of succeeding at home,
are not likely to prosper in a new settlement to the extent of their
groundless and inconsiderate expectations. ' If it be possible,'
says Captain Stirling, ' to discourage one set of people and to
' encourage another, I would earnestly request that, for a few
' years, the helpless and inefticient may be kept from the settle' ment, whilst to the active, industrious, and intelligent, there may
' be a confident assurance of a fair reward for their labours.'
The state of the colony, abstracted from the ofticial returns, at
the end of the year 1889, and of six months from the first arrivals,
was as follows :--L
Number of residents, 650. Nos-residents, 440. Value of
property giving claim to grants of land, 4 1,5501. Lands actually
allotted, 525,000 acres. Locations actually effected, 39. Number of cattle, 204 ; of horses, 57 ; of sheep, 1096 ; of hogs, 106.
Number of ships arrived between June aud December, 25.
Though, strictly speaking, there is no harbour at or near Swan
River, this deficiency is, to a certain degree, compensated by the
capacious anchorage in Cockburn Sound, capable, as Captain
Stirling informs us, of containing in safety a thousand ships. By
the entrance being buoyed off, it is rendered of easy access for
large ships ; but be~ngstrewed over with rocks, it becomes wholly
impracticable when the buoys are removed. Any number of
vessels would lie in perfect safety in this large sound from an
enemy's squadron on the outside, as the middle part of it is out
of mortar range, either from the sea or the land side. Such a
port, situated as this is, in the hands of an enemy, might become,
in any future war, ten times more destructive to British trade than
even the Isle of France was in the last.
N o other port or harbour exists on this line of coast, with the
exception of Port Leschenault, accessible only, as has been observed, to boats. The great Baie Geographe, whose shape and
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positioh, with regard to the points of the compass, is'pr&ly that
of the Table Bay of the Cape of Good Hope, has safe anchorage
only when the winds are to the eastward, southward, and southwest. But on the southern coast of Australia, about one hundred
and fifty miles to the eastward of Cape Leuwin, is the safe and
excellent roadstead of King George's Sound, with which are connected two harbours, sheltered from all winds, and completely
land-locked
Princes8 Royal harbour to the north-east, and
Oyster harbour to the north-west ; the former having an entrance
and anchorage within for the largest ships ; but the entrance of
the latter has not more than fourteen or fifteen feet at high water.
Plenty of wood and good water are to be had in either of the harm
bours, and also in the sound. T h e position, close to the tracks of
all ships proceeding to New South Wales, and the inviting convenience~of these two harbours, induced the government, some
few years ago, to take possession of them, and to establish a small
military post there, under the direction of General Darling. I t
has nowr, howevei, very properly been placed under the authority
of Captain Stirling, as a part of the Swan River colony, and will
probably become, at no great distance of time, the head-quarters
of the settlement. Dr. Wilson, of the navy, an intelligent and
enterprising traveller, who has visited every part of Australia, from
Raffles Bay in the north to King George's Sound in the south,
has given some account of the country contiguous to the latter.
In company with one or two others, and a civilised and intelligent
native belonging to the post, he travelled about eighty miles in the
interior to &e northward, and returned by a more westerly course,
traversing in the whole about two hundred miles over a country
hitherto unexplored. Each of the party being obliged to carry his
own blanket, provisions, and water, (the latter, however, being
found unnecessary,) the excursion occupied eleven days ; but SUCK
is the excellence of the climate of this country at all seasons of
the year, but more especially agreeable in the summer months,
that they felt no inconvenience by sleeping on the ground in the
open air, nor did they suffer any privation worthy of notice. Dr.
Wilson being funiished with no other instrument than a compass,
the points marked down in the sketch of a chart which accompanies this notice, are the result only of the bearings and estimated
distances traversed, and must therefore be considered only as conveying a very geiieral description of the nature of the surface travelled over.
I t will be evident, from the inspection of this sketch, and
still more so from the journal out of which this notice is extracted,
that, although in the immediate neighbourhood of King George's
Sound the surface is sandy and weam an unpromising appearance,
jet in the interior there is no want of good gramy plains, large
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hest-trees, rivers, lakes, and ponds of good fresh water, in almost
every part of the country traversed by Dr. Wilson. H e rays,
indeed, ' that the country is so well supplied with water, that
' those of his party who wished it enjoyed the luxury of a cold
' bath, at least once a day, one only excepted.' The surface travelled over consisted chiefly of fine plains and rich valleys, alternating with ridges clothed with shrubby plants, a great proportion
of the former being capable of tillage, and the rest affording good
pasturage for sheep and cattle. On the ranges of the loftier hills
w e r e clumps of forest-trees of large dimensions. On the most
barren lands were various species of Bank&, stunted swamp oak,
t h e grass-tree, and other plants similar to those on the same kind
of soil in New South Wales. O n the alluvial flats along the banks
of the rivers and streamlets, the vegetation was most luxuriant.
I n the glens of the mountains, the blue gum, the turpentine, the
box, and the apple-trees predominated, many of them measuritlg
from twenty to thirty feet in girth, and from fifty to sixty of trunk,
free from branches. The prevailing genus here, as in most parts
of New South Wales, is the Eucalyptus, of which but few of the
species afford useful timber. The green wattle was but occasionally observed : it flourished most luxuriantly on the hills in the
neighbourhood of Mount Lindsey. This mountain is .described
as a peak rising out of a ridge to the height of five or six thousand
feet, terminated in a square of about thirty yards each side, perfectly level, paved with minute particles of quart!z, and having at
each angle an immense block of granite. The extensive view
from this mountain gave Dr. Wilson an excellent opportunity of
crossiug his former bearings round the whole horizon.
Out of the same range of hills, running nearly north and south,
rise three other peaks, which he named Mounts Roe, Mitchell,
and Frankland. Between this and a more easterly parallel range,
Dr. Wilson is satisfied, from his own observation and from the
accounts of the natives they fell in with, that a tract of good land
will be found extending into .the original intended limits, and
now a part, of the Swan River Settlement; and he observes,
' crediting the report of the natives, which, from the correctness
of their description of the nature of the land to the eastward, and
a from their general intelligence, I an1 justified in doing, much
' excellent land may be found to the north-east, beyond the
second range of hills. I do not,' he adds, ' hesitate to say,
without fear of future contradiction, that the area passed over
by us contained as much, if not more, land, fit for all rural purposes, as any ort ti on of equal extent, at least as far as I know,
in New South Wales.'
Nulnerous lagoons or lakes of fresh water occurred, to one of
which they gave the name of Loch Katrine ; it was from seven
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to eight miles in circumference, and frequented by vast flocks of
black swans, wild ducks, and various kinds of aquatic birds.
T h e streams issuing from the two ridges, east and west of their
route, were equally numerous ; and three of them, named the
Denmark, the Hay, and the Sleeman, were of considerable magnitude, b'eing in several parts not less than a hundred yards in
width, and deep enough in parts to float a vessel of two or three
hundred tons. All the streams had a southerly direction, and the
three above named fell into an extensive inlet, which communicated with the sea by a channel composed of loose calcareous
sandstone, about seven hundred yards in width, but which, as
was afterwards found, is contracted occasionally to thirty or forty
yards ; even then it has a sufficient depth of water to admit of
boats. O n a subsequent visit to Mount Lindsey, by Captain
Barker, the resident, accompanied by the intelligent native b e
longing to the establishment at t l ~ epost of Fredericton, another
large inlet was seen about thirty miles more westerly, lying between Cape Chatham and Point Nuyts ; and the opinion of the
natives they met with was, on comparing it with the former inlet,
that vessels of very considerable size might pass into it through the
entrance. Captain Barker, as well as Dr. Wilson, bean testimony
to .the general accuracy of the descriptions given by these aborigines ; he observes, however, as they cannot swim, and possess
no kind of floating vessel, they have no means of speaking correctly as to the depth of waters that are not fordable.
As no survey has been made of that part of the southern coast
lying between ,Cape Leuwin and King George's Sound, except
that of ascertaining the positions, in sailing along it, of a few
inlets, rocks, and projecting headlands, it is not improbable that,
on .a closer inquiry, many inlets of a similar kind will be found on
this line of coast, towards which the internal waters pursue their
courses to the ocean. Indeed, there is every appearance of the
mouth of a river existing in the large opening which is left
in the charts, a little to the eastward of Cape Leuwin, at the
bottom of an open bay named Dangerous Bight ;' and when it
is considered, that the late expedition of Captain Sturt has been
the means of bringing to light the existence of a river, whose
course cannot be less than fifteen hundred miles, and may be
much more ; that it forms an estuary or lake of sixty miles in
length, and from thirty to forty in width, througll which its waters
are discharged into the sea in Encounter Bay ; that Flinders surveyed the western point of this bay, which he called Cape Jervis ;
that Baudin, who sailed round it, has laid down an uninterrupted
line of coast; and that both were unconscious of any such river
or estuary,--it is not assunling too much to conclude, that many
rivers and inlets still remain to be discovered on this, and, indeed,
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on every other, coast of Australia, which measures in the whole
extent from six to seven thousand geographical miles.
Since the date of the preceding remarks another report has been
received from Captain Stirling, brought down to the end of October, 1830. In this report he observes, that ' the progress of
' the settlement during the present year, although not ullopposed
by many adverse circumstances, has been as rapid as could have
' been expected or desired.' H e says, indeed, ' that a greater
' increase than that wbicll has taken place of ships, persons, and
' property would probably have been disadvantageous to the wel' fare of the settlement while struggling in its infancy ;' and he adds,
' that although individuals may have suffered in the undertaking,
' the settlement is now secr~relyestablished, and its future prosperity
' no longer doubtful. Much has yet to be accomplished for its
' advancement, and there will probably be much individual disap' pointment and distress ; but with a healthy climate, abundance of
' good land, an advantageous position for trade, and some valuable
' indigenous products, I trust the issue of the undertaking will
' not disappoint public expectation.'
I n order to make himself acquainted with the nature of the
country to the southward, the Lieutenant-Governor embarked,
with the Surveyor-General and some others, on board a schooner ;
examined Geograpliy Bay throughout its whole extent, and explored the interior to some little distance ; the surface was uneven,
rising into high granitic hills, most of them rugged or sandy on
their summits, but the valleys contained a considerable quantity
of excellent land.
T h e Vasse River was the next point examined, to the distance
of three or four miles from the coast, but the result was not satisfactory, the soil being too light and sandy ; but the straight and
vigorous growth of the trees seemed to contradict the apparent
poverty of the soil. Fresh water was abundant in this district.
They next anchored off the bar of Port Leschenault, where the
country presented so favourable an appearance, that a detacliment
of the sixty-third regiment was lauded, together with stores and
provisions for the better support of the settlers; and sucll were
the facilities for these troops housing themselves, from the abundance of building materials, that in a very few days the party was
comfortably lodged, and were protected agiiinst the approaching
winter.
From hence a party set out and explored the country in every
direction, as far as the summits of the Darling range. 'l'he whole
of this range, consisting of well-wooded hill3 and fertile valleys,
continued to bear the character of great productiveness as far as
the eye could reach to the eastward. - The general result of these
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he water which forms
ex~lorationrmay thus be briefly rtated.
the little hprbour of Leschenault receives three rivers, one flowing
from the south east, called the Preston ; one from the east named
the Collie ;~ n m
d e from the ~lorth-east,joining the Collie, to which
no name appears to have been given. The banks of all these are
compoeed of rich alluvial soil. The Preston M navigable for the
largest boats about five milee from its mouth, and is at that point
a running stream of good fresh water. The adjoining country is
well clothed with timber trees. The Collie is navigable ten or
twelve miles, nearly up to the first range of the liilly country. A t
first the banke are sandy, bul from the junction of the northern
stream it improves greatly, and becomes of an excellent description. Ou the whole, the district around Port Leschenault appeared so favour~blefor settlers, that Captain Stirling left the
detachment above-mentioned for the protection of those already
there, and such others as might be induced to avail themselves of
the grants of land v\.hich the Lieutenant-Governor was prepared
to make. The climate is stated to be decidedly cooler than at
Swan River, and judging from the quantity of grass and the verdure of the foliage, it appeared to the party that this diatrict was
capable of sustaining a dry season better than the country farther
to the northward, and that the duration of drought was not so
long. It was thought remarkable, that in the whole of their excursions no natives were seen, though traces of them were evident
and numerous in several ~laces.
On a second excursign to the southward by the LieutenantGovernor, accompanied by Captain Currie of the navy, and .
Lieutenant Roe, the Surveyor-General, they doubled Cape
Leuwin, and anchored off the mouth of an inlet communicating
with the sea in the north-west corner of the great bay, commencing with the Cape, and extending easterly as far as the Black
Point of Plinders. I n the charts it is called ' Dangerous Bight,'
but can only be said to be dangerous when the southerly winds
prevail. This discovery of an inlet and river in this particular
spot is just what ie anticipated in the former part of thie
report. Here it was determined to establish a town, to be
called ' Augueta,' where a river, which was named the ' Blackwood,' fell into the inlet ; and several settlers to the number of
fifty persons, including three heads of families, their servants, and
children, disembarked together, with a detachment of troops for
their protection. The following is the substance of the SurveyorGeneral's r e ~ o r:t
' T h e poAion of the southern cowt seen during the excursion,
' taken in connexion with our previous knowledge, leads to the
' belief, that them are t k n e distinct pmdlel ranges of primitive
mountains, traversing that part of the territory d Western Auo-
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bordenr on the sea coast, in the direction of north

' and south. The highest and eastern~nostof these has itr southern
' termination near to King George's Sound. The second termi' nates at Cape Chatham, and is that of which General Darling's
' range behind Swan River is a portion. Cape Leuwin is the

' southern termination

of the third range, which is inferior in

' altitude as well as in extent to the other two, disappearing at
' Cape Naturaliste, and only showing itself again at '' More~by's

' Flat-topped Range," about half-way between Swan River and

' Shark's

Bay, or three hundred miles to the northward of, and

' on the same meridian with, Cape Leuwin.
' O n these ranges and their intervening valleyr

the soil varies

' according to position and altitude. O n the mountains and
' higher hills the surface is rugged and stony; in the lower sides
' of both the soil is excellent ; but in the principal valleys and

' the lower grounds, where the sandstone formation prevails, it is
' of a very inferior description, except where the alluvial deposit

' of the rivers gives it a different character.

These general rules
neighbourhood of the newly established
' town of Augusta, and may be taken as applicable generally to
' all other parts of the territory, except on the sea-coast, where
' the regular formations have been invaded and modified by ex' traneous substances, generally of a calcareous nature.
' The position chosen for the new town possesses the advantages of excellent soil, plenty of good water, a pleasant aspect,
6 and easy access in moderate weather to the anchorage, and to
the interior country. The illlet is of considerable, extent, and
' leads to the river we called " Blackwood," and which has a
6 southerly direction for fifteen miles, and a westerly one ten
miles, before it ceases to be navigable by boats. Its banks are
covered with good timber of the stringy bark and red gum ; but
6 the soil is a light sandy loam, which is seldom sufficiently strong
' for successful cultivation. The best soil, the finest blue-gum
' timber, and some good grass, are mostly to be found on hilly
6 land ; but on the general surface there is usually found food for
' cattle, and very good sheep pasture on the downs skirtkg the
' coast. The anchor.age is sheltered from the usual winter winds,
' but is open to those which blow between south and east-south' east. The position of Augusta, with reference to the navigation
' of these seas, and the quality of the surrounding country, will
' make it a convenient place for vessels to stop at, on their
way to the eastern colonies from England, India, and the Cape ;
' and on these grounds there is great reason to hope, that it will
' soon rise to a considerable degree of commercial prosperity.'
Another discovery has been made by Ensign Dale and a small
party on the eastern side of Darling's range, and at the distance of

' are exemplified in the
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fifty miles due east from Perth. Having reached the eastern base
of this range, they found the waters taking an easterly direction,
and discharging themselves into a river of considerable magnitude,
running north-west, about sixty yards in width, very deep, and having a strong current. This river, in all ~robability,will be found
to discharge itself into some inlet on the coast ; perhaps in some
art of the unexamined coast of Shark's Bay,-though Captain
k i n g is inclined to think its mouth will rather be found somewhere
about ' Moresby's Flat-topped Range,' where, in passing, he observed clefts in the hills, and a finely wooded country down to the
sandy beach. T h e hills of the Darling range were geuerally covered
with a red loanly soil, ~ r o d u c i n ggood grass and wild vetches.
T h e trees were chiefly of mahogany, of a very vigorous growth,
the blue and red gum, and a few Eanksias. Where the waters
first began to take an easterly course, the trees were chiefly of
blue gum, casuarina, and black wattle, and a tree which is stated
to be similar in its growth to an apple, bearing a fruit resembling
in form, but exceeding in size, an unripe hawthorn berry. T h e
wood of this tree had a remarkably sweet scent, and the bark a
delicate pink colour. Mr. Dale says, ' a specimen which we
' brought home with us has been pronounced by some professed
'judges to be a species of sandal-\\rood.'
They met with no natives except three men on their return,
who were very civil, and desirous of making themselves useful;
but they observed many traces of them; and in ascending the great
river, about twenty-four miles to a spot where the hills assumed
a rugged aud romantic character, they discovered, under a great
mass of granite, a large cavern, the interior of which was arched,
and had all the appearance of an ancient ruin. ' O n one side,'
says Mr. Dale, ' was rudely carved what was evidently intended
' to represent an image of the sun ; it being a circular figure about
' eighteen inches in diameter, emitting rays from its left side, and
' having within the circle lines meeting each other nearly at right
' angles. Close to this representation of the sun were the im' pressions of an arm and several hands.' I t is stated, that from
these heights the view to the eastward, for twenty to thirty miles,
,exhibited an undulating surface and a well-wooded country.

-

11.-General V h of the Botuny of the Vicinity -of Swan Rit~er,
By R. Brown, Esq., F.R.S. Read e e d Nov., 1830.
THEvegetation of the banks of Swan River, and of the adjoining
country to the southward, is at present known chiefly from the
report of Mr. Charles Fraser, the Botanical Collector, who accompanied Captain Stirling in his examination of that district
in 1827, and from collections of specimens which were then
formed.
I have inspected, and in part examined, two of these collections;
one of which I received from Mr. Fraser himself, through my
friend Alexander Macleay, Esq., the Secretary of the Colony of
N e w South Wales; for the second I am indebted to Captain
Man~les.
~ h v enumber of species in both collections does not exceed one
hundied and forty ; and some dicotyledonous herbaceous tribes, as
well as grasses, Cyperacee and Orchidee, are entirely wanting.
From materials so limited in extent, but few general observations can be hazarded on the vegetation of this portion of the
south-west coast of N e w Holland.
T h e principal families of plants contained in the collections are
Proteacee; M y r t a c e ~ ; Leguminos~,such especially as belong to
D e c a n d r m Papilionacee, and to the LeaJless Acacie; Epacrid e e ; Goodenovie ;and Composite. And the more conspicuous
plants, not btlonging to any of these families, and which greatly
contribute to give a character to the landscape, are, Kingia Amtralis, a species of X a n t h o r r h ~ a; a Zarnia, nearly allied to, and
perhaps not distinct from, 2. spiralis of the east coast, although
i t is said frequently to attain the height of thirty feet; a species of
Callitris; one or two of Cnsuarina ;an E~ocarpus,probably not
difierent from E. cupressifomis ;and Nuytsia fEoribunda*, a plant
hitherto referred to Loranthus, but sufficiently distinct in the
texture and form of its fruit, and now named in memory of the
discoverer of that part of the coast to which this very singular tree
is nearly limited
If an opinion were to be formed of the nature of the country
merely from the inspection of these collectioi~s,it certainly would
be extremely ~~nfavourable
as to the quality of the soil ; for not
only do the prevailing families already enumerated, hut the whole
of the genera of those families, and even many of the species,
a ree with those found on the shores of King George's Sound,
w ich, with the exception of a few patches of very small extent,
seem absolutely incapable of cultivation.
T h e opinion so formed, however, would be necessarily modified
in noticing the entire want in the collections of tribes, all of which

\

' Loranthue floribundus.-Labill.

Nov. HoU.i. p. 87, t. 113.
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muet be supposed to exiat, and some eien In considerable pioportion, in the tract examined ; in allowing for the unfavourable
season when the herbarium was collected; in admitting the statements in Mr. Praser's report, respecting the abundance and luxuriance of Anthistiria australis-the kangaroo-grass of New South
Wales ; ftom the account given in the same report of the extraordinary size of some arborescent species of Banksia, which, in the
neighbourilood of King George's sound, generally form small
trees only; and lastly, in adverting to the important fact stated by
Captain Stirling iri his despatch to Government-namely, that the
stock had not only been supported through near1 the ?hole of
the dry season, but that most descriptions of it ha even fattened
oli the natural herbage of the country.

K

From these more general observations 1 proceed to make a
very few remarks, chiefly refatifig to the geographical distributios
of some of the families or more interesting s ecies, either contained
in the herbarium, or distinctly noticed in rr Fraser's report.
T h e striking resemblance in kenera1 character, and the identity
of many of the species with those of king George's Sound, have
been already mentioned. But this portion of the shores of New
Holland, extending from Swan River on the west coast to Middle
Island, in 1 2 3 O It)' east long., on the south coast, may be said to
contain the greatest proportion of those genera which form the
chief pecilliarities of New Holland vegetation.
I n comparing the Flora of the district of Swan River with
more distant regions of the same continent, it may be remarked,
that probably not more than four or five species are coxnmon to
this part of the west coast, and to the same parallel of the east
coast of New Holland ; and that even the existence of some of
these species at Swan River is not altogether certain.
I n the collections which I have examined there is no specimen
of Anthistiria australis, or kangaroo-grass of New South Wales ;
but as this valuabfe grass must have been well known to the Botanical Colleetoy, and as it is perhaps the most general plant in
New Holland, I have no hesitation m admitting its existence on
the authority of Mr. Fraser's report.
Mesembyanthemum ~quilateraleis neither contained in the herbarium, nor mentioned by the collector. 1 find, however, in one
of the letters from Swan River, published by Mr. Cross, a plant
hoticed as a pot-herb, that, from the account of the writer, is probably this plant, which, next to Anthistiria austl-dis, is, perhaps
the most widely-diffused s ecies in the Plora of New Holland.
T h e third species is d m i s esculnta, the only fern found by
Mr. Fraser, and which is both general and abundant beyond the
tropic in New Holland and in Vah Diemen's b d .
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T h e Zarhiaj already noticed, if not specifically different from
iralis, would furnish another example of a plant peculiar to
g e a Holland, ind very generally found in the extn-tropical
parts of that contibent. 1 had, however, myself observed on the
south coast a Zarnia of at least ten feet in height, which I susb c t e d might be distinct from Z. qiralts of the ntighbourhood
of Port Jacksonj and which is probably the same with that of
Swan River.
The Exocarptls bf the Swan River niay possib;ly differ from
q e s j r i j i i t 3 ; though there is nothing in the specimens to make
i t probable that it is specifically distinct. But Exocappus cupressi&mis is found very generally, not only in the southern parts of
New Holland w d Van Diemen's Land, but also within the
tropic.
T h e last plant in the collectiofi whose range id very extensive
remaining to be ndticed, I have not been able to distinguish from
Arenaria maritla bf the shares of Eurbpe. .
Of the families existing in the vicinity of Swan River, the most
attiking, as well as the most extensive, is P ~ o t e a c e a~ ,tribe which,
frbm its gerieral dispersion, and the remarkable forms of its nulfieruus gederh dud species, includes niany of the chief peculistities
bf the vegetation of N e w Holland.
Ifi Mr. Praset's collection, the principal genera of this order
ttte P e t ~ ~ h d Isopogonj
a,
Haken, and Banksia; and these Are
also the most abhddatlt in the districts bf King George3 Sound
md of Lucky Bay. The numbef tif spedes of the two firstttientioned genera corifirms the rematk mdde id the Botanical
Appendix to Captain Flinders's Voyage-namely,
that in New
Holland, at the western exttemity of the parallel of latitude ih which
the great mass of this order of plants is found, a closet resemblance
is obsetvable to tht: Sduth Africad portion of the order than bn
the east toast, where those allied to the American part chiefly
occur.
This is fiat the place to enter into a particular accohnt of the
h w sptcits cif this family existing in the collections from Swan
River. I h d y obskfve, howevef, that the number is considerable,
inbd that their spekific characters have been recehtly published*.
THe M$rtizcee of Swan Rivet belong chiefly to Melaleuca,
Bcitufortia, Calothamnus, Calythrixj Billottia-f-,and Eucalypfus.
Of E k a l y p t ~ s ,the odly species in the cdllektion had beeti first
found in Captain Flinders's voyage at Kitig George's Souxidl on

*
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# A genus distinct from Leptotpwmum, to which the few specigs hitherb pblished,
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B. w y i d a , fleniow, and linearifolia, have been referted.
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the shores of which it was the only useful timber-tree, though thereaf very moderate size. I have named it Euoalyptw c y y l l o .
Mr. Fraser describes it as forming, on the banks of the wan, a
large forest-tree, and erroneously refers it to Angophora, a genus
which is limited to the east coast of New Holland. Other species
of Eucalyptus, forming the timber of the country, are mentioned
in the report, and considered to be some-of the common gum-,
trees of Port Jackson, from which, however, I have no doubt they
will prove to be distinct ; for I am acquainted with no species of
this genus common even to the east and south coasts of New
Holland.

I shall conclude with a remark relating equally to .the genus
Eucalyptus and to the leafless Acacia, several species of which are
found in the collection. This observation I have formerly made in
the Appendix to Captain Fli~~ders's
Voyage in the following terms :
' These two genera are not only the most widely diffused, but by
' far the most extensive in Terra Australis, about one hundred of
' each having already been observed ; and if taken together, and
' considered with respect to the mass of vegetable matter they con' tain, calculated from the size as well as the number of individuals,
' are perhaps nearly equal to all the other plants of that continent.
' They agree very generally also, though belonging to very different
' families, in a part of their economy, which contributes somewhat
' to the peculiar character of the Australian forests-namely, in
' their leaves, or the parts performing the functions of leaves, being
' vertical, or presenting their margin, and not the surface, towards
' the stem, both surfaces having consequently the same relation to
' light.
his economy, which uniformly takes place in the Acaeia, is
in them the consequence of the vertical dilatation of the folia' ceous petiole ; while in Eucalyptus, where, though very ge. t neral, it is by no means universal, it proceeds from the twisting
' of the footstalk of the leaf.'
T o this quotation it may be added that these two genera still
more uniformly agree in the similarity of the opposite surfaces of
their leaves. But this similarity is the indication of a more important fact-namely, the existence equally on both surfaces of
the leaf of those organs, for which, as I believe them to be in
general imperforated, 1 have adopted tile name of cutaneous
glands, but which by most authors are denominated pores, or
atornata of the E p d m i s .
I n leaves especially of trees and shrubs, these glands are generally found on the under surface only; while among arboracent plants in a very few instances, as in several Conyere, they
are confined to the upper surface.

'
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-tioned,
I n addition to the two extensive New Holland tribes here menthere are many other cases in which these organs o c c u p ~
both paginae; a n d I am inclined to think such cases more freuently occur on that continent than in any other part of the world.
?t is at least certain that on this micro~copiccharyter of the
equal existence of cutaneous glands on both surfaces of the leaf,
depends that want of .lustre which is so remarkable in the forests
of New Holland.
111.-Description

of the Natives of King George's Sound (Swan
adjoining Country: Written by Mr. Scott
Nind, and communicated by R. Brown, Esq., F.R.S. Read
14th @b., 1831.
[The following observations on the Aborigines inhabiting the
vicinity of King George's Sound, and which probably apply to all
those in immediate contact with our new colony, have been communicated to me by Mr. Nind, the medical officer who accompanied a
small settlement or post established, in 1827, on the shore of that
harbour, and who remained with it till October, 1829.
From the friendly disposition and frequent visits of the natives
during the greater part of that period, opportunities, such as but
seldom occur, were afforded of collecting interesting information
respectingetheir customs and manner of life, particularly from some of
the more intelligent individuals, who at length became generally resident in the settlement.
Of these opportunities Mr. Nind diligently availed himself, and tho
following result of his observations appears to me to form an important contribution to the history of the race. A short account of the
settlement to which he was thus attached, and of the adjoining country,
is prefixed.-R. B R O ~ V N . ]
KINGGEORGE'SSOUND,
the entranceof which is in latitude 35"
6' eo" south, and longitude 1 18° 1' east of Greenwich, is situated
on the south coast, but very near the south-west extremity of New
Holland.
I t is very conveniently placed for the purposes of refreshment
. and refit for vessels bound to New South Wales or Van Diemen's
Land ; and, from the circumstance of the recent establishment of
the Swan River Colony, particularly useful, as it affords
excellent harbour-perhaps,
indeed, the only really good one in the
neighbourhood of this new colony.
I t was discovered by Captain Vancouver, in the year 1799 : was
subsequently visited by Captain Flinders and the French expedition of discovery under Commodore Baudin ; more recently by
Captain King ; and since that ~ e r i o dhas been frequently resorted
to by sealing vessels, for the neighbowing coast to the eastward
is fringed with a multitude of rocks and islands, upon which
.
many seals of the black furred species have been found,

River Colony) a n d
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T h e port has been carefully and sufficiently described by Captain
Flinders, aqd a correct plan of the Sound is giveu by that naviv
gator in the atlas of his voyage.
The situation and excellence of the harbour, together with the
sanguine expectation of finding a good country in the interior,
induced the government of New South Wales to form a settlement
there ; and, accordingly, at the latter end of the year 1886, a
party, consisting in all of fifty-two persons, was dispatched under
the command of Major Lockyer, of His Majesty's 57th regiment,
for that purpose. The little expedition sailed on the 7th NQY
vember, 1826 ; and, after q tedious passage, arrived at itti destination on the 25th December following.
From Captain Flinders' account of the place, it will be seen
that, besides the outer souod, there are two inner basiw or hprbours which are perfectly land locked, and offering every security
for ehips. T h e northern one, Oyster Harbour, is frol~tedby a
bar of sand, on which there is not more than thirteen feet and a
half at high water ; and within it ie so full of shoab-excepting at
the entrance, and near Green Island, where small vessels may ride
securely at their anchors or be moored to the shore-that there is
scarcely water enough for a boat to approach the beach; the
greater part being a bank that dries, or nearly so, at low water,
excepting in the drains of two small rivers that fall i n t ~the head cjf
the harbour, which are navigable for a few miles by small boats.
In the centre of Oyster Harbour ia Green Ssland, a small islet,
upon which Vancouver sowed many garden seeds ; but if they
prospered they \$ere probably destroyed by yermiu, for future
visiters could discover no traces of them.
The shoal character of the shores of this harbour therefore ~ f f p r ing no inducement to the new col~nbtsto establish themselves &
its neighboyrhood, they determined upon occupying the shqre qf
Princess Royal Harbour, situated at the bqck or west side af thf:
sound, into which vessels of a considerable size might enter, a ~ d
ride at their anchors, very close to the shore, io perfect security,
The party therefore encamped at {be base of what they afterwards called Moqnt Melville. It is on the rlarth side of the barboyr, abopt a wile within the erhrance, and close to the spot occypied by Cqptain Flinders in the y e y 1801*. Iq many respech

* The number of the colonists, being at first oply fifty-two persona, up to the pe.
~ i o dof the departure of the author of this apet in OctQber, 1829, had v
m e e d . The settlement consisted only oPelght or ten buildiop, #one
were brick hogged, others of turf, and others of wattle and plaster. The roofs w&
thatched with w h e s or coarse grass. At the commencement it reeaired the name of
Frederick Town; bpt as the ap llation hag not kesq +opt& in the official $qcn?
e
w the s&l+
ments, it remains uncertain whetEr I will be contmnued. At one p
ment was expected to he abandoned, but the recent discovery of good land at Wo.
graphe Bay. and the favourable w a w t of the iptetiPs eikded by Rr. WJlpn, nee
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the situation proved eligible J but in the most essential thing, good
water, it was very deficient. Neither was there any timber found
near the place that was serviceable for erecting buildings. And
the want of these two important articles wrrs a great' drawback to
the settler~ent,particularly in its early days.
The soil in the immediate neighbourhood of the encampment
proved to be very unproductive, for on turning it up a few
inches beneath the surface, it was nothing but a pure white sand.
In the bogs or swamp, however, the subsoil was found to be of a
peaty nature. The overty of the soil, therefore, offering great
diffiaulties for the cu tivation of a sufficient supply of vegetablee,
ratious spots were selected for the purpose, among which the little
islet in Oyster Harbour, Green Island, small as it is, turned
out to be the most productive.
80 favourable, however, is the climate to vegetation, that
where a small supply of manure aould be obtained, the crop!
were not only certain but luxuriant. The vegetables that were
raised consisted of peas, potatoes, cauliflowers, cabbage, cucunibers, &c. ; melons, pomplons, water melons, and maize also suaceeded without forclng when the season was warm, but these
l a t t e ~vegetables could not be depended upon.
The island in the sound produced sowthistles, mallow, and
wild celery, which were used by the colonists during an attack of
scurvy, and proved to be very serviceable in removing the disease.
The sowthisties and celery grew also on the sea beach*.
T h e general appearance of the country, although of a barren
nature, is very picturesque. The hills behind the settlement are
etudded and capped by immense blocks of granite, and are strewed
with a profusion of beautiful &rubs, among which the splendid
Banksiee grow to a large size, and the Kingia and Xanthorrhoea
or grass-tree are abundant.
I n some parts the soil has a reddish hue, and here the trees are
mope abundant and of larger siae. They cansist of various kinds
ef eucalyptus and casuarina (like the swamp oak of Port Jackson).
Genpally, however, the trees are decayed at the heart, and are
therefore unserviceable for building.
The view to the north is over a country in appearance flat, but
in reality formed by wooded banks, separated by swampy ~lains.
O n the banks, the honeysuckle (a colonitll name for a small species
of Bank&) predominates.
The plains are covered with a coarse herbage, but no grase
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grows upon them. A t about 'twenty miles distance, there is.a
range of hills called by the natives Bo~Tingomp, which are
covered with wood, and the timber is of good quality. T h e
ground is rather rocky, but the soil deep and good, producing
grass. ' About twenty miles beyond the Borringormp range is
another, CorjernurruJ which seems to be of a very rugged character. T h e country is described by the natives as very barren
and covered with salt water lagoons.
T o the west and north-west the country seems to be of a more
undulating character and better wooded. T h e natives also describe
it to be more abundant in kangaroo, and that the Banksiu and
grass-tree are less prevalent. T l ~ esoil also is stated to be red,
and the surface of the country to be cdvered with short grass.
Between Princess Royal and Eclipm Harbours, the country is
fonned by undulating downs, interspersed with occasional clusters
of trees. T h e soil is either shallow and red, but not adhesive, w
is composed of black vegetable matter, mixed with ~ u r white
e
sand.
Here and there upon it js found a kind of couch grass, but 1~
general the herbage is rushy or heathy.
I n all parts of the country there are stagnant pools of water, and
some of them are of considerable extent. , T h e water is always of
a dark colour, and strongly impregnated with a disagreeable vegetable flavour. Some of these lakes are brackish, but ducks, teal,
and swans are found upon them.
T h e prevailing rock in the neighbourhood of the settlement is
granite ;-the ranges of hills to the northward-Borringorrup and
Corjernurruf-are
also supposed to be of the same formation.
Calcareous rock is found on the sea coast ; and on the low banks,
particularly westward, a hard, rugged, and ferruginous stone predominates, on which, where found, the soil is generally of a red
colour, but very shallow. T h e calcareous district consists chiefly
of downs.
I t is difficult to give any account of the winds or seasons, for
they are by no means uniform. T h e easterly winds generally commence in December, and continue to prevail through the months
of January, February, and March: this may be considered the
summer. A t the commencement of the easterly winds, they are
frequently strong, and the weather is showery : as the season advances, northerly winds or calms with fine warm weather may be
expected, the thermometer rising to 98'. This will usually continue through March and April, and then the westerly become the
prevailing winds, and during June and July are very constant. In
August and September south-east winds are often experienced.
T h e months of October and November are generally fine, with
occasional showers.
T h e hot north wind which prevails qt Sydney is also occasion-
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.ally experienced at King George's Sound ; and, during the summer, there is much thunder and lightning. Taking it generally,
the climate certainly is fine, and with a sufficiency of rain for all
the purposes of assisting vegetation.
I
1

I

I

1
j

T h e nativesof King George's Sound differ little in their general
appearance from the Aborigines of the neighbourliood of Sydney.
They are of middle stature, slender in their limbs, and many
of them with a protuberant abdomen.
T h e only article of dress used by them is a cloak of kangaroo
skin, reaching nearly to the knee ; it is worn as a mantle over the
shoulders, and is fastened at the right shoulder with a rush, by
which the right arm is k f t free and disencumbered. They
are seldom seen without their cloaks, which in rainy weather are
worn with the fur outwards ; some of them, however, are so scanty,
that the wearer may bealmost considered in a state of nudity, particularly the children, for their cloak is but a mere strip of skin.
T h e larger skins, which are procured from the male kangaroos,
are appropriated to the women.
T h e mode of preparing the mantles is as follows :-the skins
are pegged out upon the ground to dry, and are then cut into the
proper shape with a sharpened stone; with the same instrunlent
the inner surface is scraped away tiiitil the skin becomes soft and
pliable ; it is afterwards rubbed over with grease and a sort of red
ochreous earth, which they also use to paint the body. T h e skins
thus prepared are stitched together with the sinews of the animal,
which are drawn from the tail.
T h e other articles of dress are the noodle-bul, or waistband,
armlets, and head-dress. T h e noodle-bul is a long yarn of
worsted spun from the fur of the opossun~,wound round the waist
. several hundred times. A similar band is also worn occasionally
round the left arm and the head.
T h e single men, who are called man-jah-lies, ornament their
heads with feathers, dogs' tails, and other similar articles, and
. sometimes have the hair long, and bound round the head. T h e
women use no ornaments, or noodle-buls, and wear their hair
quite short ; but the girls have sometimes a fillet of worsted yarn
round the neck, which is'called a woortill. Both sexes smear their
faces and the upper part of the body with red pigment (paloil),
mixed with grease, which gives them a disagreeable odour. This
they do, as they say, for the purpose of kee ing themselves
clean, and as a defence from the sun or rain.
heir hair is fre,
quently matted with the same ~iginent. When fresh ~ a i n t e dthey
are all over of a brickdust colour, which gives then] a most singular
appearance.
When they are in mourning they paint a white streak (kaingk)
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across the forehead and down the cheek bones. T h e women put
on the white colour in large blotches.
Painting the body, with the natives of this part of the country,
is not, as in New South Wales, a sign of war. It is conside~edby
them merely as an ornament, and is never neglected at their
dances, or when they visit neighbouring tribes. I t is a very
general practice at those seasons of the year when they can prQcure fat from fish or animals ; but there are some individuals, we
have remarked, yvho very seldom use it.
They have the same practice amongst them as at Sydney of
cutting gashes on their body, and raising an elevated cicatrix. It
ie done chiefly on the shoulders and chest; and is both a &istinguishing mark for different tribes, and an honorary distinction.
T h e septum of the nose is also perhrated, through which a
feather or other substance is worn. Ornaments of dress, however, p e not considered as marking the man of Quthority, for they
are only worn by the young single men. T h e cicatrized wounds
on the body are the marks of distinction, and even these are tribual
more than personal.
Every individual of the tribe, when travelling or going to a distance from their encampment, carries a fire-stick, for the purpose
of kindling fires, and in winter they are scarcely ever without oqe
under their cloaks, for the sake of heat. I t is generally a cone of
.Bank.siu grand&, wbch has the property of keepipg ignited for
4 considerable time, Rotten bark, or touchwood, is also used for
the same purpose. They are very careful to preserve this, and will
even kindle a fire (by friction, or otherwise) expressly to revive it.
Their weapons consist of spears of two or three kiqds, which are
propelled with a throwing-stick (meam). They have also a knife,
stone-hammer, and a curl, or curved flat weapop sjmilqr to the
boomerang of the New South Wales qativeg*.
The spears (keit) are made of a long slender stivk aboqt the
thickness of a finger, of a heavy tough quality. They are
scraped d o ~ i to
i a very fine point, and are hardened r\nd straightened by the assistance of fire. Those intended for hunting and
fishing, called maungull, are barbed with a piece of wood fastened
on very neatly and-firmly with kapgaroo sinew (peat), and the
li ature covered with gnm obtained from the grass tree?. They are
a out eight feet in length. T h e war spears are longer apd heavier,
and are armed for five or six inches from the point, with pieces of
shsrp stove8 Bred in gum, resembling the teeth of a 8au, the
stones increasing in size, the smallest being at the point. Each
man carries from two to five spears.
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The throwing-stick (rnwa) ditflero ~onsiderablyin &ape from
those used at Sydney, being mwch broader. I t is about two feet
long and four inches wide, narrowing at each extremity. At the
handle is fived a piece of gum (wank), in which is inserted a sharp
edged stone (bnck-il), whlch 1s uoed to scrape the point of the spear
when blunted by use, A t the auter end of the wuru is a smaU
wooden peg (mert)?which is inserted into a bole at the end of the
spear, and by whtch lt IS propelled. The mtnaee is also used
a t close quarterc in their fights.
The hammer fkait) ie made with a lump of gum, having two
stones imbedded in it, stuck on to the extremity of a short stiok.
Tt i used i~climbing trees, in throwing at and killing animals, in
breakjug down grass trseo, and for the common purposes of the
a e or ham me^.
The ksife '(tGp)ie a stick with sharp-edged stones fixed in a
bed of gum at the end, and for two or three incbes down the side,
forming a serrated ietrument.
A short &ck, which they call fowlb, ie also used for throwing at
pr strikiqg omall animals, ouch as the q-de
aud famur, the former
resembling tbs bsndicoat, and the latter the walloby, or brush
kangarw ef New f auth Walea.
Tbe curl, or boomering, is seldom used as a weapon, nor am
they so expert in the use of it as the New South Wales blacks.
T b e natives, however, say, these ipstruments are more, common in .
#e interior, They are used for skinning the ka~garoo,and illso
far amusement.
Their wigwamo (twrkifs) are merely composed of a few small
twigs otuck in the ground, and bent aver in the form of a bower,
about four feet high, and five .or six wlde. Sometimes two are
united. They aloo thatch them slightly with the leaves of the
grass tree. l o rainy weather they are roofed with pieces of bark,
upon whlch stonee are placed, to secure them from being blowi
away; but they afford a miserable protection from the weather.
They we generally erected in a sheltered spot near water, with the
back tawwde *e prevailing wind, and a fire is kept burning conetantJyin the front. One of the huts contains several individuals,

* T h e huts of the New Hollanders differ very material among. different triba.
of very rude and simple eoast~ction. t Port Jackson they are
OeneraUy they
mwply f m e d of 9 ~ t r iof bark b n t over likr, the roof of a house, and rue se-1.,
laqp enough to cover tB body. ~t port M ~ u a r i e ~, O W ~ Y Wt ,h y us
Ymfim
. form to those above descrrted, but of larger size, and, per hap^, neatercons&t!on.
farm of the huts must depend very much uppa the product~onsof the countr Whem
the skin y bark, the best suited for this pwpose, is easily procured, as is tih'e ease at
Port ~ a c f s o nand the south-east coast, it is by far the best qwtenal for t$e R~S.
for it affords shelter and warmth, and is impervioua to rain. The settlers ~f me c o p P
of W m South Wales have found the utilit of it, fbr all their cottages are roofed>and
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who lie covered in their mantles, huddled together, in a crowded
state : the dogs also are admitted to a share of their bed.
An encampment rarely consists of more than seven or eight
huts; for, except during. the fishing and burning seasons,
a t which times large parties assemble together,~their numbers are
generally small, and two or three huts suffice. The number of individuals, however, seldom exceed fifty. The huts are so arranged
as not to overlook each other. The single men have one to themselves-the children sleep with the women in a large hut near the
husbands. These encampments generally consist of near relatives,
and deserve the name of farililies rather than of tribes.
Those families who have locations on the sea coast quit it during
the winter for the interior ; and the natives of the interior, in like
manner, pay visits to the coast during the fishing season. EXcepting at these times, those natives who live together have the exclusive right of fishing or hunting upon the neighbouring grounds,
which are, in fact, divided into individual properties ; the quantity
of land owned by each individual being very considerable. Yet it
is not so exclusively his, but others of his family have certain rights
over it; so that it may be considered as partly belonging to the
tribe. Thus all of them have a right to break down grass trees,
kill bandicoots, lizards, and other animals, and dig up roots ; but
the presence of the owner of the ground is considered necessary
when they fire the country for game. As the country does not
abound ill food, they are seldom stationary, removing, according
to the time of the year, to those parts which produce the articles
of provision that may be in season. During the winter and early
spring they are very much scattered ; but as summer advances they
assemble in greater numbers.
I t is at this season that they procure the greatest abundance of
game. I t is done by setting fire to the underwood and grass,
which, being dry, is rapidly burnt. The manner in which these
burnings are performed is as follows :With a kind of torch made of the dry leaves of the grass tree,
they set fire to the sides of the cover by which the game is enclosed
and cannot escape. The hunters, concealed by the smoke, stand
in the paths most frequented by the animals, and with facility spear
them as they pass by. On these occasions vast numbers of animals
are destroyed. The violence of the fire is frequently very great,
and extends over many miles of country; but this is generally
guarded against by their burning it in consecutive portions. The
women also kindle fires, but only for the purpose of taking bandicoots ; they sometimes, however, accompany the men at the larger
firings for kangaroos, or w'alloby.
As soon as the fire has passed over the ground, they walk over
the ashes in search of lizards and snakes, which are thus destroyed
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in great numbers, a n 3 those which have escaped in their holes are
easily discovered.
I n the chase the hunters are assisted by dogs, which they take
when young and domesticate; but they take little pains to train
them to any particular mode of hunting. These dogs appear to
have a very fine scent, and draw upon their game like a pointer ;
after which they spring upon or chase it. They are particularly
useful in catching bandicoots, the small brush kangaroo, and the
opossum, but for the emu and large kangaroo they are not sufficiently fleet. T h e owner of a dog is said to be to%-a-din,
a n 4 is entitled to an extra proportion of the game killed. They
are also frequently lent out upou consideration of the owner receiving a share of the produce.
T h e food of the dogs consists of a considerable portion of vegetables, roots roasted and pounded, the entrails of animals, and such
bones as are too hard for the teeth of the natives. A t some periods
it is so scanty as to compel the dog to leave his master and provide
for himself; but after a few days he generally returns.
When the owner does not wish the dog to follow, he ties the foreleg to the neck with a band of rushes, and leaves him in a shady
place. H e frequently carries the dog upon his shoulders. When
they are puppies, between six and twelve months old, they are
called jimmung,-they are then used to hunt lizards and bandicoots ; and previous to this they are consigned to the care of
the women. They seldom bark, but bite very sharply, snapping
like a fox. They are excellent watch dogs, and will attack
strangers.
I n the wild state they are sometimes killed by the natives, who
eat their flesh, but of the skin no use is made*. Upon finding a
litter of young, the natives generally carry away one or two to rear.
I n this case it often occurs that the mother will trace and attack
them ; and being of a large size, and very strong, they are rather
formidable. But, in general, they will stand and look for a few
moments, and leisurely retire.
T h e mode in which they hunt the kangaroo is in small parties,
or singly. They select a time when the ram is pouring heavily, or
the wind blowing hard, to prevent the noise of their approach
fmm being heard, for the kangaroo is very quick of hearing, and
always on. the alert. T h e hunter creeps upon them w~ththe
greatest caution, and generally succeeds in approaching them unobserved. They always, if possible, keep the wind in their face,
and when one is observed, they take off their cloak, and watching
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The tail is fresuently used as an ornament for the arm or wriat, kc.-See King'e
Australia, vol. f p. 143.
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when the animal stoops or turns his back upon them, they hastily
advance, keeping a bush between them for concedmeat. Aa
they approach their prey they move very lightly in a stoopirlg posture, aud only at the time when the noise of the witrd prevents their
footsteps being heard. Should the kafigaroo turn round and observe them, they inatantl stop and remain perfect]) motionlesd
uhtil he resumes his fee mg. In this way they apptoach withitl
a few yards of their prey, and then pierce him with their spears.
The instant he falls they ruh up and dispatch him with their hammeks by blows on the head. The first operation is to extract the
fwd front teeth of the lower jawj which they use tb sharpen the
spear points ; thed they seize the tail, and taking the end in the
mouth, bite off the tip, and, by pulling, extract thb sinews which
are inserted in it : these are bound round a stick and dtied for,
use, either for the purpose of stitching thb matltles, of tying the
barbs an the spears.
'Another mode of hunting the kangaroo, when the huntsmen sre
numerous, is by surrounding and gradually apprbdchting the game
until they get sufficibntly near to spear them.
They are aldo sometimes killed in woits, but thia plan Is thdr4
used for the small or brush kangaroo. I n this case a portion of
the brush is surrbunded, and each person begins breaking it ddwh
and treading over itj so as to make a complete road all rb~tid,
carefully stopping the runs of the animals. One or two of the
hunters thetl go in with theit dogs, and as the game attempts td
$as# the cleat spot, they ate entangled in the brush and knocked ori
the head. I n this way they sometimes kill a great many; it i$
practised almodt entitely in the spring before the burning season
comndences; but it requires a numbet of people, add the whole of
the males of the tribe are generally present.
Both the large tind small kangaroo are caught ih pit-fslls, set in
wet places. These pit-falls are described by the natives to be coverkd over with bushes and lightly sprihkled with soil. Thid
method is mostly used in the interior.
The emu is speared chiefly ih the winter, at which time they lay
their eggs. When a nest is found; the hunters conceal thetnselves
behind a btlsh near it, and endeavour to secure the male bird first.
The female they are pretty certain of, unless she h~tsbeen disturbed, when she will forsake the nest. Emus, however, are not
vety often procured by the natives, but, with the kangaroo;
ate highly esteemed as arti~lesof food. Lizards, also, fitiord a
fsl*ourite repast ; and, at some seasons, form a tonsidetable porddtr
of their food. There are three species that are eaten-the largest;
called muaniiar, appears to resemble gn iguana found at Sydney ;
it is long, and generally very lean and lank. At one se&sonjhow-
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ever) it ie fat, and very good eating. I t makes a hole in the nest of
a epecies of ant, which is a mound of earth four or five feet high,
the inner parts consisting df cells constructed of a gummy substance
mixed with earth, and is very hard ; yet the munnaar burrows from
the top hearly to the bottom, and there deposib its eggs, which are
the size of a large pigeon's egg, covered with a thick pellicle
as tough as parchment. The eggs are about ten or twtve in number, and adhere together. The a n a soon repair the hole made
by the munnsarj and the warmth of the nest is sufficient to hatch
the eggs. These eggs have ad oily taste, and will not easily mix
with bither wafm or cold water, but nkwrtheless they are very godd
emlting.
The second species of lizard, called wandie, id of a vkry dark
colour, ahd has a long round tail. I t is generally found among
rocks, and conceals itself under them; it also inhabits hollow
trees or hales in ihe grouhd ; and is a very lively anitnal,.and quick
in its mbtioas.
The third species, or short-tailed y o h , has a large head and
an enormous mouth, which, when attacked, it immediately opens,
and exhibits a urplish cdlollred tongue ; its body is covered with
large scales o a grey colour, but having transverse atches of
brown. I t is very sluggish, and does dot burrow in ohs, but
conceals itself in long grass. They are frequehtly found in pairs.
The femalej when ptegnant, has two large eggs in her, but I have
never eetn them when deposited. According to the natives she
bhries them in the ground very hear the surface, and they are
hatched by the warmth of the sun. These youems are frequently
found in ants' nests, cobstructed of straw or leaves, with minnte
portions of sand. I do not, however, know if they lay their eggs
there, or whether they feed upon the ants.
h he snakes which are eaten by the natives are of several kinds,
tiz. the zbdchl, n m q , docut, &c. The zcruehl is the commofl
dlamond snake of New South wales, ahd 3s not vehomous.
The nome and docat are much alike, of very dark colourj six
ind seveh fket id lehgth, and their bite generally fatal. There is
another species, of a smaller size, and sienna colour, bf whlch
althuugh the bite is venomous it seldom occasions death. Other
#mall species occur which ate hot eaten.
When the natives kill a snake, they are careful to beat its head
to pieced before they take' it u p ; they then examine if it has
reterttly eaten, and if it hgs undigested faod ih its stomach, they
reject it, for, if eaten, they say it would cause violent vomiting.
At the spring time of the year, they live principall~upon the
kggs and young of birds, chiefly of the patrot tribe, bbt also of
hawks, ducks, swqns, pigeons, &c. They are extremely expert dt
climbing trees, which they do by notching the bark with their
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hammers, in the same manner as is practised at P o r t Jackson.
Thus they procure opossums, which they trace to their holes by the
marks of tqeir claws upon the bark. There are two species, one,
the common ring-tail (Nworra), and the other, comal. They are
fiat often found in the same districts, the comal living chiefly in
lofty and thick woods, whilst the ring-tail is frequently found in
swamps and the low brush which surrounds them. T h e coma1 is
of larger size, and much lighter colour, with a brownish bushy
tail : it is also fatter ; the fur is longer, of a whitish colour, and
is used by the natives to spin into a kind of worsted called by them
Pefmoe, of which the noodle-buls are made. T h e fur of the
ring-tailed opossum is not used. Of both species it is easily
detached from the skin.
T h e comal is frequently hunted with dogs by moonlight, when
it is either speared in its flight, or driven into its haunt in some
hollow tree. T h e natives then make a hole and extract it; but
should this be too difficult or troublesome, they kindle a torch of
grass-tree leaves, and push it into the hole, when, in attempting to
escape, the animal is easily taken.
T h e natives describe other animals which are found in trees,
and are very abuudant in the interior, one of which may probably be a species of the flying fox, or vampyre bat; but this
animal is not found in the neinhbourliood
of the settlement.
"
During the summer and autumn months, the natives derive a
large proportion of their food 'from fish. They have no canoes *,
neither can they swim, in both of which points they differ materially
from all other parts of the Australian continent with which we are
acquainted. They can, therefore, only catch those fish which ap-

* The want of proper material for the construction of canoes may possibly be the
cause of the natives of King George's Souncl not possessing the means of navigating.
From the shoal nature of Princess Royal Harbour and Oyster Harbour, it is not of so
much consequence, since, for the greater part, they can be waded across ; still, from
the scarcity of food, visits to the islands in the sound, on which seal abound, would be
of p a t advantage, and from the navigating disposition of the Australian Indian, it
seems extraordinary that they have not some mode of conveying themselves anoss the
water. The trees of King George's Sound are not at all adapted to be made into
canoes, for they afford no bark that could be used, and are too hard and heavy to be
burnt or hollowed out. The natives of the west coast have no canoes, and in a
norther1 direction from Cape Leuwin none have been noticed, until at Dampier's
~ r c h i ~ c & o on
, the north-west comt, where the mangrove affords the Indians of that
part the means of crossing the sea. I t is merely a log, which is sufficiently buoyant
to cany two or more people. (See Kin s Australia, vol. i., p. 43, and the woodcut
in the titlepage of the first volume.)
arther to the eastward, at Hanover Bay, the
mangrove is the only material used, (see vol. ii., p. 69.) in the shape of a raft. But
on the north and east and south-east coairts, the canoes are made of the bark of the
eucalyptus, but are of very different construction. On the north-east coast, between
Cape Flinders and the Cumberland Islands, the canoes are a hollowed log of a soft
pulpy-wooded tree (Erythrina Indica), and are furnished with an out-rigpr. This
canoe is described in vol. i., pp. 220 and 225. Other canoes are described In the fist
volume, at pages 90, 200, and 202.
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proach the shore;; or 'come into shoal water. They have neither
nets, nor hook and line, and the only weapon they use is the spear,
with which they are very dexterous. I n the mouths of streams or
rivers, they take large quantities, by weirs made of bushes, but
the most common method is pursuing the fish into shoal watei,
and spearing them, or as they lie basking on the surface. During
calms, they walk over the mud and sand-banks, in search of flat
fish, which are easily detected while lying at the bottom. A t
night, too, they light torches of grass-tree, and thus see the
fish at the bottom, apparently asleep, when they very readily
spear them. By these methods, vast quantities are taken, but
it can only be done in dead calms. Another common method
is to sit on a rock, motionless, and occasionally throw into the
water pieces of limpet, or other shell-fish, keeping the spear under
water until the bait is seized by a fish, when they are almost certain of striking it.
I n the autu;;,
when the smaller species of fish approach the
ahores in large shoals, they surround them, and keep them id
shallow water upon the flats until the tide falls and leaves them,
when they are easily speared, and very few escape. For this
purpose they use a very small spear, without a barb, and throw it
by hand; should it so happen that the tide does not sufficiently
fall to enable them to take the fish, they gather bushes, and plant
them round so thickly, as to enclose them, when they are speared
at leisure.
Fish being very ~lentiful,they often kill more than is sufficient
for present use ; in this case, they roast them, and separating the
flesh in large flakes from the bones, pack it carefully up in soft
bark, in which way it will keep good for several days.
Immediately on killing a large fish, they make a small opening
just below the gills, through which they extract the inside. If
there be any fat, it is carefully separated : the bowels, liver, &c.
they cook and eat.
Although sharks are veri numerous, the natives are not at all
alarmed at them, and say that they are never attacked by them*.
Sometimes they will spear them, but never eat any part of the
body. Sting rays and maiden rays are also common, but not
eaten, though sometimes killed for amusement. O n some part of
the coast the sting is used to point their spears.
Oysters, and other edible kinds of shell-fish, are to be obtained
in large quantities. None of them were eaten by the natives previous to the formation of the settlement ; but since its establish-

* Though not afraid of la~h
in the s l d o w water of either of the. +bow ylet
in the river connecting the laken with Eclipse Bay, they are dxemely h d , and d
l
not venture on the trear overbngbg the bsnks.
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ineat they eat them, after being aodred, and ooaeider them very
good food.
It not unfrequently happens that a sickly whale is thrown on
&ore ; upon this they greedily feed, and lay up a large quantity of
fat. They also occasionally kill a seal, the flesh of which they
enteem highly, and, indeed, when young, it b by no meana unpalatable.
The fresh-water swamps abound with a species of eray-fish,
erlled challews, very like those found in rivuleta ia England.
T h e procuring of these is the employmeet of the .women. In
the summer months, when the water is partly dried u , they Bnd
them in holes in the ground, a foot or more deep, t e entrance
Being small, but sufficiently wide within for the arm lo be thrust to
the bottom ; they are very abundant, and when boiled with salt',
ate good eating. T h e natives roast them in the ashes, and eat
them in large quantities.
They also procure and eat the fresh-water tortoise (kilon), and
in the season take large quantities of their eggs, which am laid on
shore generally on a bank about twenty or one hundred yards from
the water, buried in a small hole, and carefully covered hp. Frogs (myrxh), of two or three species, are eaten chiefly at the
leason of their spawning.
A t one season of the year, the natives push or break down the '
p a - t r e e s , on which, when fallen, a species of cockchafer (paiiluck)
deposits its ova, which become large milk-ivhite grubs ; and these
they eat raw, or slightly roasted. There are also other kinds
(&angut), some of much larger size, that are procured froxp
rotten trees, bull-rushes, &c. : all of them are white.
Of theirpbducka they are extremely tenacious ; the person who
breaks down the tree being entitled to its produce. And if robberies of this nature are detected, the thief is always punished.
They believe also that stolen piidlucks occasion sickness and
eruptions. Yet, when hungry, a friend will not scruple to have
receurse to the grass-tree of another who is not present ; but in
this case he peels a small branch or twig, and sticks it in the
ground, near the tree. This is called k i t a bowingma, and is
intended to prevent anger or other ill consequences.
The eggs of ants also form an article of bod.
Of the vegetable substances on which they feed, a few kinds
mly are known. The following, however, a n more used thap
any other, and nlay be said to form the staple article of diet : they
are named by then1 memes, tuhoc, chocket, and tunedong. The
m r ~ s * which
,
is the chief article, are scarlet roots, not unlike, in
h g e and ke., haliproots. They are -ly
d t e n maetad, but

1

d an acrid and unpleasant taste. They roast them in the ashes,

I

md then pound them between two flat atones, rubbing the stones
with a ball of earth, to prevent the root adhering to it. When
thus prepared, they are mucilaginous, and of a glossy black colour.
They may be considered the bread of the natives who live in the
m i hbourhood of the sound, but are not found in the interior.
i!uboc is of the tribe Orchidee * : it is very pleasant eating,
when roasted. I n the early part of spring it throws up a single
stem, hollow, and similar in appearance to that of the onion, but
ir mucitaginous, and sweetish to the taste. This also is eaten.
Before the young root comes to m~turityit is called chokm, and
is eaten raw : the old one is called niiiinkt.
T h e chocket is the small bulbous root of a rush ; it is very
fibrous, and only edible at one season.
T h e roots of fern, sedge, and other planb, we also used as
articles of food ; also mushrooms, of two species, and another
kind of fungus.
When the different species of Bank& first come into bloom;
4 e y collect from the flowers a considerable quantity of honey, of
which the natives are particularly fond, and gather large quantities
of the flowers (momat) to suck. It is not, however, always to
be procured ; the best time is in the morning when much dew is
de osited on the ground ; also in cloudy, but not wet weather.
! k e y describe various kinds of roots in the interior that are
eaten by them. One species they call yoke, and say that it resembles our potato, being as large and as well tasted ; but it has only
one tuber to a stem, aqd is altogether different in its leaf and appearance.
- Another root is carrot-shaped. Rice they call kioc, and say
there is plenty; that it grows on a jmall shrub, and is of a reddish colour; that they shake it out into their cloak, and eat it
uncooked.
both which names I
Bread they call quannerf, or ma+,
conceive to denote substances eaten by them that are only to be
found in the interior.
A bee is found at King George's Sound. I have never known
a hive near the settlement ; but the natives say they sometimes
take tbem, and eat the honey.
I have been thus particular in describing their food, because
I conceive that in savage tribes it gives rise to most of the
peculiarities of their habits and customs. A t King George's
Sound they live upon the productions of nature, unassisted by
art, varying at dierent seasona and in different districts,. poor in
quality, often scapty, and therefore compelling the ~atlvesto a
+r.
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vagrant life. The population is consequently far from numerous,
and varies in appearance and habits according to the nature of the
food in their district. This will naturally occasion numerous subdivisions into tribes and classes, which we find to be the case in
an uncommon degree ; and there appears to be little bond of union
amongst them-they have the same name and district, but nothing
else ; for, when on friendly terms, they seldom associate together,
and their wars appear to be more between individuals or families,
than between tribes or districts. They have no general camp or
rendezvous, acknowledge no general chief, and associate or disperse as season or inclination leads them. What their meetings in
the interior may be, I know not: sometimes, perhaps, they may
be large, but I believe that during the winter (when the sea coast
tribes go into the interior) they are in small parties, and much
scattered, living upon opossums, bandicoots, and kangaroos, &c.
They begin to return to the coast about September o t October,
and at this season they chiefly subsist on roots. I n calm weather,
however, they procure a few fish.
As the season advances, they procure young birds and eggs,
and their numbers increase. About Christmas they commence
firing the country for game, and the families who through the
winter have been dispersed over the couatry, reassemble. The
greatest assemblages, however, are in the autumn (itwurner), when
fish are to be procured in the greatest abundance. Towards the
end of autumn, also, they kill kangaroos, by surrounding them.
At the dry seasons of the year large districts are abandoned for want of water. They speak rlluch of climbing trees'to
satisfy their thirst, but I have no knowledge whether it be to
rocure water from the hollows in the tree or to extract the sap.
believe they cut a hole with their hammers and drink, or collect
drink in their cloaks, and then carefully close the aperture. I n
these districts the women climb trees, which is not the case on the
coast.
This scarcity of food has occasioned some other customs, which
are curious and characteristic. The meu and women go out in
separate parties, on their respective duties, generally at an early
hour in the morning, in companies of two or three together ; the
women to collect roots or crayfish (chal2ows), and the men
with their spears, to procure fish or game. The women carry a
,waun, a loug pointed stick, with which they dig up roots, and
which is occasionally used as a weapon. O n their backs they
carry a bag (cofe), made of a kangaroo's skin, in which they deposit the food they procure : they also carry a fire-stick.
A portion of the roots, or whatever they may collect, they cook
and eat, but reserve part for the children and men, to be eaten
on their return to their huts. They also get lizards, snakes, and
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Bandicoots, and, in the burning season, set fire to the ground by
themselves.
T h e whole party cook and'eat conjointly. They generally go
on the open, downy, or swampy land.
The men also go two or three together, unless they have some
particular object in view. They are more frequently found on
the shores fishing, or in the woods seeking nests, opossums, bandicoots, or kangaroos. When they are successful, they instantly
make a fire, and eat a portion of their game. T h e married men
generally reserve a share for their wives. They are extremely
jealous of their food, concealing and eating it silently and secretly ; yet if others are present they usually give a small portion :
they tell me that one half of what they procure they eat and divide
with their compadions, and the remainder they keep for the night.
T h e men also collect roob, and sometimes challows, but for these
they chiefly rely upon their wives. I have imagined that the classes
called Erniung and Eii-man keep themselves more separate.
They have some superstitious notions in regard to peculiar food
for different ages and sexes. Thus girls, after eleven or twelve
years of age, seldom eat.bandicoots, such food being considered a
preventive to breeding ; young men will not eat niiloits or war[its (black eagle), or they will not have a fine beard : such food
will also influence their success in the chace ; and although kangaroos may abound, they will seldom see them, and always miss
them when they attempt to spear them. I believe that it is not
until the age of thirty that they may eat indiscriminately.
Quails (poumiock or poumha) are old men's diet. Plenty of
kangaroo is supposed to occasion the women to breed.
. Of their children they appear to be very fond, and rarely chastise
them ; but their treatment of the women .is not always gentle,
and many of them have spear-wounds in the legs or thighs, inflicted
by their busbands.
T h e women are very useful to them, not only in procuring food,
but also in preparing their cloaks, building their huts, and other
menial offices. They possess few utensils, and those are of the
rudest construction : a piece of soft bark, tied at each end, serves
for a drinking-cup ; the claw of a kangaroo they use for a needle ;
and through a hollow rush, or the wing-bone of a bird (nweil),
they suck the water, when it cannot conveniently be reached with
their mouths.
Polygamy is a general practice amongst them, one man sometimes having many wives. Their customs, however, as regards
their women, are not only very curious, but also so intricate,
and involved in so many apparent c o n t r a d i c t i ~ sand singularities, that it is probable we have been mistaken m some of them.
The whole body of the natives are divided into two classes,

.
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Erniung and Tern or TZman ; andcthe chief regulation ir, thaO
these classes must intermarry, that is, an Emiung with a TcZirmun.
Those who infringe this rule are called Yuredangers, and are
subject to very severe
The children always follow
the denomination of the mother. Thus, a man who is Emiung
wil1,have all his children Eiiman; but his sister's children will be
Emiung~. This practice is common to all the tribes in the.
neighbowhood, wit11 the exception of the Murram.
The girls appear to be at the disporal of their father, and are
generally bespoke in their infancy: even before they are born we
have been told to whom they were betrothed, if they prove te be
females.
There appear to be some ~eculiarregulations here, but what
they are we could not ascertain. I n some instances it happens
that the exchange is mutual. The persons to whom the girls are
betrothed are not unfrequently men of the middle or an advanced
age, and poesessing already several wivee. They are, however,
often more equally matched.
Another custom amongst them is called cotdie : it is confined
to boys, and I would compare it to our godfathers j for it seems
to be a promise of protection and assistance, and also adopting
the boy as a son-in-law.
I do not think they have any nuptial ceremony. A t a very early
age the girl is brought to her future' husband. Attentions and
presents are paid more to her father than herself; and,. inded, the
trifles she receives are generally transferred to him : there .chiefly
consist of game, or other nrticla of food; the father;perhaps,
receives a cloak, spears, or other implements. At the age of
eleven or twelve years the girl is delivered over to her husband.
When a girl is thus, as it were, purchased from her father, the
husband is said to be Pam Yockar. Those who steal their wiva
-a common practice amongst them-are compelled to pay more
attention to the female. Sometimes violence is used, and the
girl is carried off against her consent ; generally, however, in
these cases the female is the wife of some old man, and the young
couple elope by mutual inclination ; even the tribe sometimes are
privy to the circumstance. For some time the arties keep alaaf,
and in the first instance go as far away as poseib e, and continually
change their residence, not daring to show themselves amonget the
friends of the injured husband, who makes use of every exertioe
to recover,his wife and revenge the insult. Should the parties
evade pursuit, and live together until the female becomes pregnant, mutual friends intercede, preaents are made to the huaband,
and she is releases from her first engagement. Thus, running
away with a wife is called maw-in-cokata. I t most frequently
happens, however, that the lady ia recovered, when she ia punbhed
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By a severe beating, or more frequently by spearing her through
the thigh.
Infidelity is by no means uncommon. T h e husband keeps a
jealous eye on his wife, and on the least excuse for suspicion shb
a severely punished. T h e majority of the men are single until
past thirty years of age; some much longer. The old men have
not only several wives, but of all ages.
This state of things is in some measure compensated by what
is called tarmmanaccarack; it is, ih fact, courting a wife whilst
her husband is living, upon the understanding with both partier
that she is to be the wife of the lover after the death of the husband. The presents in this case are made to the husband, as well
as to the woman ; but what she receives she generally divides with
him. This practice is dobe openly, and permitted ; but it must
be carried on in so decorous a manner as not to occasion scandal
to the parties, or jealousy to the husband.
When a man dies, it is usual for his younger wives to reside
with their fathers' tribe during the period of mourning, at which
time they receive little attetltion from the men to whom they are
subsequently to belong, and woilld meet with severe punishment
were they to gb and live with them immediately. 3hould the patties,
however, subseqtiently run awny, not much notice would be taken.
It is not unfrequent for the wife to descend among the nearest
relatives of her husband ; and this arrangement is well understood
during his life.
Like other savage tribes, the women suffer little from childbearing, and even the next day walk out to seek their food as
usual. The period of infancy is divided by them into marly
stages, the names of which I do not recollect. For the first'few
weeks the child is carried on the left arm in a fold of the cloak,
but subsequently is suspended on the shoulders. Until they can
rtln alone they are not clothed. In cases of twins, one of the
children is killed; (if of different sexes, the female being preserved;) the reasofis assigned for which measure are, that a woman
has not sufficient milk for tivo children, and cannot carry them
and reek her food. They suckle them until they are four or five
pears of age ; but long before they are weaned they are instructed
In procuting a portion of their food.
of nine or ten years of age has the superintendence a t
A
all the little ones who can walk; and she takes them out each with
its stick to dig roots in the neighbowhood of their encampment.
Should they espy a stranger, they instantly conceal themselves in
the herbage, lying as close as a hare id its form. As they get
older they accornpasy the women, aad are genetally carried astride
on their shoulders.
Their dances have been frequently ehibited to. us iq the settle-
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ment for our amusement. They usually strip themselves entirely;
but when before us they had their cloak fastened round their loins,
leaving only the upper part of the body exposed. The face was
painted red; and on the arms and body were various figures, painted
with a white colour. White pigment is usually an emblem of
mourning, but it is used in the dances, from its being the most
conspicuous colour at night. Their mulgamadocks (doctors) and
old men never dance.
A fire is kindled on a clear spot, behind which is seated an old
man, and in front the dance is performed, as if towards him. They
keep the same step, which is varied from time to time ;sometimes
stooping and grunting, and moving their heads sideways, in most
grotisghe attitudes.
I thlnk their dances vary, and are in some instances intended to
represent the chace and killing of animals; for at times du'ring
the dance they cry out warre, wait, toorf, kc. Whilst they are
dancing they have green boughs in their hands, which they in turn
advance and deposit with the old man behind the fire. At some of
their dances they have their spears, and at a certain part represent
killing one of their party; after which the spears are, l ~ k ethe
green boughs, delivered to the old man, who the whole time is
seated on the ground, looking very serious, and turning his head
about as if to inspect and give directions to the dancers, and pulling
or stroking his beard with either hand alternately.
There is neither elegance nor activity displayed in their dancing ;
on the contrary, it is ludicrous, and may be symbolical. I do
not think the women dance with the men, nor am I certain that
they ever dance, although same of the natives have informed me
they do at their own fires. The noise made by them whilst dancing cannpt be considered as musical, or illtended as guch. Each
man repeats at every jump the words wow wow, the meaning of
which I cannot explain. When they drive game from a covert
with sticks and a noise, they call it wow-e-niii-tur, the word wow
being also then used. At intervals they stop to rest, at the time
setting up a loud shout.
These dances only take place when many are congregated
together and at peace. During war it would subject them to an
attack from their enemy, by exposing the situation of their encamDment.
d p o n t h e first formation of the settlement we endeavoured to
discover whether they llad any chiefs, and for a long time believed
they had; indeed, we had fixed upon two or three individuals to
whom we supposed that rank belonged. .The natives whom
we had selected were fine, tall, active men, much painted and
ornamented. Their names were Naikennon, Gnmitt, Warti, and
Eringool; but we subsequently discovered that they were all single
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men, which accounted for their constantly ornamented appearance.
The influence they held over the rest of the natives rmght have
arisen from other circumstances ;and we could not discover any individual to whom they gave the supremacy. Naikenmn, however,
gave out for some time that he was king and captain of the black
men. I t was a long time before he could be persuaded to visit
us, and when he came he was formally introduced by his companions, who talked much about him, and seemed to consider him
as superior to them. H e was one of the finest looking and best
limbed men amongst them, wore his hair tied up in a knob behind,
bound tightly round with a string, and his head ornamented on
the top with a tuft of white feathers, and a similar badge round
his left arm. His chest and shoulders were very much marked
with gashes (urnbin), and there was much peculiarity in his man.ners. H e talked little, very rarely asked for anything, and, for a
great length of time, would neither accompany us on our sporting
excursions, nor otherwise render us the little assistance that we
were in the habit of receiving from others of his tribe. After a
little time, however, both he and his brother, Mawcurrie, became
more sociable ;and, at last, so partial to our people, as seldom to
leave the camp. We had, therefore, a fair opportunity of satisfying
ourselves that neither of them possessed any authority over their
countrymen.
The individuals who possess most influence are the mulgarradocks, or doctors. Of these they have several grades, differing
very materially in the nature and extent of their power, which, like
other savages, they attribute to supernatural agency.
A mulgarradock is considered to possess the power of driving
away wiud or rain, as well as bringing down lightning or disease
upon any object of their or others' hatred. In attempting to drive
away a storm of rain, they stand out in the open air, tossing
their arms, shaking their clothes, and making violent gesticulations, which they continue for a long time, with intervals, if they
are ~ i o tsuccessful. Almost the same process is ueed to remove
disease; but in this case they are less noisy, and make use of
friction, sometimes with green twigs,. previously warmed at the
fire, frequently making a short puff as it to blow away the pain.
The hand of the mulgarradock is also supposed to confer strength
or dexterity, and the nativis frequently apply to them for that purpose. The operation cousists in simply drawing his hand repeatedly, with a firm pressure, from the shoulder downwards to the
fin ers, which he afterwards extends until the joints crack.
!'hey do not, however, use friction indiscriminately. I n cases
of dysentery, for example, to which they are very subject, they administer to the patient the gum of the grass-tree, and s o m e m e s
the green stems of the meerncs (the red root before mentioned).
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They have probably many other remedied, for tlley seem partial @
medicines, and will swallow the most nauseous dose to the dregs.
The complaints to which they are most subject are those arising
from cold, sore throat, and bowel complaints, which are frequently
terminated by death, p?rticularly with children.
A young man atanding one day by my fire, apparently in good
health, fell suddenly on his face senseless, with convulsive twltchd
ings of the face, neck, and arms. I raised him up, and after a few
minutes he recovered, and requested I would give him medicine.
He told me that such attacks were not uncommon, and wished
much to know if we were sub'ect to them. I have seen very few
cases of eruptions or boils. f' nstances of deafness and blindness
sometimes occur, but are not common. On the whole they
appear to have few ailments. T h e practice of the mulgarradocks is principally confined to the cure of spear wounds, to
which, indeed, comparatively little attention is paid by them.
They are very skilful in extracting the weapon, after which they
apply a little dust, similar to what is used for pigment, and then
bind the wound up tightly with soft bark. In the diet of the sick,
however, they are very particular, and the stages of convalescence
are marked by the food which they are permitted to eat. A t first,
roots only are allowed, afterwards lizards, then fish, kc. No cases
of deformity have been observed amongst them. Fainting .occasions no alarm. They once saw some of our people in a state of
inebriety, one of them .quite unable to stand ; upon which they
came to me in great alar~u,under strong apprehension that he
would certainly die before the following day; adding that black
men were sometimes taken go and died. I endeavoured to ascertain the nature of the disease, and think they must have meant a .
cou de soleil.
'fhe treatment they adopt for the bite of a snake i. simple and
rational. They tie a ligature of rushes above the part, enlarge
the wound with the claw of the kangaroo or the point of a spear,
and then suck it, washing it and their mouths frequently wit4
water. Where water cannot be procured, it is considered dangerous to suck the wound. One of the natives (Wannuu) was bittexa
on the finger, and lay ill for a day or two, ahd some time afterwards appeared thin and unhealthy.
With respect to the divisions and subdivisions of tribes, there
exists so much intricacy, that it wiH be long before it can be understood. The classes Emiung and Tern are universal near the
Sound; but the dietinctions are general, not trihual. Another
division, almost as general, is into Moncalon and T o r n d i m p ; pet
there are a few who are neither. These can scarcely be disttnguished as tribes, and are very much intermingled. The Moncalan,
however, is more prevalent to the eastward of our establishment,
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and the Tomdbmp to the westward. They intermarry, a d have
each again their rubdivisional distinctions, some of whioh arb
peculiar, and rome general ; of these are the Opperheip, Cadien,
Mahnur, &.a.
What I, however, c m i d e r more correctly a; tribes, are those
which have a general name and a general dirtrict, although they may
consiat of T d i r r u p or Momdon, separate or commingled. Them
are, I believe, in some measure named by the kind of game
or food found most abundant in the district. The inhabitants of
the Sound and its immediate vicinity are called Meonanger, probably derived from mearn, the red root above mentioned (p. 36)
and anger, to eat. It is in this district that the mearn is the most
abundantly found ; but distant tribes will not eat the mearn, and
complain much of the brushy nature of the country
that it
scratches their legs. Kangaroos of the larger mrt are scarce here,
but the small brush kangaroo is plentiful, nnd grass-trees and
Banlrsia are abundant, as IS also, in the proper season, fish.
T h e natives residing on the right, and extending to the coast;
about North-West Cape, are called kfurrcam. This country, or
dhtrict, i raid to be more fertile, and produces different kinds of
edible roots. I t affords also more ponds of water, more wild
fowl, and more emus.
These tribes are also not universally divided into E d
and Tea,and frequently infringe the rule. Adjoining them, inla?
is the Yobhmre. This country appears more hilly and better
wooded ; but we have had very little intercourse with the natives
who belong to it. Next to them is the WU or Wed district,
which is a very favourite country, and may probably be named
from Weil or Weid (ants'eggs). In this country they mention the
existence of a river which is large and deep, extends beyond
their knowledge, and is only to be crossed at one spot, over a
large fallen tr&.
Next to the Weil district is that of Wawangle or Warranger,
from warre (kangaroo), and seems to be of the same character
ar the Weil, which is chiefly open foreet land, with a little short
grass, and abounding iv kangaroos, opossunia, and other animals,
as well as many birds, which are not found near the coaat.
The Cerine district-the name of which may be derived from
@UT, (which I believe to be the bush kangaroo,) an animal 1 have
never seen-is said to be very open and nearly free from wood, to
have much fern growing about it, and several large salt-water
lakes. Beyond the Corine is a river which, however, is fordable;
it falls into the sea.

*-

* It ma be inferred, therefore, that the interior is more o p n and the +d of better
galitj;
poor &Is am a l w w covered with a scrubby brush, and qute uselem f ~ r
purpose either of depaaturege or cultivation.-P.P. IL.
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Although every individual would immediately announce to us his
tribual name and country, yet we have not been enabled to trace
any ngi~larorder of descent. The son follows his mother as
Erniung or Tem,and his father as Tomdimup or Momdon. Beyond t h we
~ have
~
not been able to penetrate, for half brothers are
not unfrequently different. This would probably be caused by
cross marriages. From the same cause also their divisiob of
relationship are very numerous. Eicher, mother ; cuinkur, father ;
murert, brother or sister ; konk or conk, uncle, &c. &d. .
I n their marriage, they have no restriction as to tribe ; but it is
considered best to procure a wife from the greatest distance
possible. The sons will have a right to hunt in the country from
whence the mother is brought.
They are very jealous as to encroachments on their property, and
the land is divided into districts, which is the property of families
or individuals. At some particular seasons of the year, however,
the young men visit their neighboura in parties, and sometimes
travel forty or fifty miles for that purpose. Their stay, which is
generally short, is a period of rejoicing and feasting.
The visiting, of coursk, only takes place between friendly parties, yet it i attended with a ceremony denoting peace ; and they
generally approach their friends a little previous, or subsequent to
noonday.
It once occurred to me to be out shooting, accompanied by
Mawcurrie, the native before spoken of, and five or six. of his
tribe, when we heard the cry coo-whie, co6-whie-cG &, upon which
my companion tltopped short, and said that strange black men
were coming, and were ' no good,' and wished me to accompany
him to attack them. Very soon afterwards, however, he discovered that they were friends, and we walked towards them. They
were five or six of the Murram tribe, and 'were dancing along the
path towards us.
Their spears and mearm, or throwing-sticks, were carried by
one man; the rest were unarmed. They were painted and
greased all over, and each had a baud round his forehead, in
which was stuck grass-tree leaves, hanging downwards over the
face. Each ako carried in his hand a green bough.
On meeting, they made several turns in a circular direction, and
then severally embraced, by encircling the waist of their friend
with their arms, and lifting him from the ground, kissing hands,
kc., all of which was invariably returned. The dancing was then
renewed, and continued at intervals, after which I left them to
themselves. The green twig appears always to be an indication
of peace, and is much used at their dances.
When individuals quarrel with each other, it is taken up by the
respective families.
"
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When a man is killed, his tribe instantly setd about revenging
his death ; but they are not particular whether they kill the principal offender-or any other of his tribe. This feeling of retaliation is, however, extended much farther, for if a man be killed by
accident, by falling from a tree, drowned in the sea, or any other
way, the friends of the deceased will impute his death to some
mdgarradock of an adverse tribe, and kill an individual belongill, and
ing to it in retaliation. Also, when a man is serio~isl~
fancies he shall not recover, he will attempt to kill somebody, i~
hopes th$reby of recovering.
In their personal conflicts they use their hammers, throwing
sticks and towks to strike with, and the blows therewith inflicted
would doubtless frequently be fatal; but they seem incapable of
givin a heavy blow, and strike more like women. They do not
llse s ields, but are extremely dexterous in avoiding the spear.
Their quarrels most frequently arise about their women. For
depredations on each other's grounds, or any slight cause, they
are contented with spearing through the legs or thighs, and do not
attempt to kill each other; and the moment one of the party ie
wounded, the engagement ceases.
I n some parts of Australia they have regular war meetings for
the purpose of fightiog, but this is not the case at Ki~igGeorge's
Sound. Their attacks, when intended to be fatal, are most frequently made at night, and always by stealth. We have more than
once witnessed their common rencontres. As soon as the enemy is
seen approaching, a shout or scream is set up, and all hasten,
armed with their spears, to the spot, approachiug them with loud
noise, thrusting their beards in their mouths, and making the most
hideous grimaces, so that they look as if they were frantic. I t
seldom happens that more thau one or two of each party engages ;
and during the conflict, the rest frequently endeavour to separate
the combatants, so that there is much running about. They throw
their spears, standing only a few paces from each other ; and their
dexterity in avoiding them is really wonderful, although they seldom move from the spot, so that many spears are frequently
thrown before one of either party is injured.
During the time of war they either quit their locations and go
to distant places, for the safety of the women and children, or
else assemble together in great numbers for mutual protection.
A t these times they seldom kindle a fire, except to cook their
food, and very frequently remove their encampment, and .use every
other precaution for concealment. The single men are most frequently the warriors or the attacking parties. They travel in
small detachments of three or four together, and endeavour to
leave as little trace of their march as possible, avoiding the regular
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paths, lest theii footsteps be discovered ; for, like other aavages,
the Australians are wonderfully sagacious in tracking by the imp s t i o n r of the foot. Upon discovering the encampment of their
enemies, they wait till night, and then cautiously approach, by
creeping on their hands and knees, until they have rjelected the
person they are in search of, and immediately spear him through
the body. The party who are thus surprised will instantly fly,
without attempting resistance ; for during the darkness of the
night they cannot discern their friends from a foe, and .the light of
their fires serves to expose them to the spears of their enemies.
Women l e d children are alike sacrificed, but we seldom heard
of more than one individual being killed at an attack. They are,
however, so coastaqtly at war that their nuu~bersmust be considerably diminished by it. When an individual falls, shere act^
alwaye some who take upon themeelves to revenge his death.
.
Immediately after the burial, the encampment is broken up,
U3d they quit the neighbourhood for a period, during which time
they are cautious not to utter the name of the deceased ; and
relating the occurrence, the names of the survivors are alone mentioned, and by the omission of that of the dead his fate is told.
Upoo inquiring into the cause of this custom, they say it ie not
g o ~ dto speak his name, lest they should see his gnoit or ghost.
Their funeral solemnities ore accompanied by loud lamentatione. A grave is dug about four feet long and three wide, and
perhapa a yard in depth. The earth that is removed is arranged en
one side of the grave in the form of a crescent 4 at the.boftom is
placed some bark, and then small green boughs, and upon this
the body, ornamented and enveloped in its cloak, with the knees
bent up to the breast, and the arms crossed. Over she body
is heaped more green boughs, and bark, and the hole is then
filled with earth. Green boughs are placed over the earth, and
upon tbem am depesited the spears, knife, and hammer of the
deceased, together with the ornaments that belonged to him ; his'
throwing-stick on one side, and the curl or towk on the other
side of the mound. The mourners then carve circles in the bark
of the trees that grow near the grave, at the height of six or seven
k e t from the ground; and lastly, making a small fire in front, they
gather small boughs, and carefully brush away any portions of the
earth that may adhere to them. The face is coloured black or
white, laid on in blotches across the forehead, round the temples,
and down the cheek-bones, and these marks of mourning are worn
for a considerable time. They also cut the end of the note, and
rsratch it, for the purpose of producing tears. During the period
bf the mourning they wear no ornaments or feathers. I t frequently
asours that two individuals bear the same name, and in this case,
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sheuld one of &em die, the other changes his name for a certain
period, in order that the name of the deceased should not be
uttered.
When a female is interred, her implements are, in like manner,
deposited in her grave.
From this trait it would be natural to suppose that they have 8
belief of a futqre state ; end I think it cqnnpt be doubted that
they have. They have very readily adopted an idea which ww
held out to them, that after death they would go to the moon ; but
I do not thipk this WBS their prior dpinion, for in reply to ply ip,
quiry, ' Where their fathers had gone ?' they pointed westward.
They believe in ghosts, and some will assert that they have seen
them. I once showed a boy an anatomical drawipg of a full
figure, upon which he immediately exclaimed that it was a gnoit;
and some of them who had once obtained a elimpse sf the drawing, could not be persuaded to look upon it again. They are
also very superstitious as regards omens ; the noise of the night?
cuckoo is supposed by tberp to portend death.
'Of their language we have, as yet, little knowledge ; the m a bulary will show that it abounds in vowels, and is by no lneans
wanting in h a m n y . I t differs entirely from that of the natives of
the eastern coast ; and even tribes very nearly situated differ so
considerably, that 1 do not think at two hundred miles they would
at all understend each other. They generally speak rapidly ; qqd
when in mnvebation, not unfrequently break out into a kind of
chant, in which they relate such occurrences as at the W n t
interest them. They have, however, singing, if not songs, among
them, perhaps entirely extempore. Their wQmel more frequently
sing while by themselves, and their songs are not always decent :
they are also sajd by the men t~ be very fluent in abuse ; and their
oratory, as interpreted to us, was sufficiently piquante. -4t their
camps t b r e was always a greet noise, but it lnetantly ceased sa
the appro@& of a strangef, till ~t was ascertaiped who he wqs.
They seemed tit times very merry and good-teqpered ; had m u ~ b
fawning and flattery : at first they commenced pilfering, but for a
length of time depredatiw were very rare, and numerous ortialer
stolen by strangers were returned.
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Head
Eyes
Nose

am&
I

(9r

Tee&
Tongue

VOCABULARY.
Throat
I1;Mb
Ear
Meal
Beard
Chungulet
Brwt
Taa
Belly
Orlodr
Tarh
Hans

Woort
Twank
Narnac
Pa~p
c-1

Mlup
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M a t , or Chen
Foot
Tow1
Thigh
Hair
Chow
Skin
Mawp
Liver
MGerr
Body, w Flesh Yarlin
Queet
Bones
Taamil
Smell
Clieerung
Fat
Cloak
Girdle

Poaak
Noodlebull

throat
Knife
Hunting spear
Throwing stick
Short stick
Curled stick, or
Bomerang of
Sydney
Hammer
Wig-bone of a
.bid, used to
s u e water
through
String

Tap
Keit
MEar

ri
Curl

Koi t

Knweel, or
Nweel

Peteroe

Quonnert ufi
gee, or Marrin un gee
I want badly
Urelibup un gee
Water to drink Kaip un tian
To eat
Anger, Taa
Quannert, or
Bread
Marrin
,
Rice
Kioc
Potato
Yoke *
Absent, A t a}B6cun
distance
Bdcun oola, w

I want bread

{

Path
Maat
Long
WGrie
Short
Korert
Much or large Orpern
Little
)Nehp, Nehbitur
What, What do NaW
you say ?
name?
Bad, Unfit toeat Wockun
Good
Quaup
Nd
This
To steal
Quypll
Thief
Like this, I n this Ky unera
way

.

.

.

.
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Kartiac - Yes
H66, Ky, Quaco , Night
Day
Ben, Bennan
No
Poort
Star
Chindy,
Don't
Pal-Pal
Moon
Meuc
I cannot
Un Waunib
Sun
Chat
I'll go away
Un Bourloc
Thunder
Condemore
Come
Ca
Lightning
Yerdivornan
Come here
Ca ma, U-alla
Morning
Mania
Go away, be off Bullocd
To-morrow
Maniana
Yours
Nuneloc
Yesterday
Kartiac kain
Me or mine
Un
By-and-bye
Poordel
I am hungry
UII Urelip
Just now
Yibbal
I am full
Un Mourert
Some time since Corram
I want
Un Gee

-

* The above names, strictly, indicate vegetable substances resembling the articles
of food expreeaed, and thence applied to them au thev beurme known. The E&
9uanuwt, or nowin, (bread,) ia probably a gigantic d e .

Vocabulary of the Native3 of King George's Sound.
Long while since Corram qnatchet
Evening
Corramellon
Cold
Mulgirn .
Hot or warm
weather
.Young
Eeniung,Tooting
Sleep
Copil
Sleep together Copil nahluc
Listen
Yuccan

Tiajip
Bernanore
Parrots
Towern
(~ e e r
Hawk
Corriore
Night Cuckoo . Combiac
Snakes
Diamond Wackul
Lizards, Short Youern
Long-tailedwandy
Guana
Murmur
Meerne
Tuboc

1

jUreler

~-

J

Toorloit
Poorne
Honeysuckle
Moncat
Grass-tree
P~aluc
Gum of g r a ~ s - p ~ ~ ~
tree
Moorile
Land
Yahl
Earth
Ti1
Sand
Large Ant-hill Weet,orWq$uch
Stone
Pmoy
Mammord
Sea
Peerle
River
Penper
Lake
pal," Tockil,
Flint .
Coorder

-

Hut

Wood

..

.

4

Feathers
Bird
Macaw
Black Cockatoo
White ditto
Bronze Pigeon
Emu
.
Kangaroo

.

Other varieties

Keardit
Keard
Noorlark
Curraak
Munnit
&loorhait
Wait
Warre, fern.
Yungur, male
iNailoit

'

'

I

{E'z

Ctrumuck
Rush
Paat
Grass
Challup
Crawfish
Challow
Fresh-water
Tortoise
Eggs
Pooye
Hen, laying
Pooyiore
Hens of Birds Naank
Males
Miiiim
Cry or call of}lai
Birds
Seal
Barlard '
Whale
Mammang
Shark
Martiat
Fish
Wallah
Quail
Pooriock

iKilOn

Wanker wanker.
yanger
Noisy, Scolding yanger
Serious
Mennem
Falsehood
Purtup
Hurt or Sore
Baruck
I11
Mendeit
Well
Toortock
Laugh
Cowker .
Playful, Joking Wimberner
One who talks Mai a pwle
much
Twank a toot
Deaf
Tail
Neent
Sinews
Peet
Dead and buried Keepiuc chaanuc
t Buried
,Yshluc

F,"J~~

(~uakur
Quernd
Toort
Coma1

Bandicoot
Dog
Opossum
Ring-tail ditto
{$Z7men
Duck
Wainern
Coatchuck
Musk Duck
Marlie
Black Swan
Warlit
Eagle
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Fire
Cooked
Hot
Plenty
Wild Dog
A Ghost

Carle
Tokenor
Carloc
Carle nent
Yaccan toopt
Noit

E.

'

S.
N.W.

NarnactowallerYoung man
beard growing
Narnac p o r t
Youth
no beard
BOY
Coolon
Girl
Wainernung
Infant at breast Peep anger
Pregnant
Corpullel
Married man
Yock a duck
Single man
Manjahly
Doctor
Mulgarradock
Blacks
Mohurn
Torndiller, or
.
Maupern nerWhites
ran lIerran
Father
Cuinkur
Mother
Eecher
Mother of many Eecher poole
Eecher poort,
Barren
Padjee wernung

{

Winds.
'
Bernang
Cheeriung
Yerlimber
Meernan
Woortit

N.

r

E
e
i
T
:
{

Qeorge'o Sound.

S.W.

ungur. Also a
A Man
male kangaroo
Yock
Woman
Young and pretty Yock prindy
Old man
a d d l e qed

of King

-

i

One
Two
Three
Four

Kain
.
Cojine
Tasn ,
Orre

Many

Poole
Kain kain
Poole, or Orper4

:xlv

Names of Tribes.
Meern-anger
Warrangld
Murram
Weil
Yobberore
Corine .

.

ckses.

Taa. man, or Tern

Erniung

-

Torndirrup

Moncalon

-

Obberup

Cambien
Mahnur

Names of Men.

Weeburn
Meindert.
Wongar
Murrinan
Cowerole
Moreuc
Wallingool
Manquenar
~easwzs;beginning with June and Wong
July, or Winter.
Tarragan
Wowenur
Mawkur
Yuredill
Meerningal
Colbum
Maungernan
Yettit
Beruc
Wernton
Meertillna
Pourner
Mobun

Moonshine
Full moon

Meuc cong
Coppern
Wern a warra

'

. - Naikennon
Mawcurrie . .
Eringool
Ninderowl
Toolingat Wally
Taaton
Nour tuckeen
Woorungoorit
Mongiore
Parteit
Dalwin
Corapan
Wannua
Nandobert
Pandure

I
I
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V

Names of Women.
Paehnia
Nockolock
Tittipan
Nandewait
Preald
Quamettin

Courtingait
Neerwangle
Yinovert
Chockobert
Mongarwort
Peipinbert
Kartowo
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Names of Phec.
Corjarnurmf
Toccillirrup
Morrillup
Obar
Marliore
Yaowerilly

Chungernup
Yangiuc
Yaccun Yattap
Borringorrup
Warlit Mai
Peehirt

1V.-On the V' ia called fhe Aitkim' Rock. By Captain A. T. E.
Vidal,

N.

Read the 13th of December, 1830.

Or the numerous vigias dispersed over the North Atlantic Ocean,
not one has perhaps excited so much apprehension, or been the subject of such frequent inquiry, as that denominated Aitkins' Rock.
It is said to lie off the north-west coast of Ireland, immediately in
the track af Vessels trading from the westward to our northern
ports ; and th6 various pouitions assigned to it range from the latitude qf 55" to 55" 18' N., and from longitude 9"38' to 14" W.
The first notice of this supposed danger was communicated from
Whitehaven on the 12th September, 1740. I t states, ' that on
' the 15th July last, at seven o'clock at night, on our passage from
' Virginia, in the Friendship of Ayr, John Aitkins, master, James
' Lockhart, mate, saw, by the weather leech of our foresail, a rock
' about four feet under water, distant, to the best of OIU judgment,
' forty or fifty yards. Our ship was running E. by S., under a
reefed foresail, at the rate ofeix knots per hour. The wind we N.N.W., with a heavy swell from the N.W.
All hands were
' on deck, and saw it plainly. Next morning, we made the land
' between Inishterhol and Tory Island, at about eight o'clock;
and at noon the Mouth of Derry Loch bore S.W. by S. ten
' leagues, Isla at the same time being E. by S. six leagues. From
these bearings, I find the rock lies in latitude 55" 18' N., and
6 longitude, from the meridian of London, 11" 14' W.
A t the
time we saw the said rock it was an hour's ebb.'
Secondly.-In Weir's History of Greenock, amongst the o c c u ~
renccs of the year, we read-' September 4th, 1766.-'The accounts
' we had formerly from Captain Aitkins are confirmed by Captain
* Dunlop of the Bogle, who arrived this day from Virginia, anel
gives the following account :On the 29th ult., about four P.M., we fell in with a small
rock, bearing north one quarter of a mile distant. We were
' then sixty leagues west of Tilling Head, on the north-west coast
' of Ireland. Its top waa rugged, and about the length of the
' ship'# keel, and appeared seven or eight feet above water. By
E
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an observation that day at noon we made ita latitude exactly 55".
The wind was blowing a brisk gale at W.N.W., and the vessel
' going at the rate of seven knots. When we lost sight of the
' rock, which was in twenty minutes, it bore N.W. by W. about
two miles and a half.'
Tl~irdly.-~ The ship Nestor of Greenock, returning from New
' York in 1793, being in latitude 55' 19' N., and longitude, p:r
' account, 9" 53' W. of London, the officers, passengers, and shlp o
' company who were then on deck, perceived a rock about four
' feet below the surface of the water, and not 6ve fathoms from
' the weather beam of the ship. I t was in the form of a horse
' shoe, with one side longer than the other. The mate instantly
' threw an empty barrel overboard. The yawl was got out as
' soon as possible, and the mate, four of the crew, and two
' passengers, went in the boat, and were absent nearly two hours
' in search of the rock; but owing to the ship's drift, and a dark
" cloud which then obscured the atmosphere, they could neither
' find rock nor barrel. The Rev. Mr. Stewart was then a past senger in the Nestor, and saw the rock ~lainly,with the tangle
growing on it.'
Fourthly.-In the Greenock Advertiser was given an extract
from a letter of Mr. Hugh Faulknor, master of the ship Mary of
London, stating that, on his passage from Seville to Bergen in
Norway, lie perceived close by him the appearance of a rock to
leeward, and, from light winds, had some difficulty in weathering
it. When past it, he hoisted out his boat, put some hands into
her, with a deep-sea lead and line; and it being then calm,
sounded all round it. At the distance of four fathoms from it, he
had from thirty-five to forty feet, and at thirty fathoma' distance, no
bottom, with a hundred and fifty fathoms. I t was of a pyramidal
form, nowise rugged, but perfectly smooth as far as could be
seen below water, and not exceeding four or five feet round at the
top, then appearing like a boat three or four feet above water. H e
had at the same time a good observation close by the said rock,
and proved it to be in latitude 5 5 O 15' N., and longitude 11" 40'
W. From the landfall made (being the north of Lewis) exactly
corresponding with his reckoning, he has no doubt but his longitude given is correct. Mr. Faulknor adds-'
In l7?2 I sailed
' with Captain Hugh Moody, and heard him say, that in 1770 or
' 71, in the brig Nancy of Greenock, he fell in with Aitkins'
' Rock, and went with a boat and sounded it. At the distance of
' a boat's length, had from thirty to forty fathoms; that it was
' small above, and rather below the level of the sea, as near as he
' could judge from the water washing over it.'
Fifthly.-An extract from the log-book of theTrue ~ r i t o n~, a m e s
Reid, master, informs us, ' that on Wednesday, 97th September,
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' 3836, when steering E.S.E., a man at the mast-head called
' out that there were breakers close to us on the starboard bow.

' I immediately hauled the brig up, S.S.E., to clear them. I n
' the run of the sea, arock appeared a little above water, nearly
' flat, about ninety feet long and forty broad ; saw no breakers
' except round the rock, but could distinctly see the sea working

,
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'over it. W e sailed from the rock eleven miles S.S.E. by com' pass, and observed in latitude 55" 17' N. We then bore up
' E.S.E. thirty-six miles, and E. by S. six miles, wheil Tory
' island bore by compass S.W.+W., distant one mile and a.half.'
Sixthly.-In the Greenock Advertiser of 30th July, 1887, we
read-' I n the brig Paddy Carey, 1).Cunningham, %aster, on
' her passage from New Orleans to this port, on Wednesday the
' 35th inst., while running for the North Channel, at three P.M.,
' Mr. Drain, my mate, called me and said he saw a long-boat
' bottom up. I ran on deck, and saw the sea roll over i t ; at the
' same time it struck me it was Aitkins' Rock, although it did not
' agree in the latitude by several miles. ' I t appeared, at the north
' end, smooth, and the south end like the tail of a fish. T h e sea
' rolled over it, and in the hollow of the sea it was about two or
.' three feet hi'gh, and about thirty or forty feet long. W e had all
' sail set at the time, and were going seven knots ; so that we had
' not much time to examine it. We had an observation the same
' day in latitude 55" 08' N., and longitude 12" W. We ran E. by
' S.+S. fifty miles, E.S.E. fifty, and S.E. by E. ten miles, and
' made the land of Prranmore at five A.M. on the 26th. W e
found the vessel had been a-head of her reckoning about thirty
' miles, and applying this correction it would appear we passed it
' in latitude 55" 12' N., and longitude 10" SO' W. We could not
' exactly say it was a rock, but think it proper to report the cir' cumstance, as it may be ~ ~ s e f to
u l warn mariners of a possible
' danger.'
Lastly.-Mr. Anthony Carrol, who had a small fishing vessel
on the north-west coast of Ireland, and whom we have personally
interrogated on this subject, declares to have seen the .rock in
June, 1 8 ~ 0 ,and again in June, 1821,+r.gn*each occasion about
sunrise, with light easterly winds and smooth sea. H e stated his
nearest approach, by estimation, was about three hundred yards.
Its top was small-about three feet above water, rising abruptly
on the north side, and sloping gradually on the south. There
was no surf or break upon it, but merely a ripple of the waters
round it. H e did not examine it with his boat, neither did he try
for soundings anywhere in its vicinity, which he attributes to the
superstitious feelings of -his people? and his account is altogether
ragus w d unsati~factory; j e t this 18 one of the living evidences
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for its existence. Some few other situations are assigned to it on
the chart, but we are unacquainted with their authorities.
Having thus detailed the various accounts which have been received of this vigia, we proceed to state, that in June, 1843, the
Chamber of Commerce of Glasgow addressed a letter to the
Admiralty, informing their Lordships, that during the pear 1831
no less than six vessels were missing from that port; that of late
years several ships had disappeared, and never been heard of; and
that a very general opinion was entertained that these losses were
occasioned by the Aitkins' Rock. In this view, the Chamber of
Commerce requested the Lords of the Admiralty would order
some of e cruisers on the Irish station to be sent to seek out
and care ully determine the position of this danger, and also to
sound and trace to its western limits the great bank which extends
from the Hebrides and the north of Ireland. I n October, 1836,
the Chamber transmitted to the Admiralty the extract from the
log-book of the True Briton, and took the opportunity to renew
the former applicatio~i; and in August, 1837, it again applied,
enclosing the report of the master of the Paddy Carey, as fresh
grounds for its apprehensions.
In consequence of these representations, instructions were sent
to the commander-in-chief on the Irish station ; and, in 1834, his
Majesty's sloop Gannet was ordered on this service ; in 'lse7,the
Harrier and Badger; and in 1839, the Pylades and Despatch-all
with equal ill auccess : the rock was not discovered. '
The Admiralty having resolved to pursue the inquiry in the summer of this gear (1830), the Onyx and Leveret, two tenTgiln brigs,
commanded by Lieutenants Dawson and Worth, were selected for
the duty, and ordered to rendezvous in Loch Swilley, the best and'
nearest port to the supposed danger. Particular instructions were
drewil up by Captain Beaufort, the Admiralty hydrographer, for
their method of proceeding in this examination; and the charge of
carrying them into execution was committed to Captain Vidal,
who was embarked for that purpose on board the 'Onyx, the
senior lieutenant's vessel.
On arriving late in May, the errors and rates of the chronometers were as~ertainedat Buncrana,-the geographical position
of which had been previously determined by the Ordnance survey. .
Preparatory to sailing, the brigs were swung on the different
points of the compass to ascertain their local attraction, aod such
signals added to those in general use as the particulhr nature of
the service rendered necessary. They put to sea on the 6th of
June, when the moon was at the full; and, commencing their
examination at Tory Island, proceeded nearly along its parallel of
latitude to the westward of all the given positions of the rock.
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The two vessels were always in company ; and the general practice was t o sail on parallel lines distant from each other from one
mile to one mile and a half by day, and closing at night to balf a
mile, or as much less as the state of the weather rendered necessary. During the few hours of dark~lessexperienced on the north
of Ireland at that season of the year, the vessela were hove to, that
no part of the suspected ground might be passed unseen, and the
leads were kept going both day and night, from the depth of an
hundred and fifty to two hundred fathoms. Their distances from
each other were determined every hour by the angle of elevation
subtended by their respective masts, at the heads of which balls
bad- been placed to facilitate the measurement. Their mutual
bearings were taken at the same time ; and men were kept constantly at the mast-heads during the day, and a vigilant look-out
preserved through the night.
The parallel of latitude of Tory Island, as already mentioned,
was first carefully examined to the westward of all the positions of
the rock, and then traversed back again. These runs were laid
down on the chart, and then other lines traced, until the whole
space was explored as there exhibited. And this system of crossing
and recrossing over every part of the suspected ground was persevered in until the 31st of August; when, having visited every
poaition amigned to this danger, and indeed the whole space comprehended by them, without seeing any rock, or discovering any
detached bank, which could indicate ib having existed, the eearch
wss relinquished, and the vessels returned to England.
I n addition to the system of cruising above mentioned, the
hydrographer, in his imtructions, had recommended that the vessels
should sweep for the rock by laying out a large scope of hawsers
between them, and drifting with it over the suspected ground. T o
effect this he suggested two methods. The one, when the two
vessels should be on the same tack, the leading brig keeping a
little off the wind, with her main-topsail occasionally lifting; the
hawaers fast to her quarter, with a spring to them from her
weather-bow ; the sternmost brig lying to, with her main-topsail
b the mast, the hawsem from her weather-bow, and a spring to
them from her weather-quarter. The other method he proposed
was that of drifting on opposite tacks, the hawsers fastened to their
sterns, with springs to them from the weather-bow of each vessel.
An additional number of hawsera were accordmgly provided for
the purpose at Portsmouth; and, upon the pr~nciplesdescribed,
a line of them, amounting to more than fourteen hundred yards,
was laid out, and a large portion of the suspected ground rubjected to thir mode of examination. T o prevent the ceutral part
of this long mope from descending to too great a depth, and to
relieve the vessels a d hawsers as much as ~ossiblefrom the strain
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required to keep so much heavy rope in proper .tensiou, the,
hawsem near the middle of the line were buoyed, at intervals, with
empty water-casks.
Every part of the suspected ground was run and sounded over
in open daylight, through the different phases of the moon, at all
times of tide, and under every variety of wind and weather. Great
pains were taken to explore it during the spring tides, when it
might be expected to be uncovered; aud, in sllort, the utmost
diligence was exerted to bring this examination to a successful
termination. ' This search, however, like those which preceded it,
to
has failed to produce the rock ; and though it is not
assert that it has no existence, yet it is hoped that a reference to
the chart will justify the statement that it cannot occupy any of the
situations there assigned to it.
D u ~ i n gthe month of June, many of the mast-head men and
others were momentarily deceived by the blowing of whales, which
at that time were numerous ; andin August a small black object.
a little above the surface of the sea, was productive of similar hope
and disappointment. I t was first seen from the Leveret, and on
examination proved to be the trunk of a very large tree, with its
roots projecting two or three feet out of the water. They were
covered with weeds, barnacles, and other marine productions; and
presenting a rounded top, abrupt on one side, and sloping on the
other, corresponded very ~ninutelywith the description of the
supposed rock given by Mr. Carrol.
That fish sometimes give rise to reports of this nature, and that
even experienced persons in nautical affairs may be deceived by
them, is very certain, as the follou~inganecdote, on unquestionable authority, will show :A frigate was one day running into the Rio de la Plata, with
her studding-sails set, when the look-out man at the mast-head
reported breakers on the bow. The captain, believing such a
danger could not have escaped the notice of the Spaniards, and
having also a tolerable chart of the river, suspected it must be
some floating object, and ordered the ship to be steered directly
for it. The officers were on the alert; glasses were frequently
directed to the spot; and all concurred in representing it a rock a
little above water. Anxious looks were directed to the captain,
whom they now considered unnecessarily running into danger;
but that officer kept carefully watching his approach, and as the
studding-sail boom was just over it, the cetaceous monster (for
such it was) hastily made off, and rising again to blow, finally
disappeared. I t was observed to have an excrescence on its
back, covered with shell-fish. The sea broke gently on its weather
side, and appeared becalmed to leeward ; and so perfectly did it
resemble a rock, that had the vessel passed at a distance without
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On the Vigia called the Aitkins' Rock.
disturbing it, there can be little doubt but it would now have had
a place upon the list of vigias. I n the fact here related will probably be found the history of many of those fearful marks which
crowd our charts; and as the greater part of the officers of a
frigate were deceived into the belief that what they saw was really
a rock, is it unreasonable to suppose that similar deceptions may
have given rise to some of the positions of the Aitkins' Rock ? I t
is to be observed, in the case above mentioned, that there was
only a little ripple about the body, but no breakers ; and this circumstance had not escaped the intelligent eye of the commander.
The vigia which is the subject of this paper has been introduced to notice by enumerating the various authorities on which it
rests ; and those who feel interested in the inquiry cannot fail to
have observed how much they are at variance with each other.
T h e first one describes it four feet under water, without any mention of breakers, though it was blowing a gale of wind at the time.
T h e second describes it as rugged, seven or eight feet high, and
the length of the vessel's keel; and though an observation was
obtained only four hours previously to falling in with it, the
position assigned by this authority is twelve miles south, and one
hundred and fifteen miles west, of any other on record. T h e
third was unable to .find it, though he passed within five fathoms,
and hove to for the purpose ; consequeutly there could have been
no breakers- on it. H e further describes it as of a horse-shoe form.
T h e fourth, who actually sounded on, and all round it, calls it a
very elongated cone-the whole mass perfectly smooth, as far as
could be seen under water. T h e fifth makes it ninety feet long,
forty broad, and a little above water. T h e sisth, two or three
feet high, and thirty feet long; the north end smooth, and the
south end like a fish's tail ; and here again no mention is made of
breakers, though it was blowing strong from the N.W. And,
lastly, Mr. Antl~onyCarrol, who was personally commuuicated
with on the subject, states it to be a small pointed black rock,
according in every particular with the old tree which has been
mentioned, and which was perfectly calculated to make such an
impressioi~if left unexamined, as was his case.
This brief recapitulation of the evidences for the Aitkins' Rock
places their discrepancies in a striking point of view; and whether
we regard the discordant appearances, or the variety of positions
which have been assigned by them, it seems impossible they can
refer to one and the same object. I t may be added, that, from
the experience we have had of the swell on the coast of Ireland,
no rock could be so situated without producing very high breakers
in bad weather, which ufould be visible at least two or three miles.
The Frenchman's Rock lies oti the north coast of Ireland, ouly
three miles from the land, which affords it considerable protection
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from the western ewe11 ;-moreover, it stands on a bank of soundings of great extent, and has eleven feet water over it at low water
-,
spring tides : yet this always breaks in bad weather.
I t is possible that Aitkins' Rock may have been a volcanic prodoction, which has since subsided, like the Sabrina Island of the
Azores; but certainly no bank exists near any of the positions
assigned to it, at the depth of one hundred and fifty to two
hundred fathoms, except, indeed, those which place it on the
bank which surrounds Ireland, where, according to Mr. Faulknor,
it could not be, as he had no bottom with one hundred.and fifty
fathoms of line, at thirty fathoms distance from it.
I n closing this paper it may be well to state, that although the
subject of it has defied .our zeal, and the primary object of our
ursuit has not been attained, yet the employment of the ves~els
[as been far from uselels, since there has resulted from the inquiry
a partial delineation of that great bank on which Ireland and the
Hebrides are based. Its western limits have been determined
between the 54th and 56th degrees of latitude, which comprehend
the space by which our northern traders approach the Irish
Channel, and the chain of soundings cannot fail to be highly
serviceable to them in making a landfall.
Our pilot, who had served nearly half a century in that capa&ty
on the north of Ireland, assured us that there are soundings the
whole way from Tory Island to Rockall. Our time and cirtumstances did not allow us to ascertain this; and it is to be regretted
that at a period when Great Britain has added so vastly to the
stores of hydrographic knowledge, the banks which surround her
own shores are many of them unknown both in quality and extent.

V:-On the Colurnbretes, Volcanic Rocks near the coast Vatencia,
in Spain. By Captain Smyth, R.N., F.R.S. Read the loth
of January,
- . 1831.

THEincreased avidity with which the study of nature is now
pursued, has undeniably been aided by the geographical inquiries
of the last century; and it is obvious that the same influence will
still be strongly exerted in establishing a knowledge of the organic
and inanimate relations of the globe. I therefore offer no excuse
for drawing attention to the subject of the present communication.
Much discussion has been lately directed towards St. Paul's,
Santorin, and other volcanic islands, which endose circular bays,
or gulfs, .wliei~cethe theory of ' craters of elevation' has arisen;
and it may therefore be acceptable to learn that .there is mother,
which, though almost in our neighbourhood, has not been suspected by geologists. About thirty-five miles to the ewtward of the
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limestone range which separates the alluvial plains of Valencia
and Tortosa, and ia a-bearing with the northern capes of Majorca,
is a group of rugged rocks, sometimes termed Monte Colibre-a
name adopted by d7Anville, and also by the recondite editor of
the Quarter Waggoner;' but they are more generally known
amongst Mediterranean navigators as the Columbretes, though, as
a o plan has hitherto been published, geographers have had very
indistinct notiqns of their extent and geognosy. Tofiiio, the
author of the best description we have of the Spanish coasts, remarks-' I t is mid that the small islands and rocks amount to
fourteen ;' from whence, as well as from the erroneous osition
he has assigned them, his stating the bag to be on the
side,
and his describing the smaller islets as lying S.S.E. of the large
onq, we may infer that h e did not personally visit them. The
industrious Coronelli, in his Isolario, dismisses them thus :6 T r a la Majolica, e le foci del fiume Ebro, i vede la Mamma' &bra, si piccola, e povera, che no11 havendo cosy alcuna di con* siderabile, non merita altra descrittione.'
My attention was first attracted to these rocks from perceiving
a xebec at anchor in the port, while we were passing them in
chase of a stranger; and I then admired the picturesque hrms of
the broken masses, which presented the appearance of being
the wrecks of a more collsiderable island. But on a second visit
I was so struck with their peculiarities that I examined them
with some interest; and although giving appellations on such a
coast may seem intrusive, I was led to call the highest hill by the
well known name of Monte Colibre, and also to denominate the
several rocks after those Spanish officers to whom geography and
science are deeply indebted, in order that future visiters may dish
tinguish them in description.
The largest of the Colombretes, from its comparative magtlitude, may merit the name of island. A reference to the plan
will at once show how evidently it has resulted from igneous
catlses, and that its harbour is the mere mouth of an ancient
crater, though now forming a tolerably secure anchorage for
vessels, in westerly winds. Here privateers, and especially the
eorsairs of Barbary, have been known to lurk ; and as the summit
of the hill commands an extensive horizon, they have pounced
upon their prey very unexpectedly. The port is somewhat more
than a quarter of a mile across at the entrance; and as it forms a
capacious basin, would hold several vessels, in case of need, in
from five to twelve fathoms, on an indifferent bottom of mud,
weed, and rocke. It is tolerably secure from all winds but those
from N.E., E., and S.E. ; though, in the latter case, craft might
find shelter close to the Mamlheolibre, the channel between which
and the point ie practicable for boate, haviug. nowhere leer than
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three fathoms depth. I WRS told, by a fisherman of Valencia,
that fresh water might be obtained in small quantities, but we
found none. By observations taken on Monte Colibre, the latitude of the station was in 3gq53' 58" N:,the longitude 0"44' 27"
E. of Greenwich, and the mag~eticvar~ationwas 17" 41' W., in
1893.
Monte Colibre, or the north hill, is of so rounded a form as to
assuine the bell-shu ed disposition incident to its afiinities; a declivity dips from t ence towards the middle of the island, from
which there is a gradual ascent to a billy hummock on the south
iving the whole the appearance known to seamen as saddled.
4hese hills are covered with an exuberance of dwarf olives, geraniums, rickly pears, myrtles, and brushwood ; but every other
part ergbits lavas, obsidian, and scoria, as obdurate as if the
fires to which they owe their origin had been but lately extinguished. A few rabbits were seen, and the margin abounded
with crabs and other shell-6sh ; but what excited the greatest surprise, and indeed is very remarkable, was, that the seamen were
actually impeded in their progress with the instruments, by the
number of snakes which infested the whole space. They were
generally between two and three feet long, finely striated with
dark zig-zag lines, on a bright yellow ground, blending whiter at
the belly, and of great beauty.
A t the south point of Port Tofifio are two high conical rocks
of vitreous trachyte, which, to preserve Coronell~'~
term, I called
Mammeolibre. They appear to have formed part of the continuation of the crater, from which the eastern portion has either beer1
worn away by erosion, or bas disappeared by subsidence; for
there can be little doubt of ik, having been a complete cone when
this spot was the theatre of burning eruptions. Indeed, the encroaching and destroying action of the sea is everywhere strougly
attested by the figure of the shattered relics ; arid the overhanging
precipices, with the shadows cast by a fervid sun over cavernous
cliffs, enriched with the protruding faces, and sl~rmountedby
parallel strata of porphyritic conglomerate of various hues, heightell
the effect of a scene which is splendid and characteristic, notwithstanding that the expanded horizon renders the foreground some:
what diminutive.
About a mile to the westward of Monte Colibre is a group of
rugged rocks, of which Malaspina, the largest, is saddled in form,
but of a bold and various surface ; while the gentle inclination of
its external flanks, as well as of those of its neighbour Bauza,
together with the ecarped faces of their interior cliffs to the
northward, gives them also the aspect of the rent cone of a former
volcano,-perhaps a parasite of the larger one.
Bearing S, 16" W., and distant h e e nautical miles from the:
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station on Monte Calibre, is Galiano, a high perforated rock resembling a ship under full sail; and several rocks and reefs stretch
more than half a mile to the eastward of it, against a i ~ dover which
the sea breaks very heavily in gales. Nearly in mid-distance
between Galiaiio and Malaspina lies Ferrer, a remarkable quoinshaped phonolitic rock, with smaller ones in its vicinity ; so that
the Columbretes are divided into four detached clusters, with deep
water in the channels between them. T h e approach on all sides
is extremely bold, and the soundings gradual, diminishing from
fifty fathoms, over a bottom of brown sand and broken shells, at
three or four miles off, to forty and twenty in the passages between
the rocks, except where Fidalgo, Lopez, and Luyundo reefs are
placed. Even between Ferrer and Joschim, there are no less than
thirty fathoms of depth.
The whole of these volcanic fragments consist of similar materials ; and amongst the specimens which I brought away are
compact lavas, some of which are speckled with white calcined
substances, while others contain black acicular crystals, and
numerous small clusters of brilliant yellow ones ; the former
having probably lost their water of crystallization from intense
heat, and the latter been formed by. the condensation of vapours
in the cavities of inflated lavas, on cooling. Intermixed with the
scorise-\i.hich are highly tinged with iron, and so cellular as to
resemble coarse pumlce-are numerous masses of amorphous
schorl ; and both hyperstone and pearlstone occur.
The geological relations of these islets, however, are not the only
interesting points relating to them : their ancient nomenclature requires also some elucidation. If is known that the Greek geographers applied the name of Ophiusa to au Iberian island, from its
abounding with serpents, and that the Romans, for the same reason,
called it Colubraria; but the identity of the place has rather been
inferred than ascertained-custoin. having long conferred the name
on Form'entera; and, to countenance the application, we have been
gravely told of the myriads of snakes which have caused it to remain uninhabited. But a visit to the spot proves the misnomer;
for from its population (despite of Algerine ravages) and its culture, together with the numerous vestiges of matamore granaries,
it is readily seen that the present appellation has been a conseuence .of the excellence of its corn harvests. Iviza, or Tbiza, the
~ b w u rof Strabo, and E6yuw of Ptolemy, was undoubtedly
called Pitywa major, and Formentera Pityusn minor,--uames
which they deserve still from their resinous pine-trees; and the
peculiar boast of the natives is, that no venomous reptile can live
in Formentera, whether from the presence of the semper-1)irm,
one of the snake-roots of antiquity, or that their earth has the
quality of destroying serpent% as Pliny records that of b ' b to~
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have done, I know not. Suffice it, that the fact warh against the
French encyclopiedists, and others, who have asserted this island
A cause d e la quantit6 extrato remain desert and uninhabited-'
ordinaire de serpens qui s'y trouvent ;' and where, then, are m to
look for the Ophiusa of the ancients, b u t in the Columbrete~?

V1.-Account of the Island of Deception, one of the New Shetland
Isles. Extracted from the private Journal of Lieutenant Kendal,

N.,

R.
embarked on -board his Majesty's sloop Chanticleer,
Captain Forster, on a scientific voyage; and communicated by
J o h n Barrow, Esq.,
F.R.S. Read 24th January, 1831.
[THENew Shetlaqd Isles are a cluster recently discovered, or, more
correctly speaking, rediscovered, by Mr. Smith, a master in the Royal
Navy. Dirck Gheritz, who commanded one of five ships which sailed
from Rotterdam in 1598, to make a western passage to India, was
separated from his companions off Cape Horn, and carried, by tempestuous weather, as far as latitude 64OS., where he discovered a high
country, with mountain's covered with snow, resembling the coast of
Norway; and there can be no doubt that this was the group of
islands in question. They seem to be a continuation of the Cordillera
of the Andes, and Archipelago of Tierra del Fuego ; being, for the
most part, precisely of the same formation. with the l a t t e l ~ t h e i r
strata even inclining the same way. But the particular island here
described is completely volcanic ; and its circular crater bears a very
striking resemblance to that of the Island of Amsterdam, or, as it is
called by some, St. Paul, in the mid-ocean between the Cape of Good
Hope and Australia.
The shape of both, too, is so like that of the lagoons which are met
with in nine-tenths of the numerous low coral islands that are scattered
over the intra-tropical portions of the Pacific, as to give a colourto
an opinion I was led to form many years ago, that these extraordinary
fabrics, the creation of minute marine worms, are Tor the most part
based on the edges of sub-marine volcanic craters, rising sufficiently
near the surface to allow these creature8 the requisite light and heat
to carry on their wonderful operations, crsating perpetually new
islands. And this consideration may perhap? give additional intereat
to the paper immediately following that here subjoined; whiah, .s
minutely describing one of these coralline fomationa, is thus, in w e
degree, connected with the two preceding i t . 4 0 BABROW.]
~ ~
5th January, 1829.-The partial clearing of the fog brought to
view the desolate lands of Shetland. The first that was deacried
was the mountainous island, the westernmost of the group, called,
after its discoverer, Smith's Island; and a more dreary aspeet of
rugged barrenness I never beheld. I t rises abruptly from the
water's edge, and in the centre towers to the height of betweea
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six and seven thousand feet, and might readily be mistltken for a

mighty iceberg, but for a few patches where the sides-too perpendicular to retain the snow with which the island is elsewhere
covered-allow the blackness of the rock to become more conspicuous, from the contrast with the dazzling whiteness of the
surrounding scenery. Icebergs, in great numbers, were strewed
in every $irection around ; no fewer than eighty-one were counted
at one hme. A heavy tide rip or race was running; and the
.height of the land-to which we had approached much more
closely than we should otherwise have ventured, in consequence of
the fog-becalmed
the sails, which flapped uselessly against the
masts, at the same time that the ship was driven to and fro at the
mercy of the current.
We were released from this unpleasant dilemma by a strong
gale that arose without any sort of warning; but, as it was accompanied by a thick fog, the most unwearied vigilance and most
active measures were necessary to avoid running foul of the
numerous masses of ice by which we were conscious of being
surrounded.
I n the course of the following afternoon, a partial clearing of
the fog showed us wore land extending along the S.E. horizon.
Like Smith's Island it was only distinguishable from the numerous
icebergs by which it was surrounded, by the towering height of
its mountains, and by the black fringe of rocks that skirted the
water-line. O n the next morning it was beautifully clear, and so
' much land was visible. that. in the absence of accurate hvdrographical information, we were at ti loss to decide on our situition,
until the peaks of Smith's Island were recognized in the N.W.
quarter at the distance of sixty-five miles. At this time the vessel
was surrounded by vast multitudes of whales, penguins, and birds
of the petrel tribe, who appeared, by their sportive gambols, fully
aware of the propriety of making the best use of the few moments
of fine weather allotted them by the niggard season of this desolate
region.
This inferval of fine weather admitted of the s h i ~ ' s lace beinn
determined; and in the afternooil, being abreast of a projecting
headland, Captain Foster and myself left the ship with the view
of effecting a landing,'and taking possession of what we were
aware was a new discovery.
On reaching the cape the surf was found so violent that we
could only effect our purpose by entering one of the numerous
inlets that presented themselves, and even then it was a task by no
means easy,-the
land being composed of a collection of needlelike pinnacles of sienite, covered with snow, and only accessible
by watching an opportunity of jumping from the boat during the
recession of a wave. A copper cylinder was deposited at tbe
1
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landing-place, en~losinga paper with the usual information ; and
the requisite bearings having been obtained, we returned to the
ship, whose course was then directed for Deception Island, which
the accounts of the sealing vessels pointed out as affording the
best harbour in South Shetland.
Possession Cape is situated in 63"46' S., and 61"45' W. W e
procured specimens of its rock, and a small quantity of red snow,
similar to that which had been met with in the arctic regions.
T h e Island of Deception was seen on the next day,-its position being indicated by an insular peak near it, to which the sealers
have applied the appropriate name of Sail Rock. T h e resemblance to a vessel was indeed so perfect that we found it difficult
to divest ourselves of the sensation to which the presence of a
consort naturally gives rise.
Deception Island presents a different appearance from the rest
of the group. T h e warmth of the soil and the blackness of the
cinders make it appear more like terra firma than the other
islands, and its rocks are also more denuded of their snowy
mantle.
O n the S.E. side is an opening of about six hundred feet wide,
which affords an elltrance to a kind of lake or internal sea. This
lake, whose diameter is about five miles, is very nearly circular ;
and as the diameter of the island itself is only eight miles, the land
of course forms a kind of annulus around it.
T h e principal part of the island is composed of alternate layers
of ashes and ice, as if the snow of each winter, during a series of
years, had been prevented from melting in the following summer
by the ejection of cinders and ashes from some part where volcanic .
action is still in progress ; and that such is the case appears probable from the fact of there being at least one hundred and fifty
holes, from which steam was issuing with a loud hissing noise,
and which were visible from the top of one of the hills immediately
above the small cove where the Chanticleer was secured.
T h e depth of the lake was ninety-seven fathoms, with a bottom
of cinder6 ; and the beaches, which were composed of the same
material, abounded with springs o f hot water, which afforded the
extraordinary spectacle of water, at the temperature of la0,
issuing from beneath the snow-clad surface of the soil, and running
into the sea, which rarely exceeded the freezing point. Alum
was procured from some of these springs, and the lee shore of the
lake was strewed with immense quantities of pumice-stone. T h e
hills, whose height was about one thousand eight hundred feet,
were principally tufa, scoria?, and a red brick-like substance ; but
in some places points of obsidian and hard compact lava were
seen. T h e cliffs on the northern side of the entrance rise perpendicularly to the height of. eight hundred feet,. and appear to be of
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older formation than the remainder of the island. From thein a
small rock juts out, and bears on its summit a most ridiculously
striking likeness to a cock, which seemed, with outspread wings,
t o hail the arrival of another ' Chanticleer.'
The island is inhabited by penguins, from whose rookeries proceeded a most deafening din, saluting the ears of the passenger in
the most discordant notes. O u r principal amusement, during the
intervals of relaxatioil from labour, was to watch their motions,
for their attitudes were excessively ludicrous, and their curiosity
unbounded ; and tliough so constantly before us, we always enjoyed a hearty laugh on visiting the rookeries for the purpose of
procuring some of them for food. They remained still until
knocked down with a stick, but then ' did battle' most manfully
with their beaks and flippers. I should suppose, that in the early
part of December, two such vessels as the Chanticleer might have
been easily loaded with their eggs; but at this time the young
were nearly fledged, and the noise, dirt, and stench proceeding
from their abodes were allnost insupportable.
Besides the penguins, we found sea-leopards, Port Egmont
hens, pintados, and various kinds of petrels, who bred in the
rocks. There was nothing in the shape of vegetation except a
small kind of lichen, whose efforts are almost ineffectual to maintain its existence amongst the scanty soil afforded by the penguins'
dun^.
Several sea-leopards were killed during our stay ; but they differed from those described by Mr. Waddell, in having much
shorter necks and hairy flippers. They have also a vein of most
.extraordinary dimeilsions in the stomach, which was supposed by
our medical gentlemen to afford a receptacle for such a quantity
of blood as would enable them to continue a very long time under
water while in pursuit of their prey. W e found fish in their
stomachs, but all attempts with the seine were unsuccessful.
I t was three days after our arrival before we could place the
ship in safety, from the violence of the gales, and from the ground
being entirely composed of cinders, it1 which the anchors had no
hold. She was at length secured.in a small cove, and we lost no
time in erecting the observatories-well knowing that our operations were limited by the season.
I t was, however, cheerless work. T h e fogs were so frequent
that, for the first ten days, we saw neither sun nor star ; and it was
withal so raw and cold, that I do !lot recollect having suffered
more at any time in the arctic regions even at the lowest range of
the thermometer. When to these discomforts is added, that the
short allowance, to which we had been reduced, barely formed
sufficient for a healthy man's breakfast, you may judge whether
what we have accomplished haa not been d la fmce. I assure you
0
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we were perfectly ravenous, so much so, that on a moderate calculation, upwards of seven thousalid pet~guinswere eaten during our
stay, which nothing but the most absolute necessity could have
induced us to touch; and even portions of the sea-leopard. fried
in their own blubber, were accounted palatable food. Notwithstanding this, we did our work; and, being allowed a boat and
four men, I surveyed the island, sleeping at night on the cindery
beach, with no other covering than a canvass tent.
During the survey, several timbers of a ship of large dimensions
were seen on the N.E. side of the island, half buried iu the sand,
together with some casks and irou hoops ; and on the edge of a
small cove we also found various relics of former visiters-probably
sealers, as there were buildings whose blackened surfaces exhibited
the action of fire. Having observed a mound on the hill immediately above this cove, and thiuking that something of interest might
be deposited there, I opened i t ; and found a rude coffin, the
rotten state of which bespoke its having been long consigned to
the earth, but the body had undergone scarcely any decomposition.
The legs were doubled up, and it was dressed in the jacket and
cap of a sailor, but neither they nor the countenance were similar
to those of an Englishman. The stones were replaced, and a post
erected, with a notice, in hopes of protecting this humble monument from further intrusion.
On a point of the cove in which the ship was secured, we buried
a register thermometer, so that any future visiter might become
ac uainted with the extreme ranges of temperature in this climate.
b e took the hint of the freezing over of the cove, and effected
our retreat, with much difficulty and severe labour, from the fury
of the gales, whose violent gusts had before blown down all our
tents, and broken many of the instruments. We quitted it on the
8th of March, just two months from our arrival, amidst the acclamations of thousands of penguins, who croaked a most discordant
chorus ; and indeed it was a day of rejoicing to us also when the
shores of Deception faded from our view.

VI1.-Account of the Cocos, or Keeling Islands. Transmitted by
Rear-Admiral Sir E. W. C. R. Owen, K.C.B., and communicated by John Barrow, Esq., F.R.S. Read 9 u h January,
1831.
THECOCOSor Keeling Isles extend from 1%' to 1%" 14' S. latitude, in 97" 4' E. longitude ; and are now in the occupation of
two English gentlemen, Alexander Hare, Esq., and Captain J. C.
Ross, who have undertaken to cultivate and render them productive. So far as appears, they are entirely coralline in thek
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formation,-the sand and fragments dug out of the wells near the
middle of the isles, being altogether of the same material, rounded
by attrition in water, with that which at present constitutes the
shores and beaches. The circular form of the group, as well as of
the detached northernmost or Keeling Isle; may, however, countenance the idea of their being originally based on submarine volcanoes long extinguished, though 110 traces of the occurrence of
earthquakes, or other natural convulsions, are now discernible.
Around the exterior of the isles the clhore is heaped up by the
surf from twelve to twenty-one feet above the level of the sea (high
water mark) ; and the interior is not in general elevated more than
from three to six feet above that level.
.
The soil is mainly composed of fine ealcareous sand ; in some
parts marly, in others consisting of rounded pieces of coral and
shells, with a small mixture of vegetable earth. I t is from one to
two feet deep, and lies on a strong platforni of aggregated coral
and shells. Quantities of pumice-stone and lava are th~ownon
shore by the sea, which, by decomposition, gradually add some
earthy matter.
The general produce of the isles is, first, the cocoa-nut palmtree, which, when properly thinned out, may be expected to yield
as abundantly as in any part of the world.
Second.-A tree producing hard wood of a dark colour, fit
not only for fuel, but for timbers of sinall craft, and vessels up to
three hundred tons.
Third.-A tree having a leaf resembling in size and form the
leaf of the boxwood. The timber is hard and heavy, of a reddish
eolour. fit for sn~all arts of machinery and boats' timbers. The
bark, having an uncommonly large po;tion of tannin, may be useful for making leather and preserving nets.
Fourth.-A large straight-growing tree, which furnishes poles
and small spars for rafters. I t is durable under cover, but subject
to rapid decay when exposed to the weather.
Fifth.-Another large straight-growing tree, with leaves and
fruit resembling the jack-in-the-box of the West Indies. The
timber is, however, soft, and of little value.
Sixth.-A tree frequently of large dimensions, the wood of
which decays even faster than it dries. Its leaves may be used as
greens: they are good food for hogs; and, with the trunks, supply
a considerable uantity of vegetable matter to the soil.
seventh.--de tree called- warroo by the Javanese. I t is
planted by them in front of their houses for the sake of its shade
and flowers. The timber is useful and durable; and, when of
..
the bark affords a material for making twine or
large
- . . growth,
tishing Ilnes.
Eighth.-The
chinkauen, or dadap, a soft-wooded, green,
P %
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thorny-barked tree ; used in Sumatra for training the pepper vine
unon.
-r - -Ninth.-A tree whose fruit, when cut, resembles plum-cake,
and may be pickled. Its root, grated and infused into a lye of
potass, yields a scarlet dye.
There are a few other scattered trees and shrubby plants, which
furnish tolerable fire-wood, and grow near the shores.
Tenth.-Many species of creeping plants, one or two of whicli
are highly antiscorbutic, and may be used as salading.
Eleventh.-Of
grass there are about four species, all rough
and bitterish, and not relished by animals.
I t may be noticed that all these productions are transportable
by the sea, in which their seeds and roots long retain their germinating power.
Two species of gannet, and the frigate bird, are particularly
numerous about these islands, and many other oceanic birds visit
them occasionally. A few cranes, bluish grey and white, sandpipers, and a species of sand-rail, are all the birds, not of the
web-footed kinds, which are found here ; and land crabs, good for
food, are plentiful.
Turtles are very numerous, and may be caught, without difficulty, in all seasons.
Fish of many species, nearly all of a good taste, exist in great
abundance round the isles and throughout the bay. Ground
sharks are not very numerous ; but a small species, having black
tips to the tail and fins, is rather plentiful. N o poisonous fish
have yet been found.
N o seals or other amphibious animals, except turtle, have been
seen ; nor any reptiles or snakes.
Since the establishment of the settlement, the following plants
and animals have been introduced, and are likely to succeed :Fig tree, red mulberry, shaddock, custard apple, orange, lime,
langsap, jamboo, alay, tamarind, pomegranate, papau or papaya,
mongua, tanjung, chilies, aloes, hedge plants, Hownang shrubs,
sundry plants from Mauritius, lemon grass, and five species of
good grass for cattle ; the cotton-plant from Bourbon ; sugarcane, two species ; plantain and banana, seven species ; tobacco ;
kladdy, an extremely farinaceous sort of large-sized pumpkin ;
gourds, brinjals, water-melons, sundry other Indian vegetables,
sweet and common potatoes. While the sun is in the northern
hemisphere, flag-leaved leek, parsley, celery, cos-lettuce, endive,
mustard, cress, turnips, radishes, and cabbages, thrive ; but they
have not succeeded in obtaining seed from them. Maize, very
productive, flourishes throughout the year, in which period four
successive crops are obtained. Caffre corn, from the Cape of
Good Hope, rises to nearly fifteen feet in height. Cattle, goats,
hogs, poultry, ducks, geese, and turkeys, have also been imported.
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T h e climate, though warm, is perfectly salubrious. The range
of the thermometer, in the hottest season, is from 78" to 86',
and in the coldest, from 7%"to 81°. T h e general winds are from
south t o east, subject to interruptions from the vicinity of the
north-west monsoon, which lasts from January to March. N o
two seasons have been as yet alike since the formation of the
settlement, but until the present they have never had more than
an occasional squall of a few hours continuance from the northward or westward.
T h e fresh water, obtained from wells dug on the isles, is good,
wholesome, and abundant. T h e anchorage is safe-the
narrow
opening between the reefs off Horsburgh and Direction isles not
affording ingress to any heavy sea, as was experienced during a
late northerly gale. Tlie channel leading into the inner anchorages
has only three fathoms and three quarters a t low water, and is
tortuous and narrow for nearly a mile. N o vessel drawing more
than twelve feet water may safely sail i n ; but ships requiring
heaving down, kc., may be warped for that purpose into the
basin inside of Direction island. There can be, however, n o
occasion for entering the port beyond the outer anchorage, except
for safety in time of war. T h e intricacy of the entrance is then
an advantage.
,
High water is a t about half-past four o'clock in the anchorage,
on full and change. When the sun is near the equator, the two
tides are nearly equal, and rise from three and a half to four feet.
When the sun is near the southern tropic, his zenith, or evening,
tide rises to from five to five and a half feet, and the morning tide
t o one and a half and three feet. T h e contrary happens when h e
is near the northern solstice.

VII1.-Notes
respectin the Isthmus of Panamd. Comml~nicated
Extracts from them read 98th of
by J. A. Lloyd,
February, and 14th of March, 1831.
[IN November, 1827, Mr. Lloyd, who had served for some time previously on General Bolivar's personal staff, received from him a
special commission to survey the Isthmus of Panama, in order to ascertain the most eligible line of communication across it, whether by
road or canal. And the result of his operations, in so far as they
regarded the level of the respective seas, and the elevation of the
intervening Isthmus, has been already published in the Philosophical
Transactions for 1830. p. %-The
following supplementary information seems however still interesting ; and is extracted from Mr.
Lloyd's entire notes, communicated by him to the Royal Geographical
Society, before his recent departure for the Mauritius.
His occupations while at home having put it out of his power to
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revise his materials, it haa been thought expedient to change their
form from the first to the third person, the more distinctly to relieve
him from the responsibility of their selection and arrangement. But,
where possible, his own words have been preserved.]
T h e Isthmus of Panama, or Darien, may be considered as extending from the meridian of 77' to that of 81' west of Greenwich ;
with a breadth swelling out at the two extremities, and not less
than thirty miles, even where narrowest, opposite the city of
Panama. Its whole extent is not, however, comprised within the
Spanish American province ; the Mandingo Indians to the N.E.
maintaining a fierce and often turbulent independence, to the
present day.

T h e Cordillera, or great chain of mountains, which for the
most part traverses the whole continent of America, is twice
broken within the above limits.T h e northern Cordillera exhibits the first indication of depression in Nicaragua ; but again rears itself, for a time, in the province of Veragua, and is there crowned with a very fine plain,
called L a Mesa (the table). I n the eastern part of the province
it breaks into detached mountains of considerable height, and of
the most abrupt and rugged formation;-thence, proceeding still to
the eastward, innumerable sugar-loaf mountains appear, not above
three or four hundred feet high, with their bases surrounded by
plains and savannahs;-and
tinally, about Chagres on the one
side, and Chorrera on the other ; these also disappear for a few
miles, and the country becomes almost uninterruptedly low and
flat. Presently, however, the sugar-loaf mountains again thicken,
and becoming connected, form a small cordillera, running from
about opposite Porto-Bello, to the Bay of Mandingo ; where is
the second break. T h e land then continues low through the
province of Darien and Choco; and is most abundant in rivers,
those on the north side tending to the Gulph of Uraba or Darien,
and those on the south, to that of St. Miguel ; beyond which point,
the cordillera again raises itself on an extended scale, and enter8
South America.
T h e general direction of the mountains in the vicinity of Panam$ is north-east and south-west ; elsewhere they vary, maintaining
some relation to the line of coast, though not always parallel to it.
Near Panama, they do not exceed one thousand or eleven hundred
feet in height; east of Porto-Bello they are greatly higher; and
are geprally covered with thick and aln~ostimpenetrable wood,
growing on an extraordinarily fruitful soil of great depth.
T h e prevailing rock is limestone, skirted on the north side with
coral rock, on the south with indurated clay. T h e coral rock is
-
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impregnated with a gelatinous matter, which gives it the prope*
of adhering with great firmness to whatever, under water, it is
placed against. I t is close in its texture, and becomes very hard
on long exposure to the air; but when first dug out is not more
difficult to work than chalk. T h e indurated clay-stone, along the
Panama shore, is also an excellent buildiug material ; becoming,
though soft at first, hard on exposure. For facility of working, ~t
is generally obtained, where softest, below high water mark.
Besides limestone, are found, in the interior, flint, chalcedony,
jasper, iron-stone ; and near Gatun, on the river Chagres, a very
fine fire-stone, of great use in the construction of kilas, furnaces,
&c. Clay and loam earth for bricks are also abundant, and sand
to mix with lime in mortar.-'
I n a word.' says Mr. Lloyd,
' perhaps no part of the world possesses a greater variety of building materials, nor more facility in procuring them, than does the
Isthmus of Panama.' I n the precious metals, hourever, the province is poor. I n Panama proper, only two mines are worked,
Santa Rita and Pequeni, both for gold, but their produce is insignificant. They are in the mountains near Porto-Bello. I n Veragua, including Choco, a considerable quantity of gold is obtained
by washing, and is reckoned very pure : copper and iron are abundant; and tin and mercury are said to have been found. But
very little capital is embarked in the respective works; and the
washings, in particular,are chiefly in the hands either of a few proprietors of slaves, who thus employ them, or of free Indians who select
what they consider favourable situations, occupy them without
paying any rent or acknowledgment, employ one portion of the
year in collecting the alluvium from the bottom of the rivers and
piling it u p in heaps, a second in washing it, and the remainder in
selling the produce, and wasting it in finery and excess. T h e total
amount is thus comparatively small, and uncertain from year to
vear.
J
.

T h e vegetable productions of the Isthmus are most luxuriant ;
and in the vigour and varieties of its woods it challenges competition, in Mr. Lloyd's opinion, with any other part of the world.
T h e following is the list found among his notes, and he has also
deposited with the Society a collection of specimens of the respective woods.
Amarillo.-A
yellow wood; hard, tough, fine grained, and very
durable; has no heart; is in great quantities, used for
furniture, house-building, kc.,-excellent.
Amarillo de fmta.-Bearing a fruit ; is yellowish white, with a long
grain ; tough and rather hard J is very common ; grows to
the size of not more than two feet diameter; the heart is of
the same colour ; is much used in house-building.
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Amarillo carbonero.-A white-brown wood, with large heart, close
grained, and hard ; is very tough, and grows to the size of
one foot or one foot six inches diameter; is used for houses
and building ; not very common.
Amarillo colorado.Amarillo cu~abame1.-A green wood ; hard and brittle ; grows to a
very large size, and is common; used for building, and
making very large tables.
A1masigo.-White; something like white deal ; soft, not tough ; three
feet diameter ; very common. There is a resin comes from
this tree when pierced, much used in the country for sores ;
has a very thick bark.
A1cabou.-Brownish,
coarse, shiny grain ; grows from six inches to
two feet diameter, and common; has no heart; good for
staves.
Algarobo.-One of the most excellent woods known ; very hard and
tough; reddish brown, with streaks; grows to a large size,
and common; used for marine gun carriages, &c. ; called,
in Jamaica, mogo.
Apmate.-Whitish ; coarse-grained, hard, and tough ; common ;
grows to the size of two feet.
Ajis il10.Aroma.-A soft, long-grained, shiny, whitish wood; very light and
tough ; grows to a good size, and common.
Atgodon.-Cotton
tree ; white, spongy, light, close-grained, and
brittle ; very common.
Balsa.-Literally,
' raft ;' light, and very soft; the lightest of all
woods-as light nearly as cork ; used as rafts, and for
polishing metals ; grows to not more than one foot diameter.
Cocobolo amaril10.-Like rose-wood; very tough and hard; seldom
grows to more than one foot diameter, but occasionally
larger; has a fragrant smell, with dark brown streaks, I
think something like zebra-wood; is very common in the
high dry lands.
Cocobolo pieto.-A
very tough, hard wood, of a beautiful figured
grain (I think like rose-wood); grows to the size of about
three feet diameter, but generally smaller; is very plentiful ; has a very fragrant smell when green; used more
for carpentry than cabinet-work.
Cacique, or king of wods.-One of the finest and most d~irablewoods
of South America ; whitish yellow ; hard, tough, and longgrained ; grows to a large size, is common, and much used
for building in the ground or water.
Congo.-Hard, fine-grained, same as box-wood; grows to a small
size, and is scarce.
Cunejo cotorado.-Yellowish ; very close, fine grain, like holly, but
harder ; grows to a good size.
Cedro cez~llo.-A class nearly the tlame as cedro real.
Ced~oespinoso, or prickly cedar.-Grows to an immense size, but not
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quite so much prized by the natives as cedro real; has a
long spotted grain; is softish, brittle, and covered with
prickles on the outside.
Cedro pa@o.-One
of the many species of cedar.
C e d ~ oreal amargo.-The
finest cedar of the country; of a strong
fragrant smell, and long grain; used for many purposes in
carpentry, and boat and canoe-building ; grows to five or
six feet diameter, and is very common.
Caoba.-Bastard
mahogany; not very common in the vicinity of
Panama, but brought, in immense quantities, in canoes,
from the coast, where it is very abundant, and grows to an
immense size.
Cmolu.-Like elm ; grows to a large size ; used for canoes.
Corotuprieto.-Soft and porous, like walnnt ; long-grained; grows
to an enormous size ; is generally used next in preference to
cedar for the largest bongs and canoes, and is very abundant
in all parts.
Caraiio.-Close-grained, like holly ; light brownish yellow ; tough ;
grows to a small size, and is common; is most excellent for
scales.
Camti.-Hard, close grain ; brownish, tough, heavy; grows to the
size of one foot six inches diameter, and is very common.
Calmiti1lo.-Like birch ; grows to about one foot six inches diameter,
and is very common.
Cirue1a.-Very white, long grain, soft, spongy, not tough, small size,
and scarce; the bark used medicinally as an astringent.
Ciromo.C%wwi.-A fine wood; hardish and tough; something like bastard
mahogany, but a more shiny grain.
E.spino di ma6a.-Like
birch ; dirty white, long-grained, soft, not
tough ; grows to a small size, and is scarce.
Espino colwad0.-Like
walnut-tree ; a dark wood, nearly the colour
of cedar, but much harder, and a close grain ; grows
to about three feet dlameter ; beautiful wood for boatbuilding.
Espabt! mulato.-A softish, long-grained, close, tough, very knotty
and refractory wood, but very lasting; grows to an immense
size, and used universally for flooring and wainscoting ; is
very common.
E+B pieto.-One of the common woods of the country ; I think
something like elm; grows to the size of five feet diameter,
and is used in every branch of house-building ; it has rather
a rough grain tb work.
Frijo1lillo.-Soft grain.
Faustin.-Like birch.
Wlacan.-Lignum v i t a ; very common, close-grained, hard, heavy,
and tough ; works exceedlngly well when rather green;
grows to the size of from four to five feet diameter, and is
much used for gun-carriages, wheels, Src.
Guachapdi.-Soft, open grain, like walnut; brownish, toughs and
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rather heavy ; grows to four or five feet diameter ; is much
used far canoes and house-building.
Guayavito asqhn.-White ; a beautiful close grain ; hard, tough, and
heavy ; grows to a small size, and is a common wood.
Guava machete.-Like birch; so called from bearing a fruit like, in
shape,
a bill-hook, or machete ; brownish white, long
coarse grain, and middling tough ; grows to bat a small
size, and is not common.
G!umuno.-

GaUito.-Soft,
long, open grain; whitish yellow, light, and porous;
grows to the size of one foot six inches diameter, and is
common.
&dlaw, migero.-So called because much infested by ants ; it is of
a whitish yellow colour, soft, rather tough, of a long open
grain, and lightish ; grows to about two feet diameter, and
is common.
~ n a v a n o . - A whitish yellow, light wood; is not very tough ; grows
generally in swampy grounds, to the size of two feet diameter, and is scarce.
Guavito.-A very white, soft wood, of an extremely bitter taste, and
used as a medicine against the bite of serpents ; grows to
the size of from four to six inches diameter ; is common,
but has no other use than as a medicine.
Cwgojo b1anco.-A very white, long-grained, soft wood, but close ;
grows to the size of from one to two feet diameter ; rather
brittle, but plentiful.
Guammo.Guava pe1udo.-Fruit-tree,
covered with a hair-like substance ; yellowish white, long-grained, tough, and soft ; grows to two
feet diameter, and is common.
Huesito, or little bone.-Hard,
close grain, like bone ; is much used
for any small articles of ornamental cabinet-work, and handles
to tools ; grows but to a small size, and is not common.
Jagua w l o r & S o f t , close-grained, but tough ; grows to about one
foot six inches diameter ; is a dye-wood, and much used by the
Indians to carve into spoons, or small articles of ornainent.
Jagua.-Whitish hrown; long, open grain ; soft, but tough; grows
to three feet diameter, and is common.
Jobo de lagarto.-A hard, close grain, like beech ; the bark like the
skin of an alligator ; whitish, long-grained, and close ; soft ;
grows to a large size, and is common.
Jobo1iso.-Close-grained, spongy, flesh-white, soft, brittle, and light ;
grows to a small size, and is common.
Igeron.-Like ash ; one of the most plentiful woods in the country,
along the banks of rivers ; a soft, whitish wood.
J~imo.-Hard-grained.
Juasimo prieto.-Yellowish white, o r brown ; soft, brittle, coarsegrained, and spongy ; grow8 only to a small size, and is
common.
Limon.-A fine-grained, shin5 whitish wood ;hard and tough, aome-
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thing like ash; hears the lime, or small lemon of the country ;
it is a native of dry ground, and grows to hut a small size.
LuureL-A coarse, brownish white wood; tough, long-grained, and
soft; has a small heart ; grows to about two feet diameter,
and is used for building common houses.
jhreh.-Soft ; a dirty white colour ; coarse-grained, brittle, and
light ; is common, and grows to a emall size.
Mwo-(Fustic) ; yellow, with a long fine grain; hard and tough ;
grows to the size of three feet six inches diameter ; a fine
dye ; very common in the woods on the banks of the river
Chagres ; has a peculiar smell.
MwnaaQma2sillo.-A
close grain ; grows from six inches to one foot diame
ter; the grain something like birch, but very tough, and
yellowish, reddish, and red-brown; is much used for rafterrr,
and is common.
Mangle. (Mangrove ?)-Close grain, like birch ; reddish brown, and
very hard ; is much used as timher for vessels ; is very common throughout the low and swampy lands near the coast.
Mnd707io a la sano.-Like lime-tree ; yellowish white ; of a beautiful
close grain ; hard, tough, and heavy ; growe to one foot
four inches diameter ; is common, and used for uprights in
house-building.
M&oiio jirm.-Like
box ; an excellent wood for turning ; grows to
the size of one foot six inches diameter, and is common.
MePnbril10.-White, hard, tough, close-grained, and lightish ; g r o w
to a small size, and common.
Mato palo.-So called from its killing any other tree that it grows
near ; a long, close, soft, shiny grain ; white, tough, and
very common ; grows to a large size.
Ma-.-Like
cherry-tree ; a fruit-tree of the country ; a hard, close
grain ; grows to about two feet diameter, and is tough ; not
very common.
Malageto.- Like ash.
Maria.-Grows exceedingly straight, and useful for masts and yards;
white; long, close grain; soft and light ; grows to one foot
six inches diameter.
M ajaquill0.~c$a&a.-

Nispmo.-Hard, close grain; yellowish white, tough, and light ; grows
to about two feet diameter ; is common, and used for housebuilding.
Naranjiilo.-Like
beech ; a very tough, close-grained wood, of a
lightish brown ; only grows to a small eize.
Naranjo del monte.-Like box; a very fine, yellowish, close-grained
wood; very tough, and rather hard; grows to the size of
from six inches to one foot diameter ; is parti~ularly~used
for planes, tools, and axe-handles, but is not very ~lentlful.
Niema de h u m . - h very tough, yellow wood, with a long, coarse
grain ; grows to about a foot or fourteen inches diameter;
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there is a considerable quantity of this wood, but no particular use is made of it.
Negrite.-Whitish,
soft, and brittle; long, spotted grain; grows to
the size of about one foot six inches diameter, and is common.
0iiw.-Whiti~h, hard, tough, close grain, and heavy ; grows to three
feet diameter, and is common; the same as bird-lime tree.
Paiquil10.-White, close-grained, hard, not tough, and heavy ; grows
to a small size, and is scarce.
Pith.-A reddish brown, close-grained, hard wood ; very tough and
smooth ; grows to two feet diameter, and is common.
Pironel.-Soft.
Pdi mnton.-A whitish, close-grained, hardish wood ; rather tough ;
grows from six inches to one foot diameter, and rather
scarce ; is generally used in house-building.
P& blanco.-A white, shiny, long-grained wood; light and soft, wit11
a very small pith ; grows to one foot diameter ; is common.
Qwzjad0.-Hard, close, very tough, and untractable grain; a most
excellent wood; grows to the size of two feet diameter;
indestructible ; common, and much used in house-building.
Quira.-A
tough wood; very hard, close-grained, and heavy; of
different colours-from light brown to very dark; has an
agreeable odour when newly cut ; grows to the size of three
feet six inches diameter, (but generally from one foot to two
feet six inches,) and very high; i t is plentiful, and much
used in house-building.
Rob1e.-Whitish grey, and long-grained, like deal ; grows to a large
size, and very common ; used much in house-building, but
particularly by the Indians for paddles for their canoes.
Siguu amari1lo.-A yellowish wood ; softish, fine-grained, brittle, and
light ; grows to the size of one foot, or one foot six inches
diameter ; is very straight, and not scarce.
Sola caual1o.-Hard,
close grain ; a whitish, stringy wood ; excellent
for hoops ; long-grained, and tough ; grows to a small size,
but common.
Sereso.-Like beech.
Siti.-A
hard, close, long-grained, dirty, brownish white mood ;
tough, and grows to a large size.
Sapo.-A whitish, soft wood, little prized.
Sangri1lo.-White, long grain, and soft ; common, and growvs from
four inches to one foot diameter.
T0tum.o.-The calabash tree ; a common wood ; grows to the size of
one foot diameter, or more.
Torite.-Yellowish white. soft, tough, long grain, and light ; grows
to about one foot two inches diameter, and is common
Vela.-Has
a fruit of a long, white, candle-like pod ; the wood i~
hardish, with a white, tough, and fine long grain; close and
heavy; grows only to a small size, and is common.
Ubero de montaiia.-Whitish, hsrdish, tough, and a fine, spotted, long
grain ; grows to a small size, and scarce.
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Ydla armadillo.-A beautiful close-grained wood, almost like box, of
.
a lightish brown colour ; grows only to a small size-at
most one foot diameter.
,

3

T h e fruits and esculent vegetables found in the Isthmus are
those of other similar intra-tropical situations. T h e grains cultivated are rice and Indian-corn. T h e sugar-cane is grown, but
not extensively. Coffee and cocoa are cultivated as required for
domestic consumption. T h e caoutchouc tree,* milk-tree (Palo
di Vacca), and vanilla plant, are all abundant in the woods.
The charcoal made from many of the trees is considered excellent
for smelting ; and as such is exported to Peru, and in much request
there. Some of them yield very rich and brilliant dyes, used by
the Indians, but not yet known, as Mr. Lloyd believes, in commerce.
The barks of others are medicinal, or abound in tannin. Ink is
made both from gall-nuts, and a bush called alsifax, resembling
the caper. Many valuable resins are extracted from different trees ;
particularly one, distilled from the bark of a tree called the palo
santo, or holy tree, \vhich is highly fragrant, and is both used as a
remedy for disorders, and burnt as incense. T h e styrat 08cinalis
of Linnaeus is very abundant, the gum extracted from it selling
for two dollars a pound.
The wild animals of the woods are tigers, or rather tiger-cats,
being seldom larger than sinall Newfoundland dogs ; lions, at
least so called; bears; racoons ; sajinos, a species of wild boar,
found in droves ; wild hogs in herds ; conejos, something like our
rabbits, but larger ; .deer in abundance on the borders of the woods ;
hosts of monkeys of many species ; with wild turkeys, both
black and coloured ; birds resembling our hen pheasants ; pigeons,
ducks, k c . , all excellent eating. T h e most dangerous an~malsin
the list are the wild hogs, which, when together in a drove, will, if
fired on, readily attack one or two men. T h e tiger does not attack men, but ft.eely p r e p on small cattle.
T h e isthmus has been famed for snakes and ~oisonousr e ~ t i l e :
s
yet Mr. Lloyd did not meet above one or twb during his'whole
stay, and does not describe t h e m T h e country-people will
seldom move after nightfall for fear of them, and always carry
about their persons a 'contra,' or remedy, or what they generally
consider still more efficacious, a ' charm,' against their bite. This
charm is an alligator's tooth stuffed with herbs compounded
and muttered over by some old woman. I t is worn round the
neck. T h e ' contra' is said to be very efficacious, being a bitter
root called guavito, scraped down, and part of the powder taken
inwardly, and part applied to the bite.

* With the gum flowing from this, and while it is pet liquid, the inhahitants
manufacture a sort of water-proof cloth, on the same principle as in this C O ~ U ~ V but
;
which, thus prepared, is more uniform, and never cracks.
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A great pest in the country are what are called ganapatas, o r
ticks, which, in half an hour's walk in summer, will completely
cover the person, and are taken from their hold with some trouble.
A smaller, but even more insidious enemy, is the the peoito
(pul a) de la Savafia, or Savannah flea, not larger than a grain of
, a n t of a deep vermilion colour, and very numerous. T h e y
attack the softer parts of the flesh, and occasion a very painful
itching. Common fleas, niguas or chijos, and mosquitos, are i n
the usual abundance. Fire-flies are common and very brilliant ;
with other insects, of which many, Mr. Lloyd believes, have not
yet found a place in our entomological catalogues.
Of the domestic animals, and those chiefly used for food, some
notice will be taken in another place.
T h e seasons are two-summer, or dry ; and winter, or rainy.
T h e first commences about the end of December, and lasts till
April ; the latter continues from April to December. T h e quantity of rain which thus falls in the year is ~ r o d i ~ i o ;u sbut its
amount varies in different places. T h e clouds hang chiefly over
the wooded heights ; and at Porto-Bello, in particular, which is
closely hemmed round by them, the rain descends in torrents, frequently accompanied by storms of thunder and lightning, of the
most terrific descri tion. Where the ground, to any extent, is
level, however, and ]as been cleared of its wood, a great diflerence is perceptible ; and at Panama the following alternations
may be observed. I11 April the weather becomes cloudy about
noon; but after drizzling for half an hour, clears up. I n May,
from nine to eleven, it is dull, with slight rain ; the afternoons
being still fine. I n June there is raiu every morning and evening ;
but the mid-days are fair. As the season advances, the rail1 gradually increases ; and is incessant throughout July, August, September, and October. I n November the nights are always wet
and cloudy; but through the day the sky begins to break.
December brings a further improvement. And in January, February, and March, a shower of rain is as uncommon as a gleam
of sunshine at the other season of the year.
One very retnarkable phenomenon occurs throughout the whole
isthmus. O n the 20th of J u n e the rain ceases for five or six
days ; the sun shines out during the whole day with the utmost
splendour ; nor is any instance known of irregularity in the recurrence of this break in the ordinary course of the season. I t is
accordingly reckoned on with great confidence by the inhabitants,
kept as a period of social enjoyment, and called El .ueranifo (or
little summer) di Sun Juan, either from the feast of St. John,
which is nearly coincident in time, or, as others say, from the
village of San Juan on the Chagres, and about twenty-three miles
from Panam$, where the phenomenon M peculiarly observable.
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T h e temperature and salubrity of the climate also vary in different places. Porto-Bello is one of the hottest and most unhealthy places in the world. At Panama, on the contrary, the
thermometer in the rainy season does not rise higher at night than
89' ; in the day than 87' : the winds are variable and cool ; and
though the rain is incessant, there is thus no stagnation in the
atmosphere, nor consequent epidemic sickness. In summer the
temperature rises to go0, and even 93', and in the day the reflection of the sun from the smooth surface of the Pacific, with the
heat of the winds which blow steadily from the south-east over a
track of dry savannahs, makes it very sultry ; but the land-winds
at night are cool, coming chiefly from the adjoining mountains :
and the climate may be called generally healthy, though a considerable mortality sometimes occurs. This, however, Mr. Lloyd
thinks, may almost always be traced to excessive indulgence,
especially in the use of raw fruits and vegetables, and occasionally
also to the quality of the animal food, which, at particular seasons,
is, he thinks, injuriously affected by the excessive richness of the
pastures. The family of the British consul resided four years in
Panama without an hour's sickness; and Mr. Lloyd and his
companion were seventeen months in the country, during the
whole time exposed to the utmost rigour both of sun and rain,
yet with entire impunity.
Rivers.-There is hardlv a mile of land in this whole ~rovince
which is not in the rainy season intersected by some little river or
auetrrada. which carries off the s~i~erfluous
water. and is occa;ionally difficult to pass. But in the summer m k t of these dry
up ; and only the following rivers are considered by Mr. Lloyd
worthy of particular notice. O n the north side, and falling into
the Atlantic, the Chagres, Pequeni, Trinidad, and Gatun, which
all join, and form one before reaching the sea ; and on the south
or Pacific side, the Rio Grande, the Caymito or Chorrera, the
Pacora, Indio, and Ballana or Chepo.
The Chagres takes its rise a considerable distance east of
Porto-Bello, among the high mountains which approach the Bay
of Mandingo ; and after traversing a great tract of country, when
nearlv oa~. ~ o s iPo'rto-Bello
te
receives the Peaueni.
which comes
1
,
from the south-east, and is as large and broad as itself. The two
thus form a very noble river, too rapid; however, to be easily
pavigable ; and accordingly, though canoes ascend both branches
in the dry season, even above the common point of junction, the
passage is considered dangerous from the nun~ber of falls or
rapids, in some of which the stream runs with extraordinary
velocity. In proportionate distances, as it approaches Cruces, its
I

I
I

I

I
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rate abates. At that town, which is twenty-three' miles direct
from the sea, forty-four as the river winds, it seldom exceeds three
to three and a half miles per hour, evw in the rainy season. At
PeBa-Blanca it runs two miles ; at Gatun scarcely one ; and at
Brusa the current is in summer imperceptible.
' Few rivers of its size present more beautiful scenery on its
' banks than does the Chagres above Cruces. For miles together,
' it is bounded by enormous, abrupt masses of limestone, of the
' most curious and fantastic forms ; in other parts, savannahs ex' tend to the very edge of the river, covered with a particularly
' fine grass called grammalotti ; and the noble bongo tree is seen
' studding the banks, something in the shape of a well-trimmed
' yew tree, but growing to a much larger size. In most places
' the river is shaded from the sun's rays by a large tree called
'jigeron, which extends its branches across the river, its leaves
' being eagerly sought by the fish. The water generally runs over
' a bed of various description of pebbles; and is in summer
' most brilliantly clear. In many places, near its source, it is
' much wider than at its mouth, occasionally breaking into dis' tinct channels, and forming small islands ; but in the rainy sea' son these are all connected, and constitute one broad stream,
' with strong sets and eddies, caused by the abrupt turns, which
render its navigation peculiarly perilous. Many years ago, from
' repeated and long-continued rains, the river rose until it arrived
at the foundation of the church at Cruces, situate on a small
' rise, about forty or fifty feet above the present level ;the greater
part of the town was submerged ; and no intercourse could take
' place among the inhabitants for some weeks, unless by canoes.
' But towards its mouth, as far up as the river Trinidad, it has
' never been known to rise more than six or eight feet, and this
' height the banks easily confine.'
The river Trinidad enters the Chagres about twenty-four miles
fromits mouth ; and is also s large river. I t rises very near the
south coast, not far from the town of Chorrera, which, as will
afterwards be seen, gives its name to a considerable river on its
other side, flowing into the Pacific. Canoes of various descriptions navigate the Trinidad as far as a large town called Capua,
which lies south-west of Chorrera, and bring down prodnce to
Chagres. As high as Mr. Lloyd went up, which was not, however,
to this point, the breadth was about two hundred feet, the depth
from twenty-eight to twenty feet, the reaches (calles) long and
straight, without falls or any other impediment to easy navigation.
The Gatun is also of considerable consequence, though neither
deep nor wide. I t rkes in the mountains east of Porto Bello,
and crossing both the roads leading from that city to Panand,
joins the Chagres in front of the town of Gatun, about eight
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miles from the sea. Its depth does not exceed from seven to tell
feet even at the mouth, shallowing down to four and even to one,
a few iniles up ; and its navigation was further impeded, when
Mr. Lloyd visited it, by a number of trees, which, having been
undermined by its waters in the previous rainy season, had fallen
across and still encumbered it. Its importance to the inland communicar,ion, however, codsists in this-that canoes bound to Porto
Bello from Chagres, and which, in stormy weather, when the
coast is dangerous, wol~ldbe altogether wind-bound, are enabled
to ascend it as far as a village called Aqua Sucia, whence their
cargoes are conveyed to and from Porto Bello on men's shoulders.
Besides which, several quebradas enter it to right and to left
along itu course ; and all contribute somewhat to facilitate access
to the adjoining country. Some considerable lakes also exist in
this direction, with which several .of them communicate.
With the united assistance of all these rivers, the navigation of
the Chagres, below the junction of the Trinidad, is easy, and
even superior to many much larger streams. T h e depth below
Gatun varies from twenty-six to thirty feet ; above, it is twentyfour, and nowllere falls below twenty-two, unlerts on some
few spots, where only sixteen are found, which, however, have
deep water close to them. This depth, too, is not in a channel,
but the whole breadth of the river, which is from two hundred to
three hundred and eighty feet wide. The banks are precipitous,
of trap and porphyritic formation, wooded to the very edges, and .
allnost everywhere admit of vessels being brought close to them ;
and the current, as already noticed, is here very moderate.
T h e Rio Grande rises to the north-west of Panama, near a
nlountain called Pedro Miguel : and after receiving several
streams, becomes navigable for very large canoes two leagues
above its mouth, which is about two miles from Panam&; and
here a bar runs across it, on which, at low water, there is not
more than two feet water. The tide rises, however, so high in
the Bay of Panam$, (about 18 feet in spring tides,) that vessels
easily enter the river, and within the bar have good anchorage.
Much interest was at one time taken in this river from the near
approach, in sonle places, of its course to that of the Obispo,
which falls into the C h a ~ r e sa little below Cruces; and from the
idea conseqr~entl~
entertained, that a water communication across
the isthmus might be obtained by cutting a canal between the two.
The shallowness, however, of the Chagres thus high up, the short
and broken course of the Obispo, and the much greater facilities
offered elsenhere, for establishing a communication by rail-road,
appear to Mr. Lloyd to be, for the present at least, insurmountable objections to this plan. Were a great traffic already esta0
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blished across the isthmus, it might become valuable in m p e tition with other routes.
T h e Caymito, or Chorrera, empties itself into the Pacific about
ten miles west of Panama, and is formed by the junction of
numerous petty ntreams, which take their rise in different parts of
the western cordillera. I t is very deep towards its mouth ; and
the branch called Rio Martin Sanchez continues navigable for
large canoes, quite up to the town of C h ~ r r e r a ,which thus gives
dne aame to the whole river : the other is derived from the prodigious number s f alligators, sword-fish, &., which infest it.
T h e tide runs very strong ia and out of this river, not being impeded by a bar at its mouth ; and the anchorage fat shipping is
thus bad and exposed.
T h e Pacora and Indio unite before reachibg the Pacific, neat
the island of Chepillo, about eighteen miles east of Panama ;
and form a broad, rapid, and winding stream for several leagues
above their mouth. T o seaward they are ~ r o t e c t e dby innumerable
sand banks, between which at low water only very narrow passages
appear, prodigiously infested with sharks and alligators ; but at
high water the navigation is good even for large s h ~ p ssome wag
u p the river ; and is open for canoes up the Pacora, as far as the
town of the same name, and u p the Indio for an equally considerable distance. O n the banks of the latter an English gentleman
resident in Panama has erected a saw-mill capable of sawing
from fifteen to twenty thousand boards annually. A n inexhaustible supply of the finest timber is in its immediate vicinity ; and
the fertility of the soil, where cleared, is such, that a small portion, with the labour of two men only, affords an ample supply
of every article of subsistence for the whole establishment. Se. veral roads lead to it from the neighbouring villages ; and one has
been formed froin a place on the unitEd stream called Sambaja,
where the largest class of vessels remain. T h e boards are rafted
down the river, and have a ready sale, not only in Panama, but
also in Guayaquil and Peru, in the latter of which there is a scarcity
of wood. On the banks, at the mouth, a wild animal is found,
called macho. or vacca del monte. and sometimes also dantrt. nearlv
of the size and appearance of a jackass ; which, when shot, is considered a great dainty. All the land between this river and
Panamd is low and dry.
The Ballano or Chepo is of great extent, and, under the name
-.ofCanada, rises'in the province of Darien, near the source of
another river called Chucunaque, which falls into the Pacific in
the Gulph of San-Miguel. T h e Ballano receives several considerable streams during ~ t scourse, which is nearly west, and in
some degree parallel to the coast, for many miles; -until it aud-

denly turns to the eouthward, and enters the Pacific a few miles
east of the Pacora. I t is navigable as far as this turn ; and on
its banks a little higher up is situate the town of Chepo, which is
of some consequence, as being the assigned place of communication with the Mandiugo Indians. Further on is a fort called
Fuerte Terrable, built to prevent their incursions; and the line
of the river generally is considered the boundary. An extreme,
but not active, atlimesity is still maintained on both sides.
Communication across the Isthmus.-This
is at present maintained chiefly by two lines of roads ; one from Panama to PortoBello, the other equally from Panama, by way of Cruces or Gorgona, down the Chagres, to the sea-port of the same name at
its mouth. There are some others ih use for conveying cattle and
other farm produce to and from other points, but they are little
known ; and under the Spaniards their improvement and multiplication were much discouraged. Mr. Lloyd, however, strongly
recommends a new line to be now formed, differing from them all,
beginning on the Atlantic at a fine bay called Limon, or Navy
Bay, about five leagues east of Chagres; thence to that river,
some miles above its mouth, where its course approaches this ba
by a canal ; thence up the river to a favourable situation on t e
south bank of the Trinidad, where ita shores are excellently suited
for being converted into wharfs and landing-places, both for goods
and cattle ; and thence, finally, to Panama or Chorrera by a railroad-the latter being the shorter distance, but the former the
preferable route, both as conducting to a better sea-port, and as
terminating in Panama, the capital of the department, and where
its trade is already chiefly centered. And his reasons for this innovation will be readily gathered from the following abstract of the
topographical notices bearing on this point, into which he enters
in his notes at great length.
The harbour of Porto-Bello is most excellent; but such id ib
dreadful insalubrity, that at no period of its history did merchants
venture to reside in it, except for a few weeks in the best season,
in which was held its great and well-known fair. N o class of
inhabitants can long exist in it: even uegroes do not generally
support a prolonged residence ; and it was firmly believed for a
considerable time that it was especially fatal to women in childbirth. Animals of other countries are said also to feel the effects
of the climate, and do not produce ; and Mr. Lloyd states it as
at least certain that domestic fowls brought from Carthagetla and
Panamd shortly cease to lay eggs, become emaciated, and their
flesh soon gets little better than carrion. Pigs and mules seem to
be the only exception, thriving here as in ather pnrts of the West
Indies ; and toads are most disgustingly numerous. Such a port
as this, however, ie entirely unsuited to be the centre of a great
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trade ; and, accordingly, the intercourse between the two seas is
already chiefly removed to Chagres. But the harbour to seaward
is not there equal to what might be expected from the river which
it receives and discharges. A ledge of rock runs across its mouth,
with not more than fifteen feet water in the deepest ~ l a c e s and
,
in
many rising even to the surface. A heavy surf thus frequently
breaks from land to land; and even under the most favourable
circu~nstancesno vessels drawing more than twelve feet water can
'enter the river.
T h e bay of Limon, on the contrary, is about five miles wide a t
the entrance, and can be approached by night or day, in any
weather, there being no danger unless quite close to either shore.
Its opening is due north. O n the western side several projecting
p i n t s afford secure and commodious anchorage within them, the
Innermost inclosiug what is at present considered the harbour, but
which a break-water, formed, at little expense, of the coral rock
which abounds on the shores, and which has been already noticed
(p. 71), would enlarge to any extent that could be required. T h e
bottom of the bay curves regularly, bounded by a beach of very
tenacious sand, and beyond by a bank, raised a few feet above
high water-mark, and formed of shells thrown up by the surf,
which, in strong northerly winds, breaks here with some force.
About three miles from the east point of the bay the land falls
back in another deep curve, within which is situated an island
called Manzanilla, a mile and a quarter long and a mile broad,
forming a fine channel with the main land, with excellent anchorage for large ships for some distance within its entrance,-and
shelter for small vessels to repair or careen, in a large lagoon
inclosed between the main land and the south-eastem end of the
island. T h e depth of water in the bay decreases regularly from
six fathoms to three, two, and one and a half even close to the
shore ; and its value as an anchorage is already well known to
British vessels on the coast, from whose visits it has acquired the
name of Navy Bay. Along its shores the land is first studded
with cocoa-nut trees, which are succeeded by mangroves, and these
again by the dense forest. T h e climate is comparatively healthy,
t
the
and the fall of rain moderate, even at present ; b ~ when
adjoining woods are more cleared, there is little doubt that it
would be still further improved in both respects.
T o this bay the Cllagres approaches in its course to within two
miles and a half, the interval being perfectly level, with the excep
tion of a few abrupt eminences from forty to sixty feet high. The
soil is a stiff clay, covered with stunted wood, and intersected by ,
a few rivulets, or quebwdm, which in summer are still water, and
somewhat brackish. A canal cut in the most favourable direction.
the
would come out near the Rio I ~ l d i o; and as about this
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mean height of the river is nearly that of the ocean, no locks
would be required, and the supply of water would be certain and
economical. Once on the Chases, the navigation, as has been
already noticed, is easy to the Trinidad; from which, to Chorrera
and Panama, Mr. Lloyd's lines are across the interval between the
several portions of the cordilleras, where the country is, almost
without intel~uption,low and flat.
T h e present roads, on the contrary, are not merely objectionable for the reasons already stated, but also from the mountaillous
nature of the country which they traverse. That between Panama and Porto-Bello is, in this respect, greatly the worst of the
two, being in many places almost impassable in the rainy season,
from the steepness of the ascents and descents, none of which are
sought to be avoided. But the roads to Cruces and Gorgona also
lead across a mountainous country, and are extremely difficult in
bad weather; a considerable portion of the latter, indeed, being .
merely the bed of what is in winter a considerable stream.
Panam;.-The
site of Panama has been once changed. Where
the old city stood, which Its about three miles east of the present
situation, was already, when the Spaniards first reached it in
1515, occupied by an Indian population, attracted to it by the
abundance of fish on the coast, and who are said to have named it
' Panamd ' from this circumstance,-the word signifying, in their
They, however, were speedily dislanguage, ' much fish.'
possessed; and even so early as in 1581, the title and privileges of
a city were conferred on the Spanish town by the Emperor
Charles V. I n the year 1670, it was sacked and reduced to ashes
by the hccnneer Morgan ; and was only after this built where it
now stands.
Its present position is in latitude 8' 57' N., longitude 79'30'
W . of Greenwich, on a tongue of land shaped nearly like a spear
head, extending a considerable distance out to sea, and gradually
swelling towards the middle. Its harbour is protected by a number
of islands, a little way from the main-land, some of which are of
considerable size, and highly cultivated. There is good anchorage
under them all, and supplies of ordinary kinds, including excellent
water, may be obtained from most of them.
T h e plan of the city is not strictly regular, but the principal
streets extend across the little peninsula from sea to sea, and a current of air is thus preserved, and more cleanliness than is usually
found in the Spanish American towns. The fortifications are also
irregular, and not ptrong, though the walls are high,-the bastions
having been constructed, from time to time, as the menaces of pirates
or other enemies have suggested. The buildings are of stone, generally most substantial, and the larger with courts or patios. T h e
style is the old Spanish. Of public edifices there are a beautiful
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aathedral, four aonvents (now nearly deserted) belonging respectively to the Dominican, Augustirl, Franciscanl and Mercenaries
monks ;a nunnery of Santa Clara, a college de la Companiu, and
also the walls of another, which was begun on a magnificent
scale, but was never finished, and is now falling to ruins.
Immediately about Panama, east along the coast, and northwest from it, the land is low and flat ; but west and north-east,
the mountains approach it closely 5 and from a hill, called Cerro
Ancon, about a mile west from the city, and six hundred feet high,
an excellent bird's-eye view is obtained of the whole adjoining
country, including the city, the islands in the bay, the neighbouring plantations, the mountains of Veragus, the Pearl Islands, the
flat country tdwards Chagres, &Q elevated chain between PortoBello and Panamil, the Rio Qrande, the low land along the coast
towards the Pacora and Chepo, Panam$ Vieja, &c., all which
come successivelyunder review, and together constitute a landscape
beyond measure beautiful.
Po~fo-BeUo-Was first discovered in 150& by Columbus, who
thus named it from the excellence of its harbour. I t is situated in
lat. 34' 35" N., long. 7 7 O 45' W., close to the sea, at the foot of
immense mountains, which surround the whole port ;-and consists
of one long street, which circles round the bay, with a few short
ones branching off where the ground will admit of them. There
are, besides, two plaza, or squares, one in front of the Treasury,
which is built of stone; the other formed on one side by the
church, which is also of stone, and capacious, relatively to the
population, but of late years it has been allowed to go very much
to ruin. The same may, indeed, be said of all the public, and
most of the private works : the hospital, and even the fortifications,,
are dilapidated, and of the houses in town only a few remain
tenantable.
I t has been already noticed that animals brought from other
countries speedily degenerate and cease to produce here ; even the
fowls sent from Carthagena, or Panama, shortly giving up
laying eggs. All the meat that is cqnsumed is thus sent from
Panamil, or from some of the hatos on or near the road; and if
not immediately killed the animals become emaciated, and their
flesh little better than carrion, though there appears plenty of
excellent herbage in the vicinity of the city. For this reason,
although in every other part of the country there are numerous
cattle estates, not one is to be found in this vicinity; and the only
animals that appear to thrive are pigs and mules.
The heat is generally most oppressive. The town being surrounded by mountains, the freshening sea-breeze is never felt; and
the immense forests that cover the mountains, and indeed the face
df the whole country, precluding the passage of the sun's rays to
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dr the eertb, tbe most dense vapour is continually exhaling,
a l i c h ascends and forms immense clouds, deluging the country
with almost incessant rains. The sun occasioually bursts out
with the greatest fierceness, but before it can have had any but a
miwhievous effect, even to dry the streets, it is again enveloped in clouds ; and again it raiqs, clearing up, and raining, in '
such rapid succession, morning and night, that the heat is seldom
moderated.
T h e dampness and unhealthinese of the climate, combined with
the heat, and the immoderate use of epirits, soon succeed in ao
enervating the constitution, that the first attack of an epidemic is
generally fatal ; and though medical men of eminence have occasionally been induced to settle in Porto-Bello, they have seldom
found their medicines and learning sufficient to guard even themselves long against the effects of the climate. The city has thus
acquired the title of L a Sepultura de 10s Europeanos,'
'rhe population is now extremely limited-the
greater part
being negroes and mulattoes, with one or two old Spaniards, who
still cling to their property here. Occasionally a few visiters
arrive from Pauamd, with goods, which they dispose of at an exorbitant price; and a small detachment of troops is sent from
PauamA to do duty for a certain time. But this 16 frequently relieved ;and the survivors look forward with great joy to the day on
which they are allowed to depart.
The waters that run from the different mountains are particularly clear, and delicious to drink ; but wo to the person who is
rash enough to make immoderate use of them, their very excellence being their misfortune, as they cause dysenteries, from
which few escape ; and almost all the fevers of the country degenerate into this disease. They, however, afford the luxury of a
cool and refreshing bath, which every one takes s little before
noon ; alid it is considered one of the most important occupationo
of the day.
As the mountains and forests, which abound with animals of
various descriptions, extend to the very foundations of the houses,
it is not uncommon to find wild hogs and small tigers near the
town, and the latter sowetimes make inroad6 on the fowls and
other domestic animals. They are anxiously sought after, however, by the negroes and mulattoes, who frequent the forests aa
wood-cutters, and are particularly expert in attacking tigers,
generally with no other arms than a lance and a machete, or very
long sabre-like knife. With these they seek their hiding-places ;
and, encountering one, with the left arm enveloped in a blanket
they with the lance iucense the tiger to make a spring, when they
wound him in the tendon of the paws if possible, which makes
him retire. The hunter pursues, and generally succeeding in again
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cutting the paws, afterwards despatches him at his leisure,--carrying his head, paws, and skin, to Yorto-Bello, as a trophy of h18
valour,. and preserving the skin to make tobacmpouches, or
covers to little easy chairs, used in the country.
T h e great abundance of toads about Yorto-Bello has been
already noticed. This is so ~ r o d i ~ i o uafter
s rain, that the ~ o p u l a r
prejudice is, that the drops are changed illto toads (de cada gota
viene un Sapo); and even the more learned maintaiu, that the eggs
of this animal are raised with the vapours from the adjoining
swamps, and, being conveyed to the city by the succeeding rains,
are there hatched. Their large size, however-many
of them
being from four to six inches in breadth-sufficiently attests their
mature growth in more favourable circumstances. After a night
of rain, the streetr are almost covered with them, and it is impossible to walk without crushing them.
Chg7es.-The
town of Chagres is one of the most miserable
that can be imagined, being situated in a little sandy bay on the
north side of the river, open to no wind but a westerly one, and
bounded by woods to the south, by a black and dismal-looking
*fortification on a hill to the north, and by a swamp to the east,
which is continually fed by springs which have no outlet. I t also
is thus extremely unhealthy. The inhabitants are chiefly black, or
coloured, with the exception of a few custom-house officers, and
the comma~dant of the castle. Their number is about one
thousand. I n entering the river from the sea, the town is not
seen till close upon it; and does not look better than a collection
of negm huts on a West India sugar plantation, the liouses being
chiefly built of mud, and thatched.
Catun, Gorgona, C m s , kc.-Gatun is quite a small village.
Gorgona is somewhat larger, being a point where passengers
going to Panama fre uently land, in order to avoid the danger
and delay caused by t e progressively increasing rapidity of the
current, as boats ascend to Cruces. Cruces, however, is the
place to which goods are always conveyed, and was a village of
considerable extent when Mr. Lloyd first saw it, but was accidentally burned down in 1825. When he left it, there were not
more than one hundred and twenty houses, built of reeds, occasionally plastered, and neatly thatched. The inhabitants of these
places are nearly all owners of canoes OF mules,--or store-keepers
' for taking charge of goods,-or
bogas, that is, persons employed in
working the canoes, which is done either by paddles or poles,
according to the depth of water. Cruces and Gorgona are also
resorted to as watering-places in summer by the inhabitants of
Panama, being conclidered very healthy; and the town of Chorrera, on the river of that name, falling illto the Pacific, hag the
same advantage.
'
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GoU.Mine$.-Mr. Lloyd visited the gold mines of Santa Rita
and Pequeni, both in the mountailis of Porto-Bello, but could
discover nothing but a few shafts, or rather holes, of little depth,
'which, if they ever were productive, seem now exhausted. H e
very much doubts, indeed, whether the places shown him as the
mines are really those where (according to tradition) large quantities of ore were once obtained ; and thinks that some deception was employed,-probably
to deceive .the Spanish government-when
they were in activity. They are now almost abandoned.

THEpresent department of the Isthmud is divided into two
provinces, viz. Panama, which includes the Darien, and Veragua ;
and these again are divided into cantons, having a certain number
of parishes in each, as follows, according to a census taken iu
1899.
PROVINCE OF PANAMA.

I

C l N T O N O F PANAMA.

CANTON O F LOS 8ANTOS.
Inhab.

Inhab.

Los Santos, capital, distant
Panama, capital of department
.
. 10,730 from Panama fifty-three
4318
Parish of Yacora
. 657 leagues
2170
97
Chfpo
1933 Parish of Parita
,, Sn.Jost! de Pert! 3142
,, . . Chiman . . 238
,, Pocri .
1939
,, Sn. Juan . . 174
,, Macaiacas
2338
,, Cruces .
1200
,, Las Tablas
3577
,, Goiagona
549
,, Baca Monte,or Sta.
,, Taboga . . 543
1141
Barbara
,, Pearl Islands
700
,, Pedasi
1544
16,724
9,
ocu
1179

.

. .. .

.

.

.

.
.

.

-

.

.

.

. --

-81,348

CANTON O F CHORRERA.

CANTON O F NATA.

Nata the capital, distant
Chorrera the capital, distant
forty-two leagues from
nine leaguesfrom Panama 4000
.
Panama .
Parish of Areyjan .
934
,, Capira .
1000 Palish of Anton
,, Sta.Maria .
,, Sn.Carlos . 577
,, Chame
1000
9,
Penonomk
99
Ola

.

.

.

.

.

4262
1281
2562
9643

.360

17,108

,

CANTON OF POBTO VILO.

(IANWW 09 DAUJW.

Porto Velo, the capital,
Tavira, the capital, dirtant
considered to be twentythirty-eight leagues from
two 1eiguesfromPanama 1 122
Panama
.
Parish of Sta. Rita
76 Parish of Sta. Msria
,, Chagres
856
39
Fichichi
,, Paknque
312
,, Pinogana .
,, Molineca
,, Pta. Gorda
59
,, Fucuti
,, Cana .
,, Chipigana

.

.

.
.
.

..

.

.

.

PROVIICE OF VERAUUA.
CANTON O F SANTIAOO.

Santiago, the capital of, distant from Paaama sixty
leagues
.
Parish of Jesus .
,, Montijo.
,, Punaga
,, Sn. Francisco de
la Montaiia
,, Atalaya
.
Calobre

.

.

,,

-

.

.

CANTON DE LA MESA.

La Mesa, the capital, distant
leagues from Panamh
.
Parish of Caiiasas
,, Palmas
,, Son&
.

4568
1276
1182
,509

.

.

.

. 4387
78 5
. -1463
'

14,170

CANTON OF REMEDIOS.

CANTON OF ALANQE.

Santiago de Alange, the
Remedios, the capital, dis,
capital, distant
tant
leagues from
. . 1800 leagues from Panama
Panama
Parish of To14 .
.
409 Parish of Sn. David
,, Sn.Feliz
394
,, Sn.Pablo
,, S n . / h r e n u , . 2477
,, Gualaca
,, Biyaba
.
,, Dolega
,, Boqileron

-

.

.

.

.
.
.
.
.

.

SUMBfARY. ;

Canton pEPanam8
,, h a Santos
Chprrera
,, NatB
,I
POW Velo
,, Darien.

,,

Province of Panama
Canton of Santiago
La Mesa
,, Remedios
,, Alpnge

,,

..

.

,

.
. .
. .
.
..
.
. . .
. . ,
. . .
. .
.

.

.

,

.. .
. .
.
.. .

.
. .
.
. .

.

.

. . . .

Total nuplher of inhabitants in the government of the

Provbce of Feragua

Isthmus in the year 1828

. .

.

85,867

101,550

Most of these cantons are alike in their resources and agriculture (with the exception of Porto-Bello and Darien, which are
glmost uncultivated), but distinct reports of the produce of each
were not procured. The folbwing epecificatiop, however, of
that of thg canton of Los Saqtos, in J 897, may serve as an example
ith regard 40 cultivatiou ; aud a census of the parish of Sari
rancisco de la Montane-is also subjoined.
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&nnrr of the town of San:Franeirco de La Montaiia, in Yeragua, for the year 1835.

Baptized
Died

.

....

Manied

..

63
10

15

19

10

14

58

15

25

With regard to the above tables, Mr. Lloyd observes that the
division into white and coloi~redis not strict; as most descendants of mestizos, and even mulattoes, if their circumstances are
easy, are considered white. And also, that the excess of baptisms over deaths in the second table, multiplied by the five
years intervening between its date, and that of the previous census,
will not give the whole difference between the respective numbers:-whence
he considers it probable that all those in the
first are under-stated, and may be increased in the same proportion, in order to give the population in 1827. 'Some other observations, however, also occur respecting these tables ; and may be advantageously interwoven with the add~tlonalfacts to be yet adduced.
I t may reasonably be doubted, perhaps, how far tables of such
extreme minuteness regarding a thinly peopled, and by no means
highly civilized district, are quite so correct as they pretend to be;
-but supposing them to approach the truth, a very remarkable
disproportion is first obseivable between the males and females,
both in the human species, and, as may be worthy notice, among
brutes also, the return of men in Lo$ Santos, in 1827, being
11,325 to 14,642 worn& ; and of horses, 4564, to 9544 mares.
Of the first, above a half were whites, or so considered, all being
creole, or born in the cpuntry The remainder were coloured,
chiefly Indians, condemned, by their position in society, to servile
labour, at a low rate, of wages and subsistence, but not slaves ;of which latter the return only gives 295 (probably Africans, but
not so stated), out of the whole 26,000 inhabitants in the province.
The deaths in 1867 were only one in twenty-eight, a very small
mortality in a tropical climate ; and confirming Mr. Lloyd's previous statements of the healthiness of the western districts of the
department. T h e births were one in twenty-six persons, or thirteen couple,-the marriages were only one in 174 persons, or 87
couple. And they were more numerous among the coloured,
than among the white population.
One person in every five had a house, or, in other words, the

.
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average number in a family was five, whicb may be thought to
indicate a slow increase. Accordinglg, the eltces8 of births above
deaths in Los Santos, in 1Sg7, was only 324, otle seventy-second
art of the population, or about one and a half per cent. I n the
bnited States the increase exceeds three, atid approaches to four
per cent. Of the houses, a very large proption, almost a half,
are marked as houses in the country, indicating at once securitj,
and the prevalence of agricultural occupation : two-third! ate
stated as ' thatched houes,' the re~naiddera8 tiled.'
The column marked * cattle' includes both dxeil for draught
and slaughter. The breed is bf good size ; and the draught-oxeh,
when well broken, -fetch from twenty-five to thirty dollan each.
Those for slaughter may be bought at from twelve to eighteen
dollars each, the best. The race qf horses is small, but hardy ;
and their price varies from fifteen to forty dollare. Mules are
said by Mr. Lloyd to be the animals most prized it1 the aountry,
yet the return of their numbers in the canton of Los Santos, in
1887, is so small, as strikingly to illustrate his previous statemeht
as to the flatness of the country in this direction J for in mouw
tainous districts, it is well known no other animal is ever rode.
Their price varies from twenty, even to 190 dollars. The number
of goats is also very small, which, at first sight, seems merely to
confirm the same fact ; but when it is considered that, throughout
the West Indies generally, this animal supplies the place of the
sheep for the table, and in some degree also that of the milehcow for the dairy, its rarity h e ~ eleads to a further induction. Pigs
are few, and of most exorbitant value; of a good size and well
fattened, the will fetch from thirty to thirty-five dollars each ;
and are chie y purchased by women butchers, who, after killing
them, cut off every morsel of fat, and sell it separately as lard
for culinary purposes.
Fish and fowl are plentiful, cheap, and much used J and in
Panamil market, hundreds of young %arks, of the kind called
shovel-nosed, and from one to two feet and a half long, are daily
sold for food. T h e guana * is considered an especial dainty, as
are pearl oysters, and many varietieo of game, which are brought in

I

* Tlrns described :-' I t haa much the appearance of a amall dligator, of a y e l l h h
ffeen cul~~ur,
and is very common along the banka of all the rivers, living chiefly on
ruit and lenves of trees. I t hss a peculiar power of running on the top of water,
which it does with great rapidity, and apparently with the greatest ease. I t s claws
seem, indeed, formed for the purpose, having a membralle, or web, reaambliqg thnt af
the duck.
The e g p of these creatures, when dried, &reconaidered a p t luxury. They are
little lar er thnu a bey's marble, and have nearly the same dvour d t h turtle-eggs.
The fles% itself resembles that of the fowl, both m appearwee and tmte. Tke M o b
quito-Indiuaa occasiu~~ally
come to the river Chagres, in companies Of twenty or
thirty, to hunt the guann, which they do with great exptness, chasin them into the
trees with small dogs, w d shooting them with forlinepieem. Th.&micam have
taught them to &w and use them both with paredon rp4 o h loJkJ

1

from the woods. Even monkeys are eaten, especially in the country
bivouacs. thouah seldom offered for sale in the town markets.
-.
The chief arzcles of farinaceous food are maize, or Indian corn,
and rice4 yet the home growth of each seems very moderate.
They are peeled, or shelled, by hand, in a rude mortar, made by
hollowi~igout a piece of a large tree; and the operation is so
troublesome as to make a great difference in the price of the article
before abd after it is performed.
The greater part of the sugar used in the Isthmus is imported
in skins from Central America, or from the Valley of Cauea, by
way of Buonaventura, on the Choco Coast. I t is thus dear. The
home produce is,chiefly miel, or molasses, and raspadura,,or panrugar, which are preferred by the inhabitants to the finer preparations. Great quantities of wild honey are found in the woods, the
bees collecting which do not sting, and are thus robbed without
precaution. No return is made of the manufactory of ardent spirits.
Mr. Lloyd thinks that the Statistical Table, given above, of the
province of Los Santos, may be considered generally as descriptive
of the others also, with the exception of Darien and Porto-Bello,
which are comparatively uncultivated, and of Panam$, in which
the vicinity of the capital city gives a preponderance the other way.
I n general, however, he adds, the western and central districts, with
theislands in the bay of Panama, are the best cultivated and most
populous, Los Santos being one of them. Elsewhere the landlords keep their estates chiefly in grass to save trouble ; and the population is nowhere industriol~s,though strong, and enduring, under
occasional fatigue.
Their indolence, it is added, is not to be attributed wholly to the
climate, or their own originalconstitution, but chiefly to the extreme
fertility of the soil, and the comparative ease with which a man
and his family can derive subsistence from it. With a gun and
axe individuals, otherwise unprovided, take up their residence in
any corner of the woods, and in two or three days will have
erected a substantial hut, with upright posts and crws-pieces, as
firmly fastened with vines as any nails or clamps could make them,
and thatched with the split branches of the wild palm-tree, one of
the best materials possible against either wind or rain. The family,
at their leiaure, then form a stage or second fioor, to which a piece
of balsa, cut with notches, serves to ascend; and a few stones for
a fire-place, an iron cooking-pot, and some pieces of wood to sit
on, complete the establishment. The nearest trees to the habitation are cut down, fire is applied to the more distant, which, after
burning some days, leaves the ground ready for 8 crop; advantage
is taken of the first rainy season to get in the requisite seeds ; and
for everything else implicit reliance is placed on the gun. None
of these people stir, even to work, without this their constant companion (gelierallg an old inusquet) ; and in an hour or two they are
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certain of bringing down as much afiimal food as they can consume
in a week, with sufticient, besides, to barter a t the nearest village
or town, for rice and plantains.
With the indolent habits thus acquired by the free population,
and the very small nun~berof slaves in the department, it will appear dificult a t any time to command the requisite amount of
labour for public purposes; and the actual bad state of the
roads seems to demonstrate that this, among other obstacles, is
really felt to stand in the way of great improvements. Mr. Lloyd,
however, is of opinion, that this dificulty would uot be insurnount table were a considerable work, of undoubted public utility,
(as, for example, cutting his new line of road between the two
seas,) to be undertaken by a powerful company. ' There are
within the province,' he says on this head, ' several regiments of
militia formed of the lower classes of people and Indians, excellent workmen in felling timber and clearing ground, and particularly apt in acquiring any mechanical art. They have advantages over Europeans which, from the nature of tlle climate, will
always exist. Their habits are most simple : with a piece of
tasajo or dried beef, a few plantains, and some rice,, they are
provided with the sustenance on which they live from youth to
age ; and with a skin in their huts on which to sleep, and a block
of wood to sit bn, their establishn~entis complete. Their dress
never alters, winter or summer ; it consists of a short brown holland or check shirt, and a pair of caljonjillas, or drawers, reaching
to the knee (which are generally cast off when at work); shoes
are known to them only as articles of great luxury ; they seldom
want anything to protect their feet, and if they do, a piece of hide
is used, cut and tied very neatly as a sandal. Their common
wages are from two to three reals a day (from 1s. to 1s. 6d.),
with their meals, which, as they are fed, 'may cost about 4d. per
day more. These men, there is no doubt, the government (under
particular circurnstaoces) would gladly place at the disposal of a
company, with individuals to command and keep them in order;
and in one instance this has been already offered, though not
accepted, to the extent of one thousand men.'
Trade.-The
trade of the isthmus is at present at a very low
ebb. O n the Atlantic shore it is nlaintained with Jamaica, by a
llritish man of war, ivhich sails every month, between the 90th
and Qgth, for the express purpose of carrying letters and specie,-\vitll Carthagena, by governnlent vessels, twice a month,-and with
the same, and a few other points, by independent traders, which
bring freight to Chagres, and exchange them. O n the Pacific it
embraces all parts of the coast, both north and south, which find
it their interest to communicate wit11 Europe in this way.
T h e expense of conveying specie across the isthmus to be embarked at Chagres is as follows,-A. .mule will carry five thousand

.
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dollars or ounces, and its hire from Panama to Cruces is six
dollars ; the municipal duty is one dollar, and another called Piso
is two reals. From Cruces to Chagres the freight for the same
sum is one and a half dollars ; the porterage at Chagres is as much
more; and the whole charge on it is thus ten dollars two reals,
besides a transit duty of three per cent. on silver and one per cent.
on gold.-The return trade in goods is at the following rates:
The water-carriage. from Chagres to Cruces is two dollars the
bale ; and warehouse room in Cruces two reals more. Thence
the goods are carried to Panama, either on mules, or by natives
on their shoulders, -as the case may be. If the packages are
heavy, but' strong and compact, mules are employed ; but if liable
to breakage, or of inconvenient shape for passing carelessly along
narrow lanes, and up and down steep'acclivities, men are considered the most trust-worthy and careful auimals. The hire of a
mule is, according to the burthen and measure, from four to six
dollan ; and of a porter, from six dollais upwards, by the same
rule. On the arrival of goods at Panama, they are immediately
lodged in the custom-house ; and if for exportation, pay a duty of
two per cent. If for home consumption, it is according to the
article. And to all these exDenses must be added about four
dollars on the bale, for extra-packing to defend f r w rain ;making
in all from 10 to 12 dollars.
I n the year 1825 the following vessels were entered at the Port
of Chagres, exclusive of men-of-war, packets, and small coasters :
viz. one large ship from Bordeaux ; seven brigs from Havre de
Grace ; twenty-one schooners, chiefly British, from the West
Indian islands ; six schooners from the United States ; and three
from Carthagena. In 1898, these numbers had diminished to
eleven schooners from the West lndies; four from Carthagena ;
and five from the United States, without any French whatever,
and it is not believed that the trade has since much revived.
I n the same years tile entries at Panama were respectively
seventeen and twqnty-four vessels ; the lesser number, on the one
side, corresponding to the greater number on tlle other, and vice
versa". This would seem to indicate that the whole transit might,
with patience a d perseverance, be considerably improved, but the
spirit of commercial enterprise, which in 1825 was too rash, has
ever since been altogether as desponding. The improvement is
chiefly exemplified in the trade with Guayaquil, which exhibits
only one entry in 1895, and no fewer than eleven in 1838. The
passage from Callao to Panama takes usually from nine to twelve
days. From ,Panama to Chagres it occupies three; and from
Chagres to Jamaica six to ten.
Finances.-The
following' is a statement of the receipts a
expenditure of the government of PaniamA in 1827.
I
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RECBIrn.
~&omthekrtYear

Amonat received for Steyed p.pa
From Provineid
~aqations,or o
u
A-ents
Ki~iil~\-n species of Tithes

Loans

.

.

Aprovechamientos, or from Public Lands
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.
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- T h e following xcoant of the income in 1818, m y be advan*
tageousiy subjoined, as showing what baa been9for the present at
least, lost, and altered, by the separation from Spain*
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n'otet teqecgng the futhmuo of panarii.
therefore, that the worst features of the male character here will
be speedily corrected, which are, indifference to the pleasures of
home, and a propensity to low debauch abroad. Their best
quality is great liberality to the poor, and especially to the aged
and infirm; of whom almost every family of consequence has
several regular pensioners, who come every Saturday to receive
,
.
an accustomed and liberal alms.
A considerable turn for commerce is observable among the inhabitants of Panama; and from the highest to the lowest, each
keeps a shop or tienda. T h e lower classes also pursue different
handicrafts ; but are rude in all, excepting in goldsnlith's work,
for one branch of which, viz. plating gold chains, they are famous.
T h e field for this branch of art, however, as for every other connected with luxury, is now much curtailed. At oiie time, no
family in Panama ate off any thing but plate,-almost
every domestic utensil was of the same material,-and the women wore a
profusion of chains, pearls, and other ornaments. n u t these have
now, for the most part, disappeared, and even much of the church
plate has progressively paksed through the melting-pot to the old
world, although, on peculiar gala-days, an attempt is still made
by some individuals to reappear in the former style.
The dress of the women is, on these occasions, peculiarly
splendid, being what is called ' Cartagenea,' thus described by
Mr. Lloyd. ' A loose shift of beautiful cambric, with innume' rable and immense frills richly worked with lace, is, with a pets ticoat of the same, fastened at the waist by several massive,
' chased, gold buttons. Round the neck- are several gold
' chains, w ~ t hpearl rosettes, crosses, and rows of pearls ; the ear' rings are of the shape of a telegraph, and reach nearly to the
' shoulders; the fingers are covered with rings: and various
' combs, studded with rows of pearls, cased in gold, are placed,
' together with a massive gold bodkin, to great advantage in beau' tiful hair, plaited in two tails down the back. The feet are
' barely introduced into rr little slipper, turned up very much at
' the toes, and also richly ornamented. T h e whole etfect is ele' gant and becoming.'
The pearls thus tastefully disposed round the person of a fair
Panamenian are, it is well known, procured among.the islands otf
the coast, by diving. The occupation is very laborious, and success most uucertain ; but the pursuit is a favourite one, and the
divers are very expert. They generally proceed in companies of
several canoes together, each coulaining six or seven men, who
dive in succession armed with a sharp knife, rather for the purpose
ofdetaching the oysters from the rocks to which they adhere, than
for defence against danger. Before descending they repeatedly
cross themselves, and generally bring up four oysters, two under
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t h e arm, and two in the hand. The usual time of stopping under
water is from fifty seconds to two and a half minutes. Much has
been said of the danger of these fisheries, both from the shark,
and another enemy called the Mantti, which crushes its victim.
' But the shark is ever a coward; and so little of a match for an
expert diver with#aknife, that an accident is hardly known.'
Many individuals in Panama have made it their. occupation
for years to collect, in this way, pearls for the formation of necklaces : some of which, after cont~nuedchanging and labour, are
certainly of the most perfect symmetry. But their price is not
reckoned according to the marketable value of such articles, but
according to the trouble which may have been bestowed iu collecting and assorting them ; and thus they ;are often dearer on
the spot than in London. Some time ago a diving-bell was sent
out by an English company for pearl fishing, but it did not
answer their expectation, and several causes may be assigned for
its failure.' The first aud primary was the enormous expense at
which the concern was fitted out and supported; after which it
was found, that the oysters did not lie in banks, as is generally the
case, but were dispersed under rocks and in uneven ground : and
that a peculiar ground-swell and motion under the water, with a
very strong current, made it almost impossible to place the bell in
safety, and to advantage.

1X.-Memoir on the Voyage of his Majesty's ship Blonde in the
Black Sea. By the Rev. Edmund Goodenoagh, D.D., F.R.S.,
8tc. Read 98th March, 1631.
OF all the'waters of the deep which have been penetrated by the
enterprise of British sailors, there are none so little kaown to us,
by actual observation, as the Black Sea. Altho~ghit appears,
by a memorial presented to the Turkish government on the 1st of
September, 1799, by Mr. John Spencer Smith, that both in the
times of Queen Elizabeth and of Charles I1.*, British merchantmen were permitted to uavigate the Euxine throughout its whole
extent, for the purposes of commerce ; yet the most copious naval
histories of our country do not afford a slngle instance of a ship of
war, antecedent to the short excursion made by his Majesty's ship
Blonde, in November, 1839, having been permitted to navigate
the Euxine ; and even the multifarious record of the valuable old
Purchas affords u s only two instances (which were pointed out to
me by my friend Mr. Barrow) of Englishmen having traversed any
See Appendix to Dr, Clarki's Pevels.
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of this sea. T h e one is of Master John b.ewbe&,' rhb
embarked at Tarrapea (Thempia) on the 6th of April, 1583 ;was
for some days in the harbour of Siseboli, into which he was driven
b strese of weather ;anchored again under Cape Emipeh ;passed
and a castle called Caliacca, which standetb u on a cape
of land,' manifestly what is called Calagriah upon our c arts ; and
finall entered the Danube by the mouth called Licostoma, where
they l a d only eight feet water; and so proceeded into the interior
of the country. T h e narrative of his voyage is altogether barren
of eogra hical or other useful remarks.
4'he KetIer instance is that of Captain J o h n Smith, a military
adventurer, about the year 1596, whose history is curiously tinged
with the romantic spirit of the times. Having been taken prisoner
by the Turks, in a victory they obtained against tbe Christians,
and being recognized by his armour as a person of some consideration, he was sold in the market to a bashaw, who sent him to
Constantinople, ' as a resent to his fair mistress,' for a slave.
Upon conversing r i t h Rim, and trying him in several ianpages,
and finding that he was an Englishman, and a man of vanous information, she took much compassion on him,' but not so as tb
p u t him into the dangerous predkament of becoming enamoured
of his person ; for we are told, that ' having no use for him, lest
her mother should sell him, she sent him to her brother, the Tymar
bashaw of Nalbrits, in the country of Cambrya in Tartaria;' so
he went by land to Varna, and from thence across the Black Sea
k, the twa capes of Tawr and Pergillo, the f ~ r m e rof which we
w y supgae, from its oame, to have been in the W m e a , and thus
extende his adventures into Tartary, Under these circumstances
he cannot be expected to give us an great isformatiop respecting
the sea he crossed ; but still we sha 1 have occasion to refer agam
t o his account for one peculiar fact of which he was a witnas.
Such, therefore, being the paucity of British adventure in his
sea, it way pot be deemed improper to put the fact of the Blonde's
voyage, wblch forms so upique a feature in our para1 annals, into
some more durable shape than that afforded by the daily journals.
From the prevalence, ~ndeed, of the plague, and consequent necesuity of quarantine wherever she touched, together with the
jealousy of the local Russian authorities, who seem to have been
sufficientlyalarmed at the qpparition of this ~lnaccustomedstranger,
the account of ber voyage presests us with little or nothing ef
discovery, o r interesting adventure ; and, in the absence of such
exciting topics I may perhaps be the more readily excused, if I
combine with tbe subject a brief notice of some of the opinions,
transactions, and settlements of the ancients, in this sea. Although
of comparatively small importance in modern European history, it
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nas to them a plaa ol m d mart, t k m e d wate d k
mtkt adventures of tbeir patical history, an ample field for &&
favourite practice of eokjaization, a d the emporium h m which
h y procured many qf the luxuries and neceesaries-of life.
Neither the hrbartana of the western or n d h e r n shores, nor
the Asiatic potentates on its southern and eastern baaks, couM
exercise dominion over tke Eurine ; yet they who have held Conntslntinople aPd its canal have at all times, from their geograyhi-1
positioa, possessed the greatest influence over its navigation and
commerce ; and a l b u g b this very position, and the facility d i c b
it afforded of exacting tribute from foreign rnerchaotg, have sotimes exposed the city to hostile attacks, yet it has wuch more
frequently, from the same cause, been the object of courtewp
atention 04 the part of foreign powers, even when, ae at present,
the military character of its inhabitants may have sunk -below
mediocrity, Ryzantium, sayg Polybius, writing a b u t one hundred
and fifty years* before Christ, occupies a position ao remarkable
fbr its excellence in regard to the sea, as for its badness in respect
to the land; and without her will no merchant can sail either to w
fmm the Eurme. The Byzantiws are therefore masters of
branch of commerce; and it is through them dwt the articlee, for
he supply of which the Euxine is celebrated, are brought into the
markets of the Mediterranean ; and these he states to be c a t b t
and slava of the best descriptioa, honey, wax, and salt fish. The
kade in corq does not appear to have been then, as now, 0.w exclusively of export from the Black Sea ; but alternately of import
and export, according, no doubt, to the seasone, and the state 9f
d e m ~ under
d
the various latitudes. I n a fragment of Pol~bius,
quoted by A t h e w s (lib. vi. cap. gl.), we tind mention sgGa
made of t& export of salt fish from the Euxine. I t was oae of
the foreign luxuriee introduced at Rome which drew down the
iadignatia of Cato the censor, who coniplained that the R o m p
Eitizeaa would purchase a jar or small barrel of the gdted IX
pickkd fish of the Euxiue, perhaps our caviare among the rest, at
the rice of three hundred drachms (something under 101.), a d
comely youths for slaves at a cost greater than that of an estate.

* His birth could not be earlier 'thPh B.C., 210, and his death could not be before
the year 129 B.C. H e died of a fall from his horse at eighty-two, and a E i 2
Baro .nitten wiihk4he last twe* yema of his life.--See Chbdr Fa#i
w1.k 119.
t ,&pera and not i i q a r a i 8 asserted to be the true reading in this p a m y (lib.
iv. cap. 38); and if so, hdet are not to be reckoned (as they have been by alcowr
md o t h m ) ameng the uu+d oxporta,nlUx~ughthey are among the modern: &my
and wax are still roduced ~n abundance, and form articles of export as well from the
neighbourhood of q'rehizond, where Xenophon describes the dangerous effect produced
by tbe h upon hie soldiers, as fmm Tagaarog within tbe Sea ef &f.-See
livrsehk
MW 12- ml. i. pp. 210,211.
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TIIc Black Sea.
Many anecdotes, indeed, that rival the wit and godt even of the
celebrated Almanach des Goumnad, may be found in Athenleus,
with regard to the salt fish and the tunny of the Euxine; where
Archestratus, who made a gastronomic tour of the world*, is madt
to tell his brother epicures, in the Homeric vein, that, dreasec
after a particular fashion, they areAnd, to be serious, the constant recurrence of the figure of a fisl
on the coins of the Greek cities on this s e a t , as well as of a fish
hook on those of Byzantium, is sufficient to show us what a valu
was set upon this source of wealth.
Under these circumstances, Pol~biuscontinues, the Byzantint
are looked upon as public benefactors; and not only do the
experience the gratitude of Greece, but should danger threate
them from the barbarians, they would with just reason be public
benefited by her aid. I t is sin~ularto observe how something,
the present hour, of the same polltical feeling towards the posseso
of Constantinople, has operated to the preservation of the Turki
empire, so foreign to all the nations of Europe both in religil
and in habits. Were it not for their holding the key of t
Euxine, and the difficulties that for ever occur in the way of
passing into other hands, they would doubtless have been befc
now swept from the list of European powers; and, in point
fact, it was the interest that the leading states of Europe cot
not but take in the affairs of Turkey, that brought our frigate ir
the harbour of Constantinople, and thence into a sea at otl
times so constantly sealed against the admission of ships of war
I t was on the 9th of November, 1899, that the Blonde frigz
under the command of Captail] Lyons, sailed from Constantino
for the Black Sea, with the permission of the Turkish governme
She appears immediately to have experienced the weather so f
quently described by the ancient writers to the discredit of 1
$ilea, and which probably, as well as the reported cannibalismits northern Scythian hordes, procured for it the name of 2 f ~
or inhospitable. Ovid baldly enough remarks' Frigid8 me cohibent Euxini littora Ponti
Dictus ab antiquis Axenus ille fuit.'
Having had a fair wind, says the master, on the gth, on t h e 1

we were take11 aback' with fresh \vinds from the northward, accc
panied with rain and thick weather. It was doubtless by suc
rebuff as this, that the Argo in ancient days, or the wretched c

* .; a1 i r ~ i v r a r oixoupi~rnp;is y,z~FdsLIW,kc.-Athm. lib. iii. p. 116, ,f.
t banysuch engravings of coins play be seen in Guthrie'r Tauridp.
lrirv

The Black Sea.
of the modern Turks, would have been thrown upon those terrors
of antiquity the Cyanean* rocks, or Symplegades, in spite of all
the aid they might invoke from Jupiter UTiw,the god of fair
winds, whose temple stood upon the Asiatic Cape. But although
these rocks could resent no dancer to a British vessel of anv
description, there &e still some other points in connexion wi&
the ancient opinions respecting this sea which it will be worth our
while to examine at its very entrance.
I t is remarkable that Polybius, an historian and geographer of
n o small experience and ability, and one who prided himself upon
taking his facts from actual observation rather than from report,
hazards the prediction that the Euxine was destined to be choked
up, and to become unfit for navigation, if not absolutely dry land ;
and that too not at a remote or indefinite period, but speedily
(raXlws) after the time at which he wrote. The manner in which
h e arrives at this conclusion is sufficiently curious. Whenever, he
says, an infinite cause operates upon a finite object, llowever small
may be the action of the cause, it must at last prevail. Now,
the basin of the Black Sea is finite, while the time during which
the rivers flow h t o it, either directly or through the Sea of Azof,
bringing with them their alluvial deposit, is infinite ; and should it
only, therefore, be a little that they bring, the result described
must ultimately come to pass. But when we consider how great
the accumulation is from the numerous streams that empty themselves into this basin-that is, how ~owerfuland active is the
operation of the cause-then it is manifest that not only at some
indefinite time, but speedily, what has been said will come to pass.
H e then strengthens his ~ositionso assumed, by stating, that
according to all tradition, the Palus Maeotis, having been formerly
a salt sea, conjoined, as it were, in the same basin (al;~jovs) with
the Euxine, had then become a fresh water lake, of no greater
depth of water than from five to seven fathoms, and no longer,
therefore, navigable for large ships without the assistance of a
pilot; and be further instances, as an evidence of the progress of
his cause, the great bank (rcrrvia) which appears in his time to
have existed off the mouths of the Danube, of which we shall
afterwards have occasion to speak.
Now, without going back to the cluestion of the flood of
Deucalioa, or the supposed bursting of the waters through the
canal of Constantinople, and the consequent lowering of all above
it, we may remark, that with regard to the Palus Maeotis, or Sea
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9 Olivier, who wan on this spot at the close of the eighteenthceutury,observing on
the voIcnnic appearances in the neighbourhood, says that he found a considurable
y t i t y of a bluish trap, coloured by copper. ' C'est cette dernisre sans doute qui a
nit donner par lea ancienb ie nom d'isles Cyan&,' &c.-Yqyage dam f E m ~ f m
olhonum, 4c, tome ip. 132.

of Amf, it certainly appears, from the statenreat of Captain J o m
of the R o y d Navy, who was at Taganrog in 1W3, that in the
neighbourhooti of that place-that is, near the mouth of the Don
4 e water is exceedingly shallow, varying from ten to three feet,
according to the direction of the wind; and that although in southwest winds, when the water is highest, it becomes brackish, yet at
other times it is drinkable, thougb of a sweet, and by no means
refreshing, flavour*. But upon casting our eyes u p our modern
&arts, especially upon that complete and excellent one constructed
a t Paris in iW9,and corrected by observations made in 1890 by
M.Gaultiet., eaptain in the French naval service, M. Benoist, of
the hydrographical department, end others (for the use of which,
as well as of the remarks d Mr. James Turton, the master of the
Blonde, I am indebted to the liberal kindness of the Admiralty),
we are immediately struck with the fact, that all over the rest of
the 6- of Azof, the soundings vary from forty Prench feet in the
centre, to an average, perhaps, of seventeen or eighteen close m
with the shore ; eo that in the space of nearly two thousand yean,
no approximation whatever has been made to that entire choking
' even of the Palus Maeotis whieh Pol bius so confidently and so
speedily anticipated, while Captain ones expressly assures us,
that, upon strict ioquiry, he ascertained there was not the slightest
fouadation for the favourite theory of the diminution of the waters
of the Sea of Azoft.
In the Cimmerian Bosphorus indeed, the strait leading from
the Sea of Azof into the Black Sea, the water is shallow, as jt
was in the days of Polybius, and as it may always be expected to
remain, from the crookedness and extreme intricacy of the passage,
which prevents the fair rash of the stream from the northward,
and thereby favours the accumulation of deposit. T h e soundings,
in the shallowest part of this, a r t as low as thirteen French feet;
but as soon as we get into the part of the passage which opens
into the Euxine, we find the soundings deepening from four
fathoms French gradually to twenty or more, when we reach the
open water; and aithough, 011 the eastern side of the channel, the
soundings are on mud, yet they change in the course of five miles
to sand and mud, and afterwards rapidly to shells ; while down
the middle of the passage they are continually upon shells, or sand
and ehells,-in either case affording a pretty convincing proof that
no accumulation is going on in the passage, but that even there,
with all its disadvantages, the rush of water from the less sea to
the greater is sufficient to keep its own channel clear, d to
obviate the inconvenience Polybiue apprehended.
But if we look to the southern portion of the Euxine, and the
entrance into the Tbracias Bosphorus or canal of Cons~~utioople,
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we there 0d a d e p h of fmy+bt
Phthorrm Prencb immediatefy
off ti opening, and an equal or greater depth all around, with a

bottom of aend and &ells, except ou the coast trending towards
the north-wesf and the mouths of the DaRctbe, where the bottom
4s mdeed mud, but the soundings are from forty-five to fiftr-five
fatkows ; wkile at a distance of about thirty-six miles from the
opening, the soundings are marked at one hundred and sixty
fatbarns, and no bottom, upon the French chart; and in the track
of the Blonde it apptars she sounded in thirty-five fathoms in the
mouth of the channel, in bfty fathoms at eighteen miles north-cad
of the opening, and afterwards six timea in her run to Sebastopol
with one hundred, one hundred and twenty, and one hundred and
forty fathoms of line, and found no bottom,-the
last of these
soundings being only sixteen miles from the lighthouse on the
point of land before making the harbour.
I t must fully appear, therefore, that however plausible may be
the theory of Polybius, his melancholy antieipation is in no assignable degree likely to be re8lized in ally imaginable time ; but that
the depth of the Euxiue itself, and the constant and vigorous rush
of water througb the comparatively straight, narrow, and deep
passage of Constantinople, even though the surface water may
there sometimes be found, in strong southerly winds, to wt a little
te the northward (as was actual! experienced by our enterprising
cotmtt.ymaq Dr. Clarke, am we! as observed by the master of the
Blonde), wi!l atways be sufficient to contain, or rather to carry off,
,ny deposit however large, which the Dan~tbe,the vent of so
large a portion of Europe, or the Phasis, the Halys, and other
Asiatie streams, or the mtgbt rivers of the north, can bring down
ich they flow.
from the eouptrks through
T h e notion, indeed, so confidently stated by Polybius, was not
in hi Qvrrn 4me altogether new. We find recorded iu Strabo*
the opinion of Strato of Lampsacus to the same effect, who died
two hundred and seventy ears before Christ, and therefore wrote
about one hundred years efore Polybius. H e says indeed more:
that the Euxine le very shallowt; that it was then filling up wi&
mud fropl the deposit of the rivers*; that its water was perfectly
fresh$ ; that it would sh~rtlybe choked up ; and that its western
Gosselin
I. seems to be of
eide was already nearly in that state. &
o p i n i ~that Polybius derived his facts and inferences altogether
from this passage of Strato; but although we cannot pretend to
say that he was wholly ignorant of it, since it remained to the
days of Strabo5, who wrote long after Polybius, and are of neces-
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sity struck by the reeemblance, yet with a writer of so high a
character as Polybius, we must necessarily demur to an opinion
which goes so far to impugn his general authority, since we find
that he makes no mention at all of Strato's name; that he altogether disclaims having taken up his ideas from the tales of
voyagers*, and asserts that he has derived them from a careful
investigation of natural causes only?.
I t is not a little surprising to observe that Dr. Clarke has given
this surmise apparently as his own, deducing his inference chiefly
from the shallows prevailing about Taganrog, and the mouth of
From all this,' he sags, it may not be unreasonable
the Don.
to conclude, that both the Black Sea and the Sea of Azof, by the
diminution their waters hourly sustain, will at some future period
become a series of marsh lands, intersected only by the course and
junction of the rivers flowing into them !' Now as he professes
to have diligently examined, and greatly extols the accuracy of
Strabo, particularly in his description of the coasts of.the Crimea,
it is hardly to be supposed that the passage in question should
have escaped his observation, even if he should not have been
aware of that of Polybius ; and we can only imagine that, finding
in his notes a memorandum to this effect, which had beeu originally inserted in order to recall the passage of Strabo to his recollection, he had forgotten, at the moment of writing, from whence
he had derived the hint, and accordingly worked it up inadvertently
as a suggestion of his own. His own voyage, at least, from Odessa
to Constantino le, and the terrific sea he encountered in the deep
waters of the uxine, might have su6ced to show him that this
ancient prophecy was as far as ever from its accomplishment.
T o return, however, to our British frigate: on the 13th of
November she arrived at Sebastopol, and remained there for the
best part of four days; but? partly owing to the quarantine'; partly
to the jealousy of the Russian authorities, who would barely allow
Captarn Lyons to pull up the inner harbour in his boat attended
by one of the boab of the Russian admiral ; and partly from the
state of the weather (for it suowed hard during nearly the whole of
her stay), little or nothing, could be accomplished either in the
way of observation or discovery. That, however, is perhaps the
less to be regretted, because Sebastopol and the adjacent country
was a scene on which Dr. Clarke had bestowed his most particular
attention, aided by the talents and experience of Professor Pallas ;
and because Captain Jones has given us a very copious and exact
account of everything belonging to its modern appearance and
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Strabo's birth &c., which he places at from sixty to fifty-four yeare before Christ, in
the second voiume of his Fasti Hellenici, pp. 552, 3, and 4.
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The Black' Sea.
condition; and while we toucll, therefore, upon some few points
mentioned by them, we cannot but refer the reader to the mbre
extended discussion and greater store of information contained in
theit respective works.
T h e harbour is described by the master of the Blonde as being
one of the finest in the world ; so far guarded by nature from
attack, that there is a reef of rocks 011 either side of the entrance,
with a sunken rock nearly mid-channel, on which is a floating
beacon with a flag, as well as on the auter edge of the reef on the
southern side of the entrance. Dr. Clarke's chart gives no indication of the sunken rock, which may not, probably, at the period
of his visit have been so clearly pointed out by 'the beacon. By
the aid of these beacons the frigate had no difficulty in making her
way into the outer harbour, being further assisted in the operation
by two lighthouses on the eastern shore, which, brought into one,
are the sailing mark for the proper channel. But not being permitted to penetrate any further, she dropped her anchor in nlne
fathoms water, with a muddy bottom.
With regard to artificial defences, there are many considerable
forts which guard the several points of approach, some of which
are in decay, while others have been lately repaired and strengthened by the labour of the Turkish prisoners in the late war.
Sebastopol itself is exclusively dedicated to the service of the
Russian navy, and no other vessels are permitted to enter it except
tl~ldercircumstances of distress : a restriction which existed at the .
period when the late lamented Bishop Heber visited this port;
and he was inf~rmedthat it had been occasioned by the peculation
of the government officers, who had sold the stores of which they
had the custody to the merchants who visited the harbour; a
statement which is also confirmed by the authority of Captain
Jones*.
T h e outward harbour, in which the Blonde was moored, is
directly exposed to the north-west and west winds, although the
heaviness of the sea may in some degree be broken by the reefs
at its entrance. Opening from it on the southern side are several
bays, and among them the Quarantine Harbour, a wretched establishment, but sheltered fro111 every wind ; and further on to the
eastward, the inner harbour, which is also completely sheltered,
sloping to the south-west, with eight fatlioms water at its entrance,
and seven and six fathoms off the arsenal and town upon its western
shore. I t is four or five miles long, and navigable for first-rate
men-of-war for more than half that distance : hut it has no docks,
and the ships appeared to be suffering materially for want of repair.
This may probably be owing to the depredations of the worm

* VoL ii. p. 252.
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called the Teredo navalis, or OPlamitae rr~vium,h k h Mswlane
Guthrie, who visited Sebasto~olin 1795, tells us eesnred here to
have taken up its favourite abode*. it was up thk harbour that
Dr. Clarke proceeded in search of antiquities, knd he makes &a
whole of the m d s d h a ~ b o ubg&m
~
to be
dtenusof
Ytrabo, wbich, from the parthrn eide, m t i a g the harbour d
Balaclava, the ancient Symbolorurn Portosen the southern$, d
what was called the smaller s r Heracleatic Cbrooness?as part of
the greater Cbersonews Tausics or C r k It c e n b 1 4 within
it the cities of Chersonesus d d and ww, of which Dr. .Clarke
observed that some ruins still r e m a d . They were much m e
cmsiderable when the R u s s h first obtained possession of the
Crimea j the gates even of the town being then in existence ; ba
were speedily destroyed by the use of these aucient materials ia
the modern b u i l d m e I t coe&ieed, too, the celebrated ?'emple
of Diana on one of two or tbtee.pomontories is that p a t of the
world, which were all called Parthenit-, after t t gs$dess ; h e
remains of which name are still to be fouud in Parthenit, .on t b
south-east side of the Crimea :all RO &ubt commemorative of
the story of Iyhigenia, and of the former barbarity of the inhabitants, before a greater degree sf oivilizatio* and refinement was
introduced by the Greeks, as &noted by the inhumaw swrificss
attributed to the worship sf tbe goddess, T h e Cherweese was
called Heracleotic, as well as its t o w q fro111 having be& colonized
and built by the people of fiesaclea, oe the s w h r n shore of she
&mine. Under the Turks it obtained the name d Aktiar, k is
said, from its white ~ o c h ;and thd name of Sebastopol, though it
sounds of ancient derivation, was not given toiS tillghe reign of the
EmpressCatharine : r name,we should be dispsed to say,sinpIarly
ill chosen, because it te& to tootou* the a&nt apaellatiorr of h e
town and district of Chersonesus, and may cause some codmioll
in geography between this p)ace and the real Seb~etopolirlof
Arrian and others, which, like. Csearea or A q w a , ww evidently
, therefore en
so called from a@3rsbs, signifying A ~ g u ~ b u santi
ordinary appellation of the Roman emperors, This r e d S e k s topol was on the Asiatic coast, a b u t two-thirds of a degree n s t h
of the river Pkasis, and was still more a p c k ~ t l ycalled D i o s ~ o ~
rias, from Costa a d P d l u ~tke Dioacuri j the ~ ~ e m o sf
r y which
most ancient name is still prese~vedin the present appellation of
hkouriah. There was a sime, indeed, when this ancient Sebastopol, or Dioscourks, was accou~nedto be part of Elitope r&het

*

Qufhrie's Tautida, p. 91.
appclhtien' sf Sinm Pertuasw, L d in #osqon&a Mel~$liB.3. e+ f. 32
wwld in mnw appear kv aeewd a& with the &bow of Sebsdgopo19 and ka t h e fore sometimes been identified ~ 5 t it
h ;but the position he assigns ta it betauesCap
Aia and the next point to the westward can on1 accord with Balaelava, which ir
truly xcois xjpa~,et promontoriia d m t m i a ; c d u T .
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tbPn of Asia : for altlioegb the T a m L bas been bng, by c~nlreon
consent, deemed to be the boundary of these two quarters of
the globe, we learn from Arrian, as we indeed had before heard
from Herodotue*, who clearly adopts the opinion, that the Phasis
waa once cea~ideredin that light; and this ancient point of geop p h y has been the means of preserving to us a fragment of a last
play of Bschylus+, the Prometheus Released (the sequel of the
drama that has come down to us, the Psomqheus Bound), which
Arrion quotes in order to prove his asserhon, T h e Titans are
d e tQ my to Prometheus, ' We are come,
+#Sf r& A h o f f 4imt21, llpr(F&G.
)wpd rt d B * r& i r r S . i r ~ r r t ,

aed the*, in telathg what
Ht8(5,

do~mtties they have tmvened

in their

t h q specify
e% ph

xh&, E&&Y%~

+' 'Adis,

'ritf~"
9ihaj.

This true Sebastopol, or Dioscourias, was also a place of the
greatest consequence to the commerce of the ancient world, inasmuch as it was the great port froin which the roduce of the
counlries in the neighbollrhood of Caucasus, a n l o f India itself,
was shipped fot gurope : and so great was the cohcoune of merc)lants there.assembled, and so various their tongues, that we are
told by Pliny5 the Romans maintained in that city no lesr, tllan
one hundred and thirty interpreters, to facilitate the progress of
their traffic with the people of three hundred nations. We canttot, perhaps, better iIIustrate the facility of mistake between the
two Sebastopols, than by saying that Captain Jones has inaderteiitly applied this statement to the Sebastopol of the Crimean.
Btlt althongh Arrian gives us much information upon the locality of places on the south and eastern side of the Euxine, it is

* mpomeae; c. 4.

j As /Fhyllns pnd Herodatus weso so near each other in point of time, we mey
infer that thin opinion was the common one of their day. It is rather a curious point
ofchronolo
i i t h respect to some of the principal authors who have come do6n to
*that at
httb of $elamis, 8. 6. 488, Abchylus wasfordy-fne years old, Iw ht
in it 8s he did at Marathon, end describes it in his M
se ; findar wee thirtysig&j
Sophocles was twenty-five ; Herodotus was four; and Euripides was born on the very
day.
$ I h v d &pbd teir emenddim of the words of Aaian, *hi& canna( be reaoed e d aiQ the metre,
rt piv 8;)~ OY X B a v ; ~ Eied*nf
Cljyavr!

,
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remarkable that he says con~parativelylittle of the country about
the modern Sebastopol. From the canal of Constantinople, all
the way to .Dioscourias, he is copious and exact in giving the names
and distances of all the towns, headlands, and rivers on the Asiatic
coast ; but in going round the northern shores, his intervals become
greater, and his measurements less attended to ; so much so, as
to give great colour to the supposition that this part of his Periplus was not undertaken by himself in person, but that his information, addressed to the Emperor Hadrian, was gathered from
such reports as he could obtain from those who asserted their
acquaintance with the coast. After leaving Pantacapseum, near
the mouth of the Cimmerian Bosphorus, he gives us the names in
succession of Cazeca (Katdxa,) and of Theodosia, an ancient Greek
city of the Ionian race, a colony from Miletus the fruitful parent
of more than eighty cities of great celebrity in the ancient world,
but even in Arriao's time, about one hundred and thirty years, that
is,after our Saviour, ruined and deserted.
I t is generally considered that the modern Caffa stands OII or
near the site of the ancient Theodosia, which was the boundary between the possessions of the kings of Bosphorus and those
of Chersonesus, and a place of vast importance to ancient corn-.
nlerce, as well as to the Genoese, in their occupation of these
shores, by whom it was called Krim-Stamboul, or the Constantinople of the Crimea. B u t Bishop Heber remarks, that after
many days search, he could find 110 vestige on which he could rely
as having belonged to the ancient Theodosia; and Dr. Clarke,
with greater temerity, expresses himself convinced that it is not at
Catia. hut at Stara Crim. the ancient Cimmerium. an inland town.
from ivlllch the names rim and Crimea are e;idently derived;
that we are to look for Theodosia. B e that as it may, the ancient
name is still preserved upon the charts, by the appellation of Theodosia given to the Cape iliinlediately to the southward of the
town. Arrian then mentions the port of the Scytho-Tauri, which
Bishop Heber supposes to be Sudak, where he visited Professor
Pallas in his retirement from the malar+ of Aknletchet ; and
Halnlitis Taurica, which appears to be confounded with Lampas,
whose nanie is still preserved in Lampat, and the port of Symbolum, which we have before said to be Balaclava, a name which
Dr. Clarke derives from the Genoese Bella Clava, or fair haven,
which would then be the translation of xah'os hr.u$iv. But if he is
right in calling the same place the ITahaxiov of Strabo, it may more
probably be the case that Balac, the first half of the word, is the
same with the beginning of that Greek word, and that Balaclava
means the harbour of llahaxiov. 1 am informed, indeed, by a
Russian authority, that Balaclava has nothing to do with Genoese,
but is an ancient Tartar name, and that other places, and those
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upon the Caspian, are called by it as well as this : but still n a ~ a w l o ~
may b e a Greek version of the ancient name, which the Tartars
may have adopted when they became possessed of the country *.
I n crossing from this place to the harbour of Sebastopol, Dr.
Clarke saw the vestiges of the ancient wall which defended the
isthmus of this smaller Chersonesus, and found the distance to be
five miles, nearly the same which is assigned by Strabo, who supplies the deficiencies of Arrian upon this coast. For as far as
Arrian's account alone is concerned, it is difficult, or rather impossible, to identify the places he thus mentions between Theodosia and Chersonesus ; and the more so because he, has omitted
some of the most striking natural features of the coast. For
instance, he does not even vouchsafe a name to the great southern
O YRam
)
headland of the Crimea, the CriG-Metopon ( X ~ ~ O ~ E T ~ Q or
Head, so much spoken of by Strabo and others, which, looking
across the Euxine to the promontory of Carambis, on the coast of
Asia Minor, still called Kerempkh, divides it, as it were, into two
parts, by a line which the imagination readily supplies between
the thirty-first and thirty-second degrees of longitude ; and which,
in the estimation of the ancients, gave to the whole sea the shape
of the Scythian bow : two points of land, indeed, so remarkable,
that many navigators of Strabo's time, as he reports, affirmed that
they had, in sailing between them, seen both lands to the northward and southward at once,-an
affirmation which Dr. Clarke
repeats, without any reference to Strabo, as a matter of fact,
although he had himself been in no situation to verify it.
T h e distance from the one Cape to the other, measured by the
compasses on the French chart, is one hundred and forty-four
geographical miles, which Strabo calls two thousand five hundred
stadia ; and even supposing a ship therefore to be placed exactly
midway, the distance from either promontory must be seventy-two
geographical miles ; so that for the land to be seen from the deck
of a frigate at that distance, it must be three thousand five hundred
feet high, according to strict computation, while some hundreds of
feet more must be added to make it really and in practice visible.
Major Rennell states the distance to be one hundred and thirteen
geographical miles ; and adds, that ' the high land of the Krimea
is visible from Carambis,' but does not give his authority for that
fact. O f the height of Cape Carambis I can find no statement;
and Toumefort, who so diligently traced the whole coast from
Constantinople to Trebisond, gives no estimate of it, although he
mentions having doubled it, and calls it Cape Persillo. With
respect to the CriQ-Metopon, Dr. Clarke, who had been upon it,

-
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Lady Craven, in her Tour, p. 146, says, that it was before called Cnnbla, but
cites no authority. Can this name have any connection with Symbolorurn PO* ?
t Geography of Herodotug vol. i. p. 261, 8vo.
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gives no estimate of its height; but the master of the Blonde
remarks, that ' coming from the south-west the land is very remarkable, forming three capes or headlands ; the southernmost
(Cape Aia), very high, bluff, bold-looking land, much like the
North Foreland, but much higher ;' and in a sketch of the coast
line it is estimated at about one thousand two hundred feet-the
same elevation which is assigued to it by Professor Pallas. T h e
next to the northward,' the master continues, ' Cape Fiolente*, is
moderately high, with three notches like steps in it, and between
these two the harbour of Balaclava. The northernmost' (preserving the ancient name of Cape Kherson) ' is long and low,
with a good lighthouse on it, well lighted.'
Whether, therefore, these two capes, or any land higher than
themselves, which may be in the rear of Carambis especially, can
actually be seen at once, we have no certain authority to determine ; and we will therefore close this portion of our subject
merely by remarking that the Ram's Head supplied the ancients
with the same name of CriG-Metopon for the western pronlontory
of Crete; and that in the comparison of Cape Aia with our North
Foreland, we have perhaps in the name of the town of Ramsgabe
the traces of the same fancied resemblance.
On the 16th of November, the Blonde quitted the harbour of
Sebastopol, and stood to the northward along the coast, on which
neither tree nor bush was to be seen, till she was off the point of
Koslof, which Bishop Heber visited, and calls the ancient Eupatoria, but could remember nothing interesting that he had found
there.
---- - From Koslof the land was found to be even, and moderately
high to the northward, till it terminated in the low point called
Cape Tarkhan, which is the westernmost point of the Crimea;
from which beeins the Cercinetis Sinus. still called the G u l ~ hof
Kerkinit, men%oned by both Arrian ahd Strabo, and leadiig up
to the isthmus which joins the Crimea to the main-land. O n this
point is an excellent light, which was seen at the distance of eleven
or twelve miles.
From hence the frigate stood across for the western shore, which
she made near Ackermann, and then went up to Odessa ; but she
found the distance across to be eleven or twelve miles less than
that comnlonly given to it upon the charts; and in sounding at
twenty miles from the coast, she found twenty-two fathoms water,
with a bottom of small stones and broken shells. Not even here,
therefore, so close off the great estuary formed by the mouths of
the Dnieper, the Bug, the Dniester, h.,finding any reahatian
of the dreaded accumulation of alluvial deposit.
O n the 17th of November,she anchored in seven fathoms water,
* Called F 6 h g by h Chevalier, vot ii p. 345.
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in a bay or roads so open as to render any sailing marks unnecessary, over the whole of which the same depth of water generally
prevails. During the two days of her stay the weather was thick,
and the ship again under quarantiae, so that observation and communication with the shore were again impracticable. The town,
however, appeared from the sea to be handsomely built, and the
lazaretto aud other quarantine establishment far superior to that
of Sebastopol*. There were no fortifications, or guns mounted,
and the salute fired by the Blonde was returnad by a Russian
brig, the only vessel of war then at Odessa.
Arrian makes mention of a town called Qdessus, somewhere in
this neighbourhood, where was a harbour, apd makes its distance
to be one hundred and forty stadia from Olbia, near the mouth of
the Borysthenes. To determine the exact site of Olbia-f*is not
altogether so easy a task; but whether we take it to be very nearly
where the modern town of Cherson wag established in 1774, at
the confluence of the Inguletz with the Pnieper, under an ancient
name again falsely applied, and which is very commonly supposed
to have been built out of the ruins of the ancient Olbia ; or even
go the length, which some others have gone, of placing it at
OtchakoR, where the lake into which both the Dnieper and Bug
empty themselves Aows into the open sea, the distance from
either place to the modern Odessa so greatly exceeds the distance

* There is a very good account of Odessa, in Augwt, 1804, by J. H . Siemac,
appended to MLGilPsTravels, vol. ii. p. 192, &c. The lazzaretto was then building.
t The chief data for the site of Olbis appear to be in Herodotus, Dio Chrysostom,
and Strabo. From the former, (lib. iv., cap. 17, 18, and 53) it appears, that between
the Hypanis and the Borysthenes there was a point or tongue of land, ;,U@A~V rk
X&e4r, and that upon this, near to the Hypanis, lived the Olbiopolitaa, also called
Borydhenite; the city of Olbia and Borysthenis being one and the same place.
From Dio Chrysodom's Tbity-sixth O~ationit aLso appears, that the city of Olbia
was on the Hypanis, although it derived its name from the Borgsthenes ; 4 y&e ailo
rd p i r L o p a r h a p r r k w ; r a i BO~UUSLVOU;
8'; r ; xLAAor x a i rd p k y r 0s TO; %s.rapru" xsirar
3i a& r$ ' T ~ ~ v ~ E I&
. also describes the tongue of land under the same name with
Herodotus, as being &I xrri cserdv, G r r r e T p b a ~ e v ,arc; s" r v a i w r a u n r a; a o s a p d Strabo
in describing it says, w h i u a a v ~ r8i rdv B ~ U U S ; V~ aW8 r ; u s&*;urous, ipteivupo5 r+ aore&
a i ~ rr.; 3' a b r * x a i '0hp;rr x a X i i r a r . And in another place where he has mentioned

Dnieper it is quite impossible that they can be said to form 1,uPaAar r i s x&(nr, or that
city on the banks of the one could in any sense or degree be said to be on the
other. But if we call the Inguletz the Hypanis, as has been done by Madame
Guthrie after Peysonnel, we have then the I p b o ~ a vformed by the junction of that
river with the Dnieper, as described by Herodotus and Dio Chrysostom; and the
city of Olbia placed upon it might be said to be on either river, though closer to the
one than the other ; and it would nearly occu y the position of Cherson, though not
on precisely the same spot. W e may add, t at Hypanis is not an unfrequent name
of a river, the Cuban having been so called, .or rather now bearing the same mme.
And if the Bug was called Hypanis, the Inguletz may have been called so too, an
idea which is rhaps strengthened by Strabo's expression of ~ A A Wr r a r a p ; c v T ~ a r r f ~
with ib di.l.mp from the nea w r d i n g to Strabo.
l'bdtc d O& 8grm
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assigned by Arrian, as to render it impossible that that town and
this ancient Odessus call have anything in common. We have
here, therefore, an additional instance of the misapplication .of
ancient geography under the Empress Catherine; which might
lead also to confounding this ancient Odessus, mentioned by
Axrian alone, with the Odessus mentioned by both Arrian and
.
which
-is far to the south of the Danube, and in fact the
Strabo,
modem Varna.
O n the afternoon of the 18th of November, the Blonde again
left Odessa, and steered for the Isle of Serpents ; still sounding
at from ten to fifteen fathoms and more, with a bottom of stones
and shells; which agrees generally with the depth and bottom
marked upon the French chart. As no other island but the Isle
of Serpents is now found to exist in this part of the Euxine, at
any distance at least from the shore, and it is dificult, in the first
instance, to suppose that one which existed in the time of Strabo
and Arrian has now disappeared, it is wmmonly said that this is
the same with the Island Leuce, or Isle of Achilles; the former
of which names it obtained, as Arrian says, from its white colour,
and, according to Dionysius, from the quantity of white birds by
which it was frequented.
~ r u x t i vr r r iauvuw~nvxaXieurrir

These birds, the ~choliasiupon ~ i n d a r ,who mentions this island
as belonging to Achilles,i r 3' E L ~ w&yu
~ P ~
( ~ a s r v & #' A X r l t h r
V ~ O V .

(sc. Yxu.)-Nem.
.- .

iv. 79.

when he is interpreting the epithet qcirvvk to be equivalent to
hsvxd, says were ipw8iol, wbich we commonly translate storks,
from whence we have our common genus of plants, the erodium
or stork's-bill; but Dr. Clarke, who refers to t&s passage, expressly translates the word Zpwbo; into pelicans-not giving, however, any authority for this opinion in ornithology. I t is certain
that great numbers of pelicans frequent this sea, and perhaps the
mouths of the Danube, in eompauy with both storks and cranes ;
but although Bishop Heber saw an immense quantity of pelicans
on the Asiatic side of the Sea of Azof, upon coming into the
Crimea, he remarks, ' I saw no more pelicans after landing in
Europe,' though he saw plenty of bustards, cranes, and storks.
I t may be reasonable to suppose, from putting these authorities
together, that the surface of the island, as I know from my own
observation to be the case in the Fairn Islands, and other parts of
our own coast, was, in and after the breediug season especially,
the time when it was commonly seen by the ancient navigators,
covered with the white dung of the c~untlessflocks of sea-birds
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that resorted to it. Arrian, indeed, assigns to these birds, which he
says were of various species *, and innumerable, a very different
office in connection with the name the island bore. I t was a present, he says, from Thetis to her son Achilles. H e had himself
lived upon it, and there was here a temple erected to his honour,
with a statue of ancient workmanship, where the goats, the natives
of the island, were sacrificed to this demi-god, and many costly
offerings adorned his shrine, with inscriptions, Greek and Latin, in
various metres, addressed both to Achilles and Patroclus. T h e
birds, he adds, are the guardians of the temple; they fly forth in
the morning to the sea, where, having bedewed their plumage
with its waters, they hasten back to sprinkle and to cleanse the
sacred pavement with their wings !
T h e classical scholar is here, perhaps, remiuded of the beautiful scene described in the opening of the Ion of Euripides,
although, as respects the birds, it presents the reverse of the
picture which Arrian describes. There we find the young Ion,
the nursling of the Temple of Apollo at Delphi, employed at
early dawn in sprinkling the water of Castalia, and in brushing
away all impurities from the shrine with the branches of the hallowed laurel. The birds come flocking to the sacred scene from
their abodes upon Parnassus ; but, all poetical as may be their
dwelling-place, and well-tutored as such birds of Apollo may be
supposed to have been, stiU, it is the care of the youthful guardian
of this temple to chase them from its courts and altars, under the
rational apprehension that they would rather defile than purify the
offerings and the holy places.
T o return, however, to our subject. Arrian goes on to relate
several other tales which were current in his days of the wonders
of this island, in which he takes care to express his own belief,
and, among others, one which shows that the ancient sailon had
something of the same superstitions as those which still prevail
among our seamen. Some, he says, have affirmed, that when
they were off this coast, they have seen Achilles ~ e r c h e dupon the
mast-head or yard-arm, in the same way that Castor and Pollux
are seen by navigators in every sea, and are hailed as the symbols
of their safety. I t does not, however, seem that Arrian knew
much of this island of his own knowledge ; for it is pretty clear
that he confounds it, in some respects, with a tongue of land in
the neighbourhood of the Rorystlienes, ahd to the eastward of that
river called ' A X i ~ ~ EagdWos,
) ~ s the Course of Achilles, which Strabo,
and I believe all other geographers of note, held to be altogether
different from the islalld of Achilles, and which Pliny describes to
be in the form of a sword-blade stretched across the sea. Dr.
*i

*a; &iar

ad +ar

a; $ a ~ a ~ #;umaking
,
no mention of ip8t&.
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Clarke preserves a portion of an inscription f b n d in the supposed
ruins of Olbiopolis, and brought from thence by Mr. Kel~all,of
Trinity College, Cambridge, which begins with the very singular
title of 'AxIM~T
I l o v ~ a to
~ ~Achilles
~ ,
the Lord of the Sea, a
title which may serve to throw some light upon the legend of hie
being the son of a sea-nymph: and a tongue of land near the
mouth of the Borysthenes is still called Kilburn; which, as Burun
ni nifies projecting laad, (as in Aia Burun, Cape Aia, and many
o er places,) is clearly Achill-Burun, or Achilles Point, probably
I t is curious, indeed,
the identical 8 P d ~ o sA X I A X ~of
W antiquity.
S
to observe how the name of Achilles is connected with this sea ;
and we may Penture to add to the invaluable work of Major Rend
nell on the Geography of Herodotus, the reason of the appellation bestowed upon the remarkable tract in question, which he, says
is not told*. For we call to mind that Iphigenia, to whod
Achilles was d a n c e d , or who was rather brought to Aulis under
that pretext, according to Euripides, when she was rescued from
the impious sacrifice, is represented to have been transported to the
temple of the Taurian Diana; and we may imagine these names
to have been the vestiges of the subsequent pursuit of her disappointed lover. The Scholiast, indeed, upon Pindar, in the
passage to which I have before referred, distinctly gives us this
tradition f-; and the classical student, who has leisure to toil
through the obscurities of Lycophron, will find that this pursuit
on the p u t of Achilles is expressly mentioned by that author ; that
he names the island and the Dromus as two different placest, and
says, that the hero was fated to tread the soil of Scythia, through
five years of grief, in quest of his betrothed-

%
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Dio Chrysostom, too, in his Rorysthenitic oration before cited,
us a curious account of the inhabitauts of that place, whom
he visited in person, of their extraordinary attachment to the memory of Achilles, and on his account to Homer§, whose poem
they all knew by heart, to the exclusion of other literature.
-

* Vol. i. p. 85, 8 v o . ed
t l a i 8 L x 1 r +v I ' A ~ I X A ~ ~ S .

f In the Iphig. in Taur. v. 420. Euripides appears to confound the

Stipai-
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and

V&Y a a A u i p 9 a Id a7ar,
Awdr b r d r , A~rAiior 2c&ow x ~ ~ ; r a 2 ; o ; a u ~ ,
Equror x a d aivrar.
And in the end of the Andromache, v. 1 2 6 0 , Thetis is made to prophesy to Pelens-rdt 9 b r a d r rsr asus, i r i r 6,' A ~ I M L ~
;+£I BiPouc vklbvra v8u1umxrbs,
Arvxb
I x r i v r r d s E;kiiveu ai nu.
8c8 ab# h k w Barf 03adr d A k v Wswa 'Opn~au. ad r l l rbniri
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With respect,+owever, to the identity of the Isle of Serpents
or the island of Achilles, when we consider the expres,sions of various ancient writers, denoting that it was close off the
northern mouth of t h e Danube, though fairly out in the sea ; and
when we find that the Isle of Serpents is in a direct line, half a
degree of longitude (by the chart) from the coast as it at present
exists, a coast too that, in all probability, as we shall presently
* have occasion to mention, has, according to the usual progress of
all deltas, gained upon the sea, we cannot help hesitating in giving
our assent to those who confidently state them to be the same
island ; and we endeavour to look for Leuce, if it still exists as an
bland, nearer to the shore.
Dr. Clarke, who saw the island, estimates it at near one mile
i n length, and less than half a mile in breadth ; but, in a very few
pages afterwards, he says, that, according to Philostratus, it is
' thirty stadia, or three miles and three quarters in length,' and
that ' this account corresponds with its appearance,' as he saw
i t ; although he had so recently estimated it at about a quarter of
that length ! H e says, too, that a part of its history, considered
by Scymnus Chius as being the most marvellous, was, that the
main land could not thence be discerned, although distant only
forty stadia, or five miles.' But even if this statement of what
Scymnus Chius says were correct*, how, we may ask, does a
distance of five miles, even supposing the coast to have remained
unaltered, correspond with half a degree of longitude under the latitude of 45" 15', which must involve a distance of more than
twenty-four miles ?
Perhaps we ought not to lay too great stress upon the fact that
the aspect of the Isle of Serpents, as represented by those on
board the Blonde, is not strictly such as to entitle it to the appellation of white; being a cliff of moderate height, with the land in the
centre, of a somewhat conical shape, and green; because, at the
time of year when they were there, or if the birds had altogether

' with L u c e ,

'

ihAqri{ovrrr, 8rZ & ir plrarr oiaCr r4;r pa&+ors,
akvmr tarrv Pai charor.-Orat. xxxvi.
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* The passage of Sc mnus Chius is at verse 40 of the Fragments in vol. ii. of the
Oxford Edition of the geographers---psi aPdr (tic. niuxtrv) s l i a arhIYra strplvn
A~dAimsira5.-l X s r 6s ah590r ~sread9acieriur,
rak &~rxraup~rars.
9iav S' iieraera~
05 8uvar& k'mv Pa2 rkurqr Xk av 215
xakre h a ~
s ris iraaqau rkhu
- -~ i u r nha;
r I r ca x i u i . i s 2; uuyy Lqs; A ~ I ~ ~ ~ ~ I
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So that the distance is called four hundre6 stadia, instead of forty, w Dr. C. quotes
it. Of Demetrius, Scymnus Chiua elsewhere says--
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forsaken the spot, the probable cause of its whiteness would have
vanished with them; but, bearing in mind what we have said of
the dimensions of the island, and its distance from the shore,
and examining the coast nearer to the actual mouths of the river,
we find the town of Kilia still existing a short way up the strea'm,
and an older Kilia at its mouth, while the northern mouth of the
Danube is called, upon the Frellch chart, the ' bouche Kilia ;' and
as we found the memory of the Dronius Achillis preserved in the
modem name of Kilburun, so, without any great stretch of the imagination, we may here trace the ancient name of Achilles, denoting
that the real island so called was either one of those now found
lying close off that mouth ; or that, in the alteration of the line of
coast, it may now form part of the main land, and have ceased t o
exist as an island at all. A t all events, it is a desideratum, which
has not to my knowledge been accomplished by any person competent to the task, to ascertain, by actual inspection, whether there
exist or no upon the Isle of Serpents any remains at all which
can be ascribed to the ancient Temple of Achilles.
After passing Serpent's Island, which is of that degree of height
as to remain in sight during a r m of twelve miles only from it,
the Blonde stood in towards the mouths of the Danube and the
lighthouse at its principal entrance ; having regular soundings still
on shells and small stones, till at only three miles and a half frotn
the lighthouse, in ten fathoms water, the strength of the breeze,
accompanied by a snow-storm, compelled her to haul off to a
greater distance. What then must, we ask, have become of the
great bank, the ara'via, which Polybius describes as havilig been
one thousand stadia long, more therefore, at least, than one hundred miles, and at one day's sail from the mouth of the river?
Upon which, he states it as a well known fact, the sailors, while
they thought themselves still out at sea, very often ran aground by
night, and which was familiarly called by them ~4971,
or the breast;
as in Latin, the term h s u m , or the back, was applied to the same
formation. I t is clear, from the French chart, aud from our own
frigate's track and soundings, that no vestige of it now remains in
that sea. Polybius ascribes its existence to what we see continually taking place upon a small scale in a mill-stream ; namely,
that the impetus of the water carries out the alluvium, which it
brings down from the interior of the country, to a certain distance
into the sea ; and that when that impetus begins to slacken, the
deposit of sediment commences, and forms a bank, not continuous
with the land at the mouth of the river, but at a certain distance
from it, according to the propelling force of the stream. Nor is
the notice of this bank confined to Polybius alone : Strabo also
mentions it by the name of r49~1,as a thing publicly and familiarly
known to his readers; although Arrian, who enumerates the mouths

Th Black 'Sea.
,ofthe rivers, makes no allusion'to 'it. We cannot donbt, then, that
it did exist, and yet we can now findno traces of.it; and we must
either therefore suppose that the weight of water has been sufficient a t some time or other to disperse this accumulation altogether,
which i t had before assisted to form, or that the land at the mouth
of the river has so increased since Polybius and Strabo wrote, that
what was in their days a bank, at a distance of thirty-fiveor forty miles,
upon a very moderate computation for a day's sail, has now become
an integral part of the continent of Europe. I n the accor~ntof
Captain J. Smith's voyage from Varna to the Crimea, before
quoted from Purchas, he gives us a lively picture of the process by
which such an event was then going on, though it does not appear
exactly where. H e saw what appeared like high'black rocks, but
which were, in fact, only trees, weeds, and mud, brought down the
river, ' of which as they sailed they saw many without right of
' land, seeming like high rocks or low islands, which are only great
' flats of osier-quagmire, where infinite heaps of trees do stick,
and by their weight, time, and multitudes, though the boughss
rot, the bodies they say have made many of these osier-flats firm
land in many places.' This is from an eye-witness; and whoever
looks upon the great map of the Russian dominions belonging to
this society will see, that while the coast north and south of the
Danube seems to show what was the original line throughout,
there is a very considerable projection beyond that line all about
the
-.-mouths of the river. which would amear to favour the latter
supposition ; bpt in thk absence of the' guthority of any modern
geographer or traveller who has visited the spot, it is difficult to
form any certain opinion upon the subject; and we must again
class the accurate solution of this question among our desiderata.
D r . Clarke, though willing to appear conversaut with the
ancient authors, makes no allusion to the former existence of this
I n one passage of his work he considers the discharge of
, bank.
water from the Danube as small ; but, in another, he finds its
colour and freshness extending above three leagues out to sea;
and says again, that at one league the water was Ct for use, and at
five leagues and a half very little brackish; indications, one would
imagine, that should have made him expunge from his work the
former opinion of the smallness of the discharge of fresh water
from this great drain of Europe.
O n the 90th of November, the Blonde arrived at Varna, which
we have before said to be the ancient Odessus of this latitude ;and
which was another offspring of Miletus so fruitful in colonies. She
there found excellent anchorage in nine fathoms water, in a gulph
easy of access, and yet sheltered from every quarter but the east
and south-east; from which, however, the wind is there said never
to blow home. But there was no more ~ ~ ~ o r t u nfor
i t observay
tion here than at other places ; and on the gSd, she proceeded on

her voyage, passing Cape Emineh, the extremity of the aniient
range of Hsmus, which projects into the sea, evidentlj the same
.name with Hernoni ; which, as well as Emona, a small town or
fort, once standing at the extremity of the range, retains the trace8
of the classical appellation of the Balkan.
Standing on from thence towards the gulph of Bourgas, she
a Arrian
passed the town of Missembri, the ancient M ~ a n p p ~ iof
and Strabo, &c., and which Herodotus * says was founded by the
Byzantines, who, s t the approach of the invading forces of Darius,
fled from their native city, and took refuge in the Euxine. Arrian
says, there was here a harbour, and that its distance from Cape
Emineh was ninety stadia ; which same space, measured upon the
chart, is now about nine geographical miles. From Mesembria
to Anchialus, he says, are seventy stadia more; and at seven
geographical miles we now find the town of Ahiouli, preserving,
no doubt, the remnant of its ancient name ;and, in both instances,
we have a result of ten stadia to the geographical
mile, or six
- - hundred to a degree.
At Bourgas, the frigate again anchored ; but as the plague was
raging there, had no communication with the shore, and only
remained during a single night. From thence she passed Siseboli,
the ancient Apollonia, and another colony of Miletus, where was
a temple of Apollo, from which, as we learn from Plinyt, in a
chapter upon ancient and colossal sculpture, Lucullus carried off to
Rome a statue of the god, which he afterwards erected in the Capitol, whose height was thirty cubits, and its cost w e hundred and
fifty talents, or, as some read the place, five hundred talents, The
modern name of Siseboli retains nothing apparently of the ancient
Apollonia ; but we recognize in it, without any difficulty, the
traces of a name it is said by DIAnville to have borne in after
times, Sozopolis. T h e Blonde here entered the harbour in fifteen
fathoms water, where she found two Russian two-deckgrs, a
frigate, and other vessels ; but, without letting go her anchor, she
proceeded on her return; and, after passing Cape Naida, she saw
nothing more of the land until she again reached the Bosphorus.
The facts of her voyage are few, and of themselves uninteresting ; except always that, simple as they are, they form a feature in
our naval history which we cannot elsewhere 0nd throughout its
range. In the pancity, however, of our informatiod, relativle to
the actual state of the shores of the Black Sea, they are worth
recording; and, taken in connexion with the different periods of
the Greek and Roman settlements in this sea, they cannot but
possess a very considerable interest for the geographer, however
imperfectly 1 may have sucoeeded in illustrating them.
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Notice o the ~ m p b eof Marmo. By ~ i e u Read I lth and 95th April, 1831.
tenant Washington, R.
OE.the empire of Marocco, the principal cities atid the manner$
and customs of its inhabitants have been often described ; but of
the geogra hy of the country, of the positions of tlie different
towns, of t e line of sea-coast, of the course of its rivers, of the
height of its mountains and elevated plains, and of its geological
structure and general features, our knowledge is very imperfect.
A brief but accurate notice of rruch information as was obtained
in a iournev to and froh the citv bf Marocco and the Atlae
mouniains, ;t~d during a residencedof one month in the capital
in the winter of 188930, is contained in the following pages.
T h e party destined to form the mission to Marocco agsembled,
in the begnning of November, at the hospitable British consulate
at Tangier, which town, situated on a steep acclivity rising at once
from the beach, presents its eastern and not unpleasing aspect to a
bay about three miles wide. I t is surrounded by rnouldering walls,
round and square towers every sixty paces, and three strong
Its defences towards the, sea are two batteries, one above the
other, on the south side of the sea-gate. Directly in front of the
landing place, high on the wall, are about twelve guns; to the
north, in a circular battery commanding the bay, about twenty
guns of all calibres, mounted on clumsy Moorish carriages, which
would not stand fire for ten minutes ; crowning all, to the north,
is an old and extensive castle, L'Kassbah, and the reside~lceof
the governor. On the land side, ruined walls and a ditch are
the only defences. The gates are shut at suuset, and a watch is
kept by night.
El Jarniia Kibeer, or principal mosque, is large and rather
handsome. Its snzfi or tower, placed at the north-west angle,
lofty, and wrought in coloured tesselated work; as is also the
~avementof the mosaue.
1
' round which stands a colonnade of low
iillars, with a fountail1 in the centre.
T h e streets, except the main street which crosses the town
irregularly from the sea to the land gate, are narrow and crooked.
The houses low, with flat tops, except those of the European
consuls, which are many of them good.
I n an open space about the middle of the main street there is
a vegetable and fruit market. But the principal one, S6k el
W ' h a d , is held on Sunday, outside the western gate, and well
supplied
- with
- - poultry, game, vegetables, dates, fruit, &c. Meat
is ood and cheap.
%his town is the residence of a bashaw, whose territob exten&
about twenty-five miles to the southward.
Outside the walls are some productive gardens beloaging to the
X.-Geographical
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different consuls resident here, who are su5cient to form a very
agreeable society. Prom a terrace in that of the Swedish consul
is an extensive and pleasing view over the town of Taugier and
its bay at your feet; the distant peaks of the Lesser Atlas.in
.the south-east ; and to the north, across the dark blue waters of
the Straits, the coast of Spain, from the memorable Cape Trafalgar
to the rock o f . Gibraltar. T h e anchorage in the bay is very
tolerable, except in strong north-west winds. Were the mole,rebuilt, the remains of which are still visible under water, the landing
on the beach would be always secure. The ruins of old Tangier,
possibly ancient Tingis, and a Roman bridge, are yet standing at
the southern part of the bay. Four small batteries, of about six
guns each, defend the sand-hills around the shores.
Population of Tangier, from 7000 to 8000, including 1.500
Jews, who are the chief artisans.
Itinerary, let day, hhembm 9, 1829.
The British embassy, consisting of a party-of officers, the interpreter, a motley group of Moors, Arabs, and Jews, as muleteers
and servants, escorted by a body of Moorish cavalry, accompanied
by the Basha of the province with his troops, and all the European consuls, to do honour to the mission, left Tangier, the
road leading in a south direction, over a sandy soil, through the
productive gardens that surround the town ; then through an
undulating country, over rounded schistose hills, about three hundred feet high ; mica slate, with veins of foliated quartz, occurring rarely; direction, north-west and south-east ; dip of strata,
75" to south-west; and covered with scanty herbage; passing
occasionally an Arab village of a few hovels, fenced by a hedge
of .aloes and prickly pear, or Indian fig* ; here and there a patch
of Guinea corn, otherwise no signs of cultivation ; at eight miles
reached our first encampment, a well chosen spot in a valley,
surrounded by an amphitheatre of hills, the distant ranges in the
south-east quarter stretching far away towards Cape Negro. We
arrived at dusk, and found the tents ready pitched; and when,
shortly after, the broad full moon rose above the mountains in the
east, the scene was beautiful and picturesque indeed. On each
side of the round handsome tent of our Moorish leader, Sidi Mohammed, striped blue and white, and surmounted by a gilt globe,
were the other tents, forming a circle, with the Arabs and baggage in the centre ; camels, hones, and mules picqueted around;
here and there a group of Moors, their swarthy faces lighted up
by the watch fires over which they were leaning; and when the
Moslems began their chaunt of the Slict el Ashar, or evening
prayer, it completed a scene that we had all read descriptiobs
.
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of in our youthful days, but which none of the party had seen
.
realized till this moment.
Itinerary, Qd day, November 10.
Shortly before dawn of day roused by the manly voice of our
chief joining with all his troops in his'morning prayers ; and such
was the practice, not only this morning, but ever after on the
journey. B e the weather what it would-rain and storm, or fine
and calm-long
before day were the Musselims prostrate on the
earth, chaunting the prescribed chapter of their sacred Koran.
Road to-day in a S. by W. direction 10 miles, over the well
wooded hill DEhr Acc1aou; cork, wild olive, dmo, myrtle, heath,
broom, palmetto, kc. ; masses of rifted sand-stone scattered
about In wild confusion; soil, gravelly clay. From summit of
this hill (500 feet), which is a wester11 spur of the northern
branch of the Lesser Atlas, an extensive view of bold mountain
scenery in the east and north-east, eveti to Ape's Hill and the
rock of Gibraltar, of Cape Spartel in the north, and of the
wanderings of two rivers in the plain beneath, which join round
the.foot of this hill, and flow into the Atlantic Ocean. at three
miles west. Forded the Wd Meshra'l Shef, (or stony ford,) and
encamped on an elevated plain (400 feet) at a tepid spring of
water called Sanga d'Ulad Sbaida; passed five Arab villages,
one coubba, or saint's tomb.
Itinerary, Sd day, November 11.
Marched 10 miles S., through a valley about eight miles
wide, with many springs; bounded on the west by a hilly tract
(500 feet), forming the sea-coast, distant about four miles ; on the
east by a range of bulky mountains (2500 feet) called Djibbel
Habeeb (beloved hill) ; soil, light clay; little or no cultivation ;
a few fields of drh*, or Guinea corn; passed four Arab villages,
three cmbbas, or sanctoria; encamped at entrance of Fas y Rechan
(valley of myrtle). About two leagues east-north-east of this
spot stands a curious rock, called L'Ooted, or pegrock, from
description like those we are accustomed in England to call
Druidical.
I t i w a y , 4th day, Novembe~19.
Course S. 16 miles :-first folir over a plain of myrtle ; then
through a narrow valley half a mile broad, winding in a south and
south-east direction, hence called the Camel's Neck ; the latter
part, over a plain of coarse herbage ; soil, light clay and sand, with
fiandstone boulders; and through a wood of fine cork-trees, being
the eastern extremity of E l Ara'ish forest. Encamped within two
miles of A2 Kantra (the bridge); scene of action between the
Moors and Portuguese in, 1578, where Don Sebastian, who has
'

The word d u d , or dhnnrclr, pronounced rapidly, in the m h r e b i w fukioe

It is a kind of sorghum or millet.

tbe privilege of ocea40nally re-appearing, lost his life and crown.
We thoroughly examined, sketched, measured and noted down
this bridge, which is in good preservation, qud atill crosses Wad
el M'Hazen. I n the valley through which runs this river, and on
its banks, the palma Christi, apd various other shrubs ; fine corn
land to-day ; rich alluvial soil ; wild artichokes, thistles, &c. ; a
few patches of Guinea corn ; hills to the west, forming sea-coas
wooded ;several flocks of sheep ;ten Arab villages ; three coubbaa,
surrounded with wild olive and fig; some deserted gardens i several
springs and wells*,
Zsinwary, 5th day,
" - Nouemler 13.
.Course S.S.E. 10 miies, fine open country ; soil, light loam ;
greater cultivation; much more populous; herds of cattle, hones,
mules, flocks of sheep ; passed ten Arab, villages ; three coubbas,
dazzling white, embosomed in wild olive and fig plantations,
forming a pretty contraat. From a rising ground, beautiful view
of the town of
A1 Kaar (Kibeer), situated in a flat tract of rich, partially
wooded meadow-land, through which meanders in a west-northwest direction. the river
L'Kheo, a rapid but shallow stream ; at this season of the year
the channel about o m hundred yards wide ; the plain to the
south-east bounded by beautiful mountain scenery. Conspicuous
by its singular conical form is the peak of Sarsar, at the foot of
which, said to be inhabited by Shereeffs, is the town of Wazen.
A1 Ksar, situated on tbe northern bank of river, distant half q
mile, surrounded by orchards and gardens of orange, omegranate, and palm, in great luxuriance; was built by ~ a c o g ,son of
the mighty A1 Mansor (the victorious), about the end of the twelftb
century, aed connected in history with the wars of Granada. T h e
town is surrounded by old and ruinous walls of herring-bone
brick-work and tapia, battlements, loop-holes, and small square
towers, fifty paces apart, about one mile and a half in circumference. Itode through the streets; counted fourteen mosques,
many of which were lighted up and spacious ; streets narrow, a ~ d
at intervals arched across ; houses remarkable for having ridged
roofs of tile-the only town in Barbary.
A1 Kaisseria, or Bazaar, contains a few mean shops ; no business doing ; s6cs (markets) and fmdacs (inns) deserted and lifeless. Population about eight thousand, of which five hundred
may be Jews ; but doubtless it had been much more populoust.
It will be remarked that this Journal is simply geographical. During a journey

of =me hapdred miles in fhis little known country, of course much other valuable
information was gained, which it is hoped will soon be laid before the public
+ Jackson's estimate of the populatiou in this country iu, generally speakingl tog
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Some little trade in salt, which is procured from the neighbouring
hills*. T h e weather at this season was deliciously fine ; the early
rains had fallen, and the air was mild-more like spring than the
approach of winter ; the nights heavenly, but especially this night
was calm, still, and serene; every star in the heavens distinctly
visible; Venus, as a g l ~ b eof liquid fire, gradually declining in the
west; nought to break the stillness but the occasional bark of the
watch-dog, or the drowsy note of the Arab drum from the distant
tents, whose inhabitants passed away the tedious hours of night by
reciting their wild tale of war and love.
Itinerary 6th and 7th days, November 14, 15.
Course S.W. 9 miles, W. by S. 12 ; over ground a succession
of vallies, and low ranges of hills ; one a mamillary range of two
hundred feet, foil deep clay, and hills of gravel; boulders of ferruginous clay-stone ; dried up thistles, and plants like fennelj called
el clagh (gum ammoniac) ; several beds of mountain streams, east
and west direction. At entrance of great plain of Mamcira, two
tumuli ; herds of cattle. As we enter the grazing country, Arab
villages change into douars, or circular encampments of from
twenty to thirty tents, seventeen of which we passed, and five
coubhas. Approaching the Atlantic, sea visible from the heights.
Itinerary, 8th day, November 16.
Course S.W. 1 1 miles ; reached the northern extremity of the
large lake, twenty miles long by one and a half broad, of fresh
water, called Murja R a s ed Dowra (or lake with the winding
head), covered with wild-fowI ; its western bank only a mile and
a half from the Atlantic, separated by a range of saud-hills about
two hundred and fifty feet high, covered with coarse herbage, and
which rise about three-quarters of a mile from the western shore
of the lake along which our road leads ; soil light and sandy ; a
forest of el clugh (gum ammoniac) ; some plants ten feet high,
stem five inches thick :such are the annuals in this ~rolificcountrv.
J Five coubbas, ten douars on eastern bank of lake, a few trees,
and herds of cattle. .

* I n examining the map of Don Juan Badia (Ali Bey), in Marocco (the only one
that has any pretensions to accuracy), it must be allowed that where he actually did make
observations, he in generally correct; but in compiling his map mistakes have arisen,
possibly through the carelessness of the editor. It is not wished to detract from
work that undoubtedly has great merit, but facts must be stated clearly.
1. A Kaar is placed 41, or 1611 of time east of Tangier; it should be four miles
west of Tangier.
2. The hfferenca of longitude between Cape Spartel and El Araish is assumed at
a mile and a half; it should be fiReen miles.
3. El Arcii'ah is placed seven miles and a half west of Tangier; it should b$
eighteen miles and a half. These mistakes occu~within fifty miles of the point
he started from. As for his plan of the city of Marocco,.it must have been drawn at
Pax& from recollection, so unlike is it to the origul.
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Itinerary, 9th day, Noaember 17.
Rode about 13 miles S.W., along the margin of the lake, in
which are several islands with saints' tombs, insular spots being
here, as elsewhere, sacred to holy purposes. Lake covered with
wild-fowl of all sorts-widgeon, wild-duck, snipe, curlew, waterhens, dabchicks, herons, cormorants, besides plover and peewits :
it produces fine eels ; soil light, sandy; coarse herbage ; little
or no cultivation ; no wood ; herds of cattle on opposite bank of
lake ; distant mountains in the east, bounding the great plain of
Mahamah Roumella; passed fifteen douars ; four coubbas to-day.
Itinmay, 10th day, NovmBm 18.
S.W. by S. 11 miles. Lake loses itself in a marshy stream ;
country becomes hilly-highest five hundred feet ; soil gravelly
and sandy; colocynth and coarse herbage; pass two coubbas,
nine douars, three springs; from summit of these hills of sandstone basis, view of fhe WGd Sehoo, windiug in the boldest sweeps imagiuable, through
a rich and varied plain, far as the eye can reach ; descended a
steep bank covered with broom, myrtle, juniper ;crossed the river,
about four hundred yards wide ; a bar of sand, a quarter of a mile
from its outlet, extends almost across, aud nearly dry at low water
spring tides ; inside from three to four fathoms water ; rise of tide
seven or eight feet; a good spring of water one hundred yards
distant from the northern bank of the river opposite the town.
Rode through the town of
Mehedia, situated on a height of about ten feet, on the southern
bank of the river, and distant one mile from the sea : when formerly in the possessioti of the Portuguese it was a place of some
consequence, as the ruins of handsome fountains, arches, and
churches attest ; its fortifications also were respectable ; a double
wall, if not a ditch, on the south-western side ; a long low battery
defended the beach and entrance of river, and the citadel commanded the whole; at present eight guns mounted are its sole
defence. The town now contains from three 'to four hundred
inhabitants, chiefly fishermen, who subsist by the sale of shebhel,
an excellent fish, much like salmon, which is caugl~there in great
abuudance. Water communication exists between this city aud
FHS,but is not taken advantage of.
Itinerary, 11 th day, No-bm
19.
Course S.S.W. 16 miles, through a narrow, deep valley;
lake on right three miles long; ou it four birds like swans, white
bodies and necks, red feathers on the siie, wings tipped with
black, called by the Moors El Boch 'Hhamar, a variety (pink) of
the anas casarca, Succession of hills and dales ; one mile and a
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half from sea ; soil light ; sandstone basis ; to the east the extensive forest of
Mam6ra, said to cover eighty milea of country ; on what authority is doubtful; the only traveller who appears to have passed
through this forest describes it ' as a wood of holm oak, almonds,
lentiscs, and large willows, through which he journeyed in a few
hours*.' Lions and wild boars, of which we saw traces, are its
inhabitants. Passing under an aqueduct extending one mile southeast, its arches thirty feet high, e~ghtwide,four thick--of masonry
and of antiquity, though it is difficult to say of what constructionbut in nood r er~ a i :
r enter the town of
SIG, or Sallke, once the terror of the seas, so renowned for its
rovers. whose daring ex~loitsreached even to our own coasts of
Christendom ; whose city and port were a constant scene of riot,
and bustle, and activity-now, ruined, still, and lifeless : such are
the fruits of ignorance, despotism, and Mohammedanism. T h e
present town, built on a sandy point, extending to the sea, forming
the north-eastern bank of the river, is about half a mile in length
by a quarter in breadth, surrounded by walls thirty feet high, and
square towers every fifty paces. Its defences, a long battery of
twenty guns, facing the sea, a round fort at entrance of the river,
and a gun or two on the gates. The mosques, arches, and
fountains in the city, as we rode through it, showed traces of beautiful sculpture, and of great antiquity ; streets narrow, and houses
aombre, like all Moorish towns. Population about ten thousand,
of which five hundred may be Jews ; with apparently little or no
occupation. The river
B u Regreb, formed by the junction of the Wmoo and Bu
Regseb, is here about five hundred yards broad, when full. The
bar, about one-eighth of a mile from entrance, runs almost across
in a west-south-west direction, with three or four feet on it at low
water, leaving a channel at each end ; the Moors use the eastern ;
rise of tide nine or ten feet ;inside, the harbour is quite sheltered,
with water for a frigate. The imperial dockyard is here; a corvette on the stocks, destined to be launched when the freshes from
tlie mountains, in the spring, force a passage over the bar. Several
ferry-boats, three or four small traders, an Austrian prize, and a few
fishing-boats, give an animation to this river quite uncommon to
the Moors. The town of
Rabiitt, standing on the south-western side of the river, fifty or
sixty feet above its level, on banks of crumbling sand-stone. As
seen from the opposite shore, the grouping of minarets, palm-trees,
ruined walls, and old mosques, crowned by its venerable and battlemented kassbah, across a broad full river, is very picturesque.
A curtain of five hundred yards, facing the sea, flanked by two clr0
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eular batteries of twelve guns each, about as nimy more in the
kassbah, or citadel, and a small battery overlooking the river at the
south-western end of the town, form its sea defences. On the
land side a strong wall, thirty feet high; square towers every fifty
paces--of tapia-work, and angles of masonry. The town extends
threequarters of a mile in length, by one-third in breadth, and
walled orchards of about two hundred acres reach along the bank@
of the river towards the ruined mosque, and lofty tower, one
hundred and fifty feet in height, called by the Moors
Smir Hassan-the
most conspicuous object, standing two hundred and twenty feet above the level of the river, and the first by
which this coast would be recognised in approaching from sea, as
i t must be visible from the deck of a frigate six or seven leagues.
We counted here ten mosques, besides the mausoleum of a sultan,
and that of the hero of Moorish Africa, the mighty A1 man so^.
T h e main street of the town, which runs parallel to the river, contains the principal ahops, not very attractive ; the markets abundantly supplied wit11 vegetables and fruit ; orange orchards, vineyards, and cotton plantations, are ex~ensive;the fruits excellent,
though grown on a light sandy soil. Moorish population may be
eighteen thousand; Jews, three thousand: the former appear
wealthy ; the latter, if so, dare not show it. The Jewesses eertainly the prettiest in the empire. MtMQh, or Jews' quarter,
filthily dirty, but they are the chief artisans. -One mile southeast of the town are the ruins of the Roman or Carthaginian town,
Shelh We were shown Roman coins said to have been dug up
there. Sala was a place of note formerly, and, according to
D'Anville, the limit of the Roman station on t h i coast. The
river, now called B u Regreb, was the boundary of the ancient
Mauritania.
Rineray, 19th and 13th days, November 23, 24.
Leaving RabEff,travelled 2s miles in a W.S.W. direction;
the first eleven miles by the side of 'a well constructed aqueduct,
partly above, partly under ground, which abundantly supplies
the town with excellent water; soil light and sandy; a palmetto desert. A t seven miles passed the ruined village and high
tower of
Tomara, distant about three miles from coast. I n second day's
journey crossed seven streams running into the sea, distant about
one mile on our right ; soil light aud sandy ; palmetto and various
bulbous roots; traces of wild boar; last few miles well wooded
with wild olive, droo, palm, &c. ; two Arab villages, and two
tombs passed to-day ; encamped under the walls of the deserted
town of
Bd Ma--a,
a square of one hundred aud fifty paces, enclosing
an Arab village ;the tower of the mosque (eighty feet) stands one
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hundred and eighty feet above the sea, from which it is dittant a
short mile, and would be visible six leagues from the deck of r
frigate. Coaat rocky and iron bound.
I
Itinerary, 14fh day, November 25.
Course S.W. by W. 15 miles, through an undulating county,
covered with a forest of underwood, as yesterday, and on our
return in the spring, the ground enamelled with flowers as a
carpet; soil, light sand and gravel ; basis, clay slate; dip, 45'
east, as observed on the banks of two streamlets crossed to-day ;
sea distant three-quarters of a mile ; passed two Arab villages-two saints' tombs. At six miles from B1 Mdnsorta, stands the
almost deserted town of
Fidallah, situated on the limit of a fine corn plain, at three
quarters of a mile from the sea, intended as a magazine for grain
before Mogador was built; a walled square, of about two hundred
and fifty paces, now encloses a respectable mosque, the ruins of
European merchants' houses, and an Arab encampment ; possibly
three hundred inhabitaats, Moon, Arabs, and Jews; half a mile
to the westward, a rocky peninsular point, projecting one mile
east-north-east, forms a sandy bay a mile and a half deep, offering
a fair and well-sheltered roadstead to small merchant ships.
Itinerary, 15th day, November 26.
W.S.W. 16 miles along the coast ; sea distant three-quarters of
a mile ; soil sandy ; basis, sand-stone ; no wood ; herds of cattle ;
passed two tombs, one Arab eucampment, two springs, one
streamlet to-day.
D a r el Beida, a small walled town of half a mile square, standing on the beach, and on a point projecting north-north-east half
a mile, forming a small bay three quarters of a mile deep ; a
roadstead well sheltered from westerly winds, and protected bya few
pieces of cannon. This town also waa built for the exportation
of corn, and was long in possessiou of the Portuguese ; the towers
of three mosques, and several good European-built houses, showed
themselves over the battlements of the walls ; many palm trees
and numerous gardens surround the town; water in abundance,
Populatio~iprobably seven hundred, including Jews.
Itineruy, 16th and 17th daye, November 27, 28.
S.W.by W. 3.3 miles, through a varied undulating country;
soil improving ; fine loam ; many gardens ; a small forest of
droo, a beaut~fulevergreen tree, much resembling the arbutur
in leaf and blossom, bearing a brown berry, which affords a
coarse kind of oil for burning ; signs of cultivation ; many
the fust seen on
p l o u y l ~at~ work; large plantations of 'hhenna
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the journey ; several springs ; herds of cattle ;flocksof sheep and
goats; passed eleven Arab camps-six tombs of saints. From
risiug ground gained sight of the windings of the river
Oom-erbegh .(mother of herbage), which, rising in the Atlas,
separating the provinces of F& and Tedla, forming the boundary
between Temsena and Ducaila, and flowing through deep banks
of sandy clay ; about one hundred and fifty paces wide here ;falls
into the sea ; on its south-western bank, one mile and a half from
its outlet, stands the town
A z a ~ r . - - I t s tapia-built walls, a mile and a half in circuit,
and crumbling to ruin, are, as it were, machicolated with storks'
nests ; its defence is a few guns pointed seawards ; but a bar
of sand across the mouth of the river, almost dry at low water, is
its safeguard from any attack except by boats ;-and a barrier t o
trade. The town is dull and lifeless ; streets narrow and filthily
dirty ; p.rovisions, Yish, vegetables, and fruit, abundant and good.
Populat~onmay be three thousand, including Jews. At the southeastern angle of the town is a suburb containing a mosque and a
sanctuary. The country around open ; no wood ; but well cultlvated, and many gardens ; soil, fine loam; large plantations of
'hhenna, a field of which, of about six or eight acres, the Kaid told
us was worth to him about 1001. annually, producing, by irrigation, three crops a year.
Itinerary, 18th day, December 1.
Leaving Azamor, ascended through a hilly country ; soil, light
loam; signs of greater cultivation, gardens, kc. ; sever4 wells
and springs; passed ten Arab camps, two villages, with trees, kc.,
at seven mlles ; a fine view of the town, bearing west four miles,
called
Mazagan*, situated on a peninsular point projecting north
about one mile, and forming the western limit of a sandy bay
about one mile and a half, affording a good roadstead for small
vessels, the point of Azam6r sheltering it to the north-east. The
town well built by the Portuguese, who abandoned it in 1770,
and respectably defended towards the sea by several redoubts. I t
enjoys some little commerce, excellent water, and good supplies.
Population, two thousand. About three miles to the south-westward of this place, on the sea-coast, are the ruins called
Tett (signifying, in Arabic, Tifu~). I t has been suggested
that it might have been founded by the Carthaginians ! Encamped
in the valley at the back of the high land forming Cape Blum.
* The various names of this town are worth remarking. In 1506, when fist built,
named by the Portuguese CastiCIo Renl ;afterwards Magaz~n; in 1507, by the
Moors, owing to the vicinity of a saint's tomb, Bur*; in 1769, when besieged by the
sultan Sidi Mohmmed, Ma'edrima, (let it be dertroyed); and in 1770, when capture,
by imperial proelamation, (the Arm) or Jdeidu. This ma account for mistakes In
aomeudoture and position, which rssee even in the best e&s and map.
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Itinerary, 19th day, Decembm 8.
Course S.K. by S. 36 miles; road now quits the sea-coast,
and assumes a more direct course towards the capital, across
a series of elevated plains or table lands, stretching to the foot
of Atlas, to which we ascend by three great rrteps. Enter the province of Ducaila, celebrated for its breed of hones, and its
woollen manufactory, in the shape of sulhams, 'haicks, carpets,
kc. ; soil of the plain, light loam, covered with stones, flint, &c. ;
eight Arab camps ; five tombs ; several springs and wells ; much
cultivation ;gardens ;fields of Indian corn ; a few scattered palmtrees, otherwne no wood ; ascended by a rocky road, hard sandstone basis, about three hundred feet, on to an elevated plain,
reaching to the horizon, except in the south-east quarter, where is
a solitary hill, called Gibbel 'Khaddiir (or green mountain), much
resembling the ' lone Soracte,' rising in the Campagna di Roma.
Itineray, 20th and 2 1st days, December 3, 4.
Course S.S.W. 14 miles, over an open plain, rather ascending;
soil, light loam, stony ; stunted palm ; palmetto ; a few flocks of
sheep ; herds of cattle ; ten Arab encampments ; seven saints'
tombs;-from
summit of plain caught first glimpse of
Atlas;-At
sunset, splendid view of the snowy peaks of the long
looked for Atlas, which wB now seePn all their glory lighted up
by the western sun; an extensive plain in every direction, and
apparently reaching to their feet; the masses of snow before us
are magnificent, but detached, as seen from this distance, upwards
of a hundred miles; the whole group bounding the arc of the
horizon between south-east by south, and south by west; the
highest
isolated peak south-south-east.
Itinerary, 422d and 2Sd days, December 5, 6.
S.E. by S, SO miles ; still journeying over an extensive plain
far as the eye can reach ; at times not a tree nor a building,
except a solitary saint's tomb, to break the level. Seeing a
horseman or tall camel on the horizon is like meeting a ship a t
sea ; first his head, then his body, then the animal on which
he rides, is visible. Soil of the plain, light loam, occasionally.
sandy and gravelly; palmetto and colocynth occurring in swampy
spots ; tine grass occasionally ; patches of Guinea corn ; gardens;
twelve tombs ; twenty Arab eacampments ; the tents now take
the form of bee-hives, and are usually rudely thatched with straw;
passed a large market to-day, held inthe midst,of the great plam;
camels, horses, mules, asses, rude ia~plementsof husbandry, coarse
wool lei^ manufactures, corn, vegetables, fruit, dates, almonds,'
'hhenna, kc., exposed for sale ; snowy peaks of Atlas bealltifully
silvered by the meridian sun; encamped at the foot of a semicircular range of small hills, varyiog fro4 one hundred to one

hundred and fifty feet; gravel 1 on summit of one of the highest
stands the ruin of a building named
Ghe.rando, either a fort or watch-tower ;circular, and apparently
Gfty feet high by twenty in diameter ; none of the peasantry could
say when or why constructed. From camp, eighteen saints' tombs
in sight*.
Itinerary, Q4th and 95th dayr, D e c d e r 7 , 8.
Course S.E. by S. 40 miles; road gradually ascends, about
two hundred feet, through a broken hilly country of clay-slate,
on to the plain of Smira, extending about twelve miles ; then
again ascends two hundred feet on to a second plain, seventeen
miles in extent, named
Peira-basis
of clay-slate; soil at times sandy, then decomposed slate ; many stones ; fragments of quartz ; flints ; much
agate embedded in crystallized quartz; some very beautiful specimens ; and covered with palmetto and coarse herbage ; with a
thorny tree, about twenty feet high, bearing a dark yellow berry,
called ridra nebach, the rhamnzss infecforius, (or yellow-berried
buckthonl.) Encamped at the foot of a range of hills, varying
from five to twelve hundred feet in height ; schistose, with veins
of quartz ; strata in a north by east and south by west direction,
dip 75" ; and forming the northern boundary of tlle plain of Marocco ;during our ride across these two plains, not a hut to be seen
except at our night's encampment, and but one spring of water ;
herds of gazelles and wild boar.
Itinerary, 36th day, December 9.
Course S. by E. 19 miles ; ascending about two hundred feet,
between hills of micaceous schist ; torrent bed fringed with
Spanish broom, sidra nebach, and acacia ; road stony, boulders
of ikon, stone, &c., and flints. On debouching from this rocky
defile, the imperial city, with its buildings, its mosques, its minarets, and lofty tower, in a large plain, in the midst of a forest
of palms, backed by the eternal snows of Atlas, rising to the
height of eleven thousand feet, and brought forward in striking
relief from the deep blue sky behind them-burst on our view.
While we gazed with delight on this beautiful prospect, our
Moorish leader, on first sight of Marocco, halted his troops, and
one and all offered up prayers for the health of the sultan their
master, and thanksgiving for the happy termination of their journey;
dncamped for the night under the shade of the palm trees ; the
contrast striking between this emblem of tropical and burning

* The clearsighted people of this empire, it is believed, do not wish their country
k be sweyed. They should pot canonize so many of their idiots, or build so many
saints' tombs ; for did an observer wish tu, select stations for a trigouometrical surve
of their plains, nothing could have beeu better placed than these snnctuasieq and whid
it ia a pint of their religion to keep in good preaer~ation.
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climes, and the snowy mountains, now rising almost immediately
above our heads ; at sunset many of the peaks still lighted up,
while all below lies buried in ose mass of shadow.
Itinerary, 37th day, December 10.
Cross the river Tensij?, at A1 Kantra, a bridge of thirty pointed
arches, and continue over a perfectly level plain, through a forest of
palms, towards the city; accompanied by the sultan's guards, all in
white clothing, and the whole of the troops and male populatioq
of Marocco, not less than forty thousand persons ; spirited charging
of cavalry; firing of guns and crackers; barbarous music! ; incessant shouting ;bawling, and piercing screams of women ! in short,
suffice it to say, every hoiiour that could be offered, attended us
as we advanced.-At
high noon-at the moment the white flags
were waving from the summits of the minarets, aud the loud and
deep voice of the Mueddin was heard from the lofty towers of the
mosques, calling on the faithful Musselims to acknowledge that
' there is no God but one God, and that Mohammed is his Prohet '--did we unbelieving Nazarenes enter the imperial city of
r o c o . An abrupt turn brought us to our quarters, in a vast
garden, ' at once silent, shaded, verdant, and cool,' and where
we were at full liberty to take our repose.
MAROCCO.
The plain of Marocco extends in an east and west direction,
between a low range of schistose hills to the north, and the lofty
A t h to the south, about twenty-five miles wide, and apparently
a dead flat to the foot of the mountains, which rise abruptly to the
height of eleven thousand feet, their peaks covered with snow.
This plain, which has no limit as far as the eye can reach east
or west, lying about fifteen hundred feet abave the level of the
sea, the soil of a light sandy loam, with numerous rolled stones
of crystallized quartz, agates, flints, porphyry, a green stone, cornelions, .kc. k c . , is, generally speaking, covered with low brushwood of the thorny plant called sidra nebach, or buckthorn ; the
banks of the streamlets fringed with oleanders in great beauty,
while to the north of the city is a forest of palm-trees and olives.
The river
Tens$, springing from the northern hills about forty miles
eqstward of the city, flows aloi~gat their base about four miles
north of Marocco, and joined by several streamlets from Atlas,
reaches the Atlantic fifteen miles south of Saffy, nearly one hundred miles distant ; the river is sliallow, but rapid ; the channel
here about three huudred yards wide, but fordable, except in the
spring, in allpost all places. The
City of Marocco, lying on the northern side of this rich plain,
is surro~indedby a strongly,built, maJricolated wall of tapla-work,
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thirty feet high*, with foundations of masonry ; square towers
about every fifty paces; the whole nearly six miles in circuit,
entered by eleven strong double gates. But this vast area is far
from being generally covered with buildings; it comprises large
gardens, and open spaces from twenty to thirty acres in extent ;
the Sultan's
Palace stands on the south of the city, facing the Atlas, outaide
the main wall ; but enclosed within walls of equal strength, is a
large space of about fifteen hundred yards long, by six hundred
wide, divided into squares laid out in gardens, round which are
detached pavilions, forming the imperial residence ; the floors of
the rooms tessellated with various coloured tiles ; otherwise quite
plain ; a mat, a small carpet at one end, and some cushions, form
the furniture.
Mosques within the city are nineteen, two emdrasas or colleges,
and one hos~ital: the orinci~alof these called
El ~oucubia,itand: alonk in a deserted space of twenty or
thirty acres, conspicuous above all by its lofty square tower, rising
to the height of two hundred and twenty feet, without diminishing,
thus producing a striking and singular effect--divided into seveu
stories, and its height apparently about seven times its diameter;
this tower is similar to, and said to be coeval with the Sma
Hassiin at Rabcitt, and the Giralda at Seville, built towards the
end of the twelfth century. (Only be it remembered that the
present superstructure of the tower of Seville is Saracenic, and
raised by Christians on the Moorish foundations in the thirteenth
century:) On the summit of the tower is a small turret in the
shape of a lantern, whence it derives the name Sma el Faniir.
T h e body of the mosque, though large, is an irregular building,
and insignificant when contrasted with the lofty tower by which
it is surmounted.
Beni Ywef, next in height, and in age, though modernized and
well painted, has a college of talebs (or seekers, i. e. students)
attached to it; a saint's tomb stands opposite its south door,
. . . .of -three arches, surmounted by a cupola, delicately wrought
formed
wlth rich Saracenic tracery.
El Moazin, said to be the most ancient, is very large, and has
several courts opening into each other; the Moorish horseshoe
arches highly sculptured, intersecting in various directions, have a
rich effect ; attached to this mosque are gates, said to be those of
Seville, the triumph of the mighty A1 Mans6~.
Be1 Abbiis, patron saint of the city ; mausoleum ; s a u c t u a ~;
mosque, and hospital containing one thousand five hundred patients.
Its style of building, a pavilion, surmounted by a cupola covered:
with green and varnished tiles.
~

-
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* see Planofcity.

Emdma -dd Emahia.-College and mosque, stands near the
south wall of the city; here are the sepulchres of the sultans of
the Mdtic Sadia dynasty, once adorned with statues and busts,
now,
- -thanks to the bigot~yof a rigid Moslem emperor, entirely
etfaced.
Fountains.-Several of these have traces of delicate sculpture,
especially one near the mosque El Moazin, called
Shrub-u-Shoof, (' drink and admire,') which has a cornice of
white marble, shewing evident remains of former beauty.
Gates.-Of the eleven gates of the city, now open, that entering the palace, called
B6b e'Rdm, is by far the best specimen of architecture to
be seen ; a Moorish horseshoe arch, (which, however false in
principle, is not unpleasing to the eye,) richly sculptured in
Arabesque work, in imitation of shoe-nails, &c. &c. : its name
would imply that it was the work of Europeans, or-of Romans !
the same word beinn: used for both.
Streets of Marocco are narrow and irregular, seldom wider than
lanes in Europe, in many cases connected across by arches and
gates, possibly as a defence in case of attack ; several open spaces,
which cannot be called squares, used as market-places, &c. ; the
Houses, usually one story, flat roof and terrace, the side towards
the street plain and whitewashed ;here and there a narrow opening,
not deserving the name of a window, none of which are glazed ;
but the interior disposition is much like the Spanish; rooms
opening into a court, sometimes surrounded with arcades, and a
fountain i n the centre; many of the doors of cypress-wood,
highly sculptured ; the rooms long and narrow, owing probably
to their want of timber ; no windows, no fires, uo furniture,
except a mat and a cushion or two.
A1 Kaisseria, or Bazaar, is a long range of shops, or rather'
stalls, covered in from the weather, and divided into cornpartd sale, were silk scarfs, shawls, and handkerchiefs,
ments ;e x ~ o s e for
from Fas ;Sulham, hmkka, gellal~ias,and carpets, fiom Ducaila ;
cloth, linen, hardware, tea and sugar, from London ! almonds,
raisins, yhhenna, and a1 kohol, from Swe; very fine corn, caravancea, beans, &c., from Shragna; very luscious dates, from'
Tafilet; and abundance of boots, slippers, saddles, coarse pottery,
mats, cord, kc., of domestic manufacture; and embroidery in gold
and silver, in which they particularly excel.
Markets.--There
are two or three ; the principal is called
Sdk el Kharnise, held near the north gate of the city, and, as
its name denotes, on a Thursday; well supplied with home manufactures ;outside the gate is the market for camels, horses, mules,
horned cattle, sheep, kc., but no ,areat show; not much bustle
except in the sale of horses, which IS by auction-the auctioneer
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pacing the animal rapidly to and fro, and vociferating the last
price named.
Tan-yard.-Visited, and thoroughly examined a large one, said
to employ one thousand five hundred persona ! Great waut of order
and arrangement; the process of dyelng was gone through for OUP
oatisfaction, and, in spite of dirt and slovenliness, a bright yellow
colour was produced which is considered inimitable in Europe. T h e
Mill6h, or Jews' quarter, is a walled enclosure of about a mile
and a half in circuit, at the south-eastern angle of the city ; populous
but filthily dirty; all the Jews pay a capitation tax to the sultan,
and are treated with the greatest contempt; we were offered for sale
by the Sdleik of the Jews and a Rabbi, the only copy of the New
l'estament in Hebrew and Svanish. the last relic of the S~anilrh
hospicio that once existed withn these walle. ~ohammedbnism,
with ita withering influence, reigns undisturbed. Population cannot exceed onevhundred thoisand, perhaps not above eighty
thousand, including five thousand Jews ; the women rarely showing themselves in the streets makes it difficult to estimate, but
here are traces of a much greater population. The dreadful
plague, and Illore dreadful famine, that visited this country a few
years since, have committed fearful ravages ; not half the space
within the gates is now inhabited; ruined walls and tenantless
houses meet one at every turn ; nothing flourishes but vegetation,
which, even in the months of December and January, is rife and
luxuriant-its springing freshnew forming a etrikin,rr contrast to
the mouldering walle around.
Aqueducts.-Extensive under-ground aqueducts surround the
town; some ten or twelve feet deep, but chiefly in ruins; they
reach across the plain to the foot of Atlas, in many cases twenty
miles iu extent; evident signs of a more numerous population,
and far greater cultivation of the arts.
Cemet&.--Several
large cemeteries outside the walls, both to
the north and south, but e~peciallyto the east of the city is one
upwards of a hundred acrea in extent ; war, plague, and famine,
have thickly tenanted them.
Gardew.-The sultan has three large gardens, of about fifteeu acres in extent, within tbe city, and two of about twenty
acres each two miler distant from the walls, thrqugh all which
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Jencin m Nil,so called from the abundance of water with which
it is supplied, certainly not on account of containing the productions of the country of the Nile, as it has no exotics whatever.*
JencSn el Ajia (or prosperity,) destined to the use of the sultanas.
JenGn eel 'Hassira, remarkable for its fine grapee, mbout two
miles east of the city.
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Stnnelalicr, about two miles to the north-west of the Ducaila
gate; fine olive plantations; and the residence of Don Juan B&
during his stay in this country in 1804.
The quarters allotted to the British mission during its residence
of a month in Marocco was one of the sultan's gardens, at the
sooth-west angle of the city, called
Sebt el Mahm&ia, covering an extent of fifteen acres, planted
in the wilderness style, with every variety of fruit tree--olive,
orange, pomegranate, citron, mulberry, walnut, peach, apple,
pear, vine, &c. ;with cedar, poplar, acacia, rose, myrtle, jasminforming a luxuriant and dense mass of foliage only broken by the
rolemn cypress and more stately palm, and through which nothing
was to be seen but the snowy peaks of Atlas rising almost immediately above our heads, and the tall tower of the principal mosque
distant about a quarter of a mile. Nought but the playfulness of
gazelles, and the abundant trickling of water in every direction,. to
break the stillness of this delightful spot, combining everything
to be desired in a burning clime,-silence,
shade, verdure, and
fragrance. But, as a contrast to the bounded view of our garden,
the terraced roof of our house commanded a view over the city,
the extensive plain boundless to the east and west, and the whole
d a h i ~ ,or belt, of the Atlas, girding, as it were, the country from
the south-west to the north-east with a band of snow; and few
days passed during our stay in Marocco that we did not spend the
hours of sunrise and sunset gazing on this striking and beautiful
object *, noting its masses and peaks of snow, and deploring that
this mighty range, combining, within one day's journey, every
variety of climate, from the torrid to the frigid zone, and offeriug
such a field to the naturalist, the geologist, and the botanist,
should still remain unexplored, and present an impassable barrier
to civilization.
Viewed from Marocco, the snowy range of Atla8 bounds the
horizon from east to south-west. At this season of the year,
(January, 1830) the transition immediate from the wooded to the
suowy zone;-the formation inclines more towards sharp ridges and
points than to Alpine peaks. The highest of these points, visible
from the city, bore south-south-east, distant twenty-seven miles ;
two other remarkable masses, forming sugar-loaves, south-east by
eaut and south-east, called by the Moors Qlaoui-a high ridge
from south to south-east. I t is remarkable that neither Moorr
nor Arabs have any distinguishiug name for the A h . It ir

* But dewription is not sufficient. Happily a very correct outline of Atlas, a
panoramic view of tha city of Maroeeo, with many other charaet.rirtic and spirited
nkrtches of ucanery in that .toountry, were made dur~ngour journey by a friend a n d
: b$lligent fellour-traveller, Mr. W. H
.Smith, R A, and which r l r e w it bp&
% '"ill Boon be made public.
.. .
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usually called Djibbel Telj, or snowy mouatains, or takes the
name of the province or district, as Djibbe2 Tedla ; Djibbel
Misfywa. The word Atlas is not known : whence is it derived?
May it not be a Greek corruption of the Libyan or Berebber
word, Adrar, or Athraer, signifying mountain ?-Many of these
heights were measured trigonometncally, on a base of seventeen
miles, the highest of which, named by the Moon
Miltsin, stands in the district called Misfywa, in latitude
31"lel N ., 97 miles S., 90" E. of Marocco, and was found to be
eleven thousand four hundred feet above the level of the sea.
This is below the limit of perpetual snow assigned by Humboldt
(Personal Narr., vol. i., p. 961); yet but once in twenty years
had these summits been seen free from snow.
I t is more than probable that these are not the highest summits
of the Atlas range, which will possibly be found in the province
of Tedla, about the source of the two great rivers Om-erbegh
and Mulwia, which, from the best information, appear to spring
from opposite sides of the same mountain; but this is conjecture.
Till measured in 1830, the height of no snowy peak of Atlas was
ever ascertained--at least none such is on record-but there is on
record a conjecture hazarded, as to their height, by Mr. Jackson,
and proved, by quotations from Asiatic Transactions, b.,to be
correct. Jackson's statement is-' that these mountains, which
lie south-east of Marocco, are seen at sea twenty miles to the
westward of Mogadore, and therefore at a distance of two hundred
and forty-five m~les,and consequently must have an elevation of
twenty-nine thousand six hundred and ten feet*.' That these
peaks might be visible from Mogadore, from which they bear east
by south a hundred and twenty miles, is very possible ; but it so
happens that the highest peak visible from Mogadore bears southeast (true), and consequently must be part of the range clearly in
sight to the south-west of Marocco, and distant only seventy miles
from that place, and certainly inferior in height to those peaks
south-east of this city. Thus does a distance of two hundred and
forty-five miles dwindle to seventy, and the unassuming but actual
height of eleven thousand four hundred feet must take the place
of the astounding elevation of twenty-nine thousand six hundred
and ten feet* !
O n reference to the Astronomical Jourual, there appear up%*adsof one hundred sights for determining the longitude of the
city. Distances between moon and sun ; moon, and stars east
-

* Jackson's Shabeeny, pp. 92, 3, and 4. London, 1820.
t This is noticed to correct miutakes,not from a desire of criticising Mr. Jackson's

work, w1Jch is unquestionably the most useful on this country. He spoke the Occih t a l Arabic, or M o ' p b , fluentl and without which no intimate knowledge can be
, independently of the marEed contempt a v i d by the MOO= u i
for
=hO
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and west of.her; and altitudes of the moon when in the prime
vertical,-the mean of the results of which give the longitude of
our garden at the south-west angle of the city :Gng. 70 86' W.of ~reenwich,
Lat. 81° 37' 20" N. Mean of about PO mer. alts. of the sun.
Var. 2030 westerly,-by numerous observations by Schmalcalder'~
compass.
The remarkable stillness of the air in this plain must be noticed.
Morning and evening generally a dead calm ; light winds during
the day ; little or no rain, and this in the months of December
and January ; atmosphere usually clear.
Mean height of bar. at Marocco,
Showing an elevation of
by
two
bars'
reduced
1450 ft. above the level
to mean temp. of 50° Fahr.
of the sea *.
Dec. and Jan. 1830
Greatest height,- Dec. 25, 1849 28.590 Fine weather, wind N.E.
Rain, xvivind s., cumulus
do. Dee. 20 .
98.250{ and lightning in S.W.
Least

-

. .

} 56g
64O, wind S.W.
. . . . . . .. .. . llSO
40' at daylight, N.E.
at 2 P.x., cnlmt.

Mean temp. of Fahrenheit's them. in the
shade, between 6 A.M. and 6 P.M.
Highest, Bec. el, 1629
. .
Lowest, Dec. 27
Highest in sun, Dec. 18
. .

. ..

T h e inhabitants of this country may be divided into six classes

-MOOTS,Arabs, Shelluhs, Berebers, Jews, and Negroes.
The Moors, degenerate race ofpoble ancestors, are the descendants of those who were driven out of Spain when the conquest of
Granada by Ferdinand and Isabella, and the flight of Boabdil el
Chico, put an end to the Moorish dynasty in that country ; these
chiefly inhabit the towns, fill the high oftices under government,
and form the military ; their language, the Mogreb, or occidental
Arabic, intermixed with Spanish.
The Arabs, originally from the desert,overspread the plains, living
in tents usually pitched in a circle, hence called Dwru, and following a pastoral life. When the soil is unproductive, the herbage
scanty, or their tents so full of fleas and vermin, that they can no
longer rest in quiet, they decamp and seek another spot, a spring
of water, or a saint's tomb generally influencing the selection.
T h e Arabs are hospitable, and when they promise may be trusted;
yet, otherwise, they are great thieves. They are a hardy race,
slightly made, and under the middle size ; the girls, when young.

* Calculnted by the tahle of M. Oltmanns, inserted in the ' Annuaire' of 1830.

t

positions withiu the
In Mr. Washington's MS. a list of aseertaind
empire of Marocco, with the authorities on which they reapectivelq. xeS, here *oheed, for which see map.
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a n pretty; the women frightfully ugly, owing to exposure and
hard work, as all domestic duties (a wide range in this country) fall
upon them. Their language is the Kweish, or Arabic of the
Koriin, though much corrupted.
Bergbers and Shelltiha inhabit the mountain range of Atlas ;
the former the north-eastem part, as far as the province of Tedla,
the latter thence to the south-west: they live chiefly in villages
of houses built of stones and mud, with slate roofs, occasionally in
tents. and even in caves : their chief occu~ationis that of huntsmen, yet they cultivate the ground and rear many bees. Their
mode of life renders them more robust and active than their neigh-,
bours of the plains; they are probably the aborigines of this
country, direct descendants of Ham, and have been driven to the
mountains by the i~~cursions
of the Arabs and Moors ; their language has no resemblance to the Arabic, though many words of
that language are in common use among the natives. I t has long
been a disputed oint whether the Shelluh and Bergbe? are the
same language : ackson, who lived many years at Mogadore and
Santa Cruz, declares they are not, and gives a specimen of eighteen
words in the two languages, to show there is not the snlallest
resemblance. Of these eighteen words I have found five, in two
different BerEber vocabularies, to be the same as in the Shell&
dialect. During our visit t o the Atlas, we wrote down from the
mouth of a native Shelliih, who had passed all his life there, some
hundred words of that idiom. O n our return home, finding that the
British and Foreign Bible Society had lately acquired a translation
of part of the Scriptures into one of the dialects of northern Africa,
I applied to them, who most liberally showed me their vocabulary,
which proved to be compiled from a manuscript in the Bereber
language ; upon comparing this with my own made among the
Sbelliihs, I found twenty words, in common use, exactly alike,
a catalogue of which 1 subjoin :English.
Arabic.
BrrCber.*
SheUtih.
Bread
El Khoba
Aghroum
Aghroom
Camel
Jimmel
Araam
Arume
TePta
Kerar (imp)
Call (to)
Ir-kerah
Dates
Tamar
Tene Icayn
Teene Icayn
Dinner
El-iftor
'lmquilli
Imkelli
Eat (to)
En-nitch
Ai-nish
Aka1

I

i

1

.f

* My authorities for the BerEber, are ' Hodgson on the Berebber L a n y a e,' pub
lished in the American Philosophical Tranaact~ons,vol. iv., and another comp8ed by a
Freuchman, long resilent at Algiers, I believe 1)I. Venture. See Appendix to
LanglGs' French Translation of Hornemann's Travels.
When these papers were read before the Society, it was asserted that these Ianpages were not allke; in the conversation that arose after the reading was finished
a contrary opinion was expressed, and it was intimated that Mr. Barrow (who is of the
highest authority in any point connected with Africa) thought d&rently, upon wbidr '
further inquiry was made-the result ie given above,

I
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Englirh.
Adfe.
&rbk
Shslltih,
Ayiin
Allen
Alen
Eyes
Feet
Rijlain
Etarran
lrlarn
Give me
Ara
Efikie
Fikihie
Honey
Asel
Tament
Tamint
Man
Rajel
Erghaz
Argaz
Mountain
Jebel
Addrar
Adderar
Morning
S'bagh
Zik
Zik
Nose
Anf
Thinzarth
Tinzah
Slave
El abd
Isimgham
Issemg'h
Sultan
Sultan
Aghoullid
Aglid
To-morkow
Elgad
Ezikkah
Azgah
Water
Elma
Aman
Aman
Village
Dshar
Theddert
Thedderth
Woman
Murrah
Temthout
Tamtoot
Year
Sanat
Esougas
Acsougat
These two languages cannot be very dissimilar, in fact I have
little doubt that they are dialects of the same ; further examination
is necessary, and a knowledge of the circi~mstancesunder which the
suspect to be the
translation was formed ; but if, as I stro~~gly
ease, a vocabulary derived fi-om a native of one of the K a b y b
or clans, which inhabit Atlas south-east of Algiers, and that fiorn
a native of the mountains south of Marocco, prove to be the same,
we shall have obtained a key to a hnguage spoken throughout the
mighty range of Atlas, and extending from Bakeereh on the banks
of the Nile, to Cape Noon on the Atlantic Ocean, a distance of
more than two thousand miles ; nay more, there is every reason to
believe that the Bere'ber is the native idiom of all northern Africa ;
i t is the language of the Mozabies; the Wadrsgans; the Wurgelans ; the Tuaryks ; and BerGber words may be traced on the
contines of Egypt and Abyssinia.
Jeras are in this conntry, as elsewhere, a living proof of the literal
fulfilment of that prophecy delivered more than three. thousand years
ago,-'
Lo, the people shall dwell alone, and shall not be reckoned
among the nations,'-Numbers
xxiii. 9 ; and although ignorant of
the existence of such a command, the Moon have strictly and literally complied with it, obliging them to live in a particular quarter of
their cities. T h e Jews are a very numerous and serviceable body;
they are the chief mechanics. interpreters, kc., and the medium
tlirough which all commercial business is carried on with Europeans ; they are also obliged to submit to the most menial offices,
as servants, porters, scavengers, k c . Despised and insulted by
the Moors, whom they cheat on all occasions, they have no redress,
but must submit to be abused, struck, nay, to be stoned by a
mussuln~anchild, against whom, if a Jew iift up his hand, he will
infallibly lose it ; if passing a mosque, he must take otf his slippers ; if he meet any of the emperor's household, even the d d
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negresses, the late imperial concubines, the Jew must doff his
slippers, and stand close to the wall till they pass; to such a state
of degradation are the people chosen of God, the descendants of
Abraham, brought in this country. Yet such persons are our
official interpreters, nay more, our consular agents ; as for repeating a message on terms of equality to an emperor, or a spirited
remonstrance if necessary, they dare not for their lives. T h e
Negroes, who are not very numerous, are slaves, and here, as
in more civilized countries, are articles of traffic ; yet they sometimes reach statious of great importance, and gaiu their freedom ;
and thus even in benighted, barbarian Africa, that foulest stain on
a nation's fame-is not half so black as in enlightened, Christian
Europe :--the
negro's character stands high for fidelity, the
sultan's body-guard, the only standing army, is chiefly composed
of these: it is now not above five thousand strong; but under
Muley Ishmael is said to have reached one hundred thousand. The
Government of this country is absolutely despotic; the sultan
ie the head of the church and state, which are inseparable ; Mohammedanism is their
Religiun, and some of its bigoted tenets are rigidly enforced by
the present possessor of the throne ; in their religious duties, such
as prescribed prayers, ablutions, kc., the Moors are very strict,
even on a journey; they look on Christians as of no religion, and
not without reason. since at Tangier. the residence of the E u r o ~ e a n
aod American corps diplomatique, comprising ten or twelve ionsuls, with their attachks and dependants, there is but one Roman
Catholic priest (Spanish it is believed) ; the six Protestant representatives, and their families, have not even the shadow of a minister of religion.- Their
----Laws, the will of a despot, who in the capital administers justice in Derson : in the ~rovincesthe kalifa or bashaw faithfullv
copies the despotism o! his imperial mister; yet judgmeut is
generally correct, and always prompt ; the ruling principle appears
to be-keep the people poor, and they will not rebel. T h e
Rmmue is derived from taxes paid in kind, oue-tent11 of corn,
and one-tweutieth of cattle; a capitation-tax on all Jews, and
firles on districts where crimes have been committed ; but the
revenue is uncertain, nay, often must he levied by force from some
of the Arab tribes ;the whole may amount to a nlillion sterling. The
Mditay are a sort of militia called out when required ; they
receive no pay, but are furnished with a horse, and, when those of
the provinces visit the capital, with a trifling present. The only
standing army is the sultan's bodyguard, before mentioued ;.all
the sold~erscarry long muskets, which they use with great dexterity,
firing at full gallop ; they are hardy, sleeping usually on the ground
without any extra covering, even iu cold wet nights ; but they are

" .
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not formidable, as they have no idea of the advantage of moving in
masses; if their first charge is not decisive they must be easily
routed ; many of them are good marksmen ; the management of
artillery in the field is beyond their comprehension. T h e
Edwafion of the youth is confined to learning the Koriin,
which they are taught by rote in the schools, and the management
of a hone and fire-arms.
Mush is almost unknown; a rude pipe and more barbarous
drum are in use, but after listening a long time no pretensions to
harmony could be discovered, except among the SkIIuh mountaineers, whose songs were plaintive and pleasing.
The Moors are generally a fine looking race of men, of the middle
stature, though at first sight their loose flowing dress gives them the
appearance of large men ; after middle age they become corpulent,
both men and women, owing to their inactive life. They have
usually good teeth ;complexion of all shades, owing to their intercourse with the negroes, and we remarked the darker the colour
generally the finer men, and more determined characters; the
women, who are pretty when young, blacken their eye-lashes and
eye-brows with a1 kalwl, (lead ore,) and stain the tips of their
fingers (as do also some of the men, the fops of this county it ia
presumed) with ' h h n a , which is far from adding to their beauty,
being of a deep orange colour. The
Dress of the Moors is ~icturesqueand graceful ; a shirt, with
large sleeves, and drawers of ample dimensions, of white linen,
over which by many is worn a kaflan, with short sleeves, buttoned
to the shape, of bright yellow, or light blue cloth; a manycoloured silk sash round the waist, over this a white
Haick, a long light woollen, cotton, or silk mantle, worn as the
Roman toga, and at times a sort of cloak, with a hood, called a
Sulhcim, of blue, yet more generally of white casimere ; a
red cap, round which 1s wound some white muslin so as to form
a turban, and slippers or boots of yellow Marocco leather; the
haick is worn by women as well as men, often the only garment,
and at times so fine as to be transparent ; the women always wear
~ e dslippers, and neither men nor women wear stdckings. A
Jellabia is a coarse serviceable garment, made of worsted, and
worn by the poorer people, and ca-&ot be better represented thau
by making a hole in the bottom of a sack for khe head, and cutting
the lowercorners off for ann-holes.
The Jews are not allowed to wear colours; a black bornoos,
black cap, aqd black slippers, mark their degradation.
The usual food throughout the country is a dish called KiisCzsli,
composed of mutton or fowls stewed with a few vegetables,.
served up in a large flat earthenware pan, filled to overflowing with
granulated paste, forming a savoury and nutritious dish;
is
a
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placed on the ground, round which tit crosa-legged half-adoaen
penons ; chain, tables, knives, forks, spooao, and platea, am
superfluities unknown.
Coffee is not used. T e a very generally; at all hourt of the
day it is presented to viniters, otherwite water M the only beverage.
The Moors do not emoke tobacco, but take a great deal of
snuff; they occasionally smoke the leaves of the HorhLha (or
hemp-plant), which appears to have much the soothing quality of
opium, producing pleasing intoxication ; they also make a sort of
eonEection of the seed of this plant, called Kbq, which has the
same properties, and to the use of which they are much addicted.
The characteristics of the Moor are idlema, apathy, pride,
ignorance, and ocruwlity-though living in the most deplorable
state of ignorance they look with contempt on all others, terming
them barbarians. Their bigdry, too, is excessive ; on our journey
to Marocco a party of travellers that we met, after saluting the
chief of our escort, said to him, God preserve you from the contamination of the Ka5rs.' O n such occasions it is brought home
to us with double force, how thankful should we Europeans be for
the blessed light of Christianity. - T h e sensuality of the Moors
knows no bounds ; the laws of nature cannot restrain it; the conatant and often repeated application to the medical officer * attached
to the mission was for stimulating: drum and cordials. even after
their noxious qualities were pointez out r 4 e c r e p i d old men, with
one foot in the grave, would have given half their fortune for a few
hours of invigorated youth. The day is usually lounged away in
idlar~assr--except for the military exercise of L d el BarGd (Literally
playing powder), which oonsists in charging at fun gallop, firing
their gum, and stopping short, they seldom move from their
letbargic state of apathy or drowsiness ; yet with these vices they
are hospitable and posseseed of great fortitude under misfortune ;
All& bra',' God made it so,' is their eupport under all dictionsi
The people are generally healthy and long lived ; the climate is
unquestionably good, yet lepmy, ophtbalmia, elephantiasis, hydro..
cele, and the venereal disease, are n d uncommon ; their remedies
are simple, their whole materia medica consisting in a few herbs ;
but the dreadful scourge of this country, the plague, visits them
nearly every twenty years, nor will they be induced to take any
precautionr against it.
Locusts also commit fearful ravages, occasionally devouring
every p e n leaf, and leaving the ground over which they have
paseed absolutely barren. But the pride of the Moor M his
Horse, and often, indeed, it is an animal of great beauty ;has
+
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more stuff in him than the Andslusian jennet, probably owing to
finer asturage; his action and shape also d~fTer; he does not
raise is feet so high and advances more ; ?either does he pace,
but his uoual step is a long walk; nor slip in his quarters as the
Spanish horse ; and is sure footed even when galloping over rough
ound, as we often proved, hunting both wild boar and azellea,
y h e horses usually stand from fourteen to fifteen han s high,
of every colour; tPe most beautiful we remarked were cheenut
and black, though the latter not common ; flowing ane and tails,
which they never dock, but when young shave the ti$, giving it an
absurd ap earance ; we meaaured the maqe af a chesnut horse two
feet and a alf long, the tail sweeping the groqnd; the seldom begm
to ride them tiH four years old, nor do they ride t le mares. Is
the interior of the countr a good horse may sometimes be bought
for one hundred Spanis dollars (twenty guineas), though with
difficulty, and cannot be exported without an order from the
emperor. On a journey the Barbary horse starts unfed and without water; at the end of it is piqueted, unbridled, never unsaddled; given as much water as he can drmk, then barley and
broken straw thrown down on the ground as far before him as he
can reach by stretching out his neck : thus he rarely or never lies
down, nor gets any sleep, yet is very spirited ; broken wind is
rare ; they are often tender footed, and much shaken iu tbe
which is conshoulders from the sudden stop, even at f ~ lgallop,
l
stantly practised.
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The audience with the sultan ;--the interchaage of presenb,pamely, our choicest work8 of art, such as chrosometercr and
telescopes, for the fiercest beasts of nature, as tigers, hyaenas,
wolves,-tbe
honoun paid to the British mission, h.,fall not
within the limits of a geographical sketch.--To proceed then to
the Atlas.
J ~ n u u g7, 1830,
Bade adieu to our earthly paradise, the garden of El MahmGnia,
and journeyed across the plain, in a south-ettst direction, towards,
the A t b ; soil, light, sandy loam, covered with rolled stones,
anel shrubs of the buckthorn and timet (resembling a gooseberry
bush) ; severol brooks of water, fringed with oleanders ; large
plantations of olives, and ruined aqueducts crossing the plain in
varioue direction#. At sixteen miles, entered a valley of the Atlas,
winding in a south direction, and following the course of a mountain torrent; encamped for the nigbt about two thousand four
hundred feet above the level of the sea, and one thousand feet
above the lain, commanding a splendid view of the city, the whole
plain of &roew, 4 winding of the river, losing ilrelf UI tho
western horizon.
L
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A t daylight, struck our tents, a n i set forward by a sharp ascent ;
a brawling. torrent in the vallev below us : its banks well wooded
witb olive, carooba*, walnut, acacia, cedar-the finest timber we
bad yet seen in the county, though not very large-and profusion of
oleanders, stunted palms and rose-trees; cheered and enlivened on
our march by the shouts of the Shellzih huntsmen, re-echoed from
rock to rock, in their endeavours to rouse the game ; each turn of
the road disclosing fresh beauties in the valley, and a more boundless view of the plain and city of Marocco, its various mosques
glittering in the morning sun ; basis of road, limestone ; soil, atiff
clay; stony; boulders of limestone, sandstone, agate, flint, porphyy, gneiss, greenstone, and cornelian ; on brow of hill a range
of hmestone, fissures vertical, resembling a pile of gigantic tombstones, artificially placed ; passed several villages, perched in the
most romantic situations, and inhabited by the free ShcllGh, the
aborigines of these mountains.
After about three hours' ascent, the ~ a t h sbecoming narrow
and intricate, we dismounted, left our Moorish escort, and put
ourselves under the guidance of the Shelliih mountaineers-our
only directions, pointing to the snowy peaks above our heads;
still ascending through a forest of carooba, olive, cedar, walnut,
kc., overrun by wild vines, and the hop-plant in great luxuriance ;
the scenery now becoming truly romantic ; abrupt, sterile, sandstone mountains rising on each side of us ;the valley, not a quarter
of a mile broad, through which rushed a brawling torrent five
hundred feet below us, with the mountain path at times on the
very brink of the precipice, while, before us, the snowy peaks
appeared to recede as we climbed.
A t noon, halted on the summit of a conical schistose hill, much
decomposed at surface ; strata, east and west ; dip, 30" northeast, for a meridional observation, which gave our latitude 31"
%?J'N.,-the
first ever perhaps taken in the Atlas. Our barometers here showed four thousand six hundred feet above the sea.
While making our observations we were surrounded by. the
native Shelliih, who gazed with astonishment at our persons-our
dress, particularly the gilt buttons; they silently looked at the
compass, the spy-glass, the barometer, as things far beyond their
comprehension ; but when the guicksilver was poured out for an
artificial horizon, they burst out into an exclamation of mingled
astonishment and admiration, but no incivility, no rudeness : the
contrast between the apathy of the Moors and the intelligence and
curiosity of these primitive mountaineers, is striking ; they have an
air of freedom about them unknown in the plains ; well-formed
athletic men, not tall, not marked featbres, and light complexions.
P

* A1 kharob, i.e. ceratonis siliqia
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Goitre is unknown among them ; their language unintelligible to
our interpreter, nor, generally speaking, did they understand
Arabic. We conversed through the medium of the scheik of
the Jews residing in this valley, and obtained correctly some hundred words of their language; they dwell in cottages, built of
rough stones and mud, with slightly sloping slate roofs; their
chief occupation is hunting, mix very little with the Arabs and
Moon of the plain; wherever their valley afforded a spot of
ground it was enclosed and cultivated ; to us, they were hospitable
and generous. I n each village are many Jewish families, who
have fled hither to avoid the degradation and taxation to which
they are liable in the cities; this valley contains ten villages,
between four and five thousand inhabitants, one-fourth of which
are Jews. Saltpetre is found here, and good gunpowder made.
Copper-mines are said to have been worked at the upper end of
the valley. How little is known of the central recesses of the
Atlas ! Doubtless these valleys are all inhabited by a race of men
probably as unmixed as any existing, of whom nothing is known,
hardly even a few words of their language ! Here is a field for
an inquiring mind.
But to proceed : for two more hours continued ascending; ground
covered with scanty herbage and stunted cedar; reached the limit of
snow, and continued some distance above, till finding the thawiug
snow giving way under our feet, and our guides declaring they would
no longer accompany us, we reluctantly halted, and gazed on the
highest peaks, still far beyond our reach, the space between us and
them one mass of untrodden snow. Our barometer here showed
an elevation of six thousand four hundred feet. The mountain
on which we stood was of hard red sand-stone, strata, running
in an east and west direction, dip 10' south ; we had thus ouly
passed limestone*, micaceous schist, and sandstone, only transition
and secoudary rocks ; no traces of the primitive, except a boulder

* This formation, it is believed, is of secondary limestone, and probably is
rally difised throughout the skirts of the Atlas, forming the basis of all the
ranges of the mountains to the height, perhaps, of three or four thousand feet. Of
marble we saw nothing in our journey, except in some of the buildings in Marocco ;
and, after much inquiry, could not decide, from the ignorance or apathy of the Moors,
whence it came, but it is believed from Italy. The great columns and pillars of
white marble yet existing in this country are between Fox and Mekinen, and described
as the ruins of a triumphal arch and temple; but of +oaswntico and other ancient
marbles, which have been, historically, almost proved to have come from Mauritania,
we could hear nothing.
Of the age of Atlas it would be difficult to form a conjecture ; but if the very plausible theory of M. Elie de Beaumont be correct, Atlas is of later date than the ran@
of Erzgebirge in Saxony and the Cote d'or in Burgundy,-than the Pyrenees and the
Apenuines,-than the gigantic Mont Blanc and the south-westernAlps, and probably
coeval with Mont Qothard and the central Alps, the Caucasus, the Balkan, and the
mighty range of Himaleh in Asia,-that is, judging from the Alps in Swltzerlalld of
a comparatively recent date, or elevated aince the deposition of both secondary and
M a r y a+.
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of ranite or rather of gneis~itl the valley below, and vein&of foli:
ate quartz in the schistose hills ; besides, the tendency of the
formation is to table-land? ridges, and rounded summits, not to
sharp or Alpine peaks ; netther did we on our route through the
country see any trace of volcanic agency, nor is there anything ia
. the outline of Atlas indicating the former eaistetice of a crater.
Returned to our camp at aight.
January 9.
On a hill five hundred feet above our camp are ruins of a city,
now called T a e m m t , apparently of great extent; walls of
unhewn limestone and mortar, baths, vaults, k c . All the infor'matiob we could gain from the natives was, that it was formerly a
Christian or Roman city, aud tradition attaches to it the same tale
as that of the taking of Troy, which, substituting mules laden with
treasure, for the wooden horse, was distinctly related to us by a
Sh&h huntsman, who, ~ointingto a certain spot i? the wall,
said, And there stood BGb el 'Ghr&-r,'
or ' traitor's gate,'
.which name it bears to this day !
Januay 10.
After three bights spent in the A t h , at dawn of the following
day began to descend on our return to the plain ; passed a bilsih
formed by hills about five hundred feet ih height, presentihg a
remarkable appearance ; strata of lime running north-east and
sohth-west, dip about 70° to south-east, and which, following the
undulation of the hills, gave to the north-west slope the resemblance of a series of crescents rising one above another. Agaih
reach the regions of palm, oleanders, rose-trees,
; on gaining
the plain turn east-north-east, along the foot of a range of hills
called the
Arina range, which presents a striking feature even as seen
from Marocco; basis of lime; strata east and west, di 20' to
the south-east ; its north-western face precipitous, five {undred
feet high, and deeply channelled with water-courses, and having
dark red clay, possibly metallic, between the strata of lime. Road
turns north across the plain ; soil light clay ; ground covered with
carnelians, agates, 8rc. ; traversing humerous streandeb gushing
from all the vallies of the Atlas ; their margins rife with vegetation ; cross the river Tensift, and lose sight of the tall tower of
as a light-house far
the mosque of El Ki%tabia, which, toweri~~g
'above the level fine of verdure formed by the tops of the palm-trees
around Marocco, had hitherto been our beacon across the plain.
Encamped close under the eastern extremity of the schistose range
of hills, forming the northern limit of the plains and at the source
of the river Teneift. The schistose hills, varying from five to eight
hundred feet in height, assume every variety of shape ; truncated
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cones, pyramidal, pine-apple, sugar-loaf, &.c. ; one of which war
covered with masses of gneiss, or coaree-grained granite, abounding
with black' mica ; many of these blocks were several tons weight.
How got they there? If granite, tlie nearest granite mountains are
at the distance of twenty-five or thirty miles. Can they be boulders ? They had rather the appearance of roughly quarried masses
of four or five feet square.

Leftthe plain of Marocco, and, striking through the schistbse
hills, again came on the extended plain which we had crossed forty
miles to the weatward, on our journey to the capital ; soil, fine
loam; irrigated and well cultivated ; a three days' journey of
tibout fifty miles in a north-north-east dimtion, over this great
plain, brought us to the banks of the river
Oom-erbegh, at the ford called Meshra el 'Khduf, or ford of
wild boar, many of which we hunted and killed during our day's
journey ; the river here is not rapid ; about one hundred and Aft$
yards broad, and fordable ; it flows through banks of deep soil.
Durihg these fifty miles passed but twelve Arab encampments,
and six saints' tombs ; much less population, but which ma be
accounted for by the land being dedhned to pasturage ; he s of
cattle, flocks of sheep add goats.
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A journey of seventy miles across a series of plains, in a northwest direction, brings the traveller from the banks of the Oomerbegh to the sea coast at AdaUah ;the fonner part of the plain
gravelly; a palmetto desert, but the latter part a fine rich soil ;
thinly peopled and little cultivation ; but as the spring in this
climate draws on, nature teems with life ; the ground rich in bulbs,
flowers, &c., enamelled as a carpet with iris, crocus, daffodil, narcissus, lotus, lupins, African marigolds, kc., in full bloom ; that
gigantic annual also, the gum ammoniac plant, like fennel, already
putting forth its shoots and feathery leaves. Thirty-three Arab
encampments and twenty saints' tombs passed in five days' journey.
At twenty miles north of the Oom-edxgh, encamped at a spot
which still bea~sthe name of
KaisZr-name and tradition agree in pointing out this spot as
of ancient times. We traced the foundation of a building whose
north side was two hundred and fifty paces long ; round towen at
the cornera ; walk five feet thick, of rough unliewn limestone and
mortar, but level with the ground ; other foundations are visible
to a great extent; a well and conduits leading to the spring. T h e
teirr
wnter has great pleasure in being able te give the rernarka

station, of a very intelligent friend, (to whose kindness* he is indebted for having accompanied this mission,) and whose opinion
as an antiquary and an acute observer, is valuable. ' N o coins
could be produced, although their weight in gold was offered ;
' still it wag asserted that many had been found ; that thb has been
' a Mauritanian or Roman station ia not improbable; extensive
ruins certainly exist, near a fine spring of water, in a rich corn
' plain, and about half way between the present cities of Fas and
' Marocco, in nearly a direct line, and a very probable, situation
' for a connecting station between those two cities, or whatever
existed on their sites. O n the following day about twelve miles
' north of this spot, remarked several tumuli ; on riding up to
' examine, found two of them circular, about twenty feet high, and
' one hundred feet in diameter, and one long barrow ; on ques' tioning the peasants who were ploughi~igthe ground a t their
' base, and inquiring whether there were ally ruins near here,
' they replied, " that a city, called Caria, had sunk into the
' ground ; that many well built wells were in the neighbourhood ;
' that coins had been found which they described as of brass, of
' the size of a Spanish dollar, and an inscription of straight sticks
' and dots." Can this be other than the Roman denarius ?'
The Jewish Rabbi, Shalcrn Ezzowi, who lies buried at Kaisiir,
is said to have been one who e s c a ~ e dfrom the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus, and as such w& rendered due homage by the
Rabbi and Jews of our party.
Halted for two days hunting in a fine open country at the
Kassbah diz Zetta, a walled square of two hundred and fifty
aces, containing about five hundred inhabitants, Moors and Jews.
f n one morning's sport, roused and hunted nine wild boars, several
foxes, hares, &c. Gradually descending from the immense plains
of Durn&, till we reach their western limit, and again hear the
welcome roaring of the Atlantic, which we had lost sight of for
seven weeks, and arrive on the sea-coast, close to Fidallah; retrace
our old road by Rabiitt, Mehedia, &c., till we reach the northern
end of the great lake, when we continue northwards, passing
through a small forest of cork, which is named after
D a r el K&i, and along the eastern margin of the small lake
Muley Buselham; soil light sandy loam, richly covered
with herbage; passed twelve Arab camps; eight saints' tombs
to-day.

* As also to that of Sir Thomas Fellowes, CB., Captain of his Majest 's ship
Dartmouth, who kindly took upon himself the responsibility of giving him feave of
absence from this ship then lying in Gibraltar Bay ; nor is the writer uumindful of
the cheerfulness with which his brother affieera volunteered to do his share of duty
while he was wandering in Africa.
, ,..
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Twelve miles in a north direction, over rather a sandy soil, little
cultivated, and skirting the cork forest of El Araish, about two
leagues in extent, brings us to the town of
El ArZih, situated on an abrupt declivity of sandstone, on
the southern bank of the river El KBS, at its outlet into the
Atlantic; the town walled ;a ditch on the land side, and crowned
by a citadel ;its sea-defences also are strong ; a battery of thirteen
guns half amile west of the town, and a venerable castle, with
concave
flanks and orillons. at the entrance of the river. This
.
town is a picturesque ruin ;<~hristianfoundations, desecrated by
Moslem superstructures ; the principal mosque was a Roman
Catholic Church. Here was formerly the residence of the European consuls, and their deserted houses still line the Marina,
commanding a fine view of the port and of the Atlantic; the
town is fast falling to decay ; population may be four thousand,
including Jews ; some little commerce in charcoal, kc. ; supplies
abundant; a fine spring of water on the northern shore, very convenient for watering shipping. The river
El KG, signifying a bow, and so named from its windings,
may be traced through a beautiful valley far away to the eastward ; its banks fertile, with many gardens, which fully 'ustify
the name of the town, El Arc?,' signifying ' the Blower
Garden;' an inscri tion over the walls, on the sea-gate, which
we decyphered
some trouble, testifies that this place was
taken from the Moors, and fortified by the Spaniards in 1610.
A bar of sand lies in a N. by E., S. by W. direction, about two
cables length from the point of the river, and on which are sixteen feet water, on spring tides, but within is a fair port for
frigates, about three quarters of a mile long, by a quarter broad,
formed by the last winding or sea-reach of the river. Here were
lying the two Moorish eighteen gun brigs of war, the sultan's
navy, which the Austrians attempted to burn in June, 1859, and,
as is well known, failed, from gross ignorance of seamanship and
gunnery ;-they suffered severely :-we
walked over the field of
battle-a sandy point, under which twenty-six of their bodies lie
buried ; their heads were paraded for a short time on the line
wall, then pickled and sent to the sultan; many of their bodies
were impaled, and the Moors amnged themselves by practising
ball-firing at them as targets !

Febrvay

1.

Leaving El Ara'ish, road continues for ten miles along the
beach; crossing ten streams running into the sea ; hills at a
quarter of a mile distant, varying from three to four hundred feet
high, covered with herbage ;-little wood. At six miles reach a
bluff projecting cliff, named

Ha@ el be& (or White Cliff), from four to five hundred feet
high, of a fine white claystone, its fissures or strata north and
south, dip 70" to the east. Four miles farther quit the beach,
and ascend the hills, covered with dvoo, palmetto, h.; from
summit, an extensive view of the line of coast towards Cape
Spartel, and across the straits to the ever memorable Cape of
Trafalgar ; descend to the shore, and reach the small town of
Arzillu, a walled square of a quarter of a mile, situated on the
open beach ;facing the sea are planted a few guns ;the wall built
by the Portuguese ; many of the houses atill preserve the pointed
roof; population may be one thousand ; country around varied
and pretty.
At three miles along the beach, ford the river Aydsha, and then
ascend the elevated plain, and reach our former camp at Sun a
d ' W Sboido, where, after s delay of three days, waiting for
river
Mmhva a1 Shcfto become fordable, resumed our old road ; and
on the 6th of February, after a three months' absence, were again
warmly welcomed to the British consulate at Tangier.

8

O n reviewing the tract of country we had passed over, notice
must be taken of the tendency to table-land observable throughout.
Generally speaking, all the elevations present one level ; the plains
rise by three great steps to the mountains ; and the two great
riven, the Seboo and the Om-erbegh, appear to divide the country
into three partitions : of these the northern, or that from the Straits
of Gibraltar to the latitude of Fez, (excepting the northern spur of
the mountains,) to judge from the bold sweeps of the rivers and
the lakes, is nearly a level to the foot of Atlas. From the Seboo
to the river Om-erbegh, the county dips considerably towards
the west, and still more so from this latter river to the plain of
Marocco ; throughout these plains there is great want of wood;
even on the skirts of the Atlas the timber does not reach any great
size, nothing that we saw to justify Pliny's account of timber in
speaking of Mauritania, lib. v.
But we cannot fail to be qtruck by the extraordinary capabilities
of the soil; from the foot of ,Atlas to the shores of the Atlantic, one
vast corn plain. Give but direction to the waters, which are not
wanting, and abundance would speedily follow. I t is mortifying to
.see such blessings spurned by a bigoted and fanatic governmentland covered with weeds that might give food to millions.
Surely some effort should be made to open a trade with &this
.country ; the consumption of a population of five or six millions,
even though they be Moors and Arabs, must be.4to

European nations, but ebpeciallp to a countty so le~sentialljcorn*
mercial as Great Britain.

P.

A few words must be said of the ma
Travelling along the
coast of the Atlantic from Cape Sparte to Cape Blanco, a distance of two hundred and fifty miles, generally within one mile of
the sea, and often along the beach, a sailor's attention would natutally be directed to endeavour to fix the line of the coast, to effect
hhich no o portunity was lost; not less than one hundred bearings were ta en, solely for the purpose of fixing points and headlands accurately, and which were Invariably transferred to paper
before going to bed. The rough track contained in fourteen
sheets, on the scale of half an inch to a mile, will exemplify this.
These sheets have been connected, corrected by astrohomical obbervatious, and reduced to a small scale. The windings of the
river Seboo are from a sketch of Colonel Harding, R. E., who
accompanied a mission to FLFa in 1885. The points of the
northern coast from Tofiiio and the Admiralty charts; for the
south-western parts of the coast obligations are due to the liberality and kindness of Captain Beaufort, hydrographer, for allowing
the use of the late Captain Boteler's observations. With such
help there is no hesitation in asserting that the present is by far the
most correct'map hitherto completed of the empire of Marocco.
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phy of the S&
O b ~ e r w t h supon the G
Estremity of South A
h Tierra de Fuego, a d the Strait of
Magahens; made during the late Survey of those coasts in
his Majesty's ships Adventure and Beagle, between the years
1896 and 1830. By Captain Phillip Parker King, F.R,.S., &c.,
and Commander of the Expedition. Read 25th April and 9th
May, 1SS1,
CONSIDERING
the vast extent of sea-mast that comprises the
southern part of this continent, it is not a little surprising that it
should have been so frequently passed by during the last century
\vithout having been more visited and explored. Within the lost
eight or ten years, however, it has been very much resorted to by
English and American vessels in the seal trade, and to the o b s e y
ing portion of their enterprising crews many of its intricacies are
well known; but as the knowledge they have derived from their
experience has only in one instance, that of Mr. Weddel's voyage,
been published to the world, our charts cannot Be said to have
been much improved for the last fifty years.
The eastern coast of Patagonia, by which name the eotlntq
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Geography of 2'kwa.del Fuego
between the River Plate and the Strait of Magalhaens* is known,
as well'as the north-eastern side of Tierra del Fuego, were coasted
by Malespina; and the charts resulting therefrom not only vie
with any contemporaneous production for accuracy and detail, but
are even now quite sufficient for the general purposes of navigation.
The Strait of Magalhaens has been explored by several navigators ; but, among the numerous plans of it that are extant,
tllose of Sir John Narborough and Cordova are the most correct.
The first is particularly uoticed in the late Admiral Burney's very
useful wotk, and the result of the last has been published in the
Spanish language, and is entitled ' Ultimo Viage al Estrecho de
Mag.allanes.' A second voyage was also made by Cordova to the
Strait, the proceedings of which form an appendix to the above
work. I t is furnished with a good general chart of the coast,
another of the Strait, and many plans of the anchorages within
it. Byron, Wallis, Carteret, and Bougainville had already made
considerable additions to Narborough's plan, from which a chart
had been compiled that answered all the purposes of general geographical information, and might even have been sufficient for its
nav~gation: for the latter purpose, however, Cordova's chart was
much superior, but being published in Spain only, and its
existence little known in England, I found great difficulty in procuring a copy before I sailed for my own use:
The southern coast of Tierra del Fuego between Cape Good
Success, the southern limit of the Strait le Maire, and Cape
Pillar at the Strait of Magalhaens's western end, were very little
known. Captail1 Cook's voyage affords several useful notices of
the coast between Cape Deseado and Christmas Sound, and the
Dutch fleet under Hermite partially explored the neighbourhood
of Cape Horn : a confused chart of this coast, however, was the
best that could be put together; and although Weddel has more
recently published a good account of the harbours and anchorages
near Cape Horn and New Year's Sound, yet little available
benefit was derived from it, because these different navigators
having confined their examinations to small portions of the coast,
it was difficult to connect their respective plans, even on so small
a scale as that of the general chart.
The western coast of South America, which is very intricate,
extending; from Cape Victory (the north-west entrance of the

* There haa existed much di&rence

-

of opinion as to the correct mode of spelfing
this name. The French and English usually write it M y l l a n , and the Spmiarh
Mwal18nes ; but by the Portuguese, and he was a native o Portugal. it is univemall
written MagalhSes. Admiral Burlley and Mr. qalrymple spell it Magalhams, ahici
mode I have elsewhere adopted, but I have convlflced myself of the prop&ty of following the Portuguese orthography for a name WM
to this day u v q co~axmonbo#

in Portugal and Brazil.

'bnd the Strait of

~a~alhaensl
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Strait of-Magalhaens)to the island'of Chiloe, may be'said to have
been wholly unknown ; for since the time of Sarmiento de Gamboa
nothing but the brief notices of two missionary voyages in piraguas,
from Chiloe to the Guiateca and Guaianeco islands, had been
published ia the least descriptive of it.
Every person conversant with South American geography must
be acquainted with the voyage of Sarmiento. From the determined
perseverance through difficulties of no ordinary nature shown by
this excellent and skilful navigator, we are possessed of the details
of a voyage down the western coast and through the Strait of
Magalhaens that has never been surpassed. His journal has
furnished us with the description of a coast more difficult and
dangerous to explore than any that could readily be selected ; for
it was at that time perfectly unknown, and is exposed to a climate
of perpetual storms and rain: yet the account is written with such
minute care and correctness, that we have beell enabled to detect
upon our charts almost every place that is described in the Gulf
of Trinidad, and the channels to the south of it, particularly their
termination at his Ancon sin Salida.
I t would be irrelevant to enter here into the history of Sarmiento's voyage, or indeed of any other connected with the coasts
I am about to describe. Modern surveys are made so much more
in detail than what was formerly practised or considered necessary,
that little use can be derived from the charts and plans that have
been hitherto formed ; but the accounts of the voyages connected
witti them are replete with interesting and useful matter, and
much amusement as well as information may be derived from
their perusal, particularly Sir John Narborough's journal, and
Byron's romantlc and at he tic narrative of the loss of the Wager.
The Cordillera of the Andes, which is known to extend from
the northern part of the continent almost to its southern extremity
without a break, gradually decreases in elevati'on as it reaches the
higher southern latitudes. I n the neighbourhood of Quito, Chimborazo, and Pinchincha rear their summits to the height nearly of
twenty-two thousand feet above the level of the sea : near Santiago
de Chile the highest land is fourteen thousand feet; farther south,
at Concepcion, it is still lower; and at Chiloe there are few parts
of the range exceeding six thousand feet. Between Chiloe and
the Strait of Magalhaens the average height may be taken at
three thousand feet; but there are some mountains which may be
between five and six thousand feet high.
By a reference to the chart it will be seen that about the
parallel of 40" the coast begins to assume, and retains to its
furthest extremity, a very different appearance from that which it
exhibits to the northward, where the sea, which is kept at a disknce from the Cordillera by a belt of comparatively low land for

continuous intervals of some hundred miles, washes a lbng un4'
broken shore, affording neither shelter for vessels nor landing fop
boato ; but to the southward of that parallel its waters reach
to the very base of the great chain of the Andes, -and, flowing as
it were into the deep ravines that wind through its ramifications,
form numerous channels, .sounds, and gulfs, and, in many instances, insulate large portions of land. I n fact the whole of thid
space is fronted by large islands and extensive archipelagos, of
which the most conspicuous %rethe great island of Chiloe, Wellington Island, the Archipelago of Madre de Dios, Hanover
Island, and Queen Adelaide's Archipelago. The last forms the
western entrance of the etrait on its north side. The land of Tres
Montes, however, is au exception : it is a peninsula, and is the
only part of the continent within the above limits that is expoaed
to the ocean's swell. I t forms the northern part of the Gulf of
Penas, and is joined to the main by the narrow isthmus of Ofqui,
over which the Indians, in travelling along the coast, carry their
canoes to avoid the risk of passing round the peninsula, a route
of extreme danger. It was here that Byron and his shipwrecked
companions crossed over with their Indian guides; but it is a
route that is not much frequented; for this part of the coast ie
very thinly inhabited, and the trouble of pulling to pieces and reconstructing their canoes *, an operation absolutely necessary for
them to adopt from the difficulty of the asceut and descent of the
mouutain over whicb they must pass, so great that I imagine it ia
only
on occasions of great importance. In this way
the piraguae which conveyed the missionary voyagers to the
Guaianec~islatide were tranoported over the isthmus ; the particulam of which are fully detailed in their journa1a.t..
T h e river San Tadeo, although of small size, being navigable
only for eleven miles, is the largest of any of the rivere of the
coast to the south of the archipelago of Chiloe, and therefore
merits a particular description. A t seven miles from the mouth
it is fed by two streams or torrents, the currents of which are so
strong that a fast pulling boat can hardly make way against it,
One of these streams takes its rise in a mountainous range over
which it is probable the comn~unicatingroad passes; and the
other is the drain of an extensive glacier or plain of ice of fifteen
milea in extent. The river falls into the Gulf of St. Estevan over
a shallow bar upon which there is scarcely two feet water, and at
low tide is probably dry.

* During o w examination of this part, our boats ascended the river San Tadw and
endeavoured in vaiu to find m y traces of the road; an almost impenetrablejungle of
reeds md upderwood l i e d the banka of the river, and time wao too valuable to admit
pf further delay in sear* of an object cow aratively of minor importance.
A p q & ~ P W J PXbt~zhl
de la b i n c i a j &cb;&lego dB C W , 1791:
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At the head of St. Estevan's Gulf is St. Quentin's Sound ; both
were examined and found to afford excellent anchorage, and they
are both of easy access should a ship, passipg up the coast, find
herself upon a lee ehore and not able to weather the land, as was
the case with the ill-fated Wager*.
T h e Guaianeco islands form the southern head of the Gulf 06
Pefias ; then follows Wellington Island, separated from the main
by the Mesier Channel, which had not been previously explored,
its mouth only being laid down in the charts compiled from the
information of Machado, a pilot who was sent in 1769 by the
viceroy of Peru to examine the coast from Chiloe to the Straib
of Magalhaenst. This channel is also noticed in one of the two
missionary voyages above mentioned; but the object of these
expeditions being for the purpose of converting the Indians to
Christianity S, and not for the extension of geographical knowledge, little information of that nature could be obtained from
their journal : the entrance of the Mesier, however, is described
by them ; and on one occasion they were obliged to take refuge
in it for fifteen daysll. With this exception I cannot find that it
has ever been entered before our visit.
The length of the channel is one hundred and sixty miles, and
it joins the Concepcion Strait behind the Madre de Dios archipelago, at the Brazo Ancho of Sarmiento. Lieutenant Skyring,
who superintended this particular part of the survey, called the
land which it insulates, Wellington Island ; the seaward coast or
which, bearing on the old chart the name of Campafia, is probably
fronted by one or more islands. Fallos Channel, which separates
the Campafia and Wellington Islands, was examined, from its
northern entrance, for thirty-three miles, and was conjectured,
after communicating with the sea at Dynely Sound, to extend to
the southwsrd, alrd fall into the Gulf of Trinidad by one of the
deep sounds whlch were noticed on the north shore.
About thirty miles within the Mesier Channel, from the northern
extremity, the west side appears to be formed by a succession of
large islands, many of which are separated by wide channels lead* m e precise situation of the wreck of thin vessel had hitherto been very vaguely
marked on om charts: a careful perusal, however, of Byron's narrative, and of
Aguaos's account of the Miusionmy Voyages in 1779, sufficiently point out the place
within few miles. I t ir on the north side, near the wed end of the easternmost of
the Guaianeco islands, which we named in consequence Wager Island. At Po*
Santa Barbara, seventeen miles to the southward of this y p , a very old worm-eaten
beam ol a vessel wan found, whid.there is reason to thin may be a relic of that unfortunate ship. It woo of English on$ and was found thrown up above the high-water
mark upon the rocks at the entrance of the port. No other vestige was detected by
us;-the misAonaries,however, found broken glass bottles and other evident traces of
the wreck. At Chiloe I saw a lhan who had formed one of this enterprising party,
a d obtained from him a curious and interestin account of q o s e yoy
f 1bid.p.%3lj et ueq.
p*237.- .
) A g ~ ~ oPOs2051
, et scq.
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ing to the south-west, and probably communicating with the
Fallos Channel. On the eastern shore the openings were found
to be either narrow inlets or abruptly terminating sounds.
On both sides of the channel the coast is hilly, but not very
high, and in many places there is much low and generally thickly
wooded land. This character distinguishes the Mesier from all
other channels.
The trees here are nearly of the same description as those which
are found in all parts between Cape Tres Montes and the Strait
of Magalhaens. Of these the most common are an evergreen
beech (Fagus betuloides), a birch-like beech (Fagus antnrctica), the
Winter's bark (Winfwana arovnatica*). and a tree with all the
appearance anh habit of a cypress, & which the Indians make
their spears ; and among others there is one, the wood of which
being extremely hard and weighty, answers better than the rest for
fuel: the sealers call it ' the red wood,' from its colour. From the
great quantity of timber which grows here it would be naturally
supposed probable that spars for masts could be easily obtained,
or at least woods useful for less important purposes ; but, although
many trees were found that were sufficiently large at the base, they
grew to no great height ; and, in consequence of the moisture of
the climate, and the crowded state of the forests preventing the
admission of the sun's rays, the wood generally proved to be decayed in the heart ; besides being very subject, even after a long
seasoning, to warp and split when exposed to a dry air.
Ten miles beyond White-Kelp Cove, which is fifty miles within
the entrance, the character of the Mesier Channel changes entirely;
the shore on either side being formed of mountainous and precipitous ridges rising abruptly from the water. After this, at Halt
Bay, twenty-three miles beyond White-Kelp Cove, the channel
narrows for a considerable distance, and in three particular pla'ces
is not more than four hundred yards wide. This part of the
channel is called in the chart the English Narrows. I t is long
and intricate, with many islands strewed throughout; and preserves
its tortuous and frequently narrow course to its junction with the
' Wide Channel,' in which the breadth increases to two miles and
a half; and then, running thirty-four miles with a direct and unimpeded course, falls into the Concepcion Strait as above stated.
At the point where the Mesier and the Wide Channels unite, a
deep sound extends to the N. N. E. for forty-six miles. I t was
named Sir George Eyre's Sound. An extensive glacier sloping
into the sea from the summit of a range of high snowy mountains,
that are visible from many parts of the Mesier Channel, terminates

* Living plants of the above trees, and otherwvegetablo productions from the
Strait of Magalhaens, were introduced into England upon the return of the expditioh) and have since thriven exceedingly well.
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this sound ; and near the head of it several large icebergs, containing n o inconsiderable blocks of granite, were found aground*.
O f the archipelago of bladre de Dios we know very little. I t
has probably many deep openings OII its seaward face, and is
fronted by islands and rocks. Its character is rocky and mountainous, and by no means agreeable. T h e wide and safe channel
of Concepcion Strait separates it from the main land, which in this
part is much intersected by deep sounds, the principal of which,
the Canal of St. Andrew, extends to the base of the snowy
range of the Cordillera, and there Lieutenant Skyring describes i t
t o be ' suddenly aud boldly closed by tremendous and astonishing
glaciers.'
Sarmiento's 'Puerto ~ u e n d was
'
found to be, as the name describes it, an excellent harbour. T h e depth of water all over is
not more than nine fathoms, an advantage which few harbours hereabout possess : a ship is in perfect security in any part, but this is
the only peculiar advantage the port offers ; for wood and water
are equally abundant ; fish-are as easily to be caught ; and the
steamer or racehorse duck, geese, wild ducks, and other smaller
birds, are as numerous in all other places. But of any other useful
productions, or good soil, the country is quite destitute : ' for if,'
says Lieutenant Skyring, we force a passage through. the woods,
it is over fallen trees and moss ; if we walk over open, flat ground,
we find the place a swamp ; and if we climb the hills, we travel
over a,continuous rock, generally covered by a spongy moss, and
entirely destitute of soil of any description.'
Behind Hanover Island, which is separated from wadre de
Dios by the Concepcion Strait, the main is very much intersected
by extensive sounds trending deeply into the land, like the St.
Andrew Channel, to the base of the Andes.
South of Hanover Island is Queen Adelaide's Archipelago,
through which are several channels that communicate with tlie
Strait of Magalhaens; of which the ~rincipal, Smyth's Channel,
falls into the strait at Cape Tamar.
O f the whole of the outer or sea-coast, from the Guaianeco
Islands to the strait, we know little, our operations having been
confined to the exploration of the interior channels and sounds,
the examination of which is even yet far from being complete.
I n the winter of 1849, my colleague, Captain Robert Fitzro~,
the commander of the Beagle, in examining the Jerome Channel,

* Near Falcon Inlet, seven miles up the eastern side of Sir Qemge Eyre's sound,
are some large 'rookeries,' or breeding-haunts, of fur-seal. Many thousands of these
animals were congregated together, which had been probably driven from the seacoast by the activity of the seal-fishers; and perhaps, for many years, if not
have been breeding undisturbed in this hhherto unknown, and thenfors.de
quiet recess. Two seala that were killed appeared to be of the W e d&ptlon
lppciea which frequents the sea-coasts.
M

*

which communicates with the strait in that part called CPOOM
Reach, discovered 6 Otway Water,' a large inland sea fifty milee
long, trending to the N. E., and separated from the eastern entrance of the strait by a narrow isthmus ; the actual width of whicb
was not asaertained, for in the attempt the boats were nearly lost.
The south-eastern shore is high and rooky, and generally pmoipitous, but the northern is formed by low undulating grassy plains,
free from trees, and preckly like the country about the entrance of
the strait. A t the north-west corner of the water, Captain Fitzroy
found the mouth of a channel whioh carried him in a north-west
direction for twelve miles, when it opened into another inland saltwater lake, about thirty-four miles long and twenty wide. This
was called the Skyring Water. The southern and western sides
of the Water are bounded by mountainous land, but the northern
shore is low, apparently formed of undulating downs and grasey
plains, and in some places watered by rivulets. -At thb western
extremity of the water, Captain Fitzroy observed two openings,
separated by a remarkable castellated mountain which he called
Dynevor Castle. Beyond the southernmost opening there was no
land visible, not even a distant mountain, which induced Captain
Fitzroy to suppose that it was a channel communicating with the
western coast; but from what we now know, it is not probable
that it can lead to anything of Consequence. I t is perhaps
backed by low marshy land reaching to the hills at the battom
of Glacier Bay, which, from the diatance being eevellty miles,
were not visible above the horizon. The northern opening probably winds under Dynevor Castle, and perhaps very nearly
reaches the bottom of Obstruction Sound. The Skyring Water
was not further explored ; partly from want of a sufficient quantity of provisions to undertake it with any prospect of succeeding,
and partly from a strong south-westerly gale, from whieh there
was no shelter for the open boats in which this examination wlts
performed. T h e remainder, therefore, of Captain Pitrroy'e time
was spent in perfecting what he had eamrnenced ; and, after an
absence of thirty-two days, he re'oined his ship at Port Gallant.
At ihe western end of the d b r o y Channel, which onites the
waters, the shore. is well clothed bn the north aide with luxuriant
grass and trefoil, with here and there a sprinkling of bruehwood,
but is entirely destitute of trees. The soil, although dry, is light
a i d tolerably good ; but the ground is perforated everywhere by
some burrowing animal, probabl skunks, or cavins. The tracks
of horses were noticed in many p aces, and the b n e s of guanacoeo
were scattered about. Water was not very plentiful, but several
small brooks and springs in the sides of the hilB were observed,
uficient for all useful purpoesa
On the south side of the chann_el the land ia low but wooded r
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the banks are fnrm five to forty feet high, sloping to the water, and

covered with grass. I n the entrance the tide ran five or six knots
a t the neaps, but inside with only half that rapidity. O n the north
aide, at the distance of a mile and a half, there is a ridge of hills,
at the summit s f which Captain Fitzroy made an excursion, which
he thus describes :
' Our way led through a scattered wood, the only one I saw on
the north bank of the channel. Most of the trees appeared to
' have been either burned or blown down by the wind, and then
' blackened by decay. We reached the foot of the hills at eleven
' o'clock, having commenced our journey at eight, and attained
' the summit at twelve o'clock, whence the view we abtained
' amply repaid us for our trouble. It is a central spot; and,
' although not more than six hundred feet above the level
' of the sea, offers as extensive a view as any spot near it.
' We could see the hills near Cape Gregory, the Sweepstakes
' Foreland, Elizabeth Island, Cape Monmouth, the high peaks
' near Cape Froward, and the range of mountains between
' it and Jeronie Channel, some of the mountainous land be' tween Capes Phillip and Parker, aud the whole extent of the
' Otway and Skyring waters. T h e latter seemed to be bounded
' to the north-east by down-like hills, about three or four hundred
feet high. T o the north of the station extends a range of similaf
downs, and to the east a succession of lagoons completely inter' sect the flat eountry between it and Peckett's Harbour. N o
' opening was observed in the eastern side of Otway Water, and
' the neck of land separating it from the strait near Elizabeth
Island, did not seem to be more than three or four miles wide.'
I n consequence of the supposed communication of the Skyring
Water with some part of the western coast, a careful examination
was made of every opening trending into the interior behind the
islands and archipelagos that line the western coast; the result of
which has proved that the hypothesis so naturally formed by Captain Fitzroy was not confirmed by fact. A reference to the chart
will show how carefully the search was carried on, and with what
want of success it was concluded. The deep opening discovered by
Sarmiento, and named by him ' Ancon sin salida,' was found upon
examination to extend so far into the interior, and in. the direction
of the Skyring Water, that the most minute investigation of the
numerous sounds and canals was made in the perfect condiction of
finding the' desired communication. But after a patient, laborious, and minute investigation, ~articularlyof those openings
which led to the -southward, among which Obstruction Sound
held the most Battering appearance, Lieutenant skyring, who
performed this service, was obliged to give up the search and
raturn. At one part, near the south-eastern end of the sound, he
M 9
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entered an opening which at first had an appearance that was
favourable to the desired communication, but it terminated in low
woody land. There was, however, a wooded hill near the shore,
which he ascended with the hope of obtaining a view of the
country; but the sides and summit of the hill were so thickly
clothed as to obst~ucthis view, and with the exception of
some distant high land in the south-east quarter, and a sheet of
water about six miles off in the same bearing, nothing was
discerned to repay him for the fatigue and trouble of the ascent.
Whether the water is a lagoon, or a part of the Skyring Water,
or whether it communicates with the opening trending round the
north side of Dynevor Castle, remains yet to be ascertained.
After being foiled in this attempt, Lieutenant Skyring proceeded
onward in a S.S.W. direction, and after a pull of ten miles came
to the bottom of the sound. I t was termmated by high precipitous land encircling every part. ' Throughout the examination of
this sound,' he writes, ' we never distinguished any strength of
' tide, and the rise and fall never appeared to have exceeded a
foot ; that there was a slight ebb and flow was evident from the
* streams of foam which extended from the water courses, and
also from the fallen leaves borne off the shore of the bays in long
limo ; but signs like these, I believe, will be considered indicaa tive of there being no strength of tide.
I have frequently noticed
a such appearances in large ports and inlets, but never in any
channel.' Neither wigwams, nor traces of Indians, were seen in
this sound, another proof, were one requited, of the sound not commuuicating with the Skyring Water ; for the Indians very rarely
visit these deep inlets, but are always to be found in narrow straits
or communicating channels, uherc, from the strength of the tide,
seals and porpoises, which constitute the principal food of the
Fuegian Indians, abound. Sarniiento's name, therefore, of Ancon
sin salida' (a cove or.inlet without a thoroughfare), a name, which
we had hoped to have expunged from the chart, must now iemain
a lasting memorial of his enterprising character, and of a voyage
deservedly one of the movt celebrated as well as most useful of
the age in which it was performed.
T h e termination of Obstruction Sound is one of the most remarkable features in the geography of this part of South America.
I n this examination the southern extremity of the Cordillera
was ascertained. The eastern shores of the interior chanuels were
found to be low plains, with no hills nor moutltains visible in the
distance, and such being the feature also of the northern shores of
the Otway and Skyring Waters, it is probable that all the country
to the east of the sounds is a continuedpampa or plain.
Recent traces of Indians were seen in some places, but at the
time our partj was there the3 were either absent or had concealed
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themselves. 'I should not 'think that these interior sounds are
much frequented by them; a family was, however, met in the
Fitzroy Channel (which separates the Otway from the Skyring,),
clothed with guaiiaco skins, like the Patagonian tribes, but In
manners and disposition resembling the wandering inhabitants
of the Strait and Tierra del Fuego ; and they had canoes, which
the Patagonians do not use. They had probably come thus far
for the purpose of communicating with the latter tribes, with
whom they frequently have friendly intercourse. N o guanacoes
were seen either oo the shores of the inland waters or of the sounds
within the ' Ancon sin salida,' although the country, being opea
and covered with luxuriant grass, was peculiarly suited to their
habits ; but as several large herds of deer were observed feeding
near the sea shore of Obstruction Sound, and the neighbourina
country, the presence of these latter animals may p t o b a ~ l ybe thg
cause ; for on the eastern coast, where the guanacoes are every
where abundant, the deer do not make their appearance. Seaotters were the only other animals that we met with, and they were
only occasionally noticed swimming about the kelp. The shores
of the sounds were in many places crowded with the black necked
swan (Anus nipicollis, Linn.), and there were a few seen, but only
one captured, whose plumage, excepting the tips of the wings, which
were black, was of a dazzling white colour. I have described it
in the first part of the Proceedings of the Zoological
Society as a
new species (Cypus unatoXdes.) The Strait of Magalhaens, being a transverse section of the continent, exhibits a very good view of its geological structure. The
strait may be divided into three ~ortions; the western, central, and
the eastern. The western end and centre are of ~rimitivecharacter, rugged and very mountainous ; whilst the eaGern portion is of
recent formation and low. The western tract ia composed of a succession of stratified rocks, a difference at once distinguishable
by the form and nature of the ranges and the direction of the
shores ; the hills are irregularly heaped together ; the sounds are
intricate and tortnous in their course, and the shores are formed
by deep sinuosities and prominently projecting headlands : the
channels, also, are studded with innumerable islands and rocks
extremely dangerous for navigation. In this portion the rock is,
for the most part, granite and greenstone.
Near the centre of the strait, the rock being clay-slate, the
mountains are higher, and more precipitous and rugged in their
outline ; and consequently not easily to be ascended. They are
in general three thousand feet, but some are found to be fm
thousand feet, in height ; and one, Mount Sarmiento, is up\vards
of six thousand feet high, and is covered throughout the year with
snow. The line of perpetual snow in the strait stems to be about
-

three thouslad five hundwd or four thousand feet above the sea;
for the mountains, whose height does not exceed three thousand,are,
during the summer, fr-uently free from any, excepting in hole$,
where a large quantity 1s accumulated by drifting, and protected
from the sun. The strait here is quite free froni islands, a i ~ dit is
a remarkable fact, that where the greenstone formation terminatee
there the islands cease to appear.
The slate formation continues as far as Freshwater Bay, where
the stratified rocks leave the coast and extend backwards in a northwest direction. The soil then becomes apparently a mixture of
decomposed slate and clay; the slate gradually disappearing on
approaching to Cape Negro, where the rock partakes of the
character of the east coast. Here again we observe, along with
the chan e of geological character, the reappearance of islands,
the soil o which is clayey, but with masses of granite, hornblende
rock and clay slate ~rotrudingin many places through the superficial soil, which, although it yields a poor grass, is entirely destitute of trees.
I n that portion of the atrait to the eastward of Cape Negro the
hills are remarkable for the regularity and parallelism of thtir
direction, and their general resemblance to each other. O n the
north shore, near Cape Greg~ry, a range of hills cQmmences
suddenly, with rather a precipitoue ascent, and extends for
forty miles to the north-east, where it terminates in detached
rocky hills. The south-wwtern end of the range is a ridge of flattopped land covered with soil, but with here and there a protmding mass of primitive rock : one of these appeared to be of sienite
or gmnite. T l e mth-eastem end of thirr range is perbaps more
.bare of soil, and, themfore, exposes the rock, which shows itself
in detached hi\ls. Precisely similar in appearance and directiop
is a range on the south s h e , about fifty miles in length, commencing at Cape Monmouth a ~ l dterminatiog in detached hilla in
the vicinity of the south side of the First Narroyv. The oourses,
aluo, of both the Fimt and Secoed Narrows, which are just withiu
the eastern eptrance of the strait, are nearly parallel with the=
hills; and the smaller ranges s f eminences, Elizabeth Islaud a d
the clifXy land of Cape Negro, where the clay formation cornmaces, all trerrd to the N.N.E., preserving a general reoemblance of form and character to the two rangea above mentioned.
The irregularity of the topographic features of the more weatern
portioo of the strait, combined with ita c o n b e d assemblage Pad
&meme number of islands and r o U e regularity of the strata,
---the coinciding parallelism of all the bay$, channels, atrd m e & ,
-and the total absence of islands in the central portion or date
h a t i o n , together with the 3.emarkabk similarity of the directiou
af the hill# and cmsk lirde aed tbe e - b
of the. no&'
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eastern tract, which is very different from that of the centre,-me
very gtrikiog facts, and, geologically considered, are of great
interest.
N o less remarkable, however, and equal1 interesting, is the
character of the vegetation ; not so much itl t e variety of plants,
as in their stunted growth to the westward, their luxuriance in the
centre, and the total pbsence of trees to the eastward. For this modification the following reasons seem to me to account sufficiently :
-to the westward the decomposition of granite, and the other primitive rocks which are found there, forms but a poor, unproductive
soil ;so that, although the land is thickly covered with shrubs, they
are all small and stunted: the torrents of water also that pour
down the steep sides of the hills, wash away the partial accumulations of soil that are occasio~iallydeposited ; consequently, few
trees are to be found, exce ting in clefts and recesses of the rock
where decomposed vegetab e matter collects and nourishes their
row& ; but even there they are low and stunted, for the most
fururiant seldom attain a larger diameter than nine or ten inches.
From the regularity of ,the directiota of the strata in the slab
districts the rallies are very extensive, and, being bounded on
either side by precipitous mountains much intersected by deep
raviues, receive large streams of water, which, uniting together in
their couroe to the sea, fonn no inconsiderable rivers. During
the winter months these rivers become swollen and overflow their
banks, and deposit a quantity of alluvium, which, blending with the
fallen lemveo and dther putrescent substances, produces a good
superficial mil, in which trees grow to a large sue, and the shrub
a d smaller lants become particularly luxuriant and productive.
A t Port amiue, and in its neighbourhood, the evergreen beech
(Fagus betdoidea) grows in the greatest abundance, and reaches s
very large size. Treeo of this species, of three feet in diameter,
are abundant; of four feet there are many ; and there is one
tree (perhap the very same noticed by Commodore Byron*),
which measures seven feet in diameter for seventeen feet above
the roots, and then divides into three large branches, each of
which is three feet through. This venerable tree seemed to be
sound, but from our experience of several others that were cut
down, might be expected to prove rotten in the centre.. This
tendency to decaying in the heart may be attributed to the coldness of the sclilstose sub-soil upon which the trees are rooted, pe
well as to the perpetual moisture of the climate above alluded to.
The slate formation cease8 at Port St. Mary, but there is w
decided change in the vegetation until we come to Cape Negro,
where the clay commences ; and from thence onwards there IS not a
,tree to be found. T h e nature of the soil is not favourable to
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plants which take a deep root, and, therefore, only shrubs and
grasses are found: the former are thiuly scattered over the extensive plans which characterise this country ; but the grasses are
abundant, and although of a harsh and dry appearance, must be
nourishing, for they form the chosen food of numerous and large
herds of guanacoes.
Besides the evergreen beech above-mentioned, there are but
few other trees in the Strait that can be considered as timber trees.
Such an appellation only belongs to two other species of beech
and the Winter's bark. The last, which is also an evergreen, is to
be found mixed with the first, in all parts of the Strait ; so*that
the country and hills from the height of two thousand feet above
the sea, to the very verge of the high water niark, are covered
with a perpetual verdure which is remarkably striking, particularly
in those places where the glaciers descend into the sea ; the sudden contrast in such cases presenting to the view a scene as agreeable as it seems to be anomalous. I have myself seen vegetation
thriving most luxuriantly, and large woody stemmed trees of
Fuchsia and Veronica*, in England considered and treated as
tender plants, in full flower, within r very short distance of the
base of a mountain, covered for two-thirds down with snow, and
with the temperature at 36O. The Fuchsiu certainly was rarely
found but in sheltered spots, but not so the Veronica; for the
beaches of the bays on the west side of St. John's Island at
Port San Antonio are lined with trees of the latter, growing
even in the very wash of the sea. There is no part of the Strait
more exposed to the wind than this, for it faces the retch to
the west of Cape Froward, down which the wind constantly
blows, and brings with it a succession of rain, sleet, or snow ; and
in the winter months, from April to August, the grouud ie
covered with a layer of snow, from six inches to two or three
feet in d e ~ t h .
There Lust be, therefore, some peculiar quality in the atmosphere of this otherwise rigorous climate which favours vegetation;
for if not, these comparatively delicate plants could not live and
flourish through the long and severe winten of this region.
I n the summer, the temperature at night was frequently as
low as 2g0 of Fahrenheit, and yet I never noticed the following
morning any blight or injury sustained by these plants, even in
the slightest degree.
One circumstance, however, deserves to be mentioned, which
may in some measure account for the innocuous effect of so low
a temperature. I have occasionally, during the summer, been up
the greater part of the night at my observatory, with the internal
,as Well as the external thermometers as low as freezing poiut,
The Stern of both from six to sevm i n M i a diameter.
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without being particularly warmly clad, and yet not feeling the
least cold ; and in the winter, the thermometer, on similar occasions, has been at 94' and 2 6 O , without my suffering the slightest
inconvenience. This I attributed at the time to the peculiar
stillness of the air, although, within a short distance in the offing
and overhead, the wiad was high.
Whilst upon this subject, there are two facts which may be
mentioned as illustrative of the mildness of the climate, notwithstanding the lowness of the temperature. One is the comparative
warnth of the sea near its surface, between which and the air, I
have in the month of June, the middle of the winter season,
observed a difference of 30°. uDon which occasion the sea wall
covered with a cloud of steam. T h e other is, that parrots and
humming-birds,. generally the inhabitants of warm regions, are
very numerous in the southern and western parts of the Straitthe former feeding upon the seeds of the Winter's bark, and the
latter have been seen by us chirping and sipping the sweets of the
Fuchsia and other flowers, after two or three days of constant rain,
snow, and sleet, during which the thermometer has been at freezing
point. We saw them also in the month of May upon the wing,
during a snow shower; and they are found in all parts of the
south-west and west coasts as far as Valoaraiuo. I have since
been informed that this species is also an inhabitant of Peru ; so
that it has a range of more than 41" of latitude, the southern
limit being 5530 south*.
Tierra del Fuego is divided into three large islands by two
channels ; one of which is opposite to Cape Froward, and the
other fronts Port Gallant. T h e easternmost, Magdalen Sound,
trends in a due south direction for nineteen miles, and separates
the clay slate from the more crystalline rocks which seen1 to predominate in Clarence Island, and are chiefly of greenstone ; though,
a t the eastern end, there is much mica slate. A t the bottom of
Magdalen Sound the channel turns sharply to the westward ; and,
after a course of about forty miles, meets the Barbara Channel,
.which, as abovementioned, communicates with the strait opposite
to Port Gallant, and both fall into the sea together. Magdalen
Sound and its continuation, Cockburn Channel, are almost quite
free from islands and rocks; but the Barbara Channel, which
separates the granite from the greenstone and mica slatt? districts,
is throughout thickly strewed with islands, which reduce the
1
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* This bird, although not rare in several English collections, had never been
noticed until I forwarded it to England in the early part of the year 1827, when ray
fiend Mr. Vigors described it in the Zoolo 'cal Journal for the month of November,
1827, (vol. iii p. 432,) under the name of %;eIIimga Rmgri. Shortly rft-~ds, bf.
Lesson published it in his Manuel d'Omithologie, (vol. ii. p. 80,) as Omtmya ocphanioder, as a dkcovery belonging to the CoquiUe'r voyage, in the i l l w t d o - of whkh
it i figured .at, pbte 31.

chaaad in some plkceo to a mile, dnd, in one place, to not more
than fifty yards .in width. Here, of courm, the tide seta with
great siength. Several veseek, however, have pawed through it
under sail ; and one ship, (a whaler belonging to Mesers. Enderbye,) working through the strait, and f i h g much difficulty in
passing to the westward, bore up, and, the wind being fair and
Pe dbtauce to sea only fifty miles, ran through it without accident.
The land to the weatward of the Barbara Channel is high and
rugged ; end although in the ,vallies, ravines and sheltered nooks
t h G ie no want of vegetation, yet, in comparison with the
eeetem part of the strait, it has a very dismal and uninviting appeerance. I t was called by Sarmiento, ' Santa Ines Island'* j
but Narborough called it, very appropriately, ' South Desolation,
it being,' ea he oaye, so deaolete land to behold+.'
Clarence Island, the extent of which is fifty-two milee long end
twenty-three broad, although equally rocky, is much more verdant
in appearonce. The uniform direction of the headlands of t b
porth &ore of this island is remarkable. Upon taking a set Qf
anglee with the theodolite placed upoa the extremity of the west
end of Bell Bey, opposite to Cape Holland, the most prominent
pOinb to the south-east, as far aa could be e n , were all visible
m the field of the telescope at the same bearing, T h e same thiog
occurred 00 the oppoeite shorn af the Slait, where the projection*
of Cape Gallant, Cape Holland, and Cape Eroward, are in the
same line of bearing ; so that a parallel ruler placed on the map
ahore, elrtended ecmss,
upon the projecting pointr of the
will also touch the headlands of the oppoeite coast.
The eastern bland, which had been previously called, and of
retains on our charte the name of King G'hmles'e 8 0 4
Land, extends from the entrance of the Strait to the outlet of t b
Barbara and Cockburn Cbaanels, at Cape Sohornberg. The
~ o r t h e r npart partaka of the geological character of the easbrp
portion of the Strait. The centre is a uontinuation of the slate
formation, which is evident at a glance, from the uniformity of the
direction of the shores of Admiralty Sound, the Gabriel Channe4
and all the buy6 and mountain rangee of Daweon's Island' T b t
south shorn, or seaward coamt line, is principalIy of greenstone,
excepting the s h o w of the Beagle Channel, which extends from
Christmas Sound to Cape San Pio, a dietatlce of a hundred and
twenty miles, with a course so direct that no points of the oppbeite
shores C~T)SBand intercept a free view through ;elthough its average
b ~ a d t h d, l c h also is very afallel, is not ttl6R than it mile, ahd
in some places only a thir of a mile acrosr. T h e south shoreo
of Horte and Navarin Island6 &re of hornalalende rock,
whiclt
- - ,
Is also the principal component of the islands in the neighbor* Wmiento, p. 180.
+ Narborongh'r Vayqp, p. ?@, .
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hood, as well as of the island itself of Cape Horn. The easteur
part of King Charles's South Land is low, with plains like the
Patagonian coast; but the range of high land crowing the
Strait at Port Famine extends down the north side of Admiralty
Sound,-and, perhaps with some few interruptions, continues to
the south-east extremity of the land, at Cape Good Success,
which is the south cape of the weet side of Strait Le Maire, and
there terminates in lofty mountains covered with snow, one of
which, called in the chaw The Sugar-loaf,' is probably four
thousand feet high.
n shorn of King Gharles's South Land, towards the
The e
south part, is lofty, but hear rhe neFthera pert 1s very low, T h e iucrier u also low, with extensive plains, abounding with guauacoces,
sat116 of which were shot by the & c m ef the Beagle within fifty
qiles of Cape Horn.
I n the year l8Q8, from the commencemeht of January to the
middle of August, the Atttlentsre (the ship I commanded) was at
anchor at Port Famine, in the strait of Magalhaehe, in latitude
53" 384' south, and longitude 70"54' west of Greenwich ; and
during the whole of that time a carefa1 mek6rological journal
was kept. T h e temperature was registered from a very good
thermometer of Fahrenheit's scale, suspended within a copper
cylindrical case of nine inches diameter, and perforated above and
below with holes, to admit a free current of air. The cylinder
was fixed to the roof of a shed, thatched with dried leaves to
shelter it from the sun, while the sides were open. T h e barometer
(a mountain barometer made by Newman, with an iron cylinder)
was hung up in the observatory, five feet above the high water
me&, a d both ioetrtlments wwe e x a m i d carefully and regularly
ht the following hours, vh.; six and nine o'clock in the morning,
st mtea, and at three and six o'cbck in the eveniog.. The
btate cd bke at~louphetewaa obeerved dailyj by Danid s hygrometer, at three o'clock in the afterneon. T h e maximttm a d
minimum temperatures were also observed twice io twenty-four
hum, fron a Sit'@themotnetw, vie, : at nine o'clock in the
tnorning, and at nine in the evening. Prom thir jourtlal the following abstract has been drawn up :-
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29.782 28.709 1.073 49-2 185 30.7 43.1 40.2 2 9 37.2 20.5 167
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F r o m the preceding tables it will be seen that the mean temperature for the autumnal period (the months of February, March, and April) was 47'2 ; the maximum and minimum were respectively 68" and 98". F o r the brumal period, the three followins months, the mean temperature was 34O.5, and the maxi-,
mull1 and minimu~n 49O.5 and le0.6. During the former, o r
autumnal periodt the barometer ranged between 30.099 and
98.768 mches, and for the latter it was between 30.5 and 38.474

inches. The range for the finst being 1.331 inches, and for the
last 9.996 inches.
The eaotern golst of P d ~ p n i a ,f ~ the
~ eetmwe
n
of &he
Strait of Magalhaew to the River Plate, is comparatively low.
From Cape V i e to Pert 6t. Juliau, where
r hyritic elaystone commences, the coaat ia farmed of clay cr& horizontally
stratified, and the country h undulating, with extedve plains, or
p a m y , covered with grass, but without traes. A t Port St.
Julian the country becornea hilly, and continue8 sp as far to the
northwad as latitude 44", the rock bein porphyritic. The clay
fornation to the southward has been li ened to the appearance
of the coast of Kent, md, at a ghort distance, it bears, certainly,
a very great resemblance to it ; but the cliffs, instead of being of
chalk, are composed of a soh marly clay, without any gravel or
impreaaions of organic mmainr, excepting at Port St, Juliao,
where fossil abells, both bivalves and univalves, are found imbedded in clay cli& ; and, on the surface, are lying, atrewed
about, large oyster shells.
I n the clay formation there are three rivers; the Gallegos in
latitude 51" 38'; Port S a n b Cruz in latitude 50' 7; and in
49" 19' is Port San Julian. The first does not extend further
into the interior than f ~ r t ymiles from the coaat, and to about
the tame distance Port Santa Cruz penetrateu; but Port Sail
Julian is of mucb smaller size, and Coy Inlet, in latitude 60" 58',
can only be entered by boats. T h e Galkqps, at high water, map
be easily entered, but, a t low wnter, the banks are dry to a great
extent; a channel however i s left on i t s south side of eufficient
depth for a small vessel : the tide rires here forty-six feet, and
the stream is very strong. At Santa Crur and Port San Juljm
the tides are neither ao strong, nor do they rise and fall so much
as at the Gallegos.
Port Desire, about thirty miles to the muthmrd of Caw
Blanco, the mouth being in 47' 4.5' south latitude, has a narrow
entrance with strong tides; but affords in the offing very ood anchorage as well as shelter from the pmrtaiting winds, wbi are off
ehore or westerly. The river extenda up the country nearly in a duewest direction for eighteen miles, but the land is dry and parched,
and very unsuitable for the establiehment which the Spanish
government formed there nat many years since, and of which
evideot traces remain to this day,
St. George's Gulf, called in the old charts ' Bahia ain Fondo,'
or D e e p s e a Gulf, was formerly conaidered to be a deep sinuosity
of the coast into which a river emptied its waters after windin
through a large tract of country; for, until tbe Descubierta an
Atrevidas voyage of discovery, very va ue accounts had been given
of this or indeed of any other part o f t e coast. The GuIf, upon
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that examination, was found to poseess no river or creek in a n i
part excepting on the north side, where there are semnl deep bags
a d cwes which are and have been kquented by our ssding vessels.
Ito northern head is called Ca e Two Bays; and, thirty miles
to the northward, is Port St. lena, which is the northern limit
of our examination of the eastern coast. The country about ir
arched, although thickly covered with small shrubs and
dlq
and e grass, on which large herdn of guanacoes feed.
a tolerab
According to Falconer, (the Jesuit missionary who resided
many yearn among the India11 tribes inhabiting the country
about Buenos Ayres,) the eastern coast between the latitudes
of 41° md 51' is frequented by the natives for the purpose
only of burying the dead : they have, however, been occasionally met with travelling along the coast, apparently without any
particular ob'ett in view. Near Fort Deslre 1 have seen the
graves of the ndians on the sum'mit of the hilts, but the bodies had
been removed, probably by the Indians themselves; for we are
informed by Falconer, that, after the dead have been interred
twelvd months, the graves are visited by the tribe, for the purpose
of collecting the bones and conveying them to their family sepulchres, where they are aet up and adorned with all the beads and
ornaments the friends and family of the deceased can collect for
the occasion. The ceremony is performed by certain women of
the tribe whose peculiar office it is to attend to these rites.
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XI1.-General

Remarks on the Coast ofArrqcan; transmitted
by Captain Laws, H.M.S. Satellite ;communicated by Captaiu
Beaufort, F.R.S. Read 13th June, 1831.
T H E H A R R O U R 8 , P R O D U O E O F T H B C O U N T R Y , NATIVES, &O.
THEprovince of Arracan extends from the left bank of the
Tiknaaf river, in latitude BO" 4 8 N.,and longitude 99" 90' E.,
to Cape Negrais, in latitude I @ B' h.,and longitude 94' 14'
E., and is divided from the Burman territory by the Yeomandong
mountains, lying parallel to, and in some places approaching
very near, the sea-coast, which is fronted by numerous islands,
moderately high and thinly inhabited, the largest of which are
Cheduba and Ramree, forming part of a group which were
almoat unknown to Europeans before the Burmese war of 1824.
Amongst them are several good harbours, .particularly that
of Kyouk Phyoo, which takes its name from the small white
pebbles that are washed on the beach during the S. W. monsoon, K p k P h y o o meaning white stones.' Akyab to the uorthward and Ramree to the southward are also safe harbours, and
both haw inland water communications with K p u k Phyoo, as it
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has wit11 Mion river, Arracan town (now reduced to a few huts),
Jalak, Mai, and Aing, from whence there is a pass over the
Yeomandong with a road to Ava, by which one division of the
British army returned to Jalak from Melloon after the peace.
Saadoway, and even Giva, may also be said to have inland navigation to Kyouk Phyoo, as there is a creek from the latter communicating with Sandoway river.
T h e comparatively small number of ~ u r o ~ e a nthat
s has yet
resided in the Arracan province, renders it premature to judge of
its climate ; and though all whom we met spoke favourably of it, it
certainly i s not free from the diseases common to India. Jalak
and Arracan towns have everything in their vicinity to make them
unhealthy, being placed in mere swamps, enveloped in thick fogs
during the N.E.monsoon, and inundated during t h g opposite
season. O u r troops suffered much from dysentery and fever at
both during the Burman war ; while, on the sea-coast, at Kyouk
Phyoo, Sandoway, and Negrais, they were comparatively healthy,
those places having a cool sea-breeze with temperate nights nearly
throughout the year. But at any distance from the sea, where the
land is*low, heavy fogs and dews prevail during the nights, with hot
days. T h e S.W. monsoon begins early in May and lasts until the
end of October; it usually blows along the coast, except when
interrupted (which it frequently is about the full and change'of the
moon) by strong S. and S.W. winds, accompanied with heavy
rain and sea, making it at such time necessary to approach this
coast with great caution, as there is no place of shelter between
Neghis and Ramree, with numerous dangers between them.
From November to April the weather is fink and the water
smooth ;-an i~nchoragema~'then
be found, on a muddy bottom,
in from six to twenty fathoms, all the way from the Naaf to
Negrais, with good landing. T h e rise of tide appears to be
nowhere so great as at Kyouk Phyoo (sixteen feet in the.springs).
I n January and February we experienced little or no current in
the offing until to the southward of Cheduba; between it and
Negrais it ran south from one to one mile and a half per hour.
T h e islands on their northern and eastern sides are fertile, producing rice in abundance ; also cotton, silk, and indigo; but o n 5
sufficient is cultivated for the consumption of the very few inhabitants, who are now reduced to little more than ~O@,000
in the
whole province ; almost every Burman, with all that was costly or
respectable, having recrossed the Yeomandong when the province
was ceded to the East India Company, who, with one regiment of
sepoys, now hold the scattered remains of its ancient inhabitants
(the Mughe) in perfect subjection. I t is divided into three
dietricts, Akyab, Ramree, and Sandoway, each governed by a civil
judge or superintendent, under the immediate inspection of a com-
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missioner, who usually resides at Chittagong. These judges
(officers in the Indian army) have a number of Bengalee policemen ;'and the one at Akyab, which is much the largest distr~ct,has
two companies of natives to assist in preserving peace and collecting the revenue, which amounts annually, in the whole province,
t o about three lacs and a half of rupees (350,0001.),produced
principally by the rental of land, the Company cousidering themselves the proprietors of the soil. A tax on everything useful or
necessary is also imposed to raise this apparently insignificant
amount, which barely defrays the expenses, though the garrison
only consists of eight companies of sepoys, two of which are
stationed at Akvab. two at Sandowav.
,, and the other fonr with the
head-quarters of the regiment at Kyouk Phyoo, where a cantonment has been recently formed, and part of the flotilla employed
in the late war, consisting of flats and gunboats, is laid up. The
others are at Jergo, or Amherst Island, off the south e d of
Ramree, where there are temporary storehouses, with a quantity
of naval stores, decaying very fast, from want of proper protection from the climate, as also are the boats.
There is a regular dQk established between Calcutta and Arra.can province, as far as Sandoway, via Chittagong, Akyab, Kyouk
Phyoo, and Ramree : it is from nine to ten days reaching Akyab,
and is thence conveved in boats bv the inland communications
to the southward, &ally reaching sandoway in four days.
T h e inhabitants are a hardy, inoffensive race ; and, hving had
little intercourse with strangers, supply all their wants from the
immediate vicinity of their houses, which are universally bamboo
huts, raised upon piles about four feet from the ground, and
generally in some thick jungle near the water, with small patches
of rice, indigo, cotton, tobacco, and fruit-trees at no very great
distance. Fish are abundant, constituting, with rice, their prin'cipal food ; 'and this year, for the first time, a cargo of both has
been purchased for the Mauritius-the rice at the rate of 11. 8s.
per ton, and the fish equally low. Poultry is also very numerous at Arracan-eighteen for a rupee ; nor is there any scarcity
of bullocks or buffaloes. The latter they esteem most, from their
being docile and useful in cultivating and treading out rice ;
and it is difficult to say what other use they make of either, as
they neither kill them for food, nor do they use milk or any thing
made from it, and were much amused at the Europeaus and Hindostanees wishing to get it, asking whether they were .not afraid
of becoming calves. Their religion, that of Buddha, enjoins
them not to take away life ; but they do not appear very bigoted
to this part of their creed, as they had no objection to part with
their oxen or buffaloes, and ate any part when dead, even to the
offal usually given to dogs. We procured excellent ox-beef, with
N
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an itbuddance of vegetables, at Chedhba and Ramree,
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rate of three halfpence the puund: at Kyodk Phyoo, it *as the
same price ; but the cantonment hatrihg been so recebtly formed,
it was by no means sr, good, nor were vegetdbles easily to be prbctrted, thou h tve gat a few of the best ofanges I have t d h d in
India, and was told they were abuhdant at the latter part of the
year.
Though, in many respects, the people are far from being dvilized, in others they surpass the most polished nations. There b
rarely a person to be met with who cannot read and write ; and
records are kept on the palm-leaf, beautifully lacquered in j a an
m red, generally on a gilt gmund, with dark letters. ~ R e i r
common accounts are written with a chalk pehcil, resembling talc,
on fblds of paper made from the bark of d tree, and theh covered
with lamp-black, or a smooth board, besmeared with the same
substance. They have thirty-six characters in their alphabet,
wtitten from left tb right; and they hold their pen or pendt as
we do, the lines being as fine, and the characters as beautifully
formed, as if made with a pen and ink.
Their priests appear entirely occupied in the educatioti of the
thildren. and in everv
,village there are two or three. Theit s~hools
are equally open to all ; and the m1y remuneration appears tcj b b
a sufficient quantity of food, and the erection of a house, which
answen as a residence, temple, and school-room ; with genetally a
small ~agoda,having a number of poles and pendants hanging
from it, much after the manner represented oa the common chimiwate. Indeed, all their habits, as well as theif persons and dresg,
resemble those of the western part of China. Celibacy is observed by the priests, who universally shave their heads, and wear
a dirty yellow cotton dress; and before any boy. can be prepa~ed
fof admission as a priest, he must publicly declare his own and his
pdrents' free consent. Should he afterwards, huwever, at
time
of his life, repent of his resolution, it is not thought disgrapeful f ~ t
him to say so, and he may return to the common walks of life,
and take a wife as soon as he pleases. Tile only foreigners now
in Arracan are the servants of the East India Company, who, both
civil and military, spoke of the priests (or pondis, as they are
termed) as being an unpresuming, well-disposed set of men, never
interfering h t h the concerns of others, unless applied to as arbitrators, when they exercise their jadgment with impartiality. The
Mughs,' in theit manners, are perfectly free from the servile
hppocrisg of their western neighbours, and equally unlike them as
to probity-their words being generally to be taken ; and, in dealing with you, they ask the rice which they consider the article
worth, and no more; t h o u g it is to be feared the intercourse
bhich they are likely to have with the natives bf Bengal Mlsoon
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r t ~ o v these
e
honest traits iri their challlcterh. T h e women dress
much aftek the Chinese fashion, but are by no Means secluded;
having a full share in all the common intercourse .or tkansactiohd
in life.
A t present, except hce, there seem to be bd suiplus articles
fok export, though there is n6 doubt the country would afford
abundance, were its resources brought out, which can only be
done by a much larger population than it is likely to have fot.
many years, even under the most favourable government. Their
imports are very trifling-a
few boats coasting along shore to
Chittagong, and from thence, by the Sunderbunds, to Calcuttd,
are sufficient for all their trade to the northward ; and a not much
larger number to B&seen, and frob thence through the S~lnderbuilds of the Irrawaddy to Ava or Rangoon, are required td
bring back silk and other articles manufactured in that country,
vbhich are much superior to those made by theinselves, and more
esteemed than any yet brought by Europeans.

XII1.-ExtWs from the Journal of a n Ezpedifion tlndertaken
by order of his Majesty's Government, to determine the Course
and Termination of the Niger, more properly harned Quoma,
fronl Ydoori to the Sea. By Richard ,and John Lander.
Communicated by Lieutenant Becher, R.N. Read 27th
June, 1831.
~ I C H A R DLANDER,
who had accompanied the late Captain
Clapperton on his second expedition into the interior of Africa,
embarked, with his brother John, at Portsmouth, on the 9th of
January, 1850, on board the brig Alert, and arrived at Cape
Coast Castle oh the eed of the following month. From this
settlemeht they were cohveyed to Badhgry in his Majesty's
sloop Clinker; and on the 91st of March they commenced
their journey into the interior. T h e orders they had received
from the secretary of state were to make their way over land to'
BoossA by the former rohte; thence to proteed to Y6oori; to
embark on the river; and, following the streani, not to quit it till
they reached its termination. Pursuing a route through the Yarriba country, varying in some parts from that which Captain
Clapperton had taken, they reached the city of Kiama on the
28th of May: I n the course of their route, they passed through
forests of large trees, morasses, and a wilderness of stunted trees
ihterr~pted at intervals by patches of cultivated land. T h e
..
approach to Kiiima is thus described.
' O u r path lay through a rich country covered with luxuriant
Qaesee and Brier trees, but very tittk wdeimod. It abounds
N %
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plentifully with deer and antelopes, and other wild animals of a
more Eerocious nature, such as the lion, the leopard, the elephant,
and the wild ass. We saw no buffaloes, but now and then
heard their lowing. O n the 98th May, the jingling of bells
announced the approach of a body of horsemen, who rapidly
galloped up to our hut, and saluted us, one after another, with
a martial ar, by brandishing their spears within a few feet of us.
T o display their horsemanship, they caused their steeds to prance
and rear; and when they imagined we were convinced of their
abilities, they dismounted to prostrate themselves before us, and
acquaint us of the welfare of their prince.'
' We continued our journey at noon: the warmth of the weather,
and the loads of the horses, obliged us to travel slowly. A t five
P.M. we reached the ruins of a small town. The path was through
the same forest as the preceding day, but less thickly wooded.
A t one place we remarked two immensely large trees, springing
up almost close together; their mighty trunks and branches twisted
and firmly clasped round each other. Ant-hills were numerous
in the road, and a few paces from it we observed, as we rode
along, little cone-shaped mud buildings, erected by the natives
for the purpose of smelting iron ore, which is found in abundance
in different parts of the country. After passing Bennikenni, om
course still lay through the forest, whose trees, shrubs, and plants,
spread around a delicious fragrance ; and, as night came on, the
polished spears and silver-topped caps of our escort, with the
luminous firefly, a brilliant firmament of stars, and the bright
moon, animated the scene around us, till, at about eight o'clock
P.M., we reached Kifima, and were immediately conducted to the
king's residence.'
$roceeding onwards through the city of Wouwou, the two
travellers reached BoossA on the 17th June. After passing along
some vallies, in which a heavy shower during the night had filled
the paths with water, and crossing a magniticent plain, partially
wooded with very old and ornamental trees, they descried, at the
distance of two or three miles, the city of Boossd, formed of
clusters of scattered huts. This city does not stand upon an
island, as described by Captain Clapperton, but is on the main
land, on the right bank of the river. At ten A.M. they entered
the city by the western gateway, and discharged their muskets as
the signal of their arrival.
June 18.-This morning,' says one of the brothers, ' I visited
the far-famed Niger, or Quorra, which flows at the foot of the
city, about a mile from our residence; and I was greatly surprised
at its reduced breadth. Black rugged rocks rose abruptly from
the centre of the stream, and its surface was agitated by whirlpools, At this place, in its widest part, (the end of the dry
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season,) it was not more than a stone's throw across. The rock
on which I sat overlooks the spot where Mr. Park and his associates met thiir unhappy fate.'
T h e king afterwards exhibited to the travellers one of Mr.
Park's books, which is described as a nautical book containing
tables of logarithms.
O n the 93d June, they set out from BoossA, for Y Boori. .Only
one of the branches of the river which meet at BoossX flows by
Kagogie, a small village about six miles north of Boossd. yet this
of itself is a mile in width ; but large sand-banks are in the
centre of the stream, and it is so shallow that, except in one very
narrow place, a child might wade across it without difficulty.
' June 96.-We had passed the island whereon we had slept
last night but a few minutes, and had just entered the main river,
when we came to a spot where it spreads again, and each channel
was full of dangerous rocks, sand-banks, and low islands covered with tall rank grass. We were conducted up the main
channel ; but were so00 obliged to get out of the canoe to lighten
her. During the greater part of the forenoon our canoe was
continually striking against concealed rocks, or running on sandbanks, which obliged us to be constantly getting out and in.
' O n the 97th of June we arrived at YBoori. With the exception of the dangerous rocks opposite BoossA, we were informed that, during our four days' passage thence, we had
passed almost all the di5cult places in the river, there being, as is
said, neither rocks nor sand-banks either above Y b o r i or below
Boossd. We have said nothing of the direction of the river,
because it is pretty well understood that this city lies nearly due
north of BoossA; and also, that notwithstanding its windings, and
the number and variety of its channels among the islands, the
Quorra flows past Boossd in a single undivided channel. In its
natural bed, when uninterrupted by rocks, the river appears to run
at this time of the year {June) between one and two miles an
hour : whenever it is obstructed by them, the current is, of course,
considerably greater.
Although, during the dry season, no communication is maintained by water between BoussA and the countries lower down
the river, by reason of the dangerous rocks which have been
already alluded to, yet, in the wet season, after the '' malca" (or
fourteen days' incessant rain) hns set in, when all the rivers which
are dry during the remainder of the year pour their overflowing
contents into the '' Great Father of Waters," as the Quorra is
emphatically styled, these canoes, we were told, pass to and fro
between Yiioori, Nyffe, BoossA, and Funda. I t is immediately
after the malca, also, that the river, by the depth and velocity of
its current, sweeps off the rank grass which springs \IP annually
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pp its borders. Every rock ond every low ieland are tbepeoppl,ekly
covered, and may be passed over in canpes w~tboutdifficulty, or
even apprehension of danger. Many years ago a Iqlge boat
.+-rived at Y6oori, en a trading voysge from Tippuctoo; but
vheq they Lad disposed of their merchandise, the boatmep returned to their country by land, because they asserted tbqt the
exertion of working their vessel back so long a way agqinst the
ptreqm was too great for them, and therefore they left it behind at
yfioori. The jouqey from hepce to the city of Soccatoo, when
no stoppage is made on the road, may easily be accowplisbed in
five days, and this is the regular time the natives take to go tha1.e.
Coulfo * is two days' journey from Yfioori.
' Yfioori is a large, flourishing kingdom. I t is boupded op the
east by Haussa, on the west by Burgoo, ou the north by Cubbie,
and on the south by the kingdom of Nouffi;?. T h e crows is
hereditary ; the government an absolute despotism. T h e former
sultan was deposed by his subjects for his violent measures and
general bad conduct ; and the present ruler, who has succeeded
him, has qeigned for the long period of thirty-nine years. The
sultan has a strong military force, which, it is said, has succes$fully
repelled the continued attacks of the ever restless Falatahs : it is
now employed in a remote provipce in quelling an insurrection,
occasioned partly by the inability of the natives to pay their ac~ustomedtribute, and pqrtly from the harsh measure3 adopted by
the sultan to compel them to do so. The city of YBoori is of great
extent, and very popylous. Jt is surrounded by a high and strong
wall of clay, and may be between twenty and thirty miles in circuit.
I t has eight large entrance gates or doors, which are well fortified
after the manner of the country. The inhabitants manufacture a
very coarse and inferior sort of gunpowder, which, however, is the
best, and we believe the only thing of the kind made in this part
pf the country: they also make very seat saddles, cibth, kc. &c.
They grow ipdigo, tobaccs, onions, wheat, and other varieties of
corn, and rice of a superior quahty, and have horses, bullocks,
sheep, and goats; but, notwithstanding their industry, dnd the
advqntages which they enjoy, they are very poorly clad, hqve little
money, and are perpetually complaining of the badnewof the
times. A market is held in the city daily, under comrsodious
sheds ; yet it is but indifferently attended, and the articles which
are exposed for sale have been already meetioned.'
'July 29.-At this time YBoori is little better than one complete
swamp; and, if possible, it will be worse after the malca shall
have set in, which is daily looked for.'
A u m t %.-On leaving the city it was literallya covered
with
.
the deep hollogs forhe3 by the rains were Very numeyaqr,
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w s , and ~ F dQ w i ~ r o l l,sfWrn beiag; igvisible. Owin to thp
repute4 badqess of the path by whic we bad eswred 6 ~ r i it,
y+ rejected for a xq& noEeerIy ope, leading, in almost a
direct ljw, $Q the river Cubbie, on which we embarked to return
t.0 BoossB. Q p pqtering the Q u ~ r r qfroq this river, it ww
f q n d running at the rate of tvyo or $ree miles iin bour. T h s
bapb qf the "ver pn *e way down to Boossd, as-well as its
islqpds, w r e covered in many places with vast quantities of csm,
which grays to the height of 84 or twelve feet. Thp p e ~ l eop
both i d e s ar,e mostly of the Cumbrie race, who are poor, despised, and abused, bpt industrious and hard-workjpgi in fact,
they gre popidere$ as slaves by their more powerful ne~ghbours.
T h e river we foqnd mpcb swolleg, jts current q u c 4 pore impetuous than when we came up it from Bosssd, qpd many of the
~ h p a l sand rocks which then annoyed us, were now under water
apd ~ompletelyhidden.
' Sept. 20.-This day we lefb Boassd on our voyage d o w ~~e
riuer. Having taken leave of the old king and qpeen, on pur way
towards the river y e f ~ u n dour path liped with people, sorqe of
w h ~ msaluted us on one knee, some qn both, and we received
thAr beaedictions as we walked nlpng. )Ye eqharked at noon.
At a syall bland called Melalie, at which we were obliged to
stpp to, rep-r our canoe, the current was running three o i four
miles qp hour, and tbe bed of the riyer was full of rocks, poxqe
ef yhich were shooting up within a few inches of the surfac~,
which occasioned the water to, makt; a loud rushing noise.
Owing to the skilfulnesg of our pilot, we succeeded in crossing
p ~ or
e two reefs, mkjcb, iu @e dry season more e s ~ c i a l l ymuqt
,
be highly perilous; eve9 as it was, we evperienced csnsiderable
difficvlfy in getting over them. At two o'clock vye passed the
boundaries ~f Boossh, and entered the dpplinians of the Kiqg
of Nouffie. At night we stopped at a large island, called
PqtBshie. The banks of the river new this place appear fertile
qnd4\vell ipbqkited,: @theriver was much swollen by the raiw,
and id some places a l ~ o s on
t a level with its banks. Pathhie
.is about a mile in width, and several miles in leagth. Qpposi*
the W~vnof Lgver (also called Layaba), the river becomes very
narrow
- .- and deep. This town, has an extensive population of
N oufiie people.
' After leaving Layaba, we ran down the stream for twelve or
foilrteen miles, the Qqorra, during the whole distance, rolling
grandly along-a noble river, neither obstructed by ~slands,nQr
deformed with rocks and stones. Its width vgried from one to
three miles, the country on each side very flqt, and a few mean,
dbty looking villages ~catteredon the water's edge. Just below
the town of ailjiepa the ~ i v e ris divided by an island. At this
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town, which we left on the 5th of October, for the first time, we
met with very large canoes having a hut in the middle, which contained merchants and their whole families. At the island of
Madjie, where we were obliged to stop for canoe-men, we found .
trees of hungry growth and stunted shrubs, whose foliage seemed
for the most part dull and withering: they shoot out of the
hollows and interstices of rocks, and hang over immense preci-pices, whose jagged summits they partly conceal ; they are only
accessible to wild beasts and birds of prey. The river below
Madjie takes a turn to the east by the side of another range of
hills, and afterwards flows for a number of miles a little to the
southward of east. O n leaving the island we journeyed very
rapidly down the current for a few minutes, when, having passed
another, we came suddenly in sight of an elevated rocky hill,
called Mount Kbey by the natives. This small island, apparently
not less than 300 feet in height, and very steep, is an object of
superstitious veneration amongst the natives.
' The island of Zegozhee *, which we reeched on the 7th of
Bctober, is opposite to Rabba, and so low, that the houses and
trees appeared to be springing from the water. Rabba, which
is two miles from this island, appears to be a large, populous, and
flourishing town : it is built on the slope of a gentle hill, almost
entirely destitute of trees. The Quorra, both yesterday and to-day,
has flowed in a direction to the south of east. Rabba market is
very celebrated, and considered by traders as one of the largest
and best in the whole country, of which it may be styled the
emporium. A variety of articles, both of native and foreign
manufacture, are sold there ; and it is generally well supplied with
slaves of both sexes. Yesterday one of our men counted between
100 and 900 men, women, and children, exposed for sale in ranks.
These poor creatures have for the most part been captured in war;
and it is said the Falatahs rarely treat them with unkindness, and
never with brutality. The price of a healthy, strong lad is about
40,000 cowries (81. sterling) ; a girl fetches as much as 50,000,
and perhaps more, if she be at all good-looking ; and the value of
men and women varies according to their age and abilities. Slaves
are sometimes purchased at Rabba by people inhabiting a country situated a good way down the Quorra ; and from thence they
are delivered from hand to hand, till they at length reach the sea.
Ivory is also sold here, and large tusks may be had at 1000 cowries
each, and sometimes cheaper. We had eleven. elephants' tusks
of our own, which were presented to us by the Kinge of Wouwou
and Boossd, but we were unable to dispose of them at Rabba,
because no strangers were then in the city.
' On leaving Rabba we made no stop down the river all day,

* The zh is pronounced l i b
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not even at meal-times, our men suffering the canoe to pass
down the stream, yhilst they were eating their food. A t five
in the afternoon they all complained of fatigue, and we looked
. around us for a landing-place, but could find none. Every
village which we saw was behind large thick morasses and bogs,
through which, after various provoking and tedious trials, we
,found it .impossible to penetrate; we were therefore compelled
to continue our course on the river. The day had been excessively warm ; but, as we saw signs of an approaching storm, we
endeavoured to land. This was impossible, in consequence of
the swampy banks ; and we were buffeted about during the whole
night, in imminent danger from the water, and also from the herds
or shoals of hippopotami which came snorting about the boat'
' A t ten A.M. on the 17th of October, we passed several mountains of singular and picturesuqe appearance, which are situated
a few miles beyond the borders of the river to our left, and
shortly after we came in sight of other mountains yet more
interesting and romantic ; but these were very elevated, and so far
a-head of us, that they could hardly be distinguished from faint
blue clouds. At the island of Gungo, which we had passed, the
natives were in their canoes, and leaving it, in consequence of
their village being overflown, so high was the water of the river.
A t the island of Tof6, where we stopped on the 18th October,
we found the cocoa-nut (not the tree, but the fruit) for the first
time since leaving the Yarriba country. On the 19th we observed
and passed a river of considerable size, which entered the Quorra
from the north-west.' (This was the Coodoonia, which Richard
Lander had crossed on his former return journey from Soccatoo ;
and it may be observed, as a remarkable instance of&e accuracy
of the present and former route, that.the coincidence falls within
a mile or two.) ' Very elevated land appeared on each side of
the Quorra as far as could be seen.'
' Egga, the next town we came to, is upwards of two miles in
length, and we were struck with the immense number of bulky
canoes which lay off it, filled with trading commodities, and
all kinds of merchanhze common to the country. The course
of the river was here about E.S.E. Benin and Portuguese
clothes are worn at Egga by many of its inhabitants; so that
it would appear some-Grid -of cokmunication is kept up between this place and the sea-coast. The people are very speculative and enterprising, and nuqbers of them em loy all
their time solely in trading up and down the river. &ey live
entirely in their canoes, over which they have a shed, which
answen completely every purpose for which it is intended; so
that, in their constant peregrinations, they have no need of any
other dwelling or shelter than that which their canoes afford them.

C o p a - ~ ~P-Pb ?old &out
streeh ip gr+ qpqti6es, apd
y#goud~ttleparcels of the@ were sent to es;. bpt we understsod
that they ;)re imported frow a p e i g h b ~ ~ r i pcotg~qy:
g
E ga 'b of
pmdigioua pitent, pnd
an i q m e y e popplation. ~ i [ e e q p g
other towns op the banks of the river, it is not wfrequeutly inundated, q d a large portion of it was at that time actually overdowed. T h e soil ip the vicinity of the town consists of a dark
heavy mould, uncommouly productive j so that, with tritling labour,
all the uecessaries of life are obtained la plepty, and cheaply. T h e
iuhqbitants eat little animal food, but live principally on fish, which
aye sold at a reasanable rate. Hyanas are said to abound in the
yvoqds in great numbers, and are sa bolq aud rapacious as to have
lately carried away qearly the whole of the sheep in the t ~ w g .
Near this place is a considerable market-town on the ppposite
oide of the river. . A few miles below Egga the dominion of the
chiefs or kiqgs of territories is no longer ackqqwledged, and eqch
&yn or city has its own ruler.'
' Oct. 2 5 . h five in the morning we found ourselves nearly
~ppositea very considerable river entering the Quorra from the
eastward. We first supposed it to be an arm qf the river running
[om us ; but the sfrong opposing current goon proved our inistake,
e had now qauy hills to our right and left, close to the bapks
paers s t 4 greqter distauce. ~t seven oycloct the rive( seemed
fjee of k l a ~ d sand morasses, and its banks were well wooded, a d
p u c h btgher than we had observed thew for a long time previpus y,
pepertbeless it ran over a rocky bottom, which caused its surface
tp ripple elr-edingly.
At ten A.M. we passed a huge and n;rkgd
white rqck, in the form of a perfect dome, arising ftoni the ~elltre
of the river, whivh we named the Bird Rock, .from its being
poyered with them. The course of the river this cnornj~gwas
6.S.W.; asd its width varied, as usual, from twp to five or six
. .
*.
miles.'
' At Bocqua, 26th Oct., we were informed that directly opposite
to it, an the eastern bank, is the commop path to the city of
S;ynda, which is situated three day?' journey inland from ttie
Qqprra; that the large river we observed yesterday falling into
the Quorra from the eastward is h e . celebrated Shar, Shary, or
Sharry, of travellers ; or, as it is more commoaly called than either,
the Tshadda; indeed, it i s universally so called throughout the
country. The i~terpreterfurther said, that the small river we bad
passed on the 19th, flowing from the same direction, is the Coqdoonia.' !At Bocqua some iron hoops were found, and staves of cqskg.
eocqua possesses four markets. The chief of Bocqua told us
tq avpid &o enemy, the chief of Attd, and that in seyep days we
~ k d re&&
d
the ser(. Both hanks of the rivq beloy Bocqqgr
.
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&ll cqfisped hilly aqd wall y o o h d . q t ekven A.M. ve werp
qppogite a town, which, fro? the de~criptlonthat bqd heen given
$f !< we svpposed to be Ma. I t was pitvqted close to tbe water's
edge, in an elevated situation, and on a fine g c e Q sward, and its
appeg+ce yqs highly beautiful. T h e town appeared clean, of
great exteqt, and surrounded with fine treeg and shrubs. A few
y o e s were lying at the foot pf the town ; but we escaped obseryation, and passed on. Afterwards, the margin of the river beFame more thickly wooded tbaa before ; and, for upwards of thirty
miles, not a towq or a village, or even a single hut, could any
wilere be seen. The whole of this distance our canoe passed
smoothly along the river: everything was silent and solitary ; no
sqund could be distingyished, save our own voices and the splashing of tbe paddles, with their echoes. The song of birds was
ppt beard, nor could any animal whatever be seen; the banks
seemed to be eqtirely deserted, and the magnificent Quorra to be
slvrpbering in its pn7sgrandeur.
' A t noog to-day we passed the epd of tbe high bills which had
commenced above Bocqua. They were also at aome distance
from the banks of the river, aqd changed their direction to the
S.S.E. The course of the rlver this day was nearly S.W.,and
the breadth varied from three to five miles.
act. 27.-At Abbazapca, about forty-five miles below the junction of the Tsbadda with tbe Quorra, and the first town to the
southward of fie moqntains, on the left bank, we saw an English
bar of iron; and, for the first time since leaving Jenna, in
yarrika, we beheld the graceful cocoa-nut tree, and heard the
mellow whistling of grey pwrots. The chief wished to know
from' whenc'e we had come ; and having told him we came from
YLqori,a @eat city on tlie banks of the river, he expressed surprise, never bebre having heard of the name. The banks between
Atta and tbis place are low, and in some parts inundated. N o
jtowps or villageg are 1 ~ be
. seen on them for many miles, particularly on the western bavk. Below Abbazacca, villa,aes are
see11 every three or four mileg on the eastern bank, but little cultivatio~. At .Damuggoo, the natives have European muskets of
English manufacture : the king had six small swivels. The natives
~9 expert ip the use of fire-arms, and shoot buffaloes, which,
however, are not very numerous. The Quorra fell two feet in as
many days, but was still overflowing the town. Here we saw a
man dressed in a soldier's jacket, and others partially clothed in
European apparel, all of whom have picked up a smattering of
English from the Liverpool palm-ail vessels in the Bonney river.
Ponney is said to be four or five days' journey from hence.
Oct. SO.-A great part of the populatios of Damuggoo left
the town this q ~ r u i n gfor the Bocqua market: they take thithw
'
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powder, muskets, soap, ~ h c h e s t e ' cottons,
r
and other articles of
European manufacture, and great quantities of rum, or rather
rum and water ; for not more than one-third of it is genuine spirit,
and even that is of the wont quality. These are exchanged for
ivory and slaves, which are again sold to the European traders.'
Near Kirree a disaster befel the travellers on the morning of the
5th November, at a place about forty miles further down the river,
the details of which do not come within the purpose of the present
memoir. I t will be sufficient to observe that they were attacked
by large parties in war canoes, some of which had forty paddled,
containing fifty or sixty men. Their canoe was run down, and
many of their effects lost.
Kirree is a large town and slave mart, frequented by people
from the Eboe country for slaves and palm-oil. Eboe is said to
be three days' journey down the river. A small stream runs into
the Quorra from the eastward, opposite to Kirree ; but it is not
improbable that it may be merely the re-union of a branch which
runs off at Damuggoo. At Kirree abo, a considerable branch of
the Quorra turns off to the westward, which is said to run to
Benin. Being now on the great delta of the river, a change in
the climate had been experienced at a short distance above
Kirree. The nights were very cold, with heavy dews, and a considerable quantity of dense vapour covered the face of the country
in the morning. The banks of the river were cultivated in
some places where they were high; but in most places they were
low, and the few villages that were seen were nearly concealed
by thick jungle. Below Kirree the river is not so serpentine as
above it ; the banks are so low and regular that not even a simple
rising can anywhere be distinguished : they are assuming a degree
of sameness little different from that which prevails on many
parts of the sea-coast, in the bight of Beniu ; and here, for the
first time, the fibrous mangrove was seen, interspersed aamongst
the other trees of the forest. Both banks, however, are pretty
thickly inhabited, and there are many scattered villages, which,
though encompassed with trees, and invisible from the river, could
easily be distinguished by the number of their inhabitants appearing on the beach to trade with the canoe-men.
Nou. 8.-Having embarked long before sunrise, a fog prevented our progress ; and from fear of mistaking our way, it was
agreed we should return to the land. I n pursuance of this plan,
we hung on by the shore till the gloom had dispersed, when we
found ourselves on an immense body of water like a lake, having
gone a little out of the bed of the main stream; and we were
at the mouth of a very considerable river flowing out of the lake
to the westward, being evidently an important branch of the
Quorra.. Another branch also ran hence to the S.E., whilst
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our course was in a south-westerly direction, on what we considered to be the main body,-the
whole forming, in fact, three
rivers of no small magnitude. We wished to be more particular
in our observations of this interesting part of our journey, but
were compelled to forego this gratification on account of the
superstitious prejudices of the natives, who affected to be displeased with the attention with which we regarded the river.
The opposite shores of the lake were not seen from our position,
nor was the branch which runs to the S.E. Several small rivers
are also said to fall in on its N.E. shore. Eboe is i~
large
straggling town, one mile W. from the river. The branch of the
river on which we had now to proceed is narrower than above
the lake, and at its issue from the lake is not more than two miles
wide. T h e banks in many parts are lo\vv, swampy, and thickly
wooded. A t Eboe, which we reached on the 12th November
by a shallow canal, we found many large canoes froin the coast,
with palm-oil puncheons in them, housed over, and each containing about fifty or sixty persons.'
' Nov. ]%.-At seven in the morning we left Eboe. King Boy
and his wife also embarked. Our canoe, which was heavily
laden, was paddled by thirty-eight men and two steersmen-one
in the bow and the other in the stern. We had three captains
with speaking-trumpets to give orders, one drummer, the king's
steward, and his lady's waiting-maid, a cook, and two fellows
for baleing the boat. At sevqn A.M. we started;-the captains
calling out with all their might, throagh their speaking-trumpets,
to their feMsh, for a prosperous journey. We soon glided along
at a great -rate, passing towns and villages at every two or three
miles. and more cultivated land than we had seen for fifteen
days past. I t contained large plantations of yams, bananas,
plantains, Indian corn, but no rice; nor did we see any kind
of grain after leaving Kacunda, although the soil on the banks of
this river would grow all kinds well. The river was not very
wide, and narrowed fast: the widest part, 1do not think, was
more than two miles, and the narrowest not quite half a mile,
At three P.M., its beauty was mostly gone. I n many places i t
had overflowed its banks, through trees and hick underwood,
and in the widest part was not more than a mile and a half acroos,
Saw a small branch running off to the \best.'
' Nov. 14, 7 P.M.--We turned out of the main river, and
proceeded up a small branch, towards Brass Town, which runs i n
a S.E. bv E. direction'from the main river. Our course this dav
was due south, and the river co~itinuedto run in the same
direction when we left it, overflowing its banks, but much dimi-,
nished in volume. I n the widest part it was not more than half a
mile across, and the narrowest about 30Q yards, As usual, wq
8.

ssed m a g m m s sad rillaged d b h g the day; and whek the
Cnlts were not overflo*n they *ere cultivated.
At half-past eight P.M. we found ourselves influenced by tl~e
ti&, and at every ten or twenty miles we were either otl a bank
or stock f a t in the underwood ; so that the men, as dtl fomef
occasidns, were obliged to get oht and lift the canoe over. Out
track was through avenues of mangroves : it1 many places the
trees were arched over so thickly; that we could see nb light
through them. We continued on, wifidihg in and out, througH
small creeks, until nine A.M. on the 15th, when we met three
large canoes. In one of them was the old King Fourday, and
sevetal fefish priests ; in another were the brothers of Kihg Buy;
and in the third those of Mr. Gun. They had been to the towri
of Brass, and had brought old King Fourday and the PtfsR
priests to escort us into their country. A short time after bur
arrival at Brass we made fast to the trees, wheh the tide ebbed;
and left us high and d t p on black mud half an hour after.'
' After leaving Eboe we passed two stnall branches running
to the west, and also two running in the arst. The country
through which the river winds is low, without a rising ground for
many miles. The banks are for the most part swampy : where
they are at all habitable, villages are seen, with patches of culti- ,
vated grdund. On the 13th we passed a villa~eon the right bank,
where the stillness of the water and much white foam we iina;
gined to be the effects of the tide. This place is about seventy
or eighty miles from the sea. Near the mouth of the river, and
in our way up to Brass Town, the banks were bo much overflown,
that the trees appeared to be growing out of the water.'
T h e accompanying sketch of the course of the Quorra is conibined with Captain Clapperton's map on a reduced scale, and
it is due to the Society to offer a few remarks on the method
which has been adopted in tracing it. The only instrument
possessed by the travellers was the mariner's compass, and even
this was lost at Kirree, which is placed about 180 miles in a
direct line from the mouth of the river ; therefore, in the absence
of all means of ascertaining, with any pretensions to certaintyj a
single geographical point, the position of Boossa, and that of the
mouth of the river Nun, lying nearly at the two extremes of
the whole journey, were adopted as limits within which the
course of the river navigation between these places must necessarily falf. The daily progress of the travellen in course and
distance, according to their own estimation, was then subjected
to rigoroue scrutiny ; and the probable distance supposed to have
beeu travelled each day, in which allowance was niade for the rate
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of the stream (never exceeding three miles, and decreasing downwards), was adopted and laid down on a large scale. This was
next reduced into the five sheets that accompany the present
paper, which, when joined together as they are marked, show
the general course of the river, with such remarks from the journals relating to its banks as occurred during its construction.
T h e materials, thus brought together, underwent a further reduction, on being copied in the general map, between the points
before-mentioned ; and it is with some satisfaction, even after the
necessaEily rough manner in which the whole has been put together,
that the following particulars may be pointed out as throwing a
degree of probab~lit~
on the course now laid down being nearly
that of the Qaorra, which was scarcely to have been expected.
T h e mouth of the river Nun in the map is nearly due south of
BoossA, and the course of the river to the east is about the same
as that to the west, which corresponds with that condition. The
river Coodoonia falls into the Quorra nearly in the same place as
before laid down. T h e great Tshadda was also found to enter the
Quorra at about the point before reported. And with respect to
Y6oori it may be added, that Soccatoo was said to be five days'
iournev from it: while the distance from the former as laid down
iy~aGder,to ;he latter as given by Clapperton, is about 100
miles, which nearly corresponds with a journey of five days.
-
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ANALYSES,
Qc.

T.-Analyst
of a Narrative of a Voyage to the PaciJic and
Beenenng'sStpait, to co-opcrate with the Polar Expeditions;
performed in his Majesty's Ship Blossom, under the Command
of Captain F. W. Beechey, R.N., F.R.S., &c., in the years
1885, 26, 97, and 98. By W. Ainsworth, Esq.

HIS Majesty's'ship Blossom was sent out by his Majesty's
government, with a special commission to prosecute researches
on the practicability of a north-west passage, and being destined
for a , long voyage, through seas of different characters, and in
very opposite climates, was consequently more fitted up with a
view of administering to the necessities and comforts of the officers
and men, and ~rovidingfor the safety of the vessel, than prepared
for the slow and lengthened labours of science, or the nicety of
observation and expe<ment.
T h e instructions, however, given to Captain Beechey by the
Board of Admiralty, in addition to the co-operation to be given
to the polar expedition, directed him to make geographical observations, of much interest, on the doubtful existence of some islands
in the South Pacific, to survey the group of the Society Islands,
to direct his course to the Navigators' Islands, and to afford every
assistance to the naturalist of the expedition in making collections
illustrative of his branch of research.
The additions made to our knowledge of the South Pacific
and other seas, with their coasts and islands, by this expedition,
will be best given in the shape of a s~~ccinct
narrative, or an analysis
of Captain Beechey's published work; and we shall afterwards
give a general idea of the results of the observations and experiments made during the voyage, which, from their variety, number, and exactness, reflect the greatest credit on the science,
industry, and perseverance of Captain Beechey, and the officers
under his command.
O n the 19th of May, 1895, the vessel weighed from Spithead,
steering out of the Channel with a fair wind. On the SOth of the
0
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same month, it was ascertained that a reef of rocks, named the
Eight Stones, did not exist in the situation which for a number of
years they have occupied in our charts. From Cape Finisterre
to Point Naga the error in the direction S. 33' W. was not less
than ninety miles. The position of the island of Fernanda
Noronha was found, on the 96th of June, to be eighteen miles
eastward of the position given in the E t India Directory.
O n the 11th of July they arrived at Rio Janeiro, where they remained until the 13th of August, on which day they sailed for the
Pacific. During their stay they measured the height of the
Peak of Corcovado, a mass of granite overlooking the placid
waters of Bota-Fogo; and after checking these by observations
repeated three years afterwards, the height, by trigonometrical
measurement, was found to be 2306 feet in the first inst~nce,and
93054 in the second. I n making Cape Horn, 011 September 16,
a current drifted the ship fift miles to the northward in the
twenty-four hours. On the 9 th of September they were fifty
leagues west of Cape Pillar*. With regard to this navigation,
Captain Beechey says, in his nautical remarks appended to the
narrative, e,' I concur in opinion with Cook, Perouse, Krusenstern,
' and others, in thinkiag there is no necessity whatever for going
' far to the southward ; and I should recommend always standing
on that tack which gained most longitude, without paying
any regard to latitude further than taking care to keep south
(say a degree) of Cape Horn.'
On the 6th of October they made the island of Mocha, on the
coast of Chili. This island, once celebrated as a resort of the
bnccaneen, and thickly peopled, was found daerted by Captain
Btrong in 1690, and appears to have remained uninhabited ever
since. O n the 8th of the same month they anchored at T a b huana.
I n the survey of the Bay of Conception, a ahoal ~ a discovered
a
by Lieutenant Belcher on the Penco side. I t was also necesfiarj
to make some alterations in the position of the Belen Bank, from
the manner in which it is laid down in the Spanish charts; and
the shoal said to occur off the sandy point of Quiriquina does not
a t present exist.
The Blossom put to sea on the 94th, anchored three day8
afterwards at Valpamiso, and on the 99th took a final leave of
the coast.
The island of Salas y G o m a , which wm determined to be in
latitude 96" 97'46" S., and longitude 105".20', has the appearance
of three rocks. Its longest directi0n.j~ N.W.and S.E., and its
extent something less than half a mile in length, and a fifth of a
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mile in width,-much less than has beea etated. T h e bhtPAm?
was covered With rugged stones, of a datk browh colour, ekcept
*ere used as r m t i h g places for h e seb-fio$vl; aad froh some
obskrvatio&8, it seems p b a b t e that the island ie of volcank

origin.
Betweeh Salm y O o h e i add Eastet Iblsnd, etief passed ned
the bituatilon of an island named Whshingtotl anti Coffin, re..
ported to have been discovered by &nAmerican ship, but without
perceiving any *aces of it, though within h u r leagues of t l spdt
~
with a perfectly cleat sky and hohzon.
On the 17th of November they were off Easter Island. Captaih
Beechey is Cnclined to the opinion that this is the island ripon
which Davis had so ilearly lost his vessel ; and, considering the
rapid c u m t that exists in the vicinity of the Galapagos, alid which
extehds throughout the trade-wind, though with diminished force,
the error in that navigator's reckoning he does not think bore than
might have happened to any ddl-sailing tressel circumstanced as
his was. The Blossom, in passing from the meridian of Juan
Fernandez to Easter Island, was set 970 miles b the %stward in
eighteea days. Easter Island is m O knifes ftom the coast of
Chili, and 1500 from the nearest inhabited island, Pitcdirn Islalid
excepted, which has been peopled by European$. T h e geographical description of the island given by Mr. Berniget, who was
engineer to the Astrolabe, was found to be perfectly accurate*.
' h e population Captain Beechey estimates at about 1200. The
natives tattoo theniselves, so as to have the appearance of wearing
breeches. Mdst of them go naked, though some wear the ntct~o,
which is made either of fine Indian cloth of a reddish colmr, of
a wild kind of pruley, or of a species of sea-weed. T h e straw
hats mentioned by Cook and L a Perouse appeared t6 be nb
longer in use. Captain Beechey thinks that the idea of then?
beihg a community of property among the islaaders is estretnely
improbable. 1Y;e interview of our navigators with them was
very unfortunate, add terminated ih a serious and unpleasant
dispute.
Captain Beechey remarks, that those giga~tikbusts of stone
tvhich once existed on various parts of the island, d which Captain
Cook found only two remaining, while Kotzebue found nothihg
more than a square pedestal in their place, have now altogether
disappeared, and that a few heaps of rubbish only occupy a ~p6t
where it is doubtful whether one of the busts was erected or not.
Pitcairn Island, he observes, a&r& a curiods example of a race
bf men settliirg upon an .&and, emting s t o d e images ~ p o hits

*

The highest part of it is 1200 feet, and in clew weather it m q
ot tourteeh leagues &nee.
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heights, and either becoming extinct, or having abandoned it ;
and some circumstances connected with Easter Island occur in
favour of the presumption that the same thing may also have
taken 1 lace
-. The most remarkable of these facts is. that
- - there.
the present generation is so nearly allied in language and customs
to many islanders in the Sonth Sea, as to leave no doubt of their
'. having migrated from some of them; and yet in none of these
places are there images of such extraordinary dimensions, or,
indeed, in any way resembling them. The Easter Islanders have,
besides, small wooden deities, similar to those worshipped by the
inhabitants of the other islands just mentioned.
O n the 99th of November the Blossom reached Ducie's Island.
I t is a coral rock, oval, with a lagoon in the centre, tenanted ollly
by birds : the highest trees do not rise more than twenty-six feet
above the level of the sea. I t is situated in latitude 94" 40' S.,
and longitude 194" 45'. The water was so clear over the coral,
that the bottom could be distinctly seen when no sounding+ could
be bad with thirty fathoms of line. At seven miles distance, the
island ceased to be visible from the deck.
O n the Sd of December the ship reached Henderson's or Elizabeth Island, in latitude 94" el', and longitude 198" 18' W. This is
of a peculiar formation, very few instances of which are knownviz., dead coral, more or less porous, elevated in a flat surface,
probably by volcanic agency, to the height of eighty feet. It is
tive miles in length. one in breadth. and thicklv covered with
shrubs, which maoke it dificult to climb. It was iamed Henderson's Island by the commander of the Hercules, of Calcutta,
though first visited by the crew of the Essex, an American whaler,
two of whom landed on it after the loss of their ship, and were
subsequently taken off by an English whaler, who heard of their
fate at Valparaiso.
O n the 4th of December the expedition arrived at Pitcairu
Island. The mutiny on board the Bounty; the terrible fate of
the surviving mutineers, who sought refuge on this .island, which
exhibits traces of former inhabitants, and which presents great
variety of soil and aspect, and is, further, abundantly provided
with fish, fowl, and vegetables; the reform of Adams and his
companion, and the patriarchal colony that rose under their care ;
are admirably related by Captain Beechey, but are foreign to our
present purpose of strict geographical inquiry ; aud we will therefore content ourselves with statinn that the island is about seven
miles in circumference, surrounded by cliffs, or rocky projections,
off which lie scattered numerous fra~mentaof rock. rising. like
so many black pinnacles, amid the s s f , which, on ali sidecroll~
in upon the shore; and that its highest point was found to be
1109 feet above the level of tbe sea. The population, from the
0
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period of its first establishment to the time of Captain Beechey's
visit, varied as follows :-

.

Mda. Fermlcr.
9
0

White (mutineers)
T h e first settlers consisted of Colovrod (OtPbeiteans)

- -

Of these were killed in quarrels between the whites White
Coloured............ 6
.......... 6
and blacks. . . . . . . . . . . .
by accident .... White. ............ 1
Died a natural death. ..... -.............. 1

1

12

0
0

s

3
14
went
-6-1 away.

The original settlers, therefore, found on the island
by the Blossom were ......................
The children of the white settler8 (the men of colour
having left none). ........ .'. ................
Their grandchildren. .........................22 15
Recent settlers. ............................. 2 0
Child of one of them ......................... 1 0

1

- -

Present population. ...36 30=66
O n the 2Sd of December the Blossom reached Oeno Island,
in latitude 94" 0 1 S., and longitude 130" 40' W. This island is
a coral forn~ation-inclosing a lagoon with a small island in the
centre, deep water all around, and a heavy surf. I t is uninhabited, and was named Oeno Island after a whale ship, whose
master supposed that it had not before been seen ; but the discovery belongs to Captain Henderson, of the Hercules.
Crescent Island, which they reached on the 97th of the same
month, is in latitude 9S02O', or 93' 17' S. by another observation,
and in longitude 134' 35' W. I t is an oblong, three miles and
a half in length, one and a half in width ; and consists of a strip
of coral about a hundred ~ a r d sor less in width, having the sea on
one side and a lagoon on the other. Its general height is two feet
above the water. T h e soil, where highest, reaches just six feet
above the sea,-and the tops of the trees are twenty feet higher.
About forty nativee were see11 on this small spot; they were tall
and well made,-tattooed,
with thick black hair and beards.
Three square stone huts, about six feet high,.and sheds, some
open on one side only, and others on both, were seen; but no
cultivation could be discerned, nor any fruit-trees, which could
have furnished subsistence.
O n the 99th of December they reached the Gambier Islands.
This group was discovered by the ship Duff, on a missionary
voyage, in 1797, and named by Mr. Wilson, her commander,

a

five large iel~ads and pew4 s e a a b anea, 4
situated in a lagoon formed by a reef of coral, in& qliich
the Blwom effected a passage over a portion of the reef
which dipped beneath the water, with five, seven, an4 e' ht
fathoms, gradually deepening it t e twenty-five fathoms. ?he
largest island is about six miles in length, and rises into two peaks
elevated 1428 feet above the level of the sea. These peaks, which
were called qfter the Duff, are in form of wedges, and may be
seen at a distance of fourteen or fifteen leagues. T h e island on
which they occur Captain Beechey named after the first lieutenant,
Peard Ialand; and the others in succession, Belcher, Waipright,
Elson, Collie, and Marsh, after the other officers, and the lagoon,
in which the ship was anchored, after herself. The islands appear
to have been subjected to volcanic action, though not recently;
and the account given of their geological structure, as extracted
from Mr. Collie's Journal, gives details exactly similar to those
resented by the older plutonic rocks in our own latitudes.
h e populatjon may be estimated at about ,000; and the
account given by Captain Beechey of their appearance, manners,
dress, and occupations, of their mode of preserving the dead, and
of their instruments of chase, warfare, and other utensils, presents
many interesting features.
The Gambier Islmda ac uire considerable importance from the
fact of their being ~e o y station at present known (Pitcira
Island excepted) in a distance of 4000 miles between Otaheite
and the coast of Chili, where a supply of good water can be pracured. Two good streams from Mount Ruff supplied the h a t s
faster thaq it could be got off. Captain Beechey observed
the old custom of takiag possession of this group by hoisting the
English ensign on the share ; and sowed several useful seeds, in
the hope of their proviag advantageous to the natives. At the S.W.
extremity of these &lands are several slllall sandy islands, over
whlch the sea breaks heavily, sa that they are lost amidst the f w .
They were nsmed the W ~ l f eIslands, from one of the rpidshipmen
of the Blossom.
Lord Hood's Island, which Captain Beechey reached on the
14th of Janwary, 1826, is in latitude 21" 30's. and longitude
435" 33' W. ; and consists of an assemblage of snlall islets rising
from a chsrin of coral even with, or a little above the water's edge.
Upon these grow a variety of evergreea-trees thickly set, and
presenting an lnvitiog appearance ; but the surf forbade all attempts
at landing. I t appears, however, that the islets are not aow
inhabited. as Krusenstern re~ortsthem to have been. and as the
appearance of a square stone hut was sufficient to prove. This
coral rock, which was discovered by Mr. Wilson, in the ship Duff,
is A 1.2 miles iq length sad 4.7 niiles in width, is a nor@ and south
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direction, and, like a l q t all the coral islanck, cantains a, 1qpoh
on$ is steep on all sides.
T h e island of Ciermont-Tonnerre, which was visited p.n the
l s t b of January, is ten miles in length, but very narrow, particularly a t the extremities. I t is of the same formation as Lord
Hood's Island, but more elevated, aud abounds with coroq-aut
trees. With the exception of a few breaks in the southern sho*
by which the sea, when high, at times communicates with the
lagoon, it is altogether above water. The lagoon has several m a l l
islands ip it, and the shores all round are steep and abound with
fish. T h e ship here encountered an unusually formidable waterspout, of which Captain Beechey gives an animated description,
accompspied by a sketch of its appearance in three differeat
stages of its progress. Captaia Duperrey, in his voyage round the
world, i n the Coquille, visited this island, and, supposing it to be
p new discovery, named i~ Clermont-Tonnerre, after the late
French minister of marine. Captain Beechey seems, however,
decided in his opinion that it was before discovered by the ship
Miperva. The inhabitants are not above 200, and among them
there vw a great diversity of complexion. They were exceedingly
shy, and tbe surf would not allow the Blossom's boats to 1 4 :
latitude 18" 33' 4%" S.. aad longitude 136' 01' 3%"W.
Serle Island, tbe nexi visited,& January 21, is seven miles and
a half in length, in a N.W. direction, and two miles and a quarter
in width ia its broadest part;-its latitude is 18' 16' 0Iff S., and
longitude 137' OD' 45" W. I t i s a low strip of coral formation,
and has oeveral clumps of trees, which have been mistaken by some
navigatws for hillocks. The population altogether cannot exceed
100, aud they resemble the inhabitants of Clermont-Towerre as
Minerva lelasd.
W.hitsuaday Island, discovered by Captaip Wallis in 1767, is
sitwted in latitude 19' 23' S., and longitude 138' 36' W., a d
forty milee to the westyard of the place assigned to it by th;tt
nauigat~. A landiw was effected bere on January '23, and
several buts were observed, with well-beaten pathways, and reser.
voirs for fresh w a t cut
~ eighteen inches into the coral ;but no inhabitants were seen. The islaud is a mile and a half in length, and
not four miles, as stated by Captaip Wallis, steep all roulld, of
coral f o w t i o a , well wooded, and contains a lagoon.
The same evening they bore up for Queen Charlotte's Island,
also discovered by Captaip Wallis, in latitude 19' 17' S., and
hit*
1.36' 4%'W. The m a 1 bre had 5 0 grown up that n0
lagoon cwM be perceived in the centre, and not a single specimeu
was ta he swo af the uumerous cocoa-nut trees found by Captain
Wallis.
Lagnon bland, visited on January M, iq btitude 1 8 O 45' 19"

S., and longitude lSBO47' 13" W., is three miles in le*,
W. by S. direction, and a mile and a quarter in width.

in a
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cocoa-nut trees in the centre of the island, which, Captain Cook
observed, had the appearance of flags, are still waving; and,
altogether, the island preserves the appearances described by that
great navigator. The inhabitants of Lagoon Island, with whom
the Blossom had some communication, were honest and friendly,
forming a striking exception to the general character of the natives
of Polynesia.
Thrum-cap Island, discovered and so named by Captain Cook,
M of coral formation, three-quarters of a mile in length; we11
wooded, and steep all round ; but no lagoon could be perceived,
Bougainville gave this island the name of Les Landers, % consequence of the men whom he saw on it being armed w ~ t hlong
spears ;-they were most probably visiters from Lagoon Island,
as no inhabitants were now seen. Its latitude is 18" 30' S., and
longitude 139' 08' W. The Blossom was off it on the afternoon
of the 24th, but the surf prevented the boats landiag.
Egmout Island, Captain Wallis's aecond discovery, is steep like
most other coral islands, and well wooded, with cocoa-nut and
pandanus-trees. The men were armed in the same manner as the
Lagoon Islanders ; were friendly, and bartered freely for iron. I t
was examined on the 25th of January, but without landing.
Barrow Island, situated in latitude 20' 45' S., and longitude
4 O 07' W. of Gambier, or 13g003' W. of Greenwich, was Captain
Beechev's first discove~.on the 26th of January. I t is a mile
and th&equarters in iekgth from north to soutd, and a mile and
three-tenths in width ; it consists of a narrow strip of land, of an
oval form, not more than 200 yards wide in any part, well wooded,
with three large pita underathe trees, containing several tons of
fresh water. I t has a lagoon in its centre, which the colour of the
-- water indicated to be of no great depth. Traces, apparently of
Enropeaus, were observed on this island; but they were afterwards found to be the relics of the brief residence on these shores
of some natives of the Chain Islands who had lost their way.
On the 2d of February the ship reached Captain Edwards'
Carysfoot Island. I t is a strip of coral so low that the sea washes
into the lagoon in several places. Vegetation is scanty, but there
are no dangers near the dand. I t is in latitude Qo044' S., and
lonkitnde 13S0 22'.
The lagoon of Osnaburgh Island of Carteret, the next island
visited, on the 3d of February, and which Captain Beechey proposes to call the island of Osnaburgh and Matilda, was entered by
a channel suficiently wide aud deep for a vessel of the class of the
Blossom. The remains of a shipwreck, supposed of the Matilda
whaler, loot in 1792, were fpund on this island. I t is fourteen
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miles long, with many trees, but no cocoa-nut or other fruit-trees.
I t has never, apparently, been inhabited, and the birds were consequently so tame as to allow themselves to be lifted from their
nests ; while fish were taken as easily by sticks and boat-hooks as
by lines. Latitude 91' 53' 03'' S., and longitude 138' 59' 3411.
T o the south of this island another small island was examined,
three miles and three-quarten in length by three in width, its form
nearly a n oblong, with the southern side much curved. T h e
lagoon in the centre was deep, its boundary very low and narrow,
and in places it overflowed. Captain Beechey gave this island
the name of Cockburn Island. Latitude 29' 1%'951' S., and longitude 136' 39' 53" W.
T h e m x t island visited was the Lagoon Island of Captain Bligh.
This is inhabited ; the natives are darker than those of Cook's
Lagoon Island,-nearly
naked, with their hair tied in a knot on ,
the top of the head, and provided with stones, clubs, and spears.
N o landing was effected on this island, which is in latitude e l 0
371 4 1 r S., and longitude 1400 37' 5 9 , and is larger than as exhibited on Arrowsmith's charts.
Byam Martin Island, discovered by Captain Beechey, is in latitude 19'40' %Zf'S., and longitude 140'29' e811W. I t is an oval of
three miles and three-quarters in diameter, of coral formation, and
has a lagoon and productions vtery similar to the other islands
recently described.
Gloucester Island, in latitude 19' 07' S., and longitude 140' 57'
W., was found to differ very materially in its present form and
extent from the descriptions given by its discoverer, Captain Wallis.
A t the south-east angle of the island they noticed a morai built of
stones, but there were no inhabitants upon the shore.
I n latitude 18' 041 S., and longitude 140" 51' W., Captain
Beechey visited Bow Island, discovered, in 1768, by Bougainville,
and seen the following year by Captain Cook, who gave it its
present name, from the resemblance which its shape was sup!
posed to have to a bow. I t is of coral formation, thirty miles
long, and, at an average, five broad, well wooded on the weather
side, but scantily on the other, where it is so low that the sea,
in places, washes into the lagoon. The Blossom, having navigated with considerable difficulty, and some danger, through a
channel in the coral reef, was enabled to anchor in the lagoon.
T h e strip of low land inclosing the lagoon is nearly seventy miles
in extent, and the part that is dry is about a quarter of a mile in
width. T h e lagoon is studded with coral knolls. This island is
thinly inhabited, the natives not amounting to more than 100
souls. I t is remarkable as having been visited for its pearl fishery,
and an English brig wae there at this time for the purpose, having
hired divers from Chain Idand. Water-was ~ r o c u r e din abun-
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into &e coral rock.
The islands visited between Bow Island (which they quitted aa
the eath of February) and Otaheite were all of the same nature
and forpation as those already described, and furnished qo additional information beyond the correct determination of their size
and position. Amoeg the number are two which were previously
unknown : the largest of these, which was also the most extensive
of their discoveriis in the archipelago, Captaie Beechey llemed
Melville Island; aud the other Croker Island ; but the narrative
contains no details of the appearance of tbeae islands. Thqse
whose position was determined were as follows :Lat. Sooth.
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Moller Island
.
Resolutian Island
Cumberland Islmd
Prince William Henry Island,
or hstange .
,
.
Goups Dawahaidy
,
Maracan
Doubtful 1siand
.
Melville Island
. .
BirdIsland
.
.
CrokerIsland
Maitea Island
. .

{

I

. .
. . . . I8
. . . . 17
. . . 17
. 17
. . . 17
. . . . 17
. .
17

44'

92
10.
49

18
58
19

34
48
26

53

. . 140'
.. .. 141
141
. 141
.. .. 142
148
. . 142
. . 148
. . 143
. . 143
. . 145

Long. o t Greenwich.

35'

28
10

4e
06
08
22
30
04
28
00

Tbe discoveries of Cook asd Wallis in the track follawed by
Captain Beechey are relatively carrectly placed ; but thme of the
litter are a5 much as forty miles in error in longitude, aad several
miles in latitude, which has occasioned two 4 them to be miatqken for each other by Bellinghausen, and one to be consi&red
as a new dkcovery by Captain Duperrey ; but Captain Beechey
considers that there can be no doubt but that this navigato~'~
b-s.t a n- g e Island is the s+me as Wallis's Prince William Hemj's
491qnd.
Qf the thirty-two islands visited in succession, wly twelve were
inhabited, including Pitcairn Island ;aud the amount of the population altogether, Captain Beechey supposes, cannot possibly ezceed 31QO sauls, af which 1000 belong to the Gambiq Islands,
1960 to Eagter Island, leaving 840 persons aaly to occupy the
other
. thirty.
captai; Beechey thinks that there is a great diversity of features and complexion between the natives inhabiting the volcanic
islands and those of the coral formatiow-the former being a
taller and fairer race. Thw, he remarks, may be referred to a
difference of food, habito, and camfort ; the forwer having to seek
a ddy subsiatePce u p n ~the reefs, erposed t~ a
sun, ad

1I

ta tbe painful glare of a white wrel beach ; while the others
enjoy plentifully the produce of the earth, repose beneath the
genial $I& af palm or bread-fruit trw, a& p w a life of comparative ewe and luxury.
I n appoaching Qtaheite, tbe m6un$ina were wen at the diateuce of ninety Pailea, waking their beigibt, on a rough computa~
tion, to be 7000 feet ; and the island of Maitea was found to be
1438 feet above the sea.
Aa Captain Reechey wished to prepare his ship and recruit the
sailors at O t h i t e , previous to his jour~aeywrthward, he repaired : ,.
thither after the examinatiaa of the archipelago, and aochored, on !
the 18th of Much, in the outer liarbaur of Soanoa, about four
Ipiles westward of Matavai Bay, ie Qtaheite ; but as the details
conaected with the stay of the Blossom at these islards do not
present us with any facts of immediate ieterest to geography, we
&all not dwell upon this part of the narrative.
O n the 26th of April the k i p left the island menticloed above,
and reached the low island of Tetharoa, in latitude 17" 09' S.,
and longitude 149" 30' W., the watering-place of the Otaheitans.
On the 20th af May the Blossom came to anchor at Honoruru,
the principal port of the Sandwich Islands. On the 1st of June
they hauled into Qneehow, the westernmost island of the Sandwich group, in latitude %I0 68' N., and longitude 1 6 0 O 93' W-.,
where Vancouver anchored. This island is famous for its yam,
fruit, and %ah.
O n leaving this island, Captain Beechey shaped his course for
Kamscbatka, in doing which he deviated from the tracks of bath
Cook and Clarke, passing to the eastward of Bird Island, and
gaining the latitude of 27" N.,a d on the Q8th af Julie anchoring
offthe town af Petrapaulski, in latitude 53' 00' N., and lollgitude
%)lo 16' W. On the 1st of July they weighed anchor again,. bur
wly succeeded in gettiag out of the harbour an the 5th. On the
loth, Beeriog's Island was close upon them. Its latitude was deterwined to be 55" 92' N., and longitude 194' 0'
W. Qn the 17th
they were off St. Lawrence's Island, when they had communieation with the natives, who came ati in baidars ; aad on the 19th of
July thay saw the island of King, which is described a~ small, but
high and rugged.
C a ~ t a i nBeechey examined the Diomede Islands, which were
seen from the mast-head at fifty miles distance, and found them
to be three in number, as first advanced by Captain Cook, and
since put in doubt by Kotzebue, who mentions a fourth, probably
East Cape. Captain Beechey named the eastern one Fairway
Rock, latitude 65' 38' N.?and longitude 168O 49' W. T o the
centre one he left its original name of Prusenstern, latitude
65O 46' N., and longitude 168O 53' W.; a d the north-western is

.

named Ratmanoff, and is in latitude 65' 511 N., and longitude
16g0 63' w.
After doubling Cape Prince of Wales, they were becalmed in
Schismareff inlet. This broad sheet of water extends inland in an
E.S.E. direction, and is backed by distant mountains. Saritcheff Island lies immediately before the opening, which is ten
miles wide.
From this inlet they sailed northward, the coast being low and
swampy, with small lakes inland; and entered Kotzebue Sound on
the eend of July, naming a deep inlet on its northern shore,
which had escaped Kotzebue's observation, Hotham Inlet, afterwards examined by Mr. Elson. As the object of the expedition
was now to d o r d every assistance in their power to their countrymen engaged in exploring the arctic lands and seas, Captain
Beechey proceeded directly to Chamisso Island, the point of
rendezvous, which they reached on the 25th July, 1896, five days
only after the appointed time,-subsequently examiniug the coast
for a considerable distance to the N.Q in the Blossom, and in
the ship's barge, which attained a weatern longitude of 156" 91' at
Point Barrow. T h e expedition was unsuccessful in obtainiug
any information of the proceedings of Captain Sir John Franklin
in their first visit to the polar seas, and equally so on their retlirn
to the same latitude in the following year. The privations and
suffering to which the crew of the ship were exposed during their
arduous navigation, reflect the highest credit on their characters as
sailors; and a careful and accurate examination of the coast was
made under circumstances which demanded great fortitude and
perseverance. The results of this examination we shall now p i n t
out, beginning at Kotzebue Sound, in which the Blossom was
anchored on several differeut occasions. Cape Espenberg, its
north-west extremity, is in latitude 66O 34' N., and longitude
169 36' W. I t is a narrow strip of land, on which are some
high sand-hills, and a great many poles are placed erect upon it.
The sea penetrates to the southward of this cape, but the entrance
is closed by a bar which stretches all along the coast, extending
to the inlet which Captain Kotzebue meditated to explore in
baidars, and was very sanguine that it would lead to some great
inland discovery. The extreme shallowr~essof the water prevented
the examination of this inlet by the gig of the Blossom. The
whole of the coast here is swampy, low, and intersected by lakes
and rivers. The rounded hills which bound the horizon of the
so1111dto the northward branch off inland at this point; and a
distant range, of a totally different character, rises over the vast
plain that extends to Cape &penberg, and forms the whole of the
western side of Kotzebue Sound. The land on the south side of
the Bay of Good Hope is higher, more rocky, aud of a bolder
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character than the opposite shore, though it still resembles it in its
swampy covering, and in the occurrence of lakes wherever the
land is flat. Cape Deceit, so named by Kotzebue, is a bold
promontory with a conspicuous rock off it. I t appears to be
composed of compact limestone, in large angular blocks. T o the
east of Cape Deceit are two bays, each with a river, having b a n
across their entrances. T h e first promontory eastward appears to
be composed of limestone: on the second they met with slaty
limestone, talcaceous slate, and alum slate. T h e extent of
Spafareif bay is about three miles, when it separates into a number of small branches communicating with several lakes. T h e
coast of this part of the sound was found covered with a deep
swampy moss. A range of hills extends eastward to Escholtz
Bay, which terminates in a river about a mile and a half in width,
and broken, at the time it was visited, into narrow and intricate
channels by banks,-some
dry, and others only partly so. The
shore around is flat, broken by several lakes, with cliffs principally formed of diluvial clay ; and Captain Beechey has satisfactorily shown, that the bones which the naturalists of Kotzebue's
expedition believed to have been incased in ice, were embedded in
this clay. From Elephant Point westward to the neck of Choris
Peninsula, the shore is dificult of access on account of long
muddy flats extending into the bay, and, in some places, dry at
low water, a quarter of a mile from the beach. T h e laud about
this part of the sound is generally characterised by rounded
hills, from about six hundred to a thousand feet above the sea,
with small lakes and rivers. Its surface is rent into deep furrows, which, until a very late period in the summer, are filled with
water, and being covered with a thick swampy moss, or with long
grass or bushes, it is extremely tedious to traverse it on foot.
Chamisso Island, the highest part of which is 931 feet above the
sea, is steep, except to the eastward, where it ends in a low sandy
point, upon which are the remains of some Esquimaux habitations.
I t has the same swampy covering as the land before described,
from which, until late in the summer, several streams descend,
and are very convenient for procuring water. Detached from
Chamisso there is a steep rock, which was named Puffin Island,
from the quantity of those birds which built upon its projecting
crags. I t is composed of mouldering granite, which has broken
away in such a manner that the remaining part assumes the form
of a tower.
North of Chamisso Island is Hotham Inlet. I t is of considerable
width, and extends thirty or forty miles in a broad sheet of water,
which, at some distauce up, was fresh. The entrance of this inlet
was so shallow that the barge could not enter. There is a shoal
off the entrance, and in the middle of the channel there were only
$
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fire f e t whkk at half hodi f i e shwl extends e@t miles off the
land, dad is very d a h g e ~ d s ,as the sonn'didgs gbe dery s b r t
warning of its prokimity. Cape Krusebstekn is a lo* tongue of
land, intemected by lakes, lying at the foot of a high chster of
Mls, hot in any way *markable. The coast here takes an abrupt
turn to the northward, and the current sets strong a,gainst the
bend. T o the north, plains extend from the hills to the sea, composed of elastic bog earth, interwcted by small streams, on the
edges of tnhich the buttercup, poppy, blue bell, pedicularis, vaccinium, saxifrage, and some crucifofin phnts, throve well. I n othet
parts, however, 'the vegetation was stinted, ~ n cohsisted
d
only of
lichens &d mosses. Cape Muigrave of Captain Cook is a range
of hills, which terminate in a plaih intersected by lakes near the
beach, and probably not observed by that navigator. The next
cape northward was h a m 4 Cape T ~ O ~ S O IRt is
. a bold promontory, 450 feet in height, and marked with differently coloured
strata. A cape close to this has been named Cape Ric.ord,
by the Ruksians. Lo6 land was observed stretching out from
Cape Thornson to the W.N.W. as far as the eye could reach:
Captain Beechey named it Poifit Hope. The farthest land in
sight to the hmhward Ynswted to Cape Lisburn of Chptain
Cook. The mountain above the cape attained a height a f 850
feet above the sea. The bash of this thobntain was limestone,
with beds of flinty slate. There was little soil in the valley, and
the stones were covered with a thick swampy moss. T h e land
here turns t6 the eastward towaids a cape, which was named
Beaufort. The land northward was low ahd swampy, covered
with moss and long grass. Cape Beaubrt is situated in the depth'
of a great bay, formed between Cape Lisburn and Icy Cape, and
is the last point %?herethe hills come close down to the sea, by
reason of the coast line curving to the northward, while the rahge
of hills continues its former direction.
The Cape is composed of sandstone traversed by narrow seams
of coal, and from these sandstone hills there is an uniform ascent
to the rugged mountains of limestone iand flint at Cape Lisburn;
the range is, however, broken by extensive valleys, intersected by
lakes and rivers. Icy Cape, the farthest point reached by Cook,
is wry tow, and has a large lake at the back of it, which receives
the water of a considerable riier, and con~municatesnlth the sea
throhgh a narrow chanhel much encumbered with shoals. The
main land on both sides of Icy Cape, from Wainyight Inlet on one
side to Cape Beaufort on the other, is flat and covered with
swampy moss. I t presehts a line of low mud cliffs, between
which and a shingly beach that everywhere forms the coast line,
t h e e is a succession of narrow lakes capable of being navigated by
baidan or saall W~B*
The h t i m t tongw of land which Mr.

'

Eleon reached in the,BldsmmYsb a r k was named Pdint Barrow.I t lies 196 miles to the north-east of Icy Cape, and is only 146
miles from the extreme of C a tain Franklin's discoveries, in his
pmgresa westward horn the dackenzie River. The bay, which
appeared to be formed to the eastward of this point, was named
Elson's Bay. To the nearest conspicuous object to the sot~thward
of Point Barrow Captain Beechey gave the name of Smyth and
other points and inlets to the southward are also named. A
chain of sandy islpnds, lying some distance from the mainland off
Cape Franklin, were called Sea-horse Island; and begohd, a
bay, formed by the junction of this chain of islands with the
mainland, was called Peard Bay. T h e land from Cape Smyth,
which was about forty-five feet in height, slopes gradually
down to Barrow Point, which is very low. Thus, by the expedition of the Blossom's barge, about seventy miles have been
added to the seography of the polar regions; and the distance
between Captain Franklin's discoveries and those of the Blossom
has been brought within so small a compass as to leave very little
toom For further speculation on the northerh limits of the cohtihent
of America. T h e actual distance left unexplored is reduced
to 146 miles ; and there is much reason, Captain Beechef says,
to believe, from the state of the sea about Point Barrow, and
along that part of the coast which was explored by Captain
Franklin, that the navigation of the remaining portion of unknown
coast, in boats, is by no means a hopeless project.
In his voyage in the ensuing year in these seas, and on his
return to the bouthward, Captain Beechey discovered Pht
Clarence and Grantley Harbour. T o the southwdi-d of Cape
Prince of Wales, tlie coast trends to the east and assumes a totally
different character to that which leads to Schisrnareff Inlet, being
bounded by steep rocky cliffs and broken by deep valleys, while
the other is low and swampy ground. T o a bold prornohtory,
which advances into the sea beyond this, the name of York was
given; to the eastward of which is a low spot of land projectihg
about ten miles from the coast, forming a right angle, and having
a channel about two miles wide between its extremity and the
northern shore, which is the entrance to Port Clarence. At the
north-east angle of this harbour is ah opening leading into Grantley
harbour, which is ten miles in length by two and a quarter in width,
with an almost uniform depth of two and a half and three fathoms
water, beyond which there is a strait, in all probability, communicating with a large inland lake. T o the points at the entrance of
Port Clarence, Captain Beechey gave the names of Spencer and
Jackson.
Captain Beechey weighed anchor from Kotzebue Sbund on the
13th of October, 1836; and, passing Cape Ktusenstern, and
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successively ~ i n gIsland and the group of .St.. Paul's, soiled
through the strait westward of Oonemak, which is nine miles and
a half across. O n the 5th of November he made the high land
of New Albion, passed the promontory of Punta de 10s Reyos,
and, on the 8th, arrived at San Francisco. Previous to the departure of the Blossom for Monterey, a land expedition, consisting of Messrs. Collie, Marsh, and Evans, was made to that port,
which was very productive to the collections of natural history.
The Blossom left Monterey for the Sandwich Islands on tbe
5th of Janiary, 1897, and on the passage searched unsuccessfully
for those islands that were marked near the route, rounding-to
every night when near the position of any ode, that it might not
be passed unobserved, and making sail on a parallel of latitude
duriug the day. I n this manner Henderson's and Cooper's Islands
were sought for, besides several others said to lie near them, and
also a group in the latitude of 16"N., and longitude between
130" and 133" W. ; but nothing was seen even there of them, nor
any of the usual indications of land ; so that if these islands exist,
they must be in some other pa~allelthan that assigned to them in
the American ' Geographical Table' for 1885.
On the 96th of January the Blossom anchored in the harbour
of Honoruru ; and, after a stay of thirty-nine days, put to sea
again. On the 95th of March the island of Assumption was
passed. Arrowsmith has incorrectly placed the Mangy on the
south side of Assumption, as, by the astronomical bearings of the
Blossom, they are situated N. 97' 7' SO" W. (true) from the southeast end of that island, and are in latitude 19' 57' 02" N. They
consist of three high rocks, lying in a south-easterly direction.
Captain Beechey did not observe the rocks discovered by Freycinet
in latitude 19" SQ' N., and which he supposed to be the Mangs :
if both latitudes are correct, he must have passed within four mila
of them.
A contrary wind, which rendered it necessary to beat through
the channel between the Bashee Islands and Botel Tabago Xima, .
afforded an opportunity of connecting these islands trigonometrically, and of obtaining transit bearings when in intermediate stations between them ; and from these observations, compared with
the chart of Captain Horsburgh, the latter appeared to be constructed with
great care and accurncv.
..
Captain Beechey was anxious, on leaving Macao, where he
arrived on the 10th of April, to explore the sea to the eastward of
Loo Choo. H e was, however, prevented doing so by variable
winds and contrary currents, and was obliged to steer directly to
the latter place.
During his stay at Loo Choo, Captain Beechey completed the
survey of the port of the town of Nepa, or Papa Ching, whi&
~

m
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be does not consider to be the capital of Loo Choo, but rather a
town situated upon a hill, and surrounded by a wall, called by the
natives Shui, or Shoodi : its exteet could not, however, be ascertained, from the dense foliage by which it was surrounded.
The officers of the Blossom made several excursions into the
interior, visiting the public cemeteries, a temple of Budh, and
some cotton manufactories. Captain Beechey mentions sweet
potatoes, millet, wheat, Iudian corn, rice, potatoes, cabbages,
barley, sugar-cane, pease, tea-shrubs, taro, tobacco, capsicums,
cucumbers, cocoa-nuts, carrots, lettuces, onions, plantains, pomegranates, and oranges, as growing on Loo Choo. The narrative
contains some interesting details upon the natives, which make us
feel grieved that the expedition was not prepared with linguists, to
clear u p some doubtful points in the history and character of this
singular people.
T h e Blossom sailed from Loo Choo on the 25th of May, 1837;
and on the 6th June passed upon the spot where the island of
Disappointment is placed in the latest charts, without seeing land
O n the 8th they reached the Bonin Islands, which are all small,
but remarkable. The central island was named Kater, and the
largest in the cluster Peel. This island has a good port, to which
Captain Beechey gave the name of Port Lloyd. In this:islas&
almost everv vallev has a stream of water: and the mountains are
clothed wi<h tree;, among which the ~ b e c aoleracea: and fanpalms were conspicuous. There are several sandy bays, in which
green turtle are sometimes so numerous that they hide the colour
of the shore. The sea yields an abundance of fish: sharks also
abound, and are very voracious. These islands are subject to
earthquakes, and have every appearance of being of volcanic
origin. A large bay at the north-east angle of Peel Island was
named Fitton Bay. Captain Beechey controverts the propriety
of the name of Bonin-Sima being given to these islands, which
do not agree with the account given of them by Abel Remusat
and Klaproth, taken from Japanese documents, but correspond
more nearly with the Yslas del Anobispo, described many years
ago in the ' Naviga~ion Especulativa y Pratica,' published at
Manilla. Kaempfer's description of the islands of Bonin-Sima
may, however, be safely referred to the Archbishop's Isles. The
group. consists of three clusters of islands, lying nearly N. by E.,
and &tending from the latitude of 97" 44'35" to 9CO
i 30' N., beyond which was the utmost limit of their view to the southward. The
northern cluster was named Parry Islands. The middle cluster
consists of three, of which Peel's Island is the largest. This
group is nine miles and a quarter in length, and is divided by two
channels, so narrow, that they can only be seen when abreast
of tbem, and we not nayigable by shipping. The northern island
P
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was hamed ~ t s ~ l e t d n , % h the
d centre Buckland. At the boutbwest angle is a bay, with good anchorage, which was called
Walker's Bay. The southern cluster visited by Mr. Coffin in
1899, in a whaler, was named Baily Islands.
Captain Beechey, having now spent so much time in low latitudes, was obliged again to steer to the inhospitable seas of the
North ; but as we have already embodied the results of this seeond
journey, we shall not dwell upon the diftic11ltie8and dangers with
which this navigation was attended. In the month of October,
1837, he was on his return; and oh the eytll anchored at Monterey.
H e remained at this harbour until the 17th of November, and then
sailed for San Francisco. The Blossom afterwards put into Saa
Blas and Mazatlem, taking the opportunity of examining the Treb
Marias and Isahella Islands, an account of which is inserted in
tbe nautical remarks. O n the 99th of March, 1828, after several
~ d
at
delap, they crossed the equator in 99"4d W., a ~ arrived
Valparaiso oh the 99th of Apnl. On the 0Sd of May they arrived
at Coquimbo, from which port they finally put to sea on their way
to B~Azil,passed the meridian of Cape Horn on the 30th of June,
and arrived at Rio Janeiro on the Blst of July. After a passap
of forty-nine days they arrived at Spithead; and, on the lath ef
October, the ship was paid off at Woolwich.
HYDROGRAPHY.-Thatpart of Hydrography which would more
particularly come under the observation of a nautical expedition,
would be the natural history of the sea; and we may perhaps notice
the observations made on the direction and intensity of currents as
the most interesting of this class. In the passage from
Rio Janeiro, from June to July, it appears that the .a.trader
propelled the waters, in a S. W. by W. direction, at the average:.
rate (and it is to be remarked, that all the rates 'given are
averages) of eleven and a half miles per diem 4 aud #he S.E.
trades to the W.N.W.with double the velocity, or twenty-two
and a half miles per day; and that in the intermediate space,
where light variable winds prevailed, a strong current was observed, running in a contrary direction to both these, at the rate of
thirteen miles per day. Humboldt, Sir Erasmus Gower, and
others who have given the rate of the current in the Atlantic
between the tropics, have limited its motion to eight and ten miles
a day. It was Captain Beechey's intention to have given a table
of currents in the Appendix, but this was omitted for want of
space. In the South Pacific Ocean, about the parallel of WO, the
currents averaged nine miles a day ; and nearel. the eguator, i.a
from 18's. to 4'. N., including the meridian of Otahelte 160, fiq
miles per day. Nearer the coast of South America, between ffie
parallels of 8' N.and 19' S., about the meridian of 1090 W.,
it was further increa8ed.b twenty-eight miles a dap
.
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I n both oceans there appears io be, n: the rbole, a wvth:
easterly current between the trade winds. I n the Ati~nticit was
found to average thirteen miles a day ; m d in the Pacific, twenty;
three miles a day. In the vicinity of the Gallapagos, however,
there is an exception to this remark, as the current there appears
dways to run to the westward, and with considerable rapidit
T h e rates of the currents in both oceans are materially di erent
In different meridians : those in the Atlantic increasing with
westerly longitudes, and those in the Pacific, on the contrary,
decreasing-the former attaining its maximum near the Gulf of
Mexico, the latter near the Gallapagos. They are also. affected
by the westerly monsoons.
Questions eohnected with the saltness of the ocean, whioh tnay
be obtained by its specific gravity, are also of much hydmgraphi$al
interest. I t has been supposed, that with the exception of eertain gulfs, into which large fresh-water rivers emptied themselves,
the saltness of the ocean diminishes towards the poles; but h e
experiments of Bladh, reduced by Kirwan to the temperature of
lee, do not justify this opinion, which is further not supported by
the researches of D e Humboldt. Captain Beechey has appended
a table of experiments to his narrative, in which the specifie gravity of the surface of the sea, reduced to the temperature of 600,
and corrected for the error of the hydrometer, is given for every
second degree of latitude. From these tables, it would appear
that the specific gravity is at its maximum between the tropics,
then again dimi-that it increases to about 4 8 N. lat.,-and
nishee. I n the South Atlantic, the specific gravity of the seawater was also found to be less in the highest latitudes ; and the
.rame results were obtained from the observations of 1825 '*end
1838. I n the Pacific Ocean, where the experiments ranged from
the equator to 71' N. latitude, and from the equator to 880 S.
latitude, the results are still more striking; and accord remarkably
with those obtained by Drs. Marcet aud Trail, and Captains
Scoresby and Ross. N o experiments are recorded on the comparative saltness of the surface and the deep water.
METEOROLOGY.-The meteorological researches are confined to observations oh the aurora borealis, and on the pressure,
temperature, and humidity of the atmosphere. The -expedition
had fiequent opportunities of observing the aurora borealis in
the autumns of 1836 and of 1837. From the g5th of August,
on which day it is remarkable that in both years it made its
rst appearance, until the 9th of October, about the time of
departure of the Blossom from the northern regions, in
both years this beautiful meteor was visible every night that was
clear, or when the clouds were thin and elevated : it never
appeared in wet weather. I n 1896, when the weather was setded,
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Qhe aurora generally began in the W.N.W. and passed over
to the N .E.until a certain period, after which it as regularly commenced in the N.E. and passed to the N.W: ; whilst in 1827 the
appearances of the meteor were as uncertain as the season was
boisterous and changeable. The period when this change in the
course of the light took place coincided very nearly with that of
the eauinox. The meteor was uniform in makinz its aDtxarance
dwa$ in the northern hemisphere, and generally in the form of
elliptical arches from So to 7' of altitude, nearly parallel with the
magnetic equator. The arches, when formed, in general remained
nearly stationary, and gave out coruscations, which streamed
towards the zenith. These observations agree with those of Mr.
Dalton, who always found a similar coincidence when the arches
were complete. The light was decidedly seen between a fleecy,
cloud-like substance and the earth. The proofs of this meteor
belonging to the regions of our atmosphere were strengthened by
different appearances of the meteor, and may be considered as
completely established by the observations of Captains Franklin
and Parry. The aurora was never attended by any noise, nor was
any disturbance of the needle observed. I t must be remarked,
that Kater's compass was the only instrument observed, and then
on board the ship only. Mr. Collie, the surgeon of the Blossom,
bas advanced an ingenious hypothesis on the nature of the aurora,
I t is probable that the new discoveries which are daily enriching
science in electro-mannetism will remove manv of the doubts
which prevail on the nature and origin of this intiresting meteor.
The Barometrical observations include researches on the horav
.oscillations, and on the mean altitude of the column of mercury at
diarent parallels. The instrument used was an iron cistern
marine barometer, of Jones's make : neutral point, 30.1M;
capacity,
temperature, 53. I t was suspended in Captain
Beechey's fore' cabin, and, with the exception of the Arst five
months, registered every three hcinrs. The diurnal variations are
thus also contained in these researches. I t has been supposed,
that while the irregular oscillations appear almost null at the
equator, and increase in extent towards the poles, the regular
oscillations would appear to follow a contrary law, and diminish
in extent towards the poles. The extent of the vibration of t h e
column of mercury between the tropics was observed by Captain
Beechey to be, in the North Atlantic, .OSS ; in the South Atlantic,
or between the equator and tlie tropic of Capricorn, to be .067;
and the amount of the horary oscillations between both tropics
was,for A.M. -026, for A.M. + 019, noon 0 l l , 3 ~ . ~ .
030, 9 P.M.
014, and for midnight + 01 1. The mean vibration or extent from maximum to minimum, between the tropics,
was, for the North Pacific, ,059, and for the South Pacific,
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.W7; and the mean periodical oscillation for 3 A.M. 01,5,
6 ~ . ~ . - 0 0 5 , 9 ~ . ~ . + 0 0 6 , n 0 0 n + 0 0 5 , 3 ~ . ~ . - 0 P.M.
35,
004, 9 P.M. + 018, and for midnight,
015. I t is hardly
necessary to dwell upon the dates given for the mean altitude of
the barometer in different latitudes .: as compared with one anothw
the results are useful ; but the true height of the column of mercury in any given place can only be obtained from the annual
mean, which at the level of the sea and at the same temperature is
every where pretty nearly the same. The highest range of the
barometer in the polar regions observed by Captain Sir E. Parry
was 30.86, which it attained in Melville Island, on the 37th of
April, 18520; and Captain Beechey observed the barometer at
30.3% in Kotzebue Sound, on September 1st' 1836.
T h e tables of the observed temverature and humiditv of the air
-in different parallels, and which hHve been used in t h i correction
of errors, are minute, and extremely useful for reference.
T h e practical application of observations on the temperature of
the sea have, as far as we know, been only twofold. T h e celebrated Franklin first fixed the attention of natural philosophers on
the phenamena which are presented in the temperature of the
ocean above shallows, and his remarks have since been verified by
De Humboldt. Captain Beechey mentions in his narrative some
remarkable cases &ere changes in the temperature of the surface
of the sea were forerunners of shifts of wind, which he thinks they
preceded, even before any change in the temperature of the air.
T h e observations on the temperature of the surface of the sea in
the Appendix of Captain Beechey's work were made every four
hours, by plunging a thermometer into a bucket of sea w a w
immediately it was drawn up, and they are compared witb the
mean of bi-horal observations on the temperature of the air. T h e
mean only of the daily observations being given, we cannot ascertain how far they verify Pkron's notions on the vadations between
mid-day and midnight, and the relation of these to the temperature
of the ambient air at the same period ; but the observations on the
temperature of the surface of the sea, compared with that of the
atmosphere, appear to demonstrate that in the same situation the
former is greater than the latter, and, consequently, that the law
in hydrography is correct, which establishes that the mean term of
the temperature of the waters of the ocean at their surface, and
far from the continents, is greater than that of the atmosphere
with which the waters are in contact. This is more particularly
true with regard to the equatorial and inter-tropical regions, as also
to seas distant from land, for exceptions were met with in g o t
zebue Sound and in other places. Observations on the temperature
of the sea at different depths are perhaps of still greater interest,
both on account of the difficulty attendant on experiments of t h t
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chanctet,sf the dii&dmiaaawhicb ate yet involved ie the r d b
of former cxperimentc, and of the light which they assist in throwk g on the temperature of the globe and the theory of the earth.
The observations made during the expedition of the Blossom were
self-registering thermometers, at variow depths, from 50 to
more than 700 fathoms ; and in all crser it appears that the ternDernture diminishes with the d e ~ t hto a certain distance. when it
Lgim to increrse agaia, or at least remains stationary ; and thin
depth appears to vary from 300 to 500 fatboms. The experiments
at depths beyond this were too few to allow of any satisfactory
~esulte; but it appears, ar in the experiments of the Russiaa
expedition recorded by Lentz, that below 400 fathoms the temperature was ' nearly stationary. The difference of temperature
between the surface end a depth of 700 fathoms, as observed by
Captain Wauchope, in H.M.S. Euryene, amounted to 31'.
There are several experiments made by Captain Beeche~, ia
which the difference amounted to 3 5 O , 360, and 37O, and in one
case to 39O.5 : this was at a depth of 400 fathoms. At 784
fathoms in the North Pacific, the difference was 360.8 ; and in
the same place, at 600 fathoms, 37'; at 760 fathoms, the difference was 3 5 O . 5 ; and in the same place, at 575 fathoms, 35".
Ia the South Atlantic, at a depth of 854 fathoms, the difference
me only 10°.4.
M A G N ETI SM.-The observations on terrestrial magnetism were
on the dip of the magnetic needle, on the intensity d the magnetic
force, and on the variation of the compass with Barlow'a plate
attached, The dips were observed with the same instrument which
at Melville Island : it had two common needles, and
Mayer's prinwere never reversed; while No. 2
and had their poles changed
needle was suspended in a
rtirrup by a fine silk, in an octagon wooden box, furnished with 8
graduated wooden cirde on the inside, and covered with a glass
bop, in which there was fitted a contrivance for moving the needle
out of the magnetic meridian. Until the arrival of the ship at
Worhoo, the stay at each place waa too short, and Captain
Bcechey's time was too much occupied with astronomical observations, and with the business of surveys, for him to give the necessary
attention to these delicate observations ; but after that period the
ebeervations were regularly made. Unfortunately for the completion of the eeriea upon the magnetic intensity, the needles used for
&at purpose became corroded upon the passage from Loo Choo
to Petropaulski, by which their magnetic power was much diminiched j and os @ amount of the *rage could not be ascertaiaed,

Captain h c b a y thought it adviaable not to&raduas the eLMlrP#
tions into the published tables. The followi~~g
table will peed,
the nyult of the observatioas om dips :Lat. N.

N.W.America
Chrlmisso Island
England
Petrophulski
E h Francisco

.

Mram

woahoo
~ C l l o o
Acapulco

.
.

70' 31'
66 12

Long. w.
160° 30'
161 46

Egham
53 01
37

a8

48
19

Q1 18
26 12
16 50

T h e otservations on the horizontal needle confirm the generally
received law, that the intensity of the magnetic force increases as
we proceed from the equator to the poles, thdugh the ratio of that
increase, as resulting from former experiments, is rather greaM
than is indicated by the experiments of Captain Beechey. The
intensity of the magnetic force, which is in proportion to the
uare of the number of vibrations made in a given time, is also
a ded to the table of observations, both in its observed and computed ratios.
T h e observations on the variation of the compass were made
with Barlow's plate attached ; the local deviation of the needle
was ascertained by swinging the ship at Spithead, and the position of the plate determined by the directions which accompanied it. I n 1837, it became necessary to alter the position of the
plate a little, on account of a different distribution of the iroq-ip.
the ship. This was done pursuant to experiments made a#?etropaulski. These observations, exceedingly minute and merous,
are of the greatest interest to terrestrial magnetism,
compared
with Professor Hansteen's chart of the variations and dip of the
ntedle, furnish additional proof of the accuracy &hi& this branch
of science is now attaining. A table is appended, containing
the variation of the compass fimm observations made on shore
at different arts of the globe, principally with two of Kater's
compasses, t'!I e errors of which were 8O 58' and P 10' respctivel~.
PHYSICAL
G E O G R A P H Y . - - PGeoga
~~S~C
y, ~in~ additioa
to the history of the mountains, plains, and val eys, or the contrasted configurations of the earth's surface, embraces Geographicd
Zoology and Geographical Botany ; but as the natural history of
this voyage is to be published in separate d u m e s , and as the
geographical distribution of the plants or aniniah can only be
connected with an accurate knowledge of the species met with
in different places, we must defer any detailed account of these
results until the materiab furnished by tbe scientific labotira of th.
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pttached to the expedition are placed at our
liapml.
1
rhere are, however, some points of importance to Physieal
Geography noticed in the narrative, which it would be improper
b pass over. We allude more particularly to the mformation
given of the character and f m a t i o n of the coral islands which
are ssttered over the great S ~ h e r Pacific
n
Ocean, and which
.
appear to be daily forming new abodes for the roving tribes of
those archipelagoes. The observations of Captain Beechey on
this subject, illustrated by excellent engravings and diagrams, are
of great interest. We ehall first briefly notice these obeervations,
m d then consider the general views which result from them.
Forster a& other naturalists have imagined that the polypi of
the corals build upwards to a certain height, raising their habitation within a little of the surface of the sea, which gradually throws
shells, weeds, sand, small bits of coral, and other things, on the tops
of these coral rocks, at last fairly raising them out of the water;
but Captain Beechey makes the important observation, that it is
the abrupt descent of the external margin which causea the sea to
break upon it, and prevents these strips being inundated, and the
loose sands, divested of any loose materials, heaped upon them,
are rarely elevated more than two feet above the level of the sea.
Those parts of the strip which are beyond the reach 01the
waves are no longer inhabited by the animals that reared them,
but have their cells filled with hard, calcareous matter, and present a brown, rugged appearance. The width of the plain, or
strips of dead coral, which came under Captain Beechey's observa* tion, in no instance exceeded half a mile, from the usual wash of
the sea to the edge of the lagoon, and in general were only about
. three .orfour hundred yards. Beyond these limits, on the lagoon
side in particular, where the coral was less mutilated by the waves,
h e r e was frequently a ledge two or three feet under water at high
tides, and thirty to forty yards in width ; after which the sides of
the island descended rapidly, apparently by a succession of inclined
ledges, formed by numerous columns united at their capitals with
spaces between them, in which the sounding lead descended several
fathoms. T h e islands slope on both sides by an almost imperceptible inclination to the first ledge. The entrances to the
lagoons generally occur on the leeward side, though they are
sometimes situated on a side that runs in tlie direction of the
wind, as at Bow Island. All the points or angles of these islands
descend into the sea with less abruptness than the sides, and with
more regularity. The wedge-shaped spaces that the meeting of
the two sides would form in the lagoon is filled up by the ledges
being broader there. I n such places, as well as in.the narrow
part of the lake, the polypi are in gre4t.w nulnbers : they appew
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to rise to the w&ce in the form of a tryncated cone, and thes
their progress being stopped, they work laterally : so.that
several of them were near each other, they would unite, and form
a shelf similar to that which exists round the margin of some d
the lagoons. Some of the lagoons which the Blossom enterd
were from twenty to thirty-eight fathoms in depth. A fact, however, in contradiction to Captaia Beechey's opinion, has been
previously mentioned by Chamisso; nor were there wanting surmises of what perhaps this navigator h s the credit of proving
satisfact;orily-that the wall of coral which encircles these islands
ie so narrow and perfect, that they h a w been improperly designated as groups or chains of islands, in consequence of tbe
wall being broken by channels into the lagoon ; for; on examination, the chain is found continuous under water, and as in all
probability it will in time reach the surface, and become dry, the
whole of the group n~aygenerally be considered as one isknd.
W e m a y remark that the observations of Captain Beechey, while
they correspond with those of the French naturalists in many points,
do not favour the hypothesis of former navigators, that the sadgenous polypi raise their habitations gradually from a small base,
always spreading more in proportion as the structure grows higher:
an hypothesis which is objectionable on many grounds.
. There can now be no doubt, from the situation .of these coral
islands with respect to each other, as they often form rows, their
union in several places in large groups, and their total absence in
other parts of the same seas, that the polypi have founded their
buildings on shoals of the sea, or on the tops of mountains lyinlf
under water ; but it is quite incorrect to suppose, with Messra,
Quoy and Gaimard, that there are no islands of any extent constantly inhabited by man, which are entirely formed of comb,--or,
that, far from raising from the Aepths of the ocean perpendicular
walls, these animals form only layers or crusts of a few fathoms
thickness. And it is equally impossible to grant t o d l these animalcules one common impulse, or, as Captain Flinders has it, an instinctive foresight to shelter their habitations from the impetuosity
of the winds, by forming constantly high walls and reefs to the windward: a circumstance the explanation of whichwe think might easily
be sought in physical causes alone. *or if the lateral movements of
the polypi, or their natural tendency to horizontal construction,
happens to be impeded in any one direction, they will gain vertically what they lose horizontally ; and the resistance being equal
on the same side, the true horizontal extent will be everywhere the
same, and a wall will be formed : while, in an opposite direction,
the same circumstances not being in existence, the constructions of
the polypi will extend horizontally as well as vertically, and consequently will not rise with the same degree of rapidity as thwe
yhi* are erected to the windward; and hence would result

.

an .par if tllis aidward bulwark had d l y been emcted
by the ' instinctive fw+t
' of the animalcule. If the opinion
r e have thus hazarded be correct, it ievidant that in ditfenmt
situptioms there will be coral rods, exhibiting very different cham.
ten; and thus, from the chrrtr given of the coral i s l d a which
lie in the Indian and Chineee war, in the regime of the sir months'
monsoons, it may be i n f e d t b t every aide is equally advanced
in formation. Chamism mays, that the larger species of coral
insects, which form blockr memuring several tithome in thickneps,
eeear to prefer the violent rurf on the external edge of the reef;
which, with the obtmclea oppossd to the continuation of h i r life
in the middle of a broad reef, by the rmaesing of sbclle and hagmen@of coral, easily -unt
for the outer edge of the m f first
approaching the surface; and the name circumstances mu& also
contribute to the circular character of these reeh, or gnwps of reefs,
Whether those irlads, which have greater length than breadth,
are oppoeed in their greatest extent to the winds and waves,
appears to depend on the rize and arrangement of their submarina supporu. The arguments of Buoy and Gaimard, who
uy that the species which form the mwt considerable banks, such
PI the Memdrinr, certain Caryophyllea, and especially Qe
Astreae, require the influence of light to perfect them, and cease.
ueotly cannot be developed at a depth of from tea to twelve hun!mi bat, ua only applicable to those species ; and if h e r p d a
of the gooas A s t m are done capable of covering immense exteatr
of surface, and do not commence their operations at a greater
depth than twenty-five or thirty feet, why may not the branched
madrepom, which do live at considerable depths, ham fonned
the plathrm for heir meeption, just as we see the marine alga
dirtiibutad in *rent
maee or depths of the sea ?
In the uncultiwated tracts of our latitude, vegetation g e n d l y
commencer by the appearance of pulverulent Lchens, which a n
succeeded by foli~ceouapianb of a more perfect organization, by
mesree, and tinally, sarylng with the soil and situation, by monoeotyledenous or dicotyledonour plants, which gradually make their
appearancc ; but tbe coral ielande of tbe Pacific, not adaptd to
support planta requirimg a d th of soil, often first afford a basir
to high treea rovided with r w r mob, as the Pisonia, Cordia
Seba8tiao., dorind. citrilolia, and Pandanus odartiuimur,
wh~ch,at a dietam, give to these m a l l islands the form of a hill.
The loose dry stones of the first ridge are peaetrated by the hard
mots of the T h o , which ex@
its branches into r tall, spmading tree, and ie attended by the fragrant Suriana, and the sweet
rceuttd Tournefortia, in the shelter of whose foliage the Achynutbus aud Lepidium seem to thrive the best, Beyond the firet
* eaptai Beechey informed Mr. Lyell, that in Ducieb Idand, W. Long. 120°, he
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higb .ad stcmy ridge, the hardy Saerola axteds ita crecpmg mats
and procumbent verdure towuds the aea,*throwing its succulent
leaves round the sharp coral stoner. . Thti g d u d devetopement
of vegetation, a ~ d
succession of species and families, on these
virgin
. - .islands,
- .
would form a subject for investigation of very conelderable ~nterest.
Xt is well known that Bory St. Vincent attempted a classiiieatioa
w geographical distribution of seas, founded upon their natural
productious and natural phenomena A. system of this kind,
w b n applied b mediterranean waters, assumed a still greater internst from the uew light which it threw upon the changes which
animal and vegetable forms undergo, from changer in the physical
characters of the medium in which they live, aud whiah promised
t o open a new field for speculation to geologists. 111the wide
om&, however, where tihe marine productions were few, and
those sometimes not well characterized, it wasl necessary to have
recourse to the geographical distribution of the birds and animak
that fraqueated its waters and coasts, as the vegetation of mediterre11e.n shorer lent its evidence in tracing atfinity or disrimilaritp
between s e a separated by elight geographical d i r t e m . In the
narrative of Captain Beechey's wyage we find many facts of
interest in a study of this kind, the m a t remarkable of wbich we
rhaU briefly enumerate. As the Blossom approached the Falkland
Islands from Rio Janeiro, some penguins were reen upon the
water in latitude 4 7 O S., at a distance of 840 miles from the
nearest land,-a fact wbich e i k pmrer the common opinion, that
this species never strays far froin land, to be an error, or that
some unknown land ex~stsin the vicinity. Off the river Plate,
they fell in with the dusky albatross (Diomtdmfdginosu), which
on reaching the latitude of 5 lo S. quitted them ; but on rounding
the Cape, and regaining the same parallel of 51' S. on the opposite side, the bame bird a ain aame round, and accompanied the
rhip up the Chili c a t . #he pintdoe were their constant attendthe whole way. In the Bay of Conaeption, shag were
observed sometimes to fly in an unbroken line of two miles and
tnore in length. The pintados deserted the ship the da after
they had left the coast of Chili. In the lagoons of the corJreefs,
of beautifully colouwd 6sX, of the genera Chaetodon
abunda~~ce
were observed. Echini were not
Asteriae, &c.
genera. Helix, (?) arca,
ostrea, carduum, turbo, venthi, cyprea, voluta, harpa, haliotis,
patella, are among those enumerated.
I n this dangerous Archipelago birds are seldom fallacious indicators of land. They range about forty miles frem the islands,
and consist pnucipal!y of black and w&b tern. TQthe Y.N. W.
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of Sandwich Islands, they first observed the albatroes. Captain
King, on hie passage to Kamtschatka, first met these birds within
twenty miles of the same spot. I n the same latitudes, the species of
flying fish was changed. Jn SSO N. the first birds of the northern
regions were met wlth. These were the Procellaria puffinns. T h e
tropical birds accompanied them as far as 56' N. I n 35" N. the sea
became covered with beroes, nereis, and other n~olluscousanimals,
and small crustacea. Captain Beechey says that the vicinity of
the St. Lawrence Islands, in Beering's Straits, is always indicated
by the crested auk (Alca c~.estatella). The dredge off this
island furnished a p e k e n s of genera which exist in great abundance on our coasts. The same remark is applicable to the vegetation of the shores of Beering's Straits and Kotzebue's Sound,
and this is nowhere more remarkable than in Cape Espenberg.
We notice these few facts, furnished by Captain Beechey's
voyage, not to prove that the respective position of any place on
the globe has any exact and positive relation with its aquatic or
terrestrial productions. But although these do not stop a t such
or such an arch of the sphere, and we cannot perhaps quote a
single animal or vegetable which first makes its appearance at
such or such a degree of latitude or longitude ; yet all natural
productions have their zones more or less large and sinuous;
and with the progress of science, we shall 6nd the manner in
which the principal marine and littoral productions are distributed
over the immensity of the waters will enable us to obtain grounds
for the most natural divisions of their surface.
The altitudes obtained by barometrical or trigonometrical observations attach themselves ~eculiarlyto physical geography, as
illustrati~lgthe .height of continents, of mountain chains, and of
culminating points, which, however, are more often objects of
curiosity than of scientific interest. The barometrical measurements were computed according to Mr. Daniell's method; and
the heights ascertained at sea were with sextants, patent log-bases,
and astronomical bearings.
Rio de Janeiro
C~rcovado ........ 2308 Barometer I835
........ 9396 Ditto
99
99
lSa5
sI
79
2306
Trig. m.
1835
99
99
2306
Ditto
1528
99
Sugar-loaf
1285
Ditto ..... 1825
........ 1299 Ditto
99
o
1838
Conception. ..... N. Pap. Bio Bio.
789.6 Ditto
Observatory ....... 78 Dip of the sea
Pitcairn Isknd
Peak on it ........ 1046.5 Trig. m.
{Highest Peak of Mt.
Gmbier Islgnd
Duff. ...........
. 38
ship Rock
441.1 Ditta

.

..

........
........
...

........

93

-

..

..

........

.....
..
.....
.....

........

Miatea ........ Peak on it
143%.5 'Prig. m.
Beering's Strait. . Cape Lisburn ...... 849 Dip of the aea.
Kotzebue Sound. Chamisso Island. ... 231 Ditto.
Hill N. of Spafarief) 616 Ditto.
99
Bay. ...........
Peak with a hole
society hlands .. pimeo) ........
Angel Island. ..... 900.7 Barometer.
Sen Francisco
99
Deviation (Balbones) 378.3 Trig. m.
99
Yerba Buena Island 513.9 Ditto.
Hill at Yerba Buena
9,
Cove ..........
Island of Assump- ummit of the Cone 2096 a t t o .
tion, Ladrones
B~telToba~oXima
Peak at W. Angle. 1817 Base at sea.
Peak at N.E. Angle exceeded this altitude by
99
about 30 feet.
Loo Choo
Onnodake Mount
1059 Trig. m.
99
Abbey Point. ......
98.4 Dipof the horizon.
9)
Kumi Head. ....... 99.8 Dim.
T%. m.
(Sugar-).m4
PetropauIski .... Villeuchieski
Loaf)
Trig. operation on
Avatcha Mountain, 14"
99
N.byE.of the town 1149.6
.bore.
Cape Liburn. ... Flint Station ...... 849.3 Dip of the horizon.
Hill N. of S~afarief}
Ditto.
Kotzebue Sound. . Bay ............

.

...

.

.

......

..

{

.........

{ }

w
Chamisso Island .... 231
Port Clarence . . . High Snow~Mountain2596
San Blas. ....... Commandant's House 141
91

Calima Mount.

San Juan Paps .....
.................... 1200.3

Ditto.
Trig. m.
Dip of the horizon.
Ditto.

FOSSIL
BoNEs.--T~Bsupposed discovery of fossil bones..
imbedded in the i c p o f Escholtz Bay, in West Georgia, had
excited much interest among naturalists, both on account of
the antiquity which it gave to ice formations, and the light which
such a discovery was calculated to throw on the state of the
climate of the arctic regions at the time when they were thickly
inhabited by genera of the largest quadrupeds. But (as before .
observed) the visit of the Blossom to these shores has demonstrated that tbe sllpposed ice formation is only a casing occurring
on the face of a cliff, of from twenty to eighty feet in height, and
rising inland t o a rounded ran e of hills, between four and five
hundred feet above the sea. #he geognostic structure of these
cliffs is a bluish-coloured mud or clay, corresponding in character

to our dil&hi;
and tbe. glacial facing, which was easily cut
through, appeared to Captain B w h e y to be occasioned either by
the snow beihg banked up against the cliff or collected in ite
hollows in the winter, and converted into ice in the sumper by
partial thawings and freezings, or by the constant flow of water
during the summer over the edges of the cliffs, on which, when
converted into ice, the sun1# rays operate less forcibly than on
other parts. At Blossom Cape, in Kotzebue Bay, the ice, instead
of merely forming a shield to the cliff, was imbedded in'the indentations along its edges, filling them up nearly even with the
point.
The bones found in this deposit of mud and gravel belonged tb
the elephant, the urus, the deer, and the horse. Some of the
tusks examined by Profekeor Buckland possessed the same double
curvature as tbe tusks of the great elephant in the musellin at
Petersburgh, from the icy clitf at the mouth of the Lena, in
Siberia. The head of the musk-ox, brought home with the fossil
bones, Professor Buckland -6,
cannot be considered as fossil.
The horns of the deer were similar to those fonnd in the diluvium
of England ; but there were also the cervical vertebrae of an un;
known animal, and which must have differed essentially from any
hat now inhabit the polar mgione of the northern hemisphere.
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Na'matiue of a Visit to the. Court of Sinde, &c. By
James Burnes, Surgeon to the Residency at ,Bhooj. Bombay.
1829. Edinburgh. 1831. By W. Ainvworth, Esq.

S I N D9or Sinde, extends on both sides of the river Indus,

called by the Hindotu Sindh, which thus gives its name to the
county. It resembles Egypt in the overflowing of the river, in it$
climate, in some degree in its soil, and also in being confined on
one side by a ~ i d g eof mountains, and on the other by a desert.
' Being of classical celebrity, it has long attracted the attention of
geographers; but from the opposition offered to research by the
rejudices of its oriental possessors, and the predatory habits of its
komadie tribes, it has remained until very lately quite unexplored.
T h e views of Napoleon, however, ou our Indian possessions, first
pointed out the necessity of a better acquaintance with a country
which forms their western barrier; and we are indebted to the
impulse given by these precautionary measures for Colorrel Pottinger's account of Sinde, and his subseqi~entexploration, with
Captain Christie, of Belochistan, and a part of Persia. The final
occupotion of Cutch by the British troops in 1819, further brought
our government in wnnexion with Sin& ; and after an wucceus-

ful embabsy in 3890, finally led td Mr. James Barnes, rurgebn to
the Residency at Bhooj, and author of the work befo1.e us, to be
called to the court of Hyderabad in his medical capacity.
Previous to the publication of Mr. Burner' work, which only
took place in this country two yeam after its publication at Bombay,
the taports of Mr. Crow, sometime &dent at Tattah, and of
Messrs. Seton and Ellis, had furnished us with much that was new
relative to the tiistory and resources of this country ; and it ia to be
regretted, as these memoirs are not accessible to the public, that
our author did not incorporate more of their details in his own
narrative. As, however, so little hrr hitherto been published
on this iateresting country, we shall, in analysing the result of
Mr. Burnes' observations, draw also from other authwitiec, more
especially the excellent work of Colonel Pottioger; and thus
present a sort of digest of what in at present known of the state
and condition of Sinde.
Unlike most countriel) situate on the banks of l a r ~ erivers, tbe
plains adjoining the Indus have, in no period of their history,
attained a very high degree of agricultural or commercial wealth ;
nor have their inhabitants ever ixcupied a situation high in the
scale of civilization and political power. This is to be attributed
first to physical causes, and afterwards U the moral coneequegces of
those which have, as usual, co-operated with them. 111the immediate neighbourhood of a mighty river there is a dearth of fresh
water, and hence Nomadic tribes and temporary residences. The
uncertain sway of its possessors thus gave origin to internal discue
i o n s and predatory habits ; and the want of imposing institutions,
and o f exact and severe di~iplioe,entailed their bad effects on
society, and prevented its ever arriving at maturity. Science and
literature' were neglected; arts and agriculture remained consequentfy stationary; while, for a p , fanatiaism and superstition,
prejudice and despotism, have united in overwhelming the industry
and latent enterprise of the inhabitants.
The phyaical characters of Sinde art not, however, quite uniform ;-some parts appear to have been but lately claimed from
t h ~
ocean, and exhibit abundant remains of decayed shells and
other marine productions, as in the vicinity of Luckput, though
we have not sufficient data to determine whether its saliae steps,
which here constitute the desert part of the province, are or are not
of modern formation. At Kutree, the landing place on crossing
the Lloonee branch, there is neither house nor inhabitants, nor even
the usual party of soldiers for the collection of the revenue ; the
country around is equally without trees, and the road, in the lainy
season, impassable, though, at other times, firm and had. Th
xountry around Kurr'achee, at the south-western extremity, is also
r perfect level ;a d Ofterdry weah-, with the axceptia of o.f&
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shrubs, has no vegetation; but in forty-eight hours after'rain; it
becomes a perfect grass-plat. The country between Kurrachee
and Tattah continua in the same level, and is, in like manner,
alternately a wildemeas or desert. On the south-eastern side of
the Indug the country preserves everywhere pretty nearly - the
same aspect, being, at Lah, a dead, unproductive flat, sometimes
interspersed with scattered and stunted shrubs. Near Hyderabad
it becomes more hilly ; and, from Ruree to Dhurra, canals are dug
for the purposes of agriculture from the branches of the Indus;
and over many of them small brick bridges are thrown, on which
apparatuses for drawing water are constantly at work for irrigating
the fields. The extensive cultivation,and richness of the soil are
here too remarkable; but from Laiqpoor to Bunna, and from
thence to within a short distance of Hyderabad, the whole is converted, by a most selfish policy, into hunting forests for the Ameers.
The vegetation of the uncultivated tracts is almost entirely confined to shrubs of the Lye, or tamarisk; the babool (Mimosa
Ar&a),
taghuz, a tamarisk with white bark and leaves; the
doodhill (Euphmbia antipmum), the Kurbo aleander, or almond
flower; the shinz (Hedysarum A h g i ) ; and the trees which
cluster round a brackish .water are the Peepul (Ficus seligiooa),
Neem (Melia ugacEirachta), and the Guz, or Indian tamarisk.
The villageiof Sinde are inferior even to those of Cutch.. They
are. for the most art. collections of low huts com~osedentirelvof
clai and thatch ; bhiie even the mosques with wLch they aboknd
are generally of the same frail materials, and only distinguishable
by their greater elevation, and a feeble attempt at ornament.
Many of the inhabitants live in grass hovels in the field which thq
cultivate. Mast of the villages have no name except tbat of their
actual owner; and it is not unusual for the whole population of a
place to remove their dwellings to another station, as inclination
or necessity prompts them, and when either food or forage fails.
These villages are, in reality, mere stations in the desert, where a
little brackish water can be obtained.. Tattah, formerly the capital
of Sinde, and one of the richest cities in Asia, is still nearly six
miles in circumference, exclusive of the ruins which extend a long
way on both sides. The population, at the time Colonel Pottinger
visited it, amounted to near 90,000souls,-and Mr. Burnes gives
double that amount ; but its sheds consist chiefly of ruinous and
uninhabited houses, the walls being built hollow by means of
frame of wood, plastered over with mud or mortar ; and this, it 1s
probable, Mr. Burnes mistook for stone, whicb he mentions a9
used in the construction of Tattah. All the houses have badgeen,
or ventilators, like chimneys.
.
,
The Sindians are mostly tall, with good features, and wellformed limbs. Theiccomplexiona a p dark, but the beauty of the
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women is proverbial. The men'are a strong and healthy race, though
more fitted for fatigue than activity. Rotundity is the mark of
greatness, and considered as a beauty ; prescriptions for increasing
bulk are in much esteem. Many of the Belooch chiefs and ofEicers
of their court are too large for the dimensions of any European
chair. Under a government where extortion, ignorance, and
tyranny are! perhaps, unequalled in the world, they are avaricious,
full of dece~t,cruel, ungrateful, proud, impatient, knavish, mean,
fanaticql, and superstitious. According to Crow, they have no
zeal but for the propagation of their religious faith ; no spirit but
in celebrating the Eed; no liberality but in feeding lazy Seyuds;
and no taste but in ornamenting old tombs. Their good qualities
appear to consist in
bravery, abstinence, capability
of making great exertions, and unqualified submission. They are
not regardless either, nor deficient in fidelity and hospitality, which
latter is probably imposed upon them by their religion. And their
mental energies and natural faculties also appear good.
Their active diversions are shooting and clapping with their
swords. They are good marksmen with their matchlocks, and
inimitably dexterous with their bows and a blunt heavy arrow which
they use for game, and dart in a transverse instead of a straight
direction, so that the body, and not the point of the arrow, strikes
the object. With these arrows they kill partridges flying to
the right and left, as expeditiously as any European sportsman
with a double-barrelled gun.
The courtiers and soldiery are addicted to the use of opiqm and
blumg (Cannabis sativa) ; great quantities of assafaetida arelals~
used by them as food. The dmeers are, however, much less sunk
in sensuality and indulgence than most Maho~nmedanprinces;
. ..
to Dr. Burnes, they never indulge in intoxicating
and, according
dru s and liquors.
3 h e Ameers and their attendants are dressed nearly aliki.,
in Angricas or tunics of fine white muslin, neatly prepared and
plaited so as to resemble dimity, with cummerbu~ldsor sashes of
ailk and gold, wide Turkish trowsers of silk tied at the ankle,
chiefly dark blue, and cylindrical caps made of gold brocade or
embroidered velvet. With the exception of the Cashmere shawls
and the loollgees or sashes, which are made at Tattah, the cloths
worn are generally of European manufacture. Loongees are
made for sashes, turbans, &c.; some are of silk, others of silk and
cotton, and many of them are exceedingly rich and costly, with
much gold embroidery. During the cold season the muslin
tunics are laid aside, and the Ameers wear robes or cloaks made of
the most valuable description of Cashmere shawls, gorgeously embroidered with gold lace, and lined with the black fur of Candahar. Sometimes the apparel c~nsistsof European damask silks or
Q
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satin, lined with some warmer material, and uilted with cotton.
Meer Mahommed wore t surcoat of flowerel pink satin. The
turbans worn by the great men of Sinde contain some of them upwards of eighty yards in length of gauze, atld are from two to three
and a half feet in diameter.
T h e brilliant collection of jewels and armour in the possession
of the Ameers of Sinde is calculated to excite the surprise of a
stranger. They adorn their daggers, swords, and matchlocks with
~ b i e e ,diamonds, pearls, and emeralds, many of which they wear
as rings and clasps in different parts of their dress. Colonel Pottinger mentions an emerald larger than a pigeon's egg, and Dr.
Burnes alludes to one which was cut in the shape of a parroquet
be large as life. Their sword blades are extremely valuable, and
worth sometimes, even when plain and unomamented, half a lac of
One which was presented to Dr. Burnes by Kurim
ote the Mahommedan date, lie2 (A. D. 1708), and
ww valued in Sinde at two thousand rupees. T h e atmoury of
their highnesses is graced with swords which have been worn by
almost every prihce fenowned in Asiatic story. Their swords do
not appear heavier than common English sabres, but are differently
balanced ; and the above mentioned gentleman saw one of the
young princes with a single stroke cut large sheep in two.
In their religious creed the Sindians, like the Beloches, are
generally Soonees. T h e family of the Ameers is very religious.
T h e Talpoors were also origi,nally Soonees, but their connexion
with Persia has infected the court with the doctrines of that kingdom, and, with the exception of Mourad Ali and Sobdar, they
have become Sheahs or followers of Ali. The two faiths, it is
said, cannot exist in concord, though, according to Sir John Malcolm, the difference consists more in matter of opinion than
practice ; and Pottinger says, that it would be more dangerous t a
.
appear in Belochistan as a Scheah than even as a Christian. Reli ious toleration is hot a virtue of the Sinde government. T h e
dindoos suffer many indignities, and are forced to weat the Mahommedan dress and to wear beards ;few are allowed the priviIege of
riding hones or of having saddles ; and circumcision is performed
upon them on the slightest pretences. The Seyuds, or descendants
of the prophet, are looked upon with the most unbounded and
supershtious respect. Faqueers, or religious mendicants, infest
the public highways at Hyderabad, demanding alms in tones of
overbearing insolence. They also sound horns and trumpets, and .
continued near the British envoy's tent, in the mission of Mr. Smitb;
for days at .a time.
T h e system of jurisprudence is taken from the Koran. The
Hindoos mostly settle their differences among themselves by punchaets or arbitration, without a referdce to ruling airthonties;
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T h e Beloches seem generally to take the law into their own
hands, a n d to act on the simple principle of retaliation. The
Ameers only interfere when the disputes assume a serious character, o r extend to whole tribes.
The exports from Sinde or home produce are saltpetre, salt,
Kce, cotton, ghee oil, oil seed, sharks' fins, bark for tanning, alkali,
calico and felts ; and from the kingdoms and provinces to the
northward they bring chiefly for exportation assafgtida, saffron,
horses, leather, hides, madder, musk, alum, drugs of various kinds,
Cashmere shawls, dried fruit, diamonds, lapis lazuli, turquoises,
and other precious stones, bdellium and gums. The imports
from India are iron, tin, steel, lead, copper, ivory, tea, sugar,
spices of all descriptions, chintz, broad-cloth, glass, china ware,
cocoa nuts, indigo, areca nuts, muslin, gold cloth, shields, 8rc. 8rc.
Prom Khorosan. Persia. and Arabia. the Sindians have for home
consumption swords, silk, carpets, dates, rose-water, conserve,
tobacco, coffee, and kullyans. Horses are brought in great numbers annually from Kaboul and Candahar to Cutch and Bombay,
where they are bought by agents for the British government; but
the Beloche soldiers are not well mounted, and except in the
stables of the Ameers, there are no fine horses to be seen. T h e
Ameers also keep an immense number sf dogs of good breed.
The camels of Sinde, which are so famed throughout the whole of
Asia, are reared all along the delta of the Indus. They are the
only species of conveyance used in the country ; and there can be
oo doubt that their superiority is to be attributed to the saline
nature of their food, wh~chhas also been found to ameliorate the
breed in other animals.
T h e manufactures of the country have been very extensive, but
are dwindling away. The fanciful taste of the Ameers and courtiers for swords and jewellery affords an occupation to a considerable
number of workmen at Hyderabad ; but the weavers of calico and
loongees are no longer so numerous as they were in former times.
At the visit of Nadir Shah it is said that there were at Tattah forty
thousand weavers, and artisans of every description, to the number
of twenty thousand more, exclusive of bankers, money-changers,.
shopkeepers, and sellers of grain, who were estimated at sixty
thousand. The principal manufactures of Hyderabad are now of
various kinds of arms, such as spears, matchlocks, swords, and of
embroidered cloths. There must be considerable activity on the
Indus, even in the present day, for Burnes says, that above Bunna,
where it is nearly a mile broad, it was studded with boats, filling
its chanoel from bank to bank.
The Sindian soldiers, or military retainers of the, Ameers, are
&eased in frocks resembling those of English labourers, of a coarse
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dark blue cotton ; trowsen of the same material, and the national
cap, which is of a cylindrical form, about eight inches in height,
and commonly made of coloured cloth. Like their countrymen in
general, they wear long beards and mustachios, and are armed with
swords, daggers, matchlocks, and shields. With the exception of
a small corps of Beloches, who are kept to garrison the fortress
of Hyderabad, the armed retainers of the Ameers are few in number and contemptible in appearance. ' The governmeut, it is said,
could assemble about forty thousand men in the course of a few
days, by some means resembling the red cross of our own forefathers, they being at other times employed in agriculture and other
peaceful occupations. The military classes of the subjects of t h e
Ameen may be considered as a body of marauders ready to t a k e
arms for any cause which will afford them support, or which offers
a prospect of plunder. In the field, though brave and hardy, t h e
Sindian soldier has no discipline, and their vanity and boastiug a r e
excessive.
T h e few walled towns in the ~rovinceof Sinde are contemptible,
and scarcely deserve the name of fortresses. Omerhote, the repository of the wealth of the Ameers, is within a few miles of
a branch of the Indus, and utterly untenable. The fortifications
of Kurachee, the principal port, are mean and irregular; the
houses within the walls~amounted,in 1813, to three thousand two
-hundred and fifty ; but the po ulation did not amount to thirteen
thousand souls. The city of yderabad is a collection of houses
of very poor appearance, according to one author, wretched low
mud hovels. The fortifications co~~sist
of a high wall and citadel ;
the latter is entirely brick-work, but very thick ; the figure circular,
and not more than a huudred yards in diameter; the walls are
gradually crumbling away.
T h e general style of the court of Sinde excited the admiration
of'the travellers; and Dr. Burnes says, there was an air of dignity
and good breeding in the younger princes seldom to be met with
either in the European or native characters. After the second
visit of this gentlenian to the court, the ceremony of taking off the
hoes was dispensed with. The Ameers pay visits to the Shikargahs,
or preserves for game, once or twice a month. These are large tracts
ofjungle so carefully inclosed as to prevent the egress of all quadrupeds ; and the walls being closed up, the game is hunted till dire
necessity obliges it to seek for water in a well, near a temporary
' building or wicker bungalow, which is placed in gardens beautifully shaded and decked with flowers, and from which the Ameers
shoot the animals deliberately, and receive the acclamations of their
followen. They are also extremely fond of hawks ; and all t h e
grandees in Sinde, when they appear in pablic, are attended b y
t
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their bazbans or falconers, with hawks, some of which are of great
value. T h e best are brought from Turkistan and the northern
parts of Cabul.
T h e princes show their distrust of one another in nothing so
much as in never leaving any of their number behind on a hunting
excursion ; great precautions are also taken to prevent treachery
or combination against themselves. Like all Asiatic governors
they never sacrifice present gains for future advantages; nor do
they consider the interests of the people and their rulers as the
same. Their internal policy is directed towards the accumulation
of wealth, on which they consider the grandeur and stability of
their dynasty to depend. T h e enormous imposts and taxation
resulting from this system have the effect of paralysing trade, and
trampling down industry. T h e revenues are farmed to the highest
bidders, who only enjoy their contracts by the grace of their
masters, and exert, in consequence, to the utmost, during their
often brief administration, their powers of exaction and oppression.
T h e advantage which Sinde has, and which enables her to
struggle against the curses of misrule and ignorance, is her independence of periodical rains. T h e government has no nlQre
sympathy with the farmer than the ryot, and is not deaf to appeals
against him. T h e Mussulmen are all soldiers, aud rarely leaseholders, and the revenues are thus, for the most part, in the hands
of Hindoos who are out of favour at court; and the farmers are
not, as is the case in Cutch, civil magistrates. Certainly there is
no country adjoining our East India possessions which would
better repay the fostering care of a mild and enlightened management than Sinde. The narrow policy of its governors does more
to annihilate national prosperity than the whole combination of
phyical evils ; and it is with a feeling entirely independent of a
desire for our country's aggrmdisement that we would wish to see
the Indus-once more the seat of a commerce and industry which
had been planted there by European hands.
Course of the Inday.-The
investigations of late years have
rectified many errors regarding the course of the Siudh or Indus,
though the charts given by Colonel Pottinger and Mr. Burnes, the
latter from a sketch of the Indus, by Samuel Richards, in the
Quarter-master-general's office, Bombay, differ considerably in
their details ; and it appears that, at different periods of the year,
the repletion or exsiccahon of cross branches glves variable features
to that part of the country which is below Bhukor. I t is'supposed to rise between the 35th and 36th degrees af north latitude,
whence it runs a little to the southward of west, for a distance of
seveu o r eight degrees, forcing its way among the snowy mountains that separate Cashmere and Little Thibet. , TOthe fortress
of Attock, in latitude SSO 55' N., it varies its course between
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south and south-west. T o this place it is distinguished by the
title of Aboo Seen, or Father River ; and beyond thls, until 'oined
by the Punjund, or five streams, it is usually called the koode
Attack;-from this point it is exclusively spoken of as the Durya6
Sinde, or Sea of Sinde. I t flows south-south-west, almost without
a curve, until seventeen miles below Bhukor ;-it
sends off a
branch called K~mburgundeeand Larkhanu River, whieh expands
into a lake at the foot of the Brahoorch Mountains. The district
of Chandoohee is fertilized by this branch. Halfway betwees
Bhukor and Sehwan the Tndus receives the Khyrpoor, or Doorlee
River, to the eastward. The river forms an island of some extent
near the fort of Sehwan ; and many minor branches disengage
themselves from it, which are dry when it is not swollen. T h e
next branch is the Fulelee, which encircles the island on which the
capital of Hyderabad is built ;-ten miles south-west of the city it
re-unites with its mother stream. At its most eastern point it
detaches the Goonee, across which Futtah Ali threw an embankment in 1799, and now the fresh water presses against the dam on
one side whilst'the tide flows up to it on the other. T h e river
below the dam is called the Loonee or Salt River, in contradistinction to the Goonee, which signifies efficacious or useful. After
the Fdelee rejoins the Indus, the latter winds a little to the eastw'ard of south, but soon regains its predominant inclination to the
south-south-west, which becomes still more westerly after passing
Tattah ; and, according to Pottinger, enters the Indian Ocean in
one vast body; but Mr. Burnes navigated two large arms below
- the last-mentioned place, called the Meyraum and Bugghaur,
which latter river the same author seems inclined to think is the
branch navigated by Alexander, who would then have passed the
Luckput Creek ; and it is not impossible that Pattala, of whose
identity with Tattah, or Hyderabad, even ColonelPottinger seems
very doubtful, is where the modern town of Jerk is placed ; in which
case the Macedonian conqueror may have navigated the Punjaree
branch which passes by Laiqpoor and Meerpore, which would
also have brought him to the Luckput Creek, though neither of
these navigable routes is contained in Colonel Pottinger's map.
The rapidity of the stream in the Indus fluctuates with the seasons, whether dry or otherwise; and-the nature of the districts it
runs through also seems to affect it. Above Tattah, Pottinger
estimates it as usually between two and a half and four miles per
hour. T h e waters are regular in their inundation, in their return,
departure, and quantity ; beginning to rise about the latter end of
April, and subside early in September. The breadth of the swell
varies according to the nature of the countly through whicb the
river passes. I n general, Mr. Crow states that it is felt five miles
from the banks \on either side, and, in many parts, much more, par-
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titularly in the Delta. Thelndus, as a river, has few merits except
its periodical swell ; its stream is foul and muddy, and so full of
shoals and shifting sands that flat-bottomed boats alone are safe,
and scarcely any others are used. Its course is extremely crooked,
and towards the sea is very inconstant, marks of its caprice abouuding in the lower country. Tavernier, who wrote in 1690, says the
commerce of Tattah was diminished by the mouth of the river
always getting wome, the increasing sand and mud scarcely leaving
a passage : and how unfortunate, B ~ ~ r n truly
e s remarks, it is that
no one has left an exact account of the distance of Tattah from
the Indus in olden time, or even when Nadir Shah visited Sinde,
in 2748. T h e natives assured Colonel Pottinger that there was no
bar at the mouth of the river that would prevent even a line-ofbattle ship from going up as high as Lahoree Bunder ; but it is
very evident that they are totally unacquainted with the quantity of
water which such vessels draw. T h e inconstancy of the Indus
itself appears to present an insurmountable obstacle to anything
like accuracy in the representatiou of that river ; but of its general
features the accounts appearto be as satisfactory as anything of the
kind can possibly be without actual survey.

MISCELLANEOUS, &.c.
I. Paper8 of the late MT.William Moorcroft.

INDecember last (1850) a communication was made to the council
of the Royal Geographical Society, by Major Archer, a member
recently returned from India, stating that Mr. Moorcroft, the well
known Indian traveller, had, after his examination of Lake
Manasawara, as detailed in the Asiatic Researches, penetrated
into the Thibetian province of Ladakh, resided some tlme at its
capital, Leh, and thence proceeded to Bokhara, where he died ;
and as the particulars of this expedition had never yet been published, it was submitted that an examination of whatever correspondence relating to it might be found in the India House, or
could be procured on inquiry made in India, could scarcely fail to
elicit new and valuable information. And the council having
approved of this suggestion, the necessary steps were taken to
act on it, and a mass of papers has thus been obtained, of which
it may be interesting to members, and to the public, to have some
general account. They were supplied by the favour of W. Astell,
Esq., late chairman of the Honourable the Court of East India
Directors, and W. Stanley Clarke, Esq., a director, to whom
M r . Barrow made the requisite applications ; and having been
selected from the entire amount of Mr. Moorcroft's correspondence preserved in the Company's records, and in great measure
also transcribed by Lieutenant Brand, R. N. (to wl~omthis laborious task was proposed, and who executed it with great zeal, and
altogether gratuitously), they have been since revised and arranged
by the Honourable Mr. Mountstuart Elphinstone, who has added
some explanatory notes where they appeared wanting.
T h e ostensible obiect of Mr. Moorcroft's iournev was to nur1
chase horses for the kornpany, with a view alwell tk improve tbe
breed as to increase the numbers in its stud, of which he was one
of the superintendents in U per India. Besides this, he was to
report on the openings whic he might meet with for trade amongst
a people of whom so little was then, and still is, known. And
subordinate to both objects was the determination of positions, and .
a geographical description of the countries visited. With such
a multiplicity of objects before him, his papers are necee
sarily miscellaneous and of unequal value : yet in selecting from
them it has been thought only just to his memory, aud to the opportunity thus possessed of examining papers which are not likely
m any other way to see the light, not to be too fastidious in the
choice ; and whatever appeared either new or curious, or in any
-
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way instructive, has been taken. His first route was to Leh,
in the neighbourhood of which be arrived in September, 1830 ;
and, after some hesitation and explanations, was admitted into the
town. His design was to penetrate thence, through Chinese
Thibet, by way of Yarkund, (which, he was given to understand, is
the seat of a great fair, resorted to by merchants from all parts of
Central Asia,) to Bokhara ; and it appean from his correspondence, that for a considerable time he entertained sanguine hopes of
being able to effect thia. Ultimately, however, he failed, as he
thou ht, through the jealousy of the native, chiefly Cashmerian,
merc ants, who were afraid of losing their monopoly of communication in this direction, and who encouraged, in consequence, the
suspicion with which the Chinese authorities received his applications for permission to pass as a merchant. Struggling with
these difficulties, he remained at b h till September, 1839,
extending his influence by successful practice as a surgeon, collecting hearsay information respecting the country wherever he
could procure it, and also making, in person, such short excursions
within the district of Ladakh as he could obtain permission for from
the resident authorities. H e then departed for Cashmere, by the
ordinary route between the two places, which he represents as being
the great channel by whicb the latter is supplied with the Thibet
shawl wool used in its manufactures; but he gives no detailed
account of his journey. From Cashmere his purpose was to
penetrrte'to Bokhara by Caubul; but here again he met with
great difficulties, and was ultimately detained another year there,
to the great dissatisfaction of the Rajah, who was very jealous of
him. Early in the year 1834, it is mentioned in a letter from
Lord Amherst to the Court of Directon, that he was recalled, with
a discretionary power, however, of proceeding, if, before receiving
the order, he had penetrated to Caubul ; but it is doubtful whether this summons ever reached him. A short memorandum of
his death is contained in the correspondence of the Calcutta Government for 1837, stating it to have occurred in March, 1885, at a
place called Anghok (presumed to be in Balkh), not at Bokhara,
as Major Archer had been informed ; nor does it anywhere appear
whether he had previously reached Bokhara, or was still on his road
to it. None of the papers as yet in the India House relate,
indeed, to this latter portion of his journey: the latest dispatch
from him being dated Cashmere, October, 1833; and a further
inquiry, therefore, made in India, either among the government
records, or in Balkh, through the medium of native traders, or agents,
might yet bring to light soxue interesting documents.
Those at present possessed by the Society naturally mange
themselves under three heads :-I. T h ejourney ta Leh, and account
of Ladakh given with it: 2. Such hearsay notices of Chinese Tartary
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were there procured : and, 3. .Papers transmitted regarding
Cashmere, its soil, prqduotions, masufactures, trade, &c. several of
which are very curious md interesting. Selections from each will
be published is future volumes of these Transactions, as may be
found expedient; asd, in the mean time, one extract is subjoined.

' Dated Leb, April 15, 1831.
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' Marco Polo calls Kotan (Khoten) the principal city of the
province of that name. T h e Chinese general, who couquered the
country of Kashgar in 1757, appears to regard it (Khoteu) as a
lace of small consequence; when, in writing to the emperor
L m the camp before Hashar (Kashgar), he says, J e supplie
votre Majest6 de pe rien exiger cette annCe de Hortien (Khoten),
d'Aksou, de Sailim, de Koutche, et des autres petites villes de ces
cantons. Elles sont presqu'enti6relnent ruin6es.'-Mem.
tom. i.
p. 393. Marsden's Marco Polo, p. 134.
' From information given by a respectable Tooranee merchant,
who is acquainted with all the places just mentioned, it appears
that Aksou (Aksoo) and its district contain about thirty thousand
houses ; Sarlien (Saceram) only from two to three hundred ;whilst
Koutche (Koochar) has @boutsix thousand houses. It is not only
possible that the meaning of the C h i ~ e s egeneral may have been
somewhat strained by the French translator, in causing the former
to represent Khoten as one of the small towns in this country ; but
it is rendered probable by Aksoo and Khoten, districts containing
each, upon the lowest calculation, a fiopulation greatly exceeding
a hundred thousand individuals, being classed in the same rank
with Saceram, which contains not more than two thousand inhabitants. But Khoten might have stood in need of repose from
taxation after having experienced the presence of a Chiuese army
as an enemy, when countries visited by one as a friend recover not
the effects of its rapaciousness, even within thirty ears. I t may
appear audacious enough, after what has been said y Marco Polo
respecting the city of Khoten, much later by the Chinese general,
whose opportunities of obtaining local information must have been
ample, and even in the present century, by respectable English
writen, that I should venture to express a doubt of such a city as
Khoteu being in existence. But it is not clear that the Venetian
traveller did actually visit Khoten, T h e meaning of the Chinese
general may have been perverted, or carelessly expressed by himself; or, accystomed to see cities of immense populousness, he may
have considered those of which the inhabitants could not be numbered by laks, as of little importance; and our travellers must
have gleaned their infomatiop regarding a country 80 far removed
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from the path, under p a t disadvantage. I t is not uncommon for
the natives of Asia to call the principal city of a country by the
name of the country itself, notwithstanding the former has a
different appellation ; as, for instance, an inhabitant of Delhi, on
being asked the name of his residence, will occasionally answer
Hindoostan ; and thus the name of Khoten may incidentally
h a e been applied to one of the cities of the country. But setting
aside further endeavours to reconcile accounts with facts, I must
observe, that my scepticism is founded upon information given by
a traveller who has twice visited all the cities of Khoten in the
capacity of a merchant, and who asserts that no city of the name
of Khoten is now to be found in the country so called; and bis
testimony is supported by the intelligence procured respecting
Khoten from a native of this province in 1813, by Meer Izzut
Oollah Khan, at Yarkund, which a rees in all its main points
with that related by my informant. f f ever a city called Khoten
did exist, its name must have been changed, no extraordinary
occurrence in China, or it must have been destroyed by some
disaster. I t is a matter of notoriety to travellers in Khoten, that
a large city there is buried under a drift of sand; and my informant speaks positively of this fact, although unacquainted with
its name, or with the period or manner in which the event took
place. This inditierence in an individual, extremely inquisitive
and intelligent, is produced in a great measure by the policy of the
Chinese government, which punishes severely any person who
ventures to dig on the site of the city in search of treasures, and
even inquiries are not unattended with risk.
Such a catastrophe, as the sudden overwhelming of a large city
by a sand drift, is 110 more uncommon in these sandy countries
than the overwhelniing of cities in Europe, as Herculaneum,
Yompeii, kc. by eruptions from a volcano. Meerza Hydur, the
cousin of the emperor Babur, and the general of Rasheed Khan,
a descendant of Chungiz Khan, reports that Saceram was suddenly buried by a mass of sand.
' The present cities of Khoten are six in number, viz. Karakash, Elechee, Yooroong-kash, Cheera, Kurreea, and Yungeekishlak.
' Karakash, or city of the Black River, so called from being
situated upon the banks of this stream, is the first met with on the
road from Yarkund, in the direction of east, and at the distalice of
seven days' journey. I t contains three thousand houses, withont
numbering those of the district which belongs to it.
' The second city, on the same road, distant from Karakash ten
or twelve kos, and likewise to the east, is Elechee, containing about
six thousand houses. Two Umbaus, or Chinese residents from
Peking, with five hundred troops, are constantly stationed at this
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governor of that province.
' T h e third city, or Yooroong-kash, the city of the rapid river, is
only a kos (mile and a half English, nearly), and a half diatant from
Elechee to the east, and contains a thousand houses.
' Cheera, the fourth city, is situated to the south three days
journey distant from Yoorwng-kwh, contains two thousand
houses, and its district is particularly famous for the production
of silk.
' Kurreea, the fifth city, is distant from Cheera four days journey,
in the direction of south-south-east, and contains four thousand
houses.
' Yungee-kishlak, the sixth city, is four days journey distant
from Kurreea, in the direction of south-south-east, and contains a
thousand houses. My reporter cannot form any satisfactory estimate of the number of the inhabitants of the districts belonging to
t h e cities. I n the mountains there are from three to four hundred
houses of shepherds ; but by far the greatest proportion of this
very numerous class is nomadic, without other habitations than
tents. Rating the population of the cities by six persons to each
house, which, from what I have seen of the towns of this
country (Ladakh), is rather below than above the average, it will
amount to one hundred and two thousand individuals, in&
pendently of the inhabitants of the districts.
T h e road from Yarkund to Karakasli is divided into stages, or
journies, of which the followiug are usually taken by travellers not
encumbered by baggage.
From Yarkund to Karakash (Karghalick ?)
20 kos.
,, Karakash to Choulak
5
,, Choulak to Gooma
20
,, Gooma to Moojee
15
,, Moojee to Pialma
20
,, Pialma to Zawa
. g o
,, Zawa to Karakash
1%

.
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B u t a kafilah can with difficulty make more than ten or twelve
kos in a day. At the distance of sever1 kos from Karakash, on the
way to Choulak, the face of the country is covered with a deep tine.
sand, extremely light, and so subject to shift and to etiace all
common indications of a road, as to have reudered it necessary to
mark its line by a double row of wooden posts, which extend without jl~tmuptionas far as Karakash.
6 '
megreatest length of the country of Khoten is about twelve
days journey from west to east, its breadth only two days journey
fmm south to.muh.

Notice on Khoten.
I t is bounded by the mountains of Tibut to the south, by the
country of Aksoo to the north, to the west by Yarkund, and to
the east by China proper. I t is only forty days journey from
Peking, but the road b interdicted.
' At eight days journey from Yungee-kishlak, in the direction of
south-south-east, is a district which abounds with gold in grains
and masses, in collecting which five hundred to a thousand men are
constantly employed on the part of the Emperor of China. Khoten is supposed to possess this and other metals ; but if the inhabitants be acquainted with any mines, they carefully conceal them
from the knowledge of their rulers, lest they should be compelled
to work them on the account of the emperor *.
'The Dereas Kara, or Black River, contains in its bed pebbles,
called in Toorkee, yushm : such stones as are nearly transparent,
perfectly white, and free from specks or stains, are highly esteemed
in China, and Chinese guards are constantly stationed along the
banks of the river to prevent private individuals procuring any, as
these jaspers, or agates, formerly an object of commerce, are now
reserved for the use of the emperor alone.
The workmen employed in searching for them are compelled
every day to take the whole of their prizes to a Chinese officer,
specially appointed to examine and select them ; and when a stone
of extraordinary bulk and clearness is presented to him, he always
welcomes its arrival with a most profound obeisance.
The climate of Khoten is dry and particular1 salubrious, the
winters are colder, and the summers botter than t ose of Ladakh.
'The soil, most luxuriantly productive, is very sandy, with water
near the surface, well tasted and wholesome. Almost every house
is provided with a well. T h e inhabitants are represented as being
generally above the middle size: the males well formed and
robust, with agreeable features and complexions of red and white :
the females of delicate and elegant forms, and remarkable for the
beauty of their eyes, eye-brows, and hair, the latter of which is carefully preserved in the greatest possible luxuriance of growth :
and though not confined to their apartments OP concealed, they are
not subjected to the drudgery of out-door-work, like their Tibutee
neighbours of the same sex. The spinning of cotton affords them
much in-door employment, as also the rearing of silk-worms and
the winding of the thread; but the men gather and bring in the
leaves of the mulberry for feeding the worms. Marco Polo says,
that the people of Khoten are Mahometans; the translator of
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* ' At Aksoo there is a mine of rubies which ir not worked. Near Eela, a short
time ago, a rich vein of ailver wps discovered accideutall and information of it was
given to the Umbau, or resident, who extracted from it agbut a thousand Sera for his
own use, and then, closing it, forbade its further exploration. Intelligence of this
tranuactaon was, however, eonv ed to Peking; and this wnceahwnt baing a
crime, ~ e ~ m t . . ~ ~ p & o r d . o f t b l ~ r i t 6 a m ~ d ~ t * .

Abulghazi also observes, that a les habitans de h ville font pour la
plupart profession du culte de Mahornet.'-Marsden, vol. i. p. 253;
and a preceding sentence in the same quotation leads the reader to
believe that the Kalmuks formed the smaller part of the population ; which is Affirmed by Tooranee merchants to have been the
case when Khoten was conquered by the Chinese. But the
victors deported all the Kalmuks of that country to the cities of
Eela and their districts, in the latter of which their population
amounts to about two hundred thousand families, whose residences
extend for six days' journey from the cities of Eela in every direction. The breeding of cattle forms the principal employment of
the Kalmuks. These are camels, horses, cows, sheep, and goats ;
and for every hundred head they raise, they pay one to the emperor
;Is a quit rent.
' The Kalmukat. bring annually from ten to twenty thousand
three-year-old geldings to Eela for sale ;-they are ordinarily from
thirteen and a half to fourteen hands high, and are sold in droves
at about twelve for a yamboo, or ingot of silver, which, at the
currency of one hundred and eighty rupees, gives an average of
fifteen rupees a horse. These horses are taken to Aksoo, Yarkund, Kashgar, Indejan, Khoten, and even to Bokhara, and
resold principally for carrying loads of merchandise.
' The warlike character and vast numbers of the wandering and
widely-spread family of the Kalmuks, which are scattered over a
large portion of Russia, Siberia, and China, afford occasional
employment to the Chinese government in practising means to
prevent their military spirit producing the political aggrandizement
of the Kalmuk nation. One expedient is that of dividing their
numbers by transporting their masses, by portions, into different
parts of the empire when they become formidably great in any one
district. The other-and for the honour of human nature one
would wish it were an exaggeration-consists in destroying the
chief of each horde; for it iy asserted, that when the son of a
chief attains that age at which his mother transfers him from her
care to that of his father, or from ten to fifteen, the latter is
always taken off by poison f administered by order of the Chinese
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* ' Several cities united to form the city situated on the river of this name.

) 'The Kalmuks are employed also as caval in the armies of China, and form part
of the immense garrison, or standing army, of %ela. The other b o p s in its cities,
composed of Mangoos, of the same family with the emperor, am cavalry armed
with swords alone. The Sooloongs are cavalry who use only bows and armws, and
the Karakuthaees are infantry who are alone armed with guns. In former times, by
Kuthaee was meant (as reported to me) the countries occupied by the Moosulmans
on this side of the C h a t Wall, and by Karakuthaee the country within it, but the d h
tinction has now m e r e in the general term of Kuthaee.
f 6 The following is the account iven by Mr. Moorcroft's informant of the manner
in which this crime is &kbd. T f e whele story is &idy nuioua aa showing tho

government, and generally in tea. His son, who succeeds to hia
rank, deprived of the power of profiting by his father's experience,.
acquires information only from his own opportunity and energies ;
and, whatever his mental acquisitions may be, he generally dies
before they are communicated to his heir. : By this nefarious
system the Chinese prevent, as they conceive, the accumulation of
much wisdom and experience in any Kalmuk chief, and the risk of
its producing the political elevation of the Kalmuk race.
' T h e Moosulman population of Khoten now, as in the time of
Marco Polo, are principally engaged in works of agriculture,
manufactures, and commerce, and have little disposition for the
profession of arms.
T h e domestic animals of the country of Khoten are horses, i n
great numbers, of a hardy kind, but of a small size. Yaks are
bred on the mountains, and common neat cattle on the plains.
Sheep of the Doomba, or broad-tailed variety, are reared in vast
numbers, but the tails of these are much smaller than those of the
Kosak Chief;-their wool is very fine but short, as it is shorn
twice a-year.
opinion of the Chinese government entertained by its distant subjects;-" The
KalmuL chief is informed by a nmssage couched in terms moat complinlentary to his
conduct, that his presence at court will be highly gratifying to the emperor; and if
the chief plead indisposition, he is allowed to defer his visit to the second year, but no
longer. ' On his arrival at Peking he is received with the p a t e s t attention and respect, is lodged and entertained at the expense of the emperor, speedily introduced t o
the soierei n, is most graciously noticed and loaded with presents, at least to double
the value ofthose he has oEcred to the acceptance of the monarch, and after a residence of a stated period, seldom exceeding eight days, has hib audience of leave, and
departs with some increase of titular honour. At every military station, or corps
de garde, on the road of which there are said to be the enormous number of three hundred and sixty between Peking and Yarkund, he is furnished with a11 the nccommodations he aud his attendants can stand in need of, and amongst which tea constitutes
a never-failing article.
To wme officer of considerable rank the imperid order to administer poison to
the unsuspecting Kalmuk has been previously communicnted. Its effects, though slow,
are sure. So familiar, itwould seem, are the Chinese with this instrument of d e s t n ~ c
tion, that its very agents occasionally become its voluntary victims. For when t h e
Chinese governors of places, far removed from the seat of s u p m e gover~ment,have
abused their power, and received such an intimation as conviuces them that the tribunal to which they are responsible have proof of their delinquency, they, if their crime
be of a capital uature, generally prefer the poisoned cup, which preserves their peraons
from public disgrace and their property from confiscation, to the risk of losiug life,
honour, and estates. by the hand of the executioner. I speak here from r e p & of
transactions stated to have occurred on the frontier I am about to approach. Ailer
the heir of the Kalmuk chief has performed the funeral duties, he repairs to Eela, and
from the Joongjwng, Umbau, or principal Chinese resident, receives the investiture of
his late father% office, accompanied by the usual insignia and dresses, along with a
donation of ingots of silver, on the part of the emperor, proportioned to his rank a n d
expenses. Gratified by his early elevation, he probably inquires not minutely into its
immediate cause, and occupied in the indulgence of those appetites, which for the most
part
in wenlthy and uneducated individuals during the early portion of
their lives, he may not feel the impulse of ambition t11l he nearly reazhes that period
when its birth and hia life are about to be extinguished together.

' S a d - w o o l goata are not less numerous than sbeep,.and their
fleeces are reported to be at least equal to those of Ladakh.
' Wild animals of various kinds are abundant. Camels have two
humps; are generally brown, but sometin~esof a white colour.
Tbey are of a large size, and so swift that men on the horses.of
the country can seldom overtake them if the camels get a litkle
advantage in the start. They are puraued by hunters as game,
their flesh being said to be particularly well flavoured and mnch
relished by the natives. Cloth is made from their wool.
' T h e Goorkhur, or wild ass, is common ; as also are many
varieties of deer, amongst which is the musk deer, the produce of
which is proverbially fine. Froin a description of the stripes on
the skiu of a tiger, it would appear that the royal tiger roams on
the mountains of Khoten. Leopards and wolves are numerous..
Bears are of a yellowish colour, and not very large ;-there are
black ones. Poxes, hares, and smaller quadrupeds are in abundance. The large variety of Francolin, which, 1 believe, hae
never been described, frequents the summits of the mountains;
and the lesser kinds, with artr ridges and other feathered game,
are found in great numbers lower down and near the plains.
' Fruit-trees of almost all the sorts common in the southern parts
ef Europe are raised in the gardens of Klioten, as vines which are
vastly pioductive,
plumbs, peaches, apricots, pears,
and apples. Melons are of good size, and well flavoured. Wheat,
barley, maize, pease, and carrots are cultivated largely; but there
is not any rice grown, the soil being too dry for this grain. The
few forests existing scarcely deserve the name, there being
few timber-trees in them, and these are of the same character with
those of Ladakh, as poplars and willows ; but the mulberry
abounds everywhere; and a vast quantity of silk is raised in this
province, though a fine white cotton would seem to be its staple
produce.
' The manufactures of Khoten consist principally of woolien,
camlet, cotton, and silk cloths.
* The woollens got up in the loom are generally of a thick and
coarse texture, or else thin and flimsy, and as yet none of these
fabrics approach the nature of European broad cloths. But the
felted cloths are large, fine, and well got up. Cotton cloths of a
coarse kind are made in vast quantities, both for home use and for
exportation. They are sent from every house to Peking in cornmutation for the capitation-tax, in Tmrkee called Alban.
' The coin of Khoten is of silver and of copper ;-the former, if
coin it may properly be called, is in the shape of a boat, with the
value stamped in Chinese characters on the concave side; the latter
is struck in dies with a hole in the centre of each ~ i e c ewhich
,
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a

lam valw. Unc4iaca geld in gmiw and mamm is a h r d a m
of bargain rad aale.
' It is not paoeible to ascertain or even to make aap probable
estimate of the amount of the revenue drawn by Chipa from Kh*
tsrn annually; but there are two direct taxes, viz. the Alban, or
p d l tax, varying in aasesement, as it would seem, according to the
age of the individual, but of which I can obtain no classification,and a eecond, on the produce of the land, from which garden fmta
are exempted, as also is silk ; but grain of every kind, and cotton,
are taken in the proportion of one-tenth of the whole yield far the
use of the emperor.
Khoten receives from Russia, broad cloths, a fine cloth manub t u r e d at Astrakhan from the wool of the camel foal (of the iirst
year), seal skius and other furs, green velvet, gold a d silver thread
fbr embroidery, Bulgar leather, hardware-amongst which are
spadea or hoes,-logwood, sugar in loaf, and castor,-the latter
being used as a m d c i n e for children.
6 Khoten returns to Russia,-but
through the intervention of
'Fmranee tradere,-silk cloths, raw silk, and cotton thread.
' Raw silk, both white and yellow, is first taken to Bokhanr, there
dyed of various colours, urchased by Nogaee traders, and transrted sows the great ILghiz.teppe to variohs parts of Russia.
G o kwer than a thousand camel-loads of undyed cotton thread are
said to be also furnished to Russia by Khoten annually.
Prom Bokhara, Khoten receives various commodities, but the
incipal consists of homee of a large size, of which about five
Ldred ue annually imported.
6 T o Bokhara, Khoten sends silk goads, raw silk (although
Bokhara itself raises much of this article), and coarse cottons,
dong with felts.
' T o Yarkund, Indejan, Eda, and Aksoo, Khoten furnishes
cotton and silk goods, as well aa raw silk and cotton thread. Yarkuad also takes off vast quantities of sheep-wool, which is there
worked into felts, and, in return, sends rice and cast-iron pots for
kitchen we.
' From Eela and Aksoo, Khoten receives droves of horses bred
by the Kalmuks.
' To Eela alone Khoten sends, yearly, from two to three hundred
thousand hales of a coarse cotton cloth like guzzee ; the length of
each piece is from seven to eight g u n (say yards), *the breadth
about twelve ghrhs, and the money p r k e is a rupee. A t E d a
these cloths are sold to the Kalmuks for money or bartered against
cattle. About fifty thousand sheep are annually brought by the
Kalmuks to Eela, and the rate of value in exchange adopted is one
iece of cotton cloth for a sheep, three for a cow, and six for a
Korse.

what circuitous, and the following q e the stages on the route to
it from Yarkund, viz.
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.
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. . . .
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Sureekeea was frequented by the merchants sf Hindqostan on
account of ita quarries of jas r or agate, once much used for
drinking cups and ornaments or' the person. And although the
white marble employed in the mausoleum at Agra and Sekomdra
may have been extracted from the neighbourhood of Joudpoor, it
is not improbable but that some of the materials for the flower
work and tracery may have been brought from the mountains of
Khoten -f-.
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Choukee is the Hiidostanee and Qortuna; the Tart81 word for a military
q police station.
The road from Sureekeea towarda Hindostan is reported b have psrssd by I&i-
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dokh and Gkkhdokh, but at this latter int information stop. Perhap the mom
direct line from Gurkh-dokh to
ebaries across the Neatee Ghat, through N e e
tee, and robably by losbee
but 1 saw not any h c e s of an ancient 4
-en
Weetee and tb,
river. qaving y s s e d thi. .hum and p c w 5 ~
one march on our return in 1812, some d e m o ~ o n w
s o q the Qwrkha troop
who accompanied us, betrayed an intention to stop us, and tlun being supported by
*vate communications from the
me, I determined to take a line of mad
parallel tothat onwhichwe h a d c nt previous1
r J T D (isposed to go, but sorpe m i h di..
tqnt, tho h joining it ain in a day and a d s journey.
The xject of this9eviation wan to avoid so'pe n-w
patb~,through 9Lig
in low grounds, in which our p r o p rmght have been a m h d mthont a
6 r employing redance.. My corn anion preferring the dd
gE~urableo
road, 1. d o =
midmgbt on the new w, which
over UU idea of noun&s by a narrow but erposed path, *rn every point of which mueh of the adjoining
country wald be weu.
'In the esrly part of the forenoon I suddenly came upon a mad contiwoww&htbs
qth, but p $ ~differentin character. This road aaa ahout six feet in breadth, repand substantially paved with small pebhlet in aome arts, & in othem formed
~((orelledwck. O n t h . . i g b t h u d t h e d ~ c u t ~ ~ u d U a a - h a t i n
the form of a hall, and on the left Bide ~fthe I I W W ~ ~ Jfor
~ , W ~ yards,
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Notice on Khoten.
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2%Rimern offifen.-The! Kirakash, Kara Dereas, or Black
River (Kara meaning black in Toorkee, and Kash,tiuer), proceeds
from the mountains of Khoten, flows first from east to west as far
ae Shaheed, Oollah, Kojah; twenty-four kos, then north for twelve
kb, where it receives the Toghreesoo river.
' This stream (which signifies the straight water, Toghree, in '
oorkee, meaning straight, and Soo, water) takes its rise in the
arhlik Duvan, or Icy mountains (Kcirlik, p h of mow, and Duvan, munfain). After this increase it turns to the north-east, and
continues in this direction till it reaches the city of Karakash, .
situated on its left bank. The wholeof this distance, or from the
source of the river to this city, is about nine days journey.
< Pursuing its .course in.the same direction past the city of
Yooroongkash, placed on its right bank, and within a quarter of a
kos of its stream, in one day's journey more, this river unites with
the river of Yooroongkash.
' The Yooroongkash, or rapid river, has its source in the Haring- ,
hoo Togh, or blind mountain, at three days journey east from the
rise of the Karakash, but in the same chain. I t flows in a straight
line to the city of Yooroongkash. Its stream is smaller, but more
rapid than that of the Karakash, and abounds also with jasperagates *, which are more highly prized than those of the latter
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whole road, whichexceeded not a few hundred yardr in length, war laid out with judgment, and executed with a solidity that had apparently lo braved the influence of
the w u o n r Beginning a b b it ended as suddenly, anyas if the last portion had
Been carried away b an
p whch had formed a bed for a current. But looking back, I saw, or L e i e d I 88w, it. lung line sweeping easil across the face of the
ehain of hih I had .kirtnd. On questioning the peasantry wgo carried my
=pectin the knowledge of thin road, they stated that it w u called the B=i
m ~safm
,
very ancient.
' Henring unne of them cmp;that it was the Roe or R.jra/t, and not reeolleeti that
the Rajahs of thae mounhns had been tributary to the Mogul empemm of%elhi,
I tdd my infarmen that they probably meant the Rajah's road. to which an intelligel4 old man obeamed, that it was not made b any Rajah, but by wnne Badshah
h o s e name he had never heard. H e had h&
he said, that in ancient times mnch
commerce* was carried on bv it between Hindoostan and some very dintant countries.
The h g m e n t I allude to is a few kos, as far as my memory serves, to the n o r h a s t uf
thr dlqp of Bnndalee, which lies, I conceive, to the north-west of the ruined fort of
Chaudyoor. Perhap thin may have been
of the road to Khoten, and if so, it is
pnmmed not to be improbable that more o E line might be rmde out by the intelIigent and zealow &en em loyed in surveying that region of the hills.
A r i d a y spreadhelief o%bins in Asia, that if poison intended for the dattnction
of man be put into a jasper-agate cup, the vessel will fly iuto pieces, and thus betray the
quality of its contents. I t in thought by some orientals, that liquor drank from a cup
of jasper-agate has the power of ban uillizing irregular actions of the heart, especially
3.id.dBmbbiog~ev-lknsiondtbis-,
a n d a h themouth and
-g
p*.
It is also reportad that any ornament of this matesial b the
quality of d i d n g from the person of the wearer the stroke of 1'
Y BUqeam may conuider such attributes, prjudices, . u b i o n e d ~ ~ ~ $ k ?
gmd Mwme on the mindr of the inhsbitauta of tbe ecrstern world.

'

In regsrd b the commerce once carried on between H1ndoolt.n and Woten me bhu@bub*
Etldmce note 810. M m .Marco Polo j and fbr the resort of the rnerchnb horn Khota to
D m ,in Ihe reign of 8hb J-,
wa the
of that mtemign.

river. T h e same precautions are adopted on this river as on the
Karakash, to prevent the stones being obtained by,private persons.
The river of Yarkuud rises from the northern side of the moun;
tains of Kara Korum, opposite to the source of the river Shayook*,
on the southern face of the same mountain. On quitting the
Kara Korum range, it holds a northerly and straight course for two
days journey to Ak Togh, or the white moontain, then south one
day's journey to Khafaloon Tushgood, then northerly for two days
journey to Kirghiz Jungul, proceeding in the same direction for six
days journey to Togh-doong-bash, or the lofty mountain ; then
, still north for three days journey to Koshherul (or between two
. waters), where it receives the river of Surakol, a tolerably large
stream, that rises in the mountain of Chechuklik (or place of
flowers, Chechuk signifying Jlowers), one day's journey to the
west. The river arising from the junction of the two streams at
Koshherul thenceforward takes the name of the Yarkund river,
proceeding easterly for eight kos to the town of Post Kwn,
Kurn, and retaining this direction for six kos further, readee
Bish Kint, then goes straight north for five kos, and east five k-,
towards Yarkund, which is five kos from the river on the west.
From this it continues to pursue an eastern course, and after
passing thrbugh a woody tract for ten days, mixes its waters wi&
those of the Karakash and Yoorooagkash in one common conflux.
The name of the river resulting from this triple union is not
known to my informant, but it proceeds to the eastward for tbreg
days journey, when it receives the Aksoo river, which comes from
the north.
T h e Aksoo river rises by several streams, some on the Duvan
Borlund (or high mountain) to the north of Toorfan. One
is said to arise in the country of the Kirghiz, and another near
&la, each about twelve days 'ourney in length. They unite at
the city of Turfan, 01. Toor an Yungee, New Toorfan. The
common trunk goes for three days journey south to Aksoo.
From Aksoo, still holding a southern direction for five days journey, it falls into the river of the three streams of Karakash,
Yooroongkash, and Yarkund, but of which the name is not ascertained. The trunk, after this union, proceeds eastward for six
days journey to Baee, a small town, thence still maintaining its
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The Chanthan Qurdohk, or Leh river, the long eastern branch of the Indus,
e-Choo, or Zauskur river, st Neema, eight or nine kos to the mt,
the Li
md e little sou of Leh, on the road to Ktubmeer. The Shayook, a broader riper
than the common stream of the Leh and Lingtee, uniten mth t b trunk at Hbabc
loon (notKhafaloonTushpon nine days 'ourney west of Neema. ThisI(hafdwnis
J at name, wkicli has the Raj of Ladakh to the east, and
the chief town of the R ~ of
that of Little Tibut to the west, distant three daysjourney h m Balh, the q i w of
the latter. The state of .-loon,
of d extent, contains two t h d
opd
lbopt t d w thoussod rnhabltsnt.
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eastein codrse for one or h o days journey reaches s a c e m , and
onwatda for five days journey inore goes to Koocha, thence in ten
or twelve days journey to ~arashuhr,the lack City, thence ten
or twelve days ourney to Ooroomchoo, thence twelve dqys journey
to the city of oorfan, Iskee, or Old Toorfan. Having held an
easterly course from Koocha, it maintains the same direction from
Iskee, Tooifan, through an uninhabited tract, in some parts mountainons, in others sandy, in others woody, forty days journey, when
it reaches Kamool, a very large city situated in China. The
whole of the country through which the river has yet run was
hrmerly und r the rule of the Moosulman Ra'ah or chief of
Yarkund, an the population is a mixture of
oosulmans and
Chinese.
Ffom Kaxhool, the river, continuiilg its course easterly into
Chine, after twenty days journey, through a sand desert greatly
deficient in water, reaches Lunjoo (Lanchen of h a r c o bolo), a
city conkiioiag fifty thousand houses. From Lunjoo, still keeping its easterly direction for ten or twelve days journey, it
k v e s at Secampoor, a large city, the inhabitants of which are
wholly, OF almost wholly, Moosulmans, or, as they are there
balled, Turganee. From Secampoor, going eastward, in twenty
days 'ourney it reaches another large city (Sochen, M. Polo).
hames of the other cities, or places, visited by this river in
the subseqoent part of its course in China, are not known to my
informant ; but he has always understood that it takes a large sweep
to the west, and, qhittiilg China, falls iuto the Irtish. My informant has gone no farther than Aksoo, but a Yarkundee merchant,
his friend, who accompanied the Governor, Hakim of Yarkund, to
Peking and back, gave him the information which relates to the
course of the river in China.
' "he preceding information was obtained through inquiries
respectihg Khoten producing rhubarb, which it does, though not
as ah article of commerce ; and although its m a t ~ a l smay stand
with little relative connexion, and may present many chasms,
1have thought it referable to submit them in their resent ford,
rather than defer oing it uuder the hope of making e sketch lees
ihperfect, test the accidents which may occut in such a journey as
ie before me may prevent its being done at all.
If the sources of the Irtish are really to be found in the country
appertaiaing to Yarkund as recited, aud that the common stream
make the detour described, the Irtish may rank with some of the
longest rivers in the world. Whilst my informant contides his
relation to circumstances known to himself, I give him full credit
for inquiry, observation, and veracity ; but suspicions arise in
regard to the accumcy of the account given by his friend.
' The retrograde c o m e of such a riiver, For such a vast dfetatltatld,
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seems ih itself little probable ; probabilities, however, are of small
impottance when opposed to the coatrary and positive assertion of
a respettable reporter. But the placing Lunjoo, as first visited
by the river, seeds to be an inaccuracy, and fixing Soogoo to the
eastward of the former city, is a decided mistake, either of the
originat t-eporter or of my informant.
T h e order of the progression of the river may be accounted for
by a sweep ; but the relative situation of the two cities is an errdr,
as, by obseroations made by the Jesuits, the portion of K a n c h e ~
between See Chew to the west, and Lauchen to the east, ie
ascertained.
Had the reporter stated that, from Kamool, the river had retrograded into the Lrtish, the account would have been less open
to doubt; but when it is made by him to reach Lanchen, it is much
more likely that it should disembogue into the Hoango. Having
given my doubts, it is only candid to observe, that the Igourd,
from their original country of Turfan, migrate to the banke of the
Irtish. And if the streams of their original country fall into the
Irtish, this is easily conceivable.'

11.-Ambunt

of Danish Dkmeries orr the East C o d of h e n land in 1839.

THEquestion respecting the existence of Icelandic colonies on the
East coast of Greenland, anterior to the fourteenth century, when
they were supposed to have been lost, has long been one of
some historical and geographical interest ; and although considered by the learned writer of the annexed letter to be now
settled, appears still to admit of plausible reasoning on both sides.
OF the particulars now given, as bearing on it, the greater number were communicated to the Royal Geo raphical Society
of London, in a letter addressed by Captain Za rtmann, Hydrographer Royal, Copenhagen, to Captain Beaufort, and read to the
Society at its second meeting, in November last. But the following harrative has been preferred, being an official report sent,
by order of the Prince of Denmark, to the Geographical Society
of Paris, and somewhat more minute :' For some ages back the kings of Denmark have fitted out expeditions from time to time, with a view of re-discovering that part
of Greenland which is said to have been formerly peopled by
a colony from Iceland, but of which the trace was lost about the
end of the fourteenth century. The persons charged with these
expeditions have been as follows :--In the reign of Frederick LI.,
Magnus Heinesen; in the reign of Christian IV., Jens Munk,
Qdake, Lindenou, and Carsten Richardsen; in the reign of
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Prederick III., David Danell ;.in the reign of F&ck
V.,Peter
Olsen Walloe ; and in the reign of Christian VII,, M M . Lowenorn, Egede, and Rothe. But all these attempts were fruitless, s o
far as concerned the discovery of Greenland to the east of Cape
Farewell ; and the only navigator who went so far was M. Valloe,
who, by coasting, in the year 1759, arrived at Kangek, in latitude
60" 35'. The other expeditions never succeeded in lauding, nor
even approached nearer to the shore than the distance of four
leagues. I t was nearly at that distance that Captain Danell, in
1652, 3d of June, in latitude 64" 50', discovered two islands, to
which he gave the names of Hoidsolen (white sun), and Mastelast
Skib (dismasted s h ri ~l \ . The 6th of the same month he discovered
five other islands situate more to the north.
' Under the reign of Frederiok VI., distinguished by the encouragement of all the sciences, the search after &is lost part of the
monarchy was not likely to be forgotten, particularly as the expeditions fitted out for this purpose by the government had been always
strongly seconded by the enthusiasm of the people. A commission
was nominated to investigate all the difficulties of the enterprise, and
the means by which they might be overcome; and this commission havii~greported, M. Graah (captain of a frigate), who already,
during the years 1823 and 1864, had surveyed the west coast of
Greenland, between 68' 30' and 73' of latitude, was appointed to
the command of an expedition destined to renew the attempt.
' I n the spring of the year 1868, he repaired to Greenland with
M.Vahl, naturalist, and was there joined by M. Mathiesen, who
was to serve him as interpreter. In the course of this year (1898)
and in the establishment of J ulianshaab, he organized his expedition, causing to be constructed two konebaades (women's canoes)
and two cajacs, engaging two Greenland men and ten Greenland
women, and collecting the provisions and articles of commerce
which were likely to be required ; and, having done this, he went
to winter at Nenortalik, the establishment nearest to Cape Farewell, and situated at 600 7'45" of north latitude, and U023' west
of Greenwich.
' On the 60th of March, 1839, the expedition, consisting of four
Europeans and twelve natives, embarked in two konebaades, and
two cajacs, as already mentioned, and quitted Nenortalik. Instead
of doubling the south promontory of Greenland, Kangek-kjrdlex
(Statenbuk), situate on an island, they pushed on through the
strait which separates that island from the continent, and in this
way reached the eastern coast, where their progress was much
retarded by masses of ice heaped up in a way that appeared extraordinary even to the Greenlanden. Being thus retarded, the consumption of European provisions was so considerable, compared
with their progress, that M. G r a d determined to send away the
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,&ropeam, aod the least brave of the Greenlanders ; and, accomt
panied by only two Greenland men and four Greenland women;
to continue to explore the coast in one only of these frail boats.
This separation was effected on the eSrd of June, in latitude
61°46' 4@, and the project, which sufficiently proves the aeal and
intrepidity of M. Graah, was crowned with the success which it
deserved.
' On the 28th of July he had advanced as far as an island situate
in latitude 6.5" 18', and 98" 97' west from Greenwich. H e had
to contend, in his progress, not ody against the ice, which, besides
incumbering the navigation and retardiug the progress of the canoe,
changed even the coast into a glacier, so that the shelter necessary
for the men and for the canoe was only to be found at a very few
places,--but
also against the unwillingness of his crew to run the
hazard of being forced to winter on this uninhabited part of the
coast, where they would be in danger of famine.
' H e persevered, however, against every difficulty; but was
at last stopped altogether by an insurmountable barrier af
ice, and forced to return, after having vainly waited till the end ef
August, expecting a favourable change. On the 1st of October,
he arrived at Nugarbik, latitude 63" 2Qf, where he took up his
winter quarters,. and sent home a detail of his enterprise, dated
April 2, 1830, entrusting the document to the care of a Greenlander, who carried it to the establishment of Julianshaab, from
which it was transmitted to Copenhagen. H e announces in it his
intention to quit Nugarbik on the 3d, to push to the north as far
as his limited means would allow, and to return to Nenortalik in
6 e autumn ; and it may be hoped that he has since completed his
perilous enterprise.
' As for the principal object of the expedition, however, it appears
to be already accomplished ; for having advanced beyond the latitude
ascribed to this ancient colony, without discovering the least trace
of it, or the most insignificant remains, egen in places which must
necessarily have been occtlpied, if the inhabitants had ever
possessed fixed habitations,-having found no tradition or trace of
the religion, language, or manners of that Christian colony'
' among the natives of the country, it appears evident to M. Graah,
that this Icelandic colony could not have been to the east of Statenhuk, but on the south-west part of the present Greenland,
near the site of the establishment of Julianshaab, agreeably
to die opinion which was expressed forty years ago by M. Eggers,
in a work crowned by the Royal Academy of Sciences at Copenhagen.
' A chart, transmitted by M. Graah, differs materially from
those that have been constructed after the old description of the
bishopric of Greenland, by Ivar Bardsen ; but it c o n f i m tbe

discoveries of Captain Danell, for not only does it show tfii!
islands of Hoidsolen and Mastelost Skib, but M. Graah has even
discovered from the point whence he returned, tbree of the five
islands of Danell. The only circumstance which appears to
favour the old opinion respecting the situation of that colony, is the
hyaical tharacter of the men wbom M. Graah has found there.
&hey have little analogy with the Esquimaux, and resemble, on the
contrary, the Scandinavians of Europe. They have neither the flat
heads, short broad persons, nor the flabby fatness of the E s q ~ i maux, but are, for the most part, above the middle stature, having the
E u r o ~ e a nform of head and ex~ressionof countenance. Their Dersons are rather meagre, but nervous, and finely formed, without any
appearance of weakness ; and they are more active and robust than
the inhabitants of the west coast. The colour of skin of the women
and children is quite as clear and pure as that of Europeans, and
they have often brown hair, which is never seen on the other inhabitants of Greenland. Some of the men allow their mustachios to
grow, others tattoo their arms, and all the women have their arms,
hands, and chin tattooed-an opetation which they execute themselves. Exposed to the greatest physical suffering, and very often
to famine, it is seldom that they live beyond the age of fifty ; it is
also alleged that the population is decreasing ; and between the
latitudes of 60° and 6 5 O . M. Graah found onlv about five or six
hundred inhabitants. ~ 6 population
e
appeared to h ~ v edecreased
on the south side of the coast, some of the inhabitants havixig
emigrated to a new mission of Moravian Brothers, which has
lately established itself at Fredrichsthal, near to Cape Statenhuk.
The missionaries are accustomed to collect the natives arouhd
them, and this facilitates, doubtless, their instruction and Conversion ; while, on the other hand, it increases the ravages of famine
when the harvest fails. In the establishments of the Danish missionaries, they prefer to allow the natives to pursue their wandering life, but without loshg sight of the object of thl? mission.
' With respect to their religious opinions, it is a subject oh
which M. Graah does not enter into any detail, on account of his
imperfect knowledge of their language: I t appears that, like the
other Greenlanders, they adore two beings, a good and an evil
deity. Like them, too, they have sorcerers (angekoks), but their
influence does not appear to be so great, and is probably diminishing still more, because M. Graah observed, that the young people
amused themselves with lai~ghingat them. In their moral character they seem very estimable ; and the reported good-nature of
the husbands, the submission of their wives, the obedience of the
children, and the mutual affection and confidence of the whole community, make it difficult to remenher that they are pagans. It
was the good faith, the hospitality, the kind and generous dispo1
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sitidns of these chiidren of hature,. that enabled M.Graah, in
his isoiated situatioii, to dtrercome the obstacles by which he was
surrounded. Duriiig thirteen months he last only a hatchet, and
thishe believed that he had forgotten somewhete ; and his letters
and journals have been transmitted to us by a Greetilander, who
carrled theni from Nugarbik to Nenalalek. Polygamy is hot
common among them ; they dd not change their wives, and their
morals appeat. to be irreproachable. The married people neither
fight nor dispute with one anothek, and no appearance of illhumour is to be seen among them,
Although M. Graah possessed articles that greatly delighted
thea, no Greenlander, hot even one of the children, begged for
anythidg, unless when service had been rendered ; for on these
occasions they always demahded a gratification, but were generally
satisfied with a portion of tobacco. Their chief luxuries are
tobacco, coffee, and eau de vie.
All this coast appears to be still colder, more barren and miserable than the west coast. I t mav be said to consist of one uninterrupted glacier (gisbrae), exhibiting only a few patches of
vegetation, generally oh the banks of the rivers-and elsewhere,
aften advancing far into the sea, and forming promontories of ice,
tkhich are passed with so much the more danget, that they frepakntky fall in avalanches (koebe).
During the whole summer of 1839, there waa not dne day
which could be called warm ; and before the 14th of June, the
Centigrade thermometer had never risen above 12'. During the
winter of 18'28-9, however, the cold never exceeded - 17' or 18' ;
and the south-west winds sometimes caused the temperature to rise
suddenly to 13'.
'A t Ekolumius, latitude 63' 30', the vegetation a peared to M.
Graah to be superior to that of any other part of t e coast, even
pf ~ulianshaab,which is reputed to be the most favoured part of
the west coast. This vegetation, however, appears to consist
bidY in a fine grass, which withers quickly when exposed to the
warmth of the sun, and in some anti-scorbutic plants, as sorrel and
scurvy-grass, with one or two kinds of flowers, and low bushes of
willow and birch, of which the maximum growth is two feet.
*he food of the natives is principally the dried flesh of the seal,
with a little game and fish. M. Graah makes mention of bears,
hares, birds, nd salmon ; but he says that, even at the latitude of
63' 36', rein- eer and hares are known only by name.
' In laying down the plan of the toast, M. G aah derived no
assistance from his chronometers, because one of t em stopped at
Nenortalik, and the other at the beginning of the voyage, which
was of n nature to expose these delicate instruments to too much
casualty.
'
.-He inade many obaervatiori of latitude and some of lunar db-
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tances, as well as of the declination of the needle ; and ip the latitude of 63' 11' 191, he found an excellent harbour, Amitoarsuk,
which he has surveyed, but the details and many of the results
have not arrived, the extract from his journals containing
only a few latitudes and a siligle longitude taken by lunar distances. At the bottom of a bay, latitude 61' lo', he found a
three- ound iron gun, of what country could not be ascertained,
but w ich seems to date from the end of the seventeenth century,
and has probably belonged to a whale-ship that was lout. At
6 3 O 361 of latitude, the natives pretend to have seen, about the
eud of July 1829, a ship in the open sea, at o w a y g r e a t disfance ; it would be interesting to know if, at that time, any
whaler attempted to pass between Iceland and Greenland, and in
what state it found the ice. The last inhabitants whom M.
Graah found on that coast informed him, that he would find others
still farther north, and but a little way off. I t is to be hoped,
therefore, that he has since reached them, and that'he will in this
way procure us further articulars regarding this coast, having
been so successful in his i!'rst attempt.'
N o information of Captain Graah's further progress has as
yet, however (Sept. 1831), been received. Meanwhile it may be
added, that if he succeed in gaining latitude 69' N., this wble
coast will have been recently examined as far as 75", Captain
Scoreby's survey of it, in 1883, having ranged between h i e
parallels.
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111.-Amunt

!

of Operatiow toJind W a t e r in the Desert befween
Cairo a n d STMZ. Extracted from the Malta Government
Gazette. Dated 16th March, 1831.
WE have been favoured with an interesting account of some
successful attempts made with great energy and perseveralwe
by Mr. Samuel Briggs, of Alexandria, to find water in the Desert,
between Suez and Cairo. This is not only an important discovery
for the natives of the country, but will also prodigiously facilitate
the intercourse with India by steam.
The first experiments were made in the valley of Kesche,
where the workmen bored, in one instance, to the depth of one
hundred and sixty feet, through a fine sandstone, mixed with
clay, without finding auy humidity; and in auother place to
the depth of fifty feet, .principally through a rock composed of
fragments of silex and jasper, where they met with a hard rock
which broke the instruments, and the attempt was consequently
relinquished on that spot. The operations were trat~sferredto the
valley of Candelli. Here water has been found in a clayey
stratum, at the de th of only thirteen feet,.where a well is already
established, to w ich the. Arabs come for their daily auppiy.

1

Water between Cairo and Suez.
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Above the clay is a bed of calca~.eoussandstone, five feet thick,
Lbrough which the water filters ; and in the stratum of clay three
lateral galleries have been ingeniously struck to the extent of
twelve or fourteen feet, which not only serve to collect the water,
but, together with a further continuation of the well, to the total
depth of twenty-one feet, form a reservoir of one thousand two
hundred cubic feet of water. The whole is to'be li'ned with stone
and mortar, which will render it a work of perfect art ; and what is
most im ortant is, that the water being found so near the surface,
neither t e labour of camels nor of machinery will be required to
draw it.
' Two other wells have been commenced in the kame valley, with
the same prospect of success. I t is believed that! as the spot
is only an hour, or an hour and a half's journey from the great
chain of mountains which stretches across the Desert from the Nile
to the Red Sea, the waters have there their source.
' This enterprise has been projected by, and carried into execution at, the sole expense of Mr. Briggs. H e has in his employ an
able mineralogist, Mr. Albert Gensberg (a Swiss, we believe), who
is still continuing his researches, and is confideht of finding water,
and establishing wells, at other parts of the route. The practical
artificers are two Englishmen, named Hancock and Wood. The "
place of their labours will probably soon become stations, or
villages, where men and animals will not only be supplied with
water, but with all other necessaries in their painful journeyings ;
and the names of the projector and executors of this work will be
remembered with gratitude by all future travellers in this hitherto
sterile desert.
Above all, it is hoped that the enlightened ruler of Egypt will
appreciate the merits of Mr. Briggs, whose success will facilitate
the commerce and promote the prosperity
of that country.'
.
T o the above may be also subjoi~iedthe following extract' of a
letter from Mr. Briggs himself to the Earl of Munster, who haa
communicated it to the Royal Geographical Society :-
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Alexandria, June 13,1831.

''My attempts to discover water in tbe Desert between Cairo
and Suez have been crowned with succ:ess ; and 1hope all future
travellers to and from India will feel tlie benefit of it, as well as
the pilgrims to Mecca.
. .
' 1 have had two Englishborers at work during a year and a half
at my expense ; and I mean to persevere till I have found water
also on the other line o communicatknr, known .to you between
Coeseir and Thebes, or enn6.
' Ibrahim Pasha gives me every as.dstance in guards, tools,
masons, &c., wherever sweet water i!, found; but the Hadgi
know it io to the English they are indebted for this boon.'
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tbe Faeipe.
bas been discovered in the Pacific Ocean,
among the Caroline Islands, the N.E. extremity of which is' in
latitude 7" 36' N., and longitude 155" 18' E. I t was found to
lie in a N.E. and S.W. direction, and is so extensive, that the
whole of it could not be seen from the N.E. extremity. I t is
about fourteen miles in a W.S.W. direction from Island BordeIaise discovered in 1886.'
T h e discovery is due to the ship Larkins, W. Campbell,
master; and, as here given, is extracted from her log, bearing
date 23d February 1830.
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VI.-Private Letter from Governor Stirling (Swan Riom Settlenzent) to Mr. Bamw.
' Western A u d d b , March'l3, 1831.
MY D E A R SIR,-By a ship which arrived here a few days
since, I had the satisfachon to receive your very agreeable notes,
dated June and July last, in which I observe the expression of
that kind interest which you have always taken in the welfare'and
establishment of this settlement. I shall be truly glad to send you
such a detailed account of its statistics as you seem to wish, and I
would forward it by this opportunity, if it were not necessary to
wait for the completion of a general map of the territory, which is
now about to be begun, as well as for a further account of the
weather, as registered during last year at King George's Sound,
and Garden Island. As soon as all the matters relating to a full
and accurate description of this country can be brought into
arrangement, I shall beg your acceptance of it.
Through good report and evil report we have worked Qur
way nearly to the conclusion of the secolld year, and I am proud in
saying, that our prospects are brighter and better assured than
ever. Since I last wrote to you, we have been frequently on the
point of failing, from causes which I suppose are always to be
found in operation in similar enterprises. I t was my business to
counteract these by further explorations of the country, of which
the general result has been that the future prosperity of the
settlement is now a point which no one is foolish enough to doubt.
T o give you an idea of our progress in discoveries, I shall briefly
allude to them in the order in which they were made. Two
attempts to get beyond the mountains were unsuccessful; I
therefore took to the sea-coast during the wet and dry season.
At Port Leschenault, in March, we found some good land
but before it could be occupied by aettlera, I learnt that a good
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station existed near to Cape Leuwen. I n May I proceeded there,
and formed a small settlement in a beautiful and fertile situation,
three miles to the eastward of the Cape in Flinders' '' Dangerous
Bight," where now, however, there is no danger. About one hundred persons make it a very contented and prosperous little place,
where ships may obtain excellent water, wood, and oegefubles,
at a few minutes' notice.
I n August, the third in order of the attempts to get beyond the
hills was found to be successful. A young gentleman of the 65d
regiment, accompanied by Mr. Beachmau, an excellent practical
farmer, penetrated to the further side of the mountains, and found
that the almost continuous range from north to south, which they
form, is about thirty-six miles broad. Beyond this range, to the
east, there is an und~~lating
variety of generally fair land. T h e
vallies, or plains, between the hills with which it is studded,
are always good and covered with grass, and the soil, though
variable, presents a proportion of good land to the extent 'of onethird of the first quality. The travellers were prevented from
going farther to the east than a few miles into this country, by a
river flowing to the north, which at the time was rolling down an
impetuous flood, caused by the rains of the season. After proceeding twenty miles up to the south on its banks, they returned to
Perth with the agreeable news.
In October, taking Mr. Dale, the discoverer of the above-mentioned country, with me, and several practical farmers, I proceeded
across the mountains ; and, having examined the count~yfor a few
days, 1 selected a site for a future county town, and returned to
my other tasks. I took the opportunity of sending Mr. Dale and a
few others to the eastward. They penetrated to the distance of
an hundred miles from the coast, directly east from Perth, and
returned with a most favourable account of the country they had
passed over.
' In December I again proceeded to the south coast. Our discoveries were impeded hy circun~stances; and, after paying a visit
to the Cape Leuwen,settlen~ent,we returned by the way of King
George's Sound to Perth. About the time I sailed, an expedition, which I had long been preparing, set off coastward from
this to King George's Sound, under the direction of Captain
Bannister. H e and his party crossed the hills at the head of the
Canning, after having travelled about thirty-five rniles among
them. H e then passed for ten miles further through a country of
equal proportioils of good and bad land. T o these forty miles
succeeded the most beautiful country he had ever seen, and represented by him to be available either for pasturage or tillage. This
noble district he traversed for eighty-eight or ninety miles in a S.
by E. direction: at the end of which distance he came into a hilly

country, occasionally.rugged, but frequently very good for .stock
and farming. .From one of these hills they thought they saw aa
immense mouutain to the east far above the clouds, and which the
surveyor who went with him estimated at ten thousand feet high.
I n this hilly count~ythey continued until they made the south
coast, near to Cape Chatham ; and, after enduring the extremes of
hunger, they reached King George's Sound in February. The importance of these discoveries will readily appear to you. The effect
upon the minds of the public here has been to remove all doubt
as to the success of the colony. The river mentioned beyond the
hills is, in winter, a very powerful stream, and the principal drain
of that country as far as we know. Its source and ulterior course
beyond the small part of it seen by us is at present unknown,
and, I may add, defies con'ecture ; for we know, by a recent exploration of the coast to td e south as far as latitude 2 8 O 40/, that
of interest shall not be
no river or inlet exists on it. This
allowed to remain much longer in obscurity.
' The little settlement at King George's Sound being now made
over to this government, I am shipping off some of those who are
not prospering here to try their fortune there. The wish of my
heart at present is to get a bush road made over to that place,
passing through Bannister's fine tract, and also the possession of a
few coasting vessels to keep up communication with the littIe
settlement on the coast.
P.S. We are just about establishing a botanical garden at
Perth, in which it may be hoped that, besides collecting and
arranging the plants of the country, experiments may be made as
to acclimating foreign productions.'

VI1:-Union of the African Association, with the Royal Geographical Society of London. Extracted from the Minutes of
Council of the latter body, dated July 93, 1831.
' AT a meeting of Council held this day, a communication wm
read from the Secretary of the African Association, intimating that
the Members of that Society were willing to make mer the
balance of its funds in their hands to the Royal Geographical
Society, and thui unite the two Societies, on condition that such
of their number as were not alr~adyMembers of the Royal Geographical Society, be received as such, without form of ballot,
on paying the usual composition for entrance money and apnual
payments. On which it was unanimously resolved by the Council
that this proposal be agreed to: that the following five Members
of the African Association, viz. Lord Clive, Henry Banks, Esq.,
Charles Hoare, Esq., H. H. Hoare, Esq., and John Motteux,
S

h q . , be aeeordlngly admitted Whwitb tb dl the ptipilegw ef
Metabem of the Royal Geogtapkiaal Society, they not being
al'redy such, on their making payment aa a b m ; and tbat tbL
act of Council be communicated to the 6ocicfty at ib k t
ordinary meeting, in November next, 601 its sanetien a ~ apprzrrral.'
d

VI1I.-Account 01the Vdecanic Island lately tkreum up between
Extracted fmm Reports made by the
BloJy and Pad&&.
British Cruhers to Admiral the Yon. Sir Henry Hotham,

.

K.C.B. ; and aommunicated by John Barrow, Esq., F.R..S.
Witb a Plate.

THE

Neapolitan schooner, Psyche, ap eqrs first to have discovered smoke on fie water where the is and is now situated, on
the 12th of July; and from the 13th to the 16th, this continued
iq three distinct columns, but without fire, as far as seee from a
Sardinian vessel becalmed in the neighpurhood. On the 17th,
the master of the brig, Adelaide, frorp ondon, distinguished fire
dso ; and it is probable that at this period, for the first time, the
laud rose to the surface. On the foIlowing day, as will be seen
the qpnexed letter, it had already attained considerable dimensions :-
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ort Commander C.H. Swinburne, of His M a j e s t s $hi*
'gpg?
to
th Hm.Sir F e n q Hotham, ~ . C . B .
'

oJ

~ ~ e - ~ d r n i ~ l

' Majesty's,Sloop, BPpid, at 4Q* July 29, 1831.
have the honour to inform you that on the 18th of
July, 1831, at 4 P. M., the town of Marsala bearing by compass
, b ~ l N.
f 9 mileo, I obserge4 from op board big &$ajeg~y'gslo pt
apd, qnder py command, a high irregular colun~pof v g y wI?Ite
smoke or steam, bearing S. by B. I steered for it, apd continqed
to do so till 8, 15, P. M., w h e ~having gone about thlrty miles by
&e reckoning, I saw flashes of brilliant light mingled with the
smoke, which was still distinctly visible by tbe light of tbe moon.
i In a few minutes the whole column became black and larger:
a most immediately afterwards several suqcessive eruptions of lurid
UR amidst the smoke: they subsided, and the column
then became p d u a l l y white again. As we seemed to near it
&st, I shortened sail, and hove to tin dayligtit, that I might ascertain its nature and exact positio~. During the night the changes
from wtjite to black, with flashes and *e eruptions of' fire, continued at irregular intervals, varying from half an hour to qn hour.
At da$ght I again steered towards it, and about 5 A . pr., when
Ihe smoke ha&& a moment cleared away at Le base, L saw

' SIR,-I
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a few feet above the sea Thia
was soon hidden again, and was only visible through the smoke at
the intervals between the more violent eruptions.
The volcano was in a constant state of activityi and appeared to
be dkharging dust and stones with vost volumes of s t s u n . At 7,
SO, the rushing noise of the eruptions was heard. At 9, beirlg
distant fiom it abbut two miles, and the water being much diacb
loured with dark objects at the stirface in various places, f hove to,
and webt in a boat to sound round and examine it. 1 rowed
towards it, kee ing on the weather side and sodnding, but got no
bottom till wit in twenty yards of the western side, where f had
18 fathotns soft bottom ; this was the only sounding obtained, except Rom the brig, one mile true north from the centre of the
island, where the depth was 130 fathoms soft dark brown mud.
T h e crater (for it wos now evident that such warr its form) leerned
to be composed of fine cinden and mud of a dark brown colour ;
within it waa to be seeh, in the intervals between the eruptions, a
hxture of muddy water, steam, and cindem, dashing up and dowlt,
amd occaeionally running into the sea over the edge of the crater,
which I found, on rowing round, to be broken down to the level
of the sea on the W.S.W. side, for the space of ten or t w e h
~patds. Here 1 obtained a better view of the interior, which
appeared to be filled with muddy water riolehtly agitated, froin
which showers of hot stones or cinders were constantly shooting up
a few yards, and falling into it again, but thq great quantity
of steam that constantly rose fiom it prevented my seeing the
whole cratet.
A considerable stream of muddy water flowed outward through
the opening, and, mingling with that of the sea, c a a d the discoloration that had been observed before. I could not approach
near enough to observe its temperature, but that of the Ma, within
ten or twelve yards of it, was only one degree higher than the
average, and to the leeward of the idand, in the direction of the
current (which ran to the eastward), no difference could be p e e
ceived, even where the water was moat discoloured ; howevet, as
a '' mirage" played above it near its source, it war probably
hot there. The datk objects on the surface of the sea proved to
be patches of small floating cinders. The island, or crater, a p
peared to be seventy or eighty yards in its external diameter, and
the lip as thin as it could be, consistent with its height, which
might be twenty feet above the sea in the higheet, and six feet in
the lowest part, leaving the rest for the diameter of the area withh.
These deta~lscould only be observed in the intervals beween the
great eruptions, some of wbich I witnessed from the boat. N o
words can describe their sublime grandeur j their phgre- w ~ J
wnerally ss follows :--After the vdcano had emitted fok some
sa

-a amall hilloek, of a dark coloar,
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2ccwnt' of the' Volcanic Island.
time ita usual quantities of white steam, suddenly thk whole aperture was fined with an enormous mass of hot cinders and dust,
rushing upwards to the height of some hundred feet with a loud
roaring noise, then falling into the sea on all sides with a still
louder noise, arising, in part perhaps, from the formation of prodigious quantities of steam, ,which instantly took place. This
steam was at first of a brown colour, having embodied a great deal
of the dust; as it rose it graduall~recoveredits pure white colour,
depositing the dust in the rhape 'of a shower of muddy rain.
While this was being accomplished, renewed eruptions of hot
cinders and dust were quickly succeeding each other; while
forked lightning, accompanied by rattling thunder, darted about in
all directions within the column, now darkened with dust, and
greatly increased in volume, and distorted by sudden gusts and
whirlwinds. The latter were most freauent on the lee side. where
they often made imperfect water+spo& of curious shapes. .On
one occasion some of the steam,reached the boat ; it smelt a
little of sulphur, and the mud it left became a gritty sparkling dark
brown powder whendry. None of the stones or cinders thrown
'out appeared more than half a foot in diameter, and most of them
much smaller.
From the time when the volcano was first seen, till after I left
it, the barometer did not fall or rise ; the sympiesometer underwent
frequent but not important changes, and the temperature of the
sea did not bespeak any unusual influence.'
This was its state on the 18th July. O n the eed it was again
reported on by Commander Smith, of the Philomel, anotb'er of
his Majesty's ships, who says, ' the N.W. part is the highest,
being about 80 feet a b ~ v ethe level of the sea, and becoming
lower towards the southern extremity ; the S.E. side is broken
down even with the water, which keeps rushing into the crater
with great noise ; whence rises, in turn an immense volume of
white vapour, curling and spreading to an extraordinary height,
intermixed, in rapid succession, w~th magnificent eruptions of
cinders and lava thrown to the height of from four and five hundred
to a thousand feet, forking and branching out as they ascend,
and then pouring down with a noise like thunder, making the
water a sheet of foam for a considerable distance around it.
During the night the eruptions were not remarkable for a very
great quantity of fire, though a constant shooting of small columns
was visible, with occasional flashes of sheet lightning; when
near to it to leeward, the sulphur was nearly suffocating the crews
of the boats.
' The Volcano appears to be composed almost entirely of
cinders with a sprinkling of lava, of an oblong shape, about threequarters of a mile in circumfereuce, and from the sol~ndiogshas as
yet a very small base.'
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Captain Senhouse of the St. inc cent, Sir Henry Hotham's
flag-ship, is our last informant, who, having been detached in
.the Hind cutter to ascertain the exact position of the island,
effected a landing on it on the 3rd August, hoisted the British
ensign, and called i t . Graham Island. His description of the
.eruptions differs little from those $ready quoted :-his
account
.of landing, with estimate of height and other dimensious, we subjoin nearly in his own words
Seizing a favourable m&nent,rwe gave way with our oars.
O a r distance was rather greater than we could have wished, but
we proceeded as quickly as the sea would allow. As we qproached, some occasional jets were thrown up, but of little consequence ; and a current was discovered running to the westward, and setting us further to the right than we desired. Within
twenty yards of the shore, the water appeared shoal, and the sea
broke ; but as there was no appearance of surf on the beach, we
kept steadily 011 till the boat struck the ground. The Union Jack
was the,n planted, such observations were made as the pressure
of circumstances, and the imminent danger of a fresh eruption
every moment, would admit of; a bucket-full of the materials of
which the island seemed chiefly composed was collected; and
we re-embarked.
' The form of the crater is nearly a perfect circle, and complete along its whole circumference, excepting for about two
hundred and Gfty yards on the S.E. side, which are broken and
low, not apparently above three feet high. The height of the
highest part, I supposed by the eye to be about one hundred and
sixty feet ; a rough computation afterwards made it one hundred
a n d eighty. The outer diameter is, I think, almost six hundred
and forty yards, and the inner about four hundred. The whole
circuit of the island I conceive to be from a mile and a quarter
t o a mile and one-third.
' The fragments brought away are compact and heavy, and
t h e whole surface of the island is dense, and perfectly hard under
t h e feet. No variety of stones were procured, nor any lava;
neither did I see any jets or streams of lava while on the island.
A l l the fragments were very hot when collected ; and I thought
t h e temperature of the sea close to the shore somewhat higher
than farther out, although of this I was not very certain. The
latitude of the island is 37" 11' N. Longitude 19" 44' East of
Greenwich.'
We have been somewhat more minute in our extracts from these
documents than the strict value of the information they contain
warrants: because by the latest accounts the island is still increasing in extent, and consequently none of the above descriptions
a r e now accurate. But something is due to the interest of the
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phenomenon. I t is remarkable that as far back as the %th June,
Admiral Sir Pulteney Malcolm, on his return home, and passing
nearly over the present position of this ~rolcano,experienced severti1
severe shocks, which were attributed to earthquake. And tvp.0
other fact8 are still mdre worthy of notick. A traditibn exirta at
Malta, that a volcano existed in the same &pot about the corndencement of the last century ) and one of the officers of the St.
Vincent has an old chart of the Mediterranean, published by Q,
Faden, which lay8 down a shoal with only four fathorns on it, imd
called Larmour's Breakers, within a mile of the lame latitude abd
longitude.
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